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ABSTRACT

In the fifth and fourth centuries BCE, a number of “doctor-cosmologists” attempted to base the art of healing on the elements, laws, and fundamental forces that govern the universe as a whole. This study examines the major sources for this movement, with the primary goal of understanding how this movement came to be. Chapter 1 examines three second-hand reports: (1) the testimonies on Petron and Philistion in the Anonymus Londiniensis, (2) the speech of Eryximachus in Plato’s Symposium, and (3) On Ancient Medicine. Chapters 2–5 then examine the four most important works by doctor-cosmologists to have survived from the Classical period: On the Nature of the Human Being, On Breaths, On Flesh, and On Regimen. Over the course of this study, I argue that many of the same pressures that led to the production of works like On Regimen in Acute Diseases and the seven books of Epidemics can also be seen in the works of the doctor-cosmologists. All of these medical writers believed that individual variation constitutes a significant impediment to the art, and that the state of medical knowledge can be improved, even perfected, by focusing on what is “common” and “fixed,” that is, on what remains stable when other variables change. Other major conclusions include the observation that On Ancient Medicine is an unreliable witness to what the doctor-cosmologists were doing; that these doctors combined their first principles with more traditional models of pathogenesis; that many of their theories can be elucidated by considering specifically medical modes of thought; and that the author of On Regimen in particular develops a significant theory about the cosmos—a theory that is not only highly developed and internally consistent, but has many affinities with the fragments of Parmenides, Heraclitus, and Empedocles.
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Preface

Abbreviations of Greek authors and their works are taken from Liddell, Scott, and Jones, hereafter LSJ. Works in the Hippocratic Corpus are first cited by their paragraph and section number, then by the volume and page number in Littré, hereafter L. The paragraph and section numbers are taken from the most recent editions, with preference given to the Corpus Medicorum Graecorum, Budé, and Loeb editions, in that order. For Diseases of Unwed Girls, I follow the divisions of Lami (2007). All Greek texts are based on these same editions, although I have occasionally found it preferable to adopt my own readings, the most significant of which are flagged in the footnotes. The fragments of early Greek cosmologists (Parmenides, Heraclitus, Empedocles, etc.) are cited in accordance with Diels-Kranz, hereafter DK. The fragments of Greek comedy are cited in accordance with Kassel and Austin, hereafter K.–A. Cuneiform texts are cited from various collections, including R. Campbell Thompson’s Assyrian Medical Texts (hereafter AMT), Köcher’s Babylonisch-assyrische Medizin (hereafter BAM), and Gurney and Finkelstein’s The Sultantepe Tablets (hereafter STT).

This study is dedicated to my parents, Rodney and Betty Camden, and my wife, Elizabeth Engelhardt. Special thanks go to my two readers, Gisela Striker and Nancy Worman, and especially my dissertation advisor, Mark Schiefsky. It was Mark who first nurtured my budding interest in the Hippocratic Corpus. More than anyone else, he has shaped my thinking about what early Greek medicine is all about. I would also like to extend a heartfelt thanks to the faculty, staff, and students of Emory University. Their unflagging support during my year as a visiting lecturer was crucial to helping me see this project to the end.
Introduction

Cosmology is the study of the underlying order that structures and governs the universe as a whole. It can be defined more precisely as the combination of two activities: (1) the identification and description of the first principles of all things, and (2) the explanation of natural phenomena with reference to those principles. The following study concerns a group of physicians I will call, for lack of a better term, “doctor-cosmologists.” These physicians all lived in the Greek-speaking world during the fifth and fourth centuries BCE. What defines them as “cosmologists” is their attempt to base the art of healing on the first principles of all things in general (i.e., the elements, laws, and fundamental forces that govern the universe as a whole). For most students of Greek literature, the best known example of a “doctor-cosmologist” is the physician Eryximachus. His speech in Plato’s Symposium defines ἔρως (“love”) as a universal power, present “in the bodies of all animals, in the things that grow in the earth, and in practically all that is” (ὡς ἔπος εἶπεῖν ἐν πάσι τοῖς οὐσί, 186a). Eryximachus compares the role of ἔρως in six crafts—medicine, gymnastics, agriculture, music, astronomy, and divination—all in order to show that this principle “extends over everything, both human and divine” (ἐπὶ πᾶν … τείνει, καὶ κατ’ ἀνθρώπινα καὶ κατὰ θεία πράγματα, 186b), and “has a great, a strong, nay an absolute power” (πολλὴν καὶ μεγάλην, μᾶλλον δὲ πᾶσαν δύναμιν ἔχει, 188d). The Hippocratic treatise On Breaths describes πνεῦμα (“breath, wind”) in similar terms. Πνεῦμα is “the greatest potentate in the universe and over the universe” (μέγιστος ἐν τοῖς πᾶσι τῶν πάντων δυνάμεως, Flat. 3.2, 6.94 L.), and it is the “origin and source” (ἀρχῆ καὶ πηγῆ, 1.4, 6.92 L.) of all diseases in the sick. Other texts in the Hippocratic Corpus further illustrate this trend. On Regimen asserts that all animals, including humans, are composed of fire and water. Fire has the “power” (δύναμις) to move all things, water the power to nourish all things, and these two substances are “sufficient in themselves, both for each other and for everything else” (αὐτάρκεα ἐστὶ τοῖς τε ἄλλοις πᾶσι καὶ
Another text, On Flesh, presents anatomy in a framework of anthropogony. It begins by dividing the cosmos into the hot, the cold, and the wet, and it then explains how each part of the body, with the aid of the “fatty” (τὸ λιπαρόν) and the “glutinous” (τὸ κολλόδες), arose from these three substances. Then there is the Anonymous Londiniensis, a first-century papyrus that summarizes earlier medical theories, which mentions several Greek doctors with an interest in cosmology. To cite just one example, Philistion of Locri is said to have held that humans are composed of four “forms” (ἰδέαι): fire, air, water, and earth. To each of these forms he assigned a “power” (δύναμις). To fire he assigned the hot, to air the cold, to water the wet, and to earth the dry (Anon. Lond. XX.25–37).

This list could be expanded with other known doctor-cosmologists, figures like Petron of Aegina, the unnamed opponents of On Ancient Medicine, and Polybus of Cos, the presumptive author of the treatise On the Nature of the Human Being. Together, they suggest that the Classical period was a time when many Greek doctors were interested in cosmology. It was a time when physicians were attempting to base the art of healing on a limited number of principles, generalized to the highest possible degree, while asserting that the same “powers” (δυνάμεις) that govern the universe in its entirety are also the “source” (ἀρχή) of all changes in the body. As the author of On Ancient Medicine succinctly notes, many doctors in this period were attempting to speak or write about medicine “after laying down a foundation for their account” (ὑπόθεσιν αὐτοί ἐως τοῖς ὑποθέμενοι τῷ λόγῳ, VM 1.1, 1.570 L.). They were “narrowing down the primary cause of diseases and death for human beings” and making that cause “the same for all,” setting up “one or two” principles like “the hot, the cold, the wet, the dry—or whatever else they please” (VM 1.1, 1.570 L.).

The primary goal of this study is to understand how these doctor-cosmologists came to be. What led them to adopt such universalizing theories, and what can their theories tell us about the
priorities of Greek doctors in the fifth and fourth centuries BCE? These questions are not easy to answer, primarily because the intermixture of medicine with cosmology cannot be attributed to any single, centralized authority. There was no “school” of cosmological medicine, no one thinker to whom all of these doctors were responding. Nowadays, most scholars would agree that an important role was played by the “inquiry into nature” (περὶ φύσεως ἱστορία), the tradition of cosmological speculation that is commonly said to have begun with Thales, Anaximander, and Anaximenes of Miletus in the sixth century BCE. It is now generally agreed that this tradition lent authority and inspiration to the doctor-cosmologists. The precise nature of its contribution, however, has never been clearly defined.

In previous treatments of the doctor-cosmologists, scholars have tended to begin with the framework of medicine’s interactions with “philosophy.” Under this rubric, the doctor-cosmologists are presented as either aspiring participants in the “inquiry into nature” or as passive recipients of philosophy’s spreading influence. In the third volume of his Paideia: The Ideals of Greek Culture (1944), Jaeger exemplifies this approach when he describes a three-stage process of mutual influence between medicine and philosophy: first, philosophy influenced medicine, then medicine philosophy, and finally philosophy and medicine fell in danger of being confused. “It was entirely natural,” Jaeger concludes, “that, when the great concepts of natural philosophy were taken over into medicine, its cosmological ideas should enter along with them and disturb men’s minds.”¹ This characterization of cosmology as something that “entered into” medicine can be found in numerous accounts of the doctor-cosmologists. It has its roots in a modern tendency to distinguish “medicine” from “philosophy,” to separate “empirical” doctors, the supposed forerunners of positive science, from their more ambitious, “philosophical” colleagues.

¹ Jaeger (1944, 15–16).
As one scholar writes in reference to On Flesh, “it is difficult to see that π. σαρκῶν is typically a ‘medical’ treatise, in spite of its self-description in its first sentence. It is certainly not concerned practically with medicine.”2 Another says of On Regimen and On Flesh that they were written by “un nouveau type de médecin, type très séduisant car il essaye de réaliser avant la lettre une sorte de symbiose entre la science positive et la pensée philosophique.”3 Many historians have described the doctor-cosmologists as sophists, rhetoricians—anything but real doctors. They were “under the influence of philosophy,” following its lead “to so great a degree as to interfere with and destroy the positive scientific outlook.”4 In other words, the doctor-cosmologists were not just non-medical; they were antithetical to medicine. Jones captures this sentiment when he writes that “During the fifth century B.C. philosophy made a determined effort to bring medicine within the sphere of its influence. ... Medicine was here face to face with a deadly enemy.”5

More recently, scholars have moved away from this narrative of a single, true “medicine,” struggling against its enemies. Instead, it has been pointed out that “medicine” and “philosophy” were fluid concepts in the Classical period, and that any boundary between these two disciplines was liable to be crossed by doctors and philosophers alike.6 In some cases, we see this overlap between “medicine” and “philosophy” explicitly mentioned in Classical Greek literature. In the Phaedo, Plato cites investigations into human physiology as an integral part of the “inquiry into nature” (Phdl. 96a–c), while in the Timaeus he refers to Egyptians who study “everything concerning the cosmos down to divination and the art of healing that aims at health” (Tim. 24b–

---

2 Peck (1936, 62).
3 Bourgey (1953, 124).
4 Miller (1949, 314).
5 Jones (1923, xlv). For another designation of philosophy as an “enemy” of medicine, see Ducatillon (1977, 89).
c). Aristotle twice notes that investigations “concerning nature” should conclude with the first principles of health and disease, while the best doctors tend to begin their inquiries with first principles derived from philosophy (Sens. 436a–b, Resp. 480b).

For my part, I prefer to avoid any reference to the doctor-cosmologists as practicing a “philosophical” brand of medicine. I do not object to this term on the grounds that these physicians should not qualify as “philosophers,” but simply because when we use the word “philosophy,” we tend to think of a discrete enterprise that is pursued for its own sake. When a doctor is said to combine medicine with “philosophy,” it is still generally supposed that he is either undermining the former for the sake of the latter, or else creating an amalgam in which the “philosophical” elements can easily be separated from the “medical.” What I would like to stress, however, is that a simple equation between cosmology and philosophy oversimplifies what it means to investigate first principles. On the one hand, many participants in the “inquiry into nature” were devoted cosmologists, by which I mean their primary objective was to understand and describe the universe as a whole. However, cosmology can also be a framework for organizing and explaining other sciences, a mode of high-level thinking that elucidates phenomena by referring to the fundamental nature of all things. A doctor might take some principle from his clinical experience (e.g., hot compresses draw fluids from the body), compare that principle with other, non-clinical phenomena (e.g., the sun draws water from the sea), and further generalize it so that it applies not only to the body, but to the universe as a whole (e.g., heat attracts all fluids). If the doctor then applies this new principle to other, related aspects of clinical decision-making, we would say that he is thinking in “cosmological” terms. That does not mean, however, that the doctor has necessarily departed from a specifically “medical” mode of thought.

By equating cosmology with “philosophy” and by assuming that cosmological speculations are the exclusive purview of “philosophers,” we run the risk of ignoring what the doctors
themselves might have brought to the table. Furthermore, if we assume that cosmology was simply “imported” into medicine, we are forced to choose between several unsatisfactory explanations for how the doctor-cosmologists came to be. It has often been asserted, for example, that the introduction of cosmology into medicine was *unavoidable* given the influence of the inquiry into nature. According to Festugière (1948, xix), “Il était inévitable que les médecins d’Ionie, dans leur enquête sur la cause des maux qui affligent la nature humaine, eussent recours aux théories élaborées par leurs compatriotes relativement à la Nature universelle.” Similarly, Lonie (1981, 56) writes that “Greek speculative medicine could hardly avoid being governed, to a very large extent indeed, by the concepts and the categories of pre-Socratic philosophy”—as if this movement was so transformative that Greek doctors could not help but be swept along with it. Other attempts to “explain” the doctor-cosmologists have simply listed all the benefits that come from cosmology: it is comprehensive, precise, persuasive, easy to teach, distinguishes one doctor from another, etc. The last of these explanations has been especially popular in modern scholarship, fostered by a heightened interest in the medical marketplace and in the physician’s basic need to persuade.\(^7\) I find it difficult, however, to understand how a full-blown cosmology is more persuasive than, say, a detailed theory of human physiology. If the doctor-cosmologists were simply looking for more students, more patients, or a higher place in society, why would they select such a controversial framework as “the things on high and under the earth” (τὰ μετέωρα καὶ τὰ ἔπο χῆ) for presenting their views on disease?

The greatest shortcoming in all of these explanations is that they can be made with little knowledge of early Greek medical thought. In fact, they all treat medicine as a blank slate upon which new systems could be imposed. Medicine, of course, was not a blank slate. Greek doctors

---

\(^7\) For a recent discussion that emphasizes this explanation, see Chang (2008). On the “medical marketplace” in general, see Nutton (1992).
had their own traditional views on the etiology of disease, and as we see most clearly in the seven books of *Epidemics*, they were engaged in elaborate programs of medical inquiry in which they categorized phenomena in terms of commonalities and differences, universals and particulars at the same time that they speculated about the universe as a whole. To the best of my knowledge, no one has ever considered how these pre-existing theories and methods of inquiry may have contributed to the rise of the doctor-cosmologists. In our haste to drive a wedge between medicine and “philosophy,” we have awkwardly separated the doctor-cosmologists from the rest of the medical tradition.

In this study, I will examine the doctor-cosmologists from a medical point of view. In particular, I will argue that if we want to understand how this movement came to be, we need to consider the changing priorities of medical thinking in the fifth and fourth centuries BCE. By taking this approach, I do not intend to minimize or otherwise downplay the influence of the inquiry into nature on the doctor-cosmologists. Without a pre-existing tradition of cosmological investigation, it is highly unlikely that this movement would have ever taken shape. What I am stressing in this study is not that we should completely separate the doctor-cosmologists from other thinkers who speculated about the nature of all things. Rather, I intend to show that a simple gesture toward the inquiry into nature is insufficient for explaining how this movement came to be.\(^8\)

My analysis will be divided into five chapters and a conclusion. In Chapter 1, I will examine three second-hand reports: (1) the testimonies on Petron and Philistion in the *Anonymus*...

---

\(^8\) On the need to show care when discussing lines of influence between the inquiry into nature and Greek medical texts, see Heidel (1914, 152–154), Orelli (1998), Laks (1998), (2008, 260–262), Schiefsky (2005, 2–3, 46–55). With these cautious discussions, one may contrast the bulk of work that has previously appeared on the doctor-cosmologists, much of which is replete with indiscriminate *Quellenforschung*. As I hope to show over the course of this study, we will ultimately arrive at more interesting conclusions if we ask why the doctor-cosmologists thought they *needed* to describe the first principles of all things before we consider their reliance on the theories of other thinkers.
Londiniensis, (2) the speech of Eryximachus in Plato’s Symposium, and (3) On Ancient Medicine. In Chapters 2–5, I will then examine the four most important works by doctor-cosmologists to have survived from the Classical period: On the Nature of the Human Being, On Breaths, On Flesh, and On Regimen. For the sake of avoiding unnecessary distractions, I have chosen to omit any discussion of On Sevens. This text was once dated as early as the sixth century BCE, but Mansfeld (1971) has argued that it was actually composed half a millennium later, in the first century CE. Over the course of this study, I will argue that many of the same pressures that led to the production of works like On Regimen in Acute Diseases and the seven books of Epidemics can also be seen in the works of the doctor-cosmologists. All of these medical writers believed that individual variation constitutes a significant impediment to the art, and that the state of medical knowledge can be improved, even perfected, by focusing on what is “common” and “fixed,” that is, on what remains stable when other variables change. By situating the doctor-cosmologists within this broader narrative, it is my hope that this study will encourage other historians to take a closer look at their writings. For a long time, the doctor-cosmologists have been dismissed as amateurish imitators of the inquiry into nature, developing theories about the cosmos for no other reason than to impress (or deceive) their patients. If, however, we can show that these doctors were actually responding to pressures coming from within the medical tradition, then an understanding of their texts will become central to understanding Greek medicine as a whole.
Chapter 1: Three second-hand reports

1.1 Anonymus Londiniensis

The Anonymus Londiniensis is a Greek papyrus most commonly dated to the first century CE. It is divided into two parts, of which the first, sometimes called the Menoneia, draws on a Peripatetic source (perhaps the work of Menon, a collaborator of Aristotle) from the late fourth century BCE. This Peripatetic source was a collection of opinions on the etiology of disease. It was compiled under the direction of Aristotle, who saw the gathering and comparison of such opinions—a practice now known as “doxography”—as an important first step for the development of original theories. In addition to the work on medicine, Aristotle encouraged similar collections of opinions on mathematics, astronomy, and theology by Eudemus, as well as Theophrastus’ On Sensation and the same author’s widely influential Opinions on Natural Philosophy. Except for On Sensation, none of these collections have survived in their original form. Through intermediaries like the Anonymus Londiniensis, however, we can access much of their content, providing invaluable insight into the early history of Greek thought.\(^9\)

For our purposes, two entries in the Anonymus Londiniensis are of special interest. These are the entries for Petron of Aegina and Philistion of Locri, both of whom lived in the Classical period, an era that spans from roughly 500 to 300 BCE.\(^10\) Petron is datable from the report that Ariston was his student.\(^11\) Galen mentions this Ariston alongside Euryphon, Phaon, and Philistion as a

\(^9\) In the Anonymus Londiniensis, there are entries for over twenty medical writers, seven of whom were unknown before the discovery of the papyrus. On the history of this papyrus and its relationship with Aristotle, see Manetti (1999). For a modern edition, with bibliography, see Manetti (2011). The spelling Londiniensis (adopted by Manetti) is to be preferred over Londinensis (adopted by earlier commentators). On the adjectival form of Londinium, which was not confirmed by epigraphic evidence until the early 2000s, see Corcoran, Salway, and Salway (2002).

\(^10\) On Petron (who is also called “Petronas” in some sources), see Deichgräber (1937), Touwaide (2007), and Manetti (2008b). On Philistion, see Diller (1938), Nutton (2007a), and Manetti (2008c). The Anonymus Londiniensis also describes a third doctor-cosmologist, Polybush of Cos, whom we will discuss in Chapter 2.

potential author of the treatise *On Regimen*, noting that all of these medical writers are “ancient” (παλαιοὶ), and that they are all either older than Hippocrates or contemporary with him.¹² Philistion, for his part, can be dated by his alleged connections with Eudoxus, Chrysippus, and Dionysius II of Syracuse. He is said to have taught medicine to both Eudoxus (ca. 390–340 BCE) and Chrysippus (fl. mid–late 4th cent. BCE), while the Platonic *Second Letter* refers to Philistion’s service in the court of Dionysius II, who ruled from 367 to 357 BCE.¹³

Beyond these biographical reports, very little is known about either Petron or Philistion outside the *Anonymus Londiniensis*. Petron is said to have administered the following treatment to fever patients: first, he covered them with blankets in order to encourage both heat and thirst; then, he administered a cold drink to purge the peccant humors through sweating and vomiting; and finally, he restored the patient’s strength with roast meat and dark wine—a bold treatment that drew the attention of Erasistratus, Celsus, and Galen.¹⁴ Philistion, meanwhile, is said to have described a machine for reducing dislocations (Orib. 4.344) and to have held a variety of opinions on anatomy and physiology. Among these opinions are the belief that respiration cools the body’s innate heat and that drinks pass to the lungs—both common assumptions in early Greek medicine.¹⁵ According to Rufus of Ephesus, Philistion gave the name “eagles” (ἀετοί) to

---


¹³ D.L. 8.86, 8.89, [Pl.] Epist. 2, 314d–e. Like Ariston, Philistion is included in Galen’s lists of “ancient” physicians; see Gal. *De alim. fac.* 6.473 K., *De meth. med.* 1.3.13, 10.27–28 K., *In Hp. Acut. comm.* 15.455–456 K. On the strength of these testimonies, Manetti (2008c) suggests a *floruit* of 370–340 BCE, although it is conceivable that he was active for several decades before this range.


the temporal vessels (Ruf. De corp. hum. appell. 200–201), perhaps referring to their resemblance to outspread wings.\textsuperscript{16} The term ἀετώι could have also referred to the use of these vessels as diagnostic “omens” (LSJ s.v. ἀετός II)\textsuperscript{17} or simply to the critical position of these vessels in the body,\textsuperscript{18} while another, if less likely, explanation is that Philistion originally wrote something like ἄητοι (“blasts of air”) and attributed throbbing temples to the movement of πνεῦμα through these vessels.\textsuperscript{19} To later generations, Philistion was especially famous as an authority on dietetics, which may explain his identification as a potential author of the treatise \textit{On Regimen}.\textsuperscript{20} According to Pliny, he recommended foodstuffs like parsnips, cabbage, and basil for a variety of diseases, including strangury, dropsy, tetanus, pleurisy, epilepsy, jaundice, phrenitis, and cholera.\textsuperscript{21} He is

\textsuperscript{16} The term ἀετός was in fact applied to architectural gables for precisely this reason (LSJ s.v. ἀετός IV). When the temporal artery becomes visible in patients with temporal arteritis, it displays a distinctive v-shape.


\textsuperscript{18} In \textit{On Head Wounds}, the author notes that each temple contains a “hollow and powerful vessel” (\textit{VC} 2.4, 3.190 L.) and that one may safely incise any vessel in the head except the temporal vessels, for their incision will produce spasm on the opposite side of the body (\textit{VC} 13.5, 3.234 L.). This observation is repeated at \textit{Art.} 30, 4.142 L., \textit{Coac.} 184, 5.624 L., 488, 5.696 L., \textit{Proorrh.} I 121, 5.550–552 L., and it is supported by the vascular anatomy of \textit{Nat. Hom.} 11.3, 6.58–60 L. (= \textit{Oss.} 9.3, 9.174–176 L.), where each temporal vessel is said to pass to the opposite side of the body. On the general importance of the temporal vessels, see also \textit{Morb.} II 20.3, 7.34 L., \textit{Carn.} 5.3, 8.590 L., \textit{Oss.} 12.1, 9.182 L.

\textsuperscript{19} For the attribution of throbbing temples to the presence of πνεῦμα, see \textit{Flat.} 8.7, 6.102–104 L. (πεπληντα γαρ οἱ φιδήξες ἄηρος). At \textit{Anon. Lond.} XX.43–50 (quoted below, pp. 14–15), Philistion is said to have discussed the movement of πνεῦμα through the vessels. Contrast this with \textit{Loc. Hom.} 3.2, 6.280 L., where the constant throbbing of the temples is attributed to two streams of blood that flow in opposite directions and collide with one another.


\textsuperscript{21} Plin. \textit{HN} 20.xxxi.31 (parsnips), 20.xxxiv.86 (cabbage), 20.xlviii.122 (basil).
also said to have drawn fine distinctions between different varieties of bread, noting their powers to affect the body in accordance with their ingredients and modes of preparation.  

22 The specific powers that Philistion attributed to bread include the encouragement of either good or bad humors and the production or repression of \( \pi \nu \varepsilon \delta \mu \alpha \). He also appears to have been very interested in digestion, noting how different varieties of bread are easier or more difficult to digest, more or less nourishing, and either relax or constrict the bowels.  

23 It is notable that none of these reports about Petron and Philistion say anything about their interests in cosmology.  

24 Outside the *Anonymous Londiniensis*, the closest hint at their cosmological theories comes in a single passage from Galen. In this passage, Galen includes Philistion in a list of authorities who claimed that “the bodily parts of all animals are governed by the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet, the one pair being active the other passive, and that among these the hot has most power in connection with all functions, but especially with the genesis of the humors” (*Nat. Fac. 2.8, 2.110–111* K., trans. Brock, modified). It is possible that Galen cites Philistion in this passage because he actually wrote something to this effect. The testimony is extremely vague,

---

22 Athen. 3.83, 115d–e (quoted below, pp. 41–42). This affinity for division and classification (albeit not uncommon in the Hippocratic Corpus) may have inspired the reports in antiquity that Philistion was somehow connected with Plato’s Academy. See [Pl.] *Epist. 2, 314d–e*, where Plato is said to have invited Philistion to Athens, and *Epicr. fr. 10* K.—A., where a Sicilian doctor (unnamed but generally assumed to be Philistion) is said to be present in Plato’s Academy. There is also a modern tradition of detecting the influence of Philistion in Plato’s *Timaeus*. In general, however, these discussions have not pointed out much that is uniquely “Philistionic,” and they often invoke a supposed “Sicilian school” of medicine that modern historians of medicine are now finding increasingly difficult to accept (see below, nn. 31, 33).

23 For Philistion’s general interest in anatomy and physiology, see also Gal. *De meth. med. 2.5.11, 10.110–111* K., *De anat. 2.900–901* K. At Gal. *Adv. eos qui de typis scrips. 7.488* K., the reference to those who divide the year into seven seasons needing someone like Philistion to mock them probably refers to the Augustan-era writer of mimes rather than our doctor. Similarly, *pace* Smith (1867, 295), the reference to a Philistion at M. Aurel. 6.47 probably does not refer to Philistion of Locri, but rather to the mimographer or else to a recently deceased slave of the emperor; cf. Hadot (1998, 276), Hard and Gill (2011, 154), Gill (2013, 192). It is unclear what we should make of the two references to “Philistion’s brother” at Cael. Aur. *Morb. chron. 3.8.147, 5.1.22*. One possibility is that Philistion belonged to a family of doctors, and that he attributed certain treatments to an unnamed brother in his writings.

24 One source even identifies Philistion as a potential founder of the Empiricist sect (Gal. *De subfig. empir. 1*), although this report may have arisen through a confusion of his name with that of Philinus of Cos.
however, and it groups Philistion with such a wide range of authorities (Hippocrates, Diocles, Praxagoras, Plato, Aristotle, and Theophratus) that its usefulness for reconstructing the views of Philistion is dubious to say the least.\textsuperscript{25} It was not until Diels’ publication of the \textit{Anonymus Londiniensis} in 1893 that the cosmological interests of Petron and Philistion first came to the attention of modern scholars.\textsuperscript{26} In this text, the author divides all medical writers into two camps, with one camp supposedly claiming that digestive “residues” (περιττώματα) are the primary cause of disease, while the other claims that “elements” (στοιχεῖα) are responsible for human illness. The first camp includes Euryphon, Herodicus, Hippocrates, Dexippus, and at least twelve other medical writers. The second includes Plato and Philolaus, as well as four practicing doctors: Polybus, Menecrates, Petron, and Philistion. To judge from these reports, “residues” (περιττώματα) denote any substance, either liquid or vapor, that arises from nutriment left to stagnate in the belly. “Elements” (στοιχεῖα), meanwhile, are the fundamental building blocks of human beings, identified as either bodily compounds (blood, phlegm, bile, and πνεῦμα) or cosmological principles (earth, air, fire, and water; the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet). Of the four doctors who are said to have focused on “elements,” Petron, Philistion, and Polybus are all said to have identified cosmological principles as the basic constituents of human beings, while

\textsuperscript{25} On the limited usefulness of this passage, see van der Eijk (2001, 51–53). For similar passages that include Philistion among a list of physicians who all hold the same view, see Gal. \textit{De nat. med.} 1.3.13, 10.27–28 K., 2.5.11, 10.110–111 K., \textit{On Medical Terms} p. 18,29–19,5 Meyerhof-Schacht. In these passages, Philistion is included among physicians who (1) distinguished the ways in which diseases resemble and differ from one another, (2) claimed that there are many types of disease and that each of these types requires a different treatment, (3) believed that nothing can be known or discovered about disease types without first knowing about the nature of human beings, and (4) said that fire (πῦρ) prevails in the body in cases of fever (πυρετός). Galen cites too many authorities alongside Philistion for us to reconstruct what the latter actually wrote about these topics. The division of diseases into various types, however, recalls Philistion’s interest in drawing fine distinctions between different classes of foodstuffs.

\textsuperscript{26} Compare, for example, the entries on Petron and Philistion in Smith (1867, 215, 295) with the entries in \textit{RE} and \textit{DNP} (cited above, n. 10).
Menecrates, their near contemporary, focused on bodily compounds.27

The entries on Petron and Philistion provide a good starting point for studying the doctor-cosmologists. In these entries, we are told that the elements are just one of several factors that can bring about disease. Petron is said to have attributed diseases to either residues or elements, while Philistion reportedly identified three causes of disease: (1) the elements, (2) the physical condition of the body, and (3) external causes (Anon. Lond. XX 1–50, trans. Jones, modified):

Petron of Aegina says that our bodies are composed of a pair of elements, the cold and the hot, and to each of these he assigns a partner, to the hot the dry and to the cold the wet, and out of these are our bodies composed. He says that diseases may arise through the residues of nutriment (διά τάς περιττώσεις τίς τροφής): whenever the belly, (taking in ?) nutriment not commensurate with it (ἀσύμμετρα), cannot digest it, the result is that diseases occur. He also derives diseases from the aforesaid elements, when they are disproportionate (ἀνώμαλα). But about the different kinds of diseases he gives no details. As to bile, he expresses a peculiar view, saying that it is produced as the result of diseases. For whereas the others say that diseases come from bile, he says that bile comes from diseases. This thinker is in virtual agreement with Philolaus, 28 in that he thinks that the presence of bile is abnormal. In this respect he agreed with Philolaus, in all other respects he has views of his own.

Philistion thinks that we are composed of four “forms” (ἰδέαι), 29 that is, of four elements—fire, air, water, earth. Each of these too has its own power (δύναμις); of fire the power is the hot, of air it is the cold, of water the wet, and of earth the dry. According to him diseases occur in many ways (πολυτρόπως), but speaking quite generally and in outline we may call them three: (1) because of the elements; (2) because of the condition (διάθεσις) of our bodies; (3) because of external causes. The elements cause disease when the hot and the wet are in excess, or when the hot becomes less and weak. External causes are of three kinds: (1) injuries and wounds; (2) excess of heat, cold, and so on; (3) change of heat to cold, or of cold to heat, or of nutriment to what is unsuitable or corrupt. The condition of the body is a cause of disease in the following way. When, he says, the whole body breathes well and the breath passes through unhindered, health is the result. For breathing takes place not only by way of mouth and nostrils, but also over all the body. When the body does not breathe well, diseases

---

27 Polybus is almost certainly to be identified as the author of On the Nature of the Human Being (on which, see below, pp. 53–54). In this text, he claims that our bodies contain blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile, which are themselves composed of the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet. Menecrates, meanwhile, is said to have claimed that humans are composed of four elements, two hot (blood and bile) and two cold (πνεύμα and phlegm) (Anon. Lond. XIX.19–XX.1). For more on Menecrates, see Squillace (2012).


29 For this use of the term “form” (ἰδέα), cf. VM 15.1, 1.604 L., 19.6, 1.618 L., Genit.-Nat. Puer. 3.1, 7.474 L., 11.1, 7.484 L., Morb. IV 32.1, 7.542 L., Carn. 13.3, 8.660 L. The underlying idea is one of classification: fire, air, water, and earth are the four “types” or “classes” of matter. Cf. Gillespie (1912, esp. 201) contra Taylor (1911, 250). In the Timaeus, Plato uses similar terminology to describe fire, air, water, and earth as the four “kinds” or “forms” of matter.
occur, and in different ways (διαφόρως). For when breathing is checked over all the body a disease ...

(text breaks off)

We cannot assume that all the details in these reports go all the way back to Petron and Philistion. These testimonies have passed through at least two filters—the author of the Anonymus Londiniensis and his Peripatetic source—and given what we know about the rest of this doxography, there is a good chance that these reports contain at least a moderate amount of distortion.30 That said, it is nevertheless possible to use these testimonies to draw some conclusions about their systems. It is worth noting, for example, that Petron and Philistion are both said to have held that diseases arise “in many ways” (πολυτρόπως), and that only one of these methods relates to an imbalance of elemental principles. Petron is said to have claimed that humans are composed of two elements, the hot and the cold, and that diseases can arise when these two elements are “disproportionate” (ἀνώρολα). Philistion, meanwhile, is said to have claimed that humans are composed of the so-called “Empedoclean” elements: fire, air, water, and earth.31 Each of these elements has a “power” (δύναμις)—fire the hot, air the cold, water the

30 See, for example, Manetti (1990), (1992b) on the entries for Philolaus and Plato. A distortion can also be found in the entry for Polybus. In On the Nature of the Human Being, Polybus identifies the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet as the first principles of all things, while the Anonymus Londiniensis only lists two principles, the hot and the cold, as the basic constituents of human beings (Anon. Lond. XIX.1–18). This distortion is particularly significant for the entry on Petron. Did he really place the hot and the cold above their “partners,” the dry and the wet, or is this detail merely a reflection of the doxographer’s own preference to view the hot and the cold as more important than the dry and the wet? We should also be wary of the alleged “debate” (cited in the entry on Petron) on the question of whether bile comes from diseases or diseases come from bile. Ancient doxographers are notorious for invoking “debates” where no such debates existed, for retrospectively applying the concerns of later thinkers onto the opinions of their predecessors, and for overemphasizing the notions of “agreement” (συμφωνία) and “disagreement” (διαφωνία) when comparing one thinker with another. In the Classical period, it was generally agreed that diseases are manifested by the “separating out” (ἀπόκρισις) of one humor from the rest. This concentrated humor can in turn stagnate, grow hot, and produce further complications, and so the doxographer could have read a passage in which Petron simply refers to an ἀπόκρισις of bile and extracted from this his position in a “debate” that, for Petron at least, did not actually exist.

31 This report has tended to be accepted without question, inspiring discussions of a “Sicilian” tradition of medicine with Empedocles at its head; cf. Wellmann (1901), Diller (1938), Bidez and Lebouq (1944), Longrigg (1993, 104–148), Michler (2003), Primavesi (2009). We must bear in mind, however, that the Anonymus Londiniensis is Peripatetic in origin, and that Aristotle himself believed that everything is composed of fire, air, water, and earth. Since we have no other reports to corroborate this testimony, we must leave open the possibility that we are dealing with yet another distortion on the part of the doxographer. For a modern example of misattributing a four-element theory to
wet, and earth the dry—and diseases can arise when some (but not all?) of these powers fall above or below some standard line: “when the hot and the wet are in excess, or when the hot becomes less and weak.” In addition to pointing to imbalances in the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet, Petron and Philistion are also said to have attributed diseases to other causes. Interestingly, one of these causes is “the residues of nutriment” (τὰς περιττώσεις τῆς τροφῆς), suggesting that the division between “residues” and “elements” was not, in fact, as rigid as the Anonymus Londiniensis implies. Petron is also said to have discussed the process by which bile is produced, while Philistion described the flow of πνεῦμα through the body. These references to humors and πνεῦμα recall the above-quoted testimonies on Petron and Philistion, in which they are said to have discussed the powers of certain foods to promote humors and πνεῦμα, and to have given treatments that transform, purge, or otherwise target bodily fluids.

When read alongside these other testimonies, the Anonymus Londiniensis suggests that both Petron and Philistion used cosmological principles as a supplement to, rather than a replacement of, more traditional views of disease. On the one hand, they thought that diseases could arise from the excess, deficiency, or incommensurability of elemental powers. At the same time, they also devoted significant attention to the humors, πνεῦμα, and the “powers” of food and drink. As

---

32 The restriction of this imbalance to the hot and the wet is especially interesting. If these are in fact the only “powers” that Philistion cited as causes of disease, then he would have prioritized the same two elements (fire and water) as the author of On Regimen.

33 On Philistion’s belief that “breathing takes place not only by way of mouth and nostrils, but also over all the body” (i.e., through the skin), cf. Aph. 5.63, 4.556 L., Epid. VI 6.1, 5.322 L., Vict. 64.3, 6.580 L., Heb. 52, 8.672 L., Alim. 28, 9.108 L., Emp. DK 31 B100, Pl. Tim. 79c–c, Thphr. Sod. 2, Anon. Lond. VI.20–21, Gal. In Hr. Aph. comm. 1.15, 17b.420 K., Anon. Bruxell. 17. Scholars used to believe that skin-breathing was a hallmark of “Sicilian” medicine, passed down from Empedocles to Plato via Philistion (cf. Wellmann 1901, 71; Jaeger 1938, 214; Harris 1973, 17–10; Furley and Wilkie 1984, 3–9) have stressed, however, that this belief in skin-breathing was not restricted to southern Italy, while van der Eijk (2001, xxxv–xxxvi) suggests that the entire notion of a “Sicilian school” of medicine may simply be a doxographical construct, similar to the now debunked division of the Hippocratic Corpus into “Coan” and “Gnidian” texts.
we move ahead in our investigation, it will be useful to keep these observations in mind. Petron and Philistion both developed their own theories about the elements, placing special emphasis on the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet. At the same time, they also studied topics that are more conventionally identified as “medical,” apparently believing that a knowledge of first principles is important, but not necessarily the only thing that a doctor should bear in mind.

1.2 Plato’s Symposium

Let us now turn to the second indirect source for the doctor-cosmologists: the speech of Eryximachus in Plato’s Symposium. Composed in the early fourth century BCE (most scholars suggest ca. 385–380 BCE), the Symposium has a dramatic date of 416 BCE. In the set-up to the dialogue, we are told that Agathon, a tragic poet, has just won first place at a local festival. To celebrate his victory, Agathon has invited a veritable who’s who of Athenians to his home: Phaedrus, a young aristocrat and an avid student of the sophists; Pausanias, Agathon’s lover and an apparent expert in laws and customs; Aristophanes, a comic poet; Eryximachus, a doctor; and Socrates, a philosopher. The dialogue centers around six speeches (a seventh by Alcibiades is appended at the end), each of which is delivered by a different participant in the symposium. All six speeches are in praise of ἐρως, the divine embodiment of “love” or “desire,” and in a manner befitting the topic and setting, all but the speech of Socrates is delivered in a playful, semi-serious manner. The speech of Eryximachus is the third in the sequence. It follows the speeches of Phaedrus and Pausanias, both of whom define ἐρως as the attraction between two human beings. Phaedrus praises ἐρως because it spurs us to act nobly when under the scrutiny of our lovers. Pausanias, meanwhile, claims that there are in fact two ἐρωτες, one “heavenly” and one

---

34 On the evidence for the Symposium’s date of composition, see Bury (1932, lxvi–lxxviii), Dover (1980, 10). The reference to Agathon’s victory at the Lenaia confirms a dramatic date of 416 BCE.
“vulgar,” of which the heavenly ἔρως involves the noble attraction one feels toward intelligent young men, while the vulgar ἔρως lacks any claim to nobility, as it focuses on the body in preference to the mind. At the conclusion of Pausanias’ speech, Aristophanes is slated to speak next. He comes down with a case of the hiccups, however, and must cede his turn to Eryximachus.35

From what we can tell, Eryximachus was an actual person who flourished toward the end of the fifth century BCE. He was a doctor, the son of a doctor, and perhaps the grandson of one as well,36 and he has the distinction of being the only physician to be dramatically portrayed in Plato’s dialogues. Both he and his father Acumenus seem to have travelled in elite circles. In the Protagoras, whose dramatic date is usually set between 430 and 420 BCE,37 Eryximachus is present in the house of Callias, a wealthy aristocrat and admirer of the sophists. In this dialogue, Eryximachus briefly appears alongside Phaedrus, Andron, and a number of non-Athenians, all of whom are asking Hippias, a famous sophist, questions about “astronomical matters concerning nature and the things on high” (περὶ φύσεως τε καὶ τῶν μετεώρων ἀστρονομικὰ ὁτα, Prt. 315c). In the Phaedrus, we learn that Eryximachus and Phaedrus are good friends (268a) and that

33 Many scholars have commented on this unusual detail, which suggests a pun on Eryximachus’ name (“Belch-fighter”). Some think the scene is meant to ridicule Eryximachus’ speech, either because Aristophanes will supposedly be hiccuping, sneezing, and holding his breath while Eryximachus is talking (although no such interruptions are actually mentioned in the text), or because the swapping of turns between Aristophanes and Eryximachus emphasizes an unflattering juxtaposition between the speech of Eryximachus and that of Aristophanes, who does in fact appear to lampoon the specifically Empedoclean aspects of the doctor’s account. If Eryximachus is supposed to remind us of Empedocles, however, we should just as much emphasize the juxtaposition between the speech of Pausanias and that of Eryximachus. In Eryximachus’ speech, Pausanias plays the role of a wayward thinker who must be shown the true nature of things. In precisely the same way, Empedocles had earlier addressed another thinker, also named Pausanias, who likewise needed to extend his thinking to the “whole” as distinct from the “parts.” If, as I will later suggest (pp. 264–275), Empedocles’ approach to knowledge had a great deal in common with the methods of a doctor-cosmologist, then the repositioning of the speech of Eryximachus just after that of Pausanias would draw our attention to this similarity between Eryximachus and Empedocles, making Eryximachus not simply the butt of a joke, but a stand-in for one of Plato’s most important intellectual predecessors.

36 On his father, see Nails (2002, 1–2, s.v. “Acumenus”). The name Acumenus literally means “Healer” (< ἀκέομαι) and may suggest that medicine was already the family profession at the time of his birth.

37 On the dramatic date of the Protagoras, see Denyer (2008, 66).
Phaedrus also knows Eryximachus’ father (227a). In the Symposium, Eryximachus is again identified as Phaedrus’ friend (176d–177d), and he is greeted by a drunken Alcibiades as “the noblest son of the noblest and soberest father” (βέλτιστε βελτίστου πατρός καὶ σωφρονεστάτος, 214b). Such familiarity with members of the Athenian elite suggests a high status for both Eryximachus and his father. It may have also led to their downfall, however, as we learn in Andocides’ On the Mysteries (399 BCE). In this speech, we are told that a certain Eryximachus (almost certainly our doctor) was among those accused in 415 BCE of mutilating the herms (And. 1.35), while an Acumenus (again, almost certainly his father) joined Phaedrus and Alcibiades among those accused of profaning the Eleusinian mysteries (And. 1.17–18).

For our purposes, we cannot take anything that Eryximachus says in the Symposium as a reliable record of what the real-life doctor actually believed. Not only is his speech a literary creation, but it is also presented, within the framework of the dialogue, as a light-hearted response to what initially takes the form of a rhetorical game. It is unknown whether the real-life Eryximachus ever wrote anything of his own, or even whether he propounded original theories. The doxographical tradition has nothing to say about him, save the claim, elsewhere attributed to Hippocrates and Democritus, that “sexual intercourse is a minor seizure” (τὴν συνουσίαν μικρὰν ἐπιληψίαν, Stob. 3.6.44). Although the speech of Eryximachus cannot provide direct evidence for the personal views of the real-life physician, it is nevertheless invaluable insofar as it purports to mimic the arguments of a doctor-cosmologist. The choice of ἔρως as the first principle of all things is almost certainly to be taken as absurd, but the specific attributes that Eryximachus assigns to this principle, as well as the methods he uses to argue his points, would

38 On the rhetorical exercise whereby a speaker composes a eulogy on some mundane, undeserving, or otherwise paradoxical subject, see Burgess (1902, 157–66), Pease (1926), Nightingale (1995, 100–102).

39 Hippocrates: Macr. 2.8.15. Democritus: DK 68 B32.
have reminded Plato’s audience of actual doctors, doctors who must have been fairly well known for the parody to have any effect.

Eryximachus begins his speech by accepting Pausanias’ division of ἔρως into two types. The good, “heavenly” ἔρως is healthy (186b, 188a), well-ordered (187d, 188a, 188c), temperate (188a, 188d), just (188a, 188d), and pious (188d), while the bad, “vulgar” ἔρως is diseased (186b, 187e, 188b), disorderly (188b), undisciplined (186c, 187c), insolent (188a), unjust (188a), and impious (188c). Eryximachus differs from Pausanias in terms of the scope of his encomium, claiming that ἔρως “exists not only in the souls of human beings toward beautiful people, but also toward many other things and in other things, in the bodies of all animals, in what grows in the earth, and in practically all that is” (ὡς ἔρως εἰπεῖν ἐν πάσι τοῖς οὐσί, 186a). He also differs in his emphasis on the τέχναι, the “arts” or “crafts” in which expert knowledge is applied to some practical end. Eryximachus begins with medicine “so that we may venerate the art” (186b), and he then describes the role of ἔρως in music, astronomy, and divination. For each of these crafts, he claims that it is the duty of the craftsman to know the difference between good and bad ἔρως and to be able to “diagnose” them correctly (διαγιγνώσκειν, 186b, 187c). Where possible, the craftsman must also gratify (χαρίζεσθαι) the good ἔρως while rebuffing (ἀχαριστεῖν) the bad (186c–d, 187d, 188c), in the same way that a beloved might either “gratify” or “rebuff” a lover.

In his section on medicine, Eryximachus discusses the extent to which ἔρως guides his professional thinking. Beginning with the φύσις (“constitution, nature”) of human beings, he notes that the double ἔρως is to be found in the bodies of all people. “It is generally agreed,” he says, “that what is healthy in the body is different and dissimilar from what is sick, and what is dissimilar longs for and desires dissimilar things” (186b). To put it another way, he claims that in any given patient, there are some substances that are healthy and others that are diseased, and that these substances are encouraged by different things. This discussion of healthy substances
that “desire” good things and and unhealthy substances that “desire” bad things has never been adequately explained.\textsuperscript{40} In all likelihood, it relates to a pair of beliefs that are frequently invoked in Classical Greek medicine. The first is the belief that nutritive juices are distributed through the body by a principle of “like to like.” Nutrition occurs when each part of the body, through some inherent power, literally \textit{attracts} its appropriate humor to itself. The author of \textit{On Regimen} describes this process in general terms: “When the body has been dried out and foods of all sorts fall upon it, it draws to itself (ἐλκει ... αὐτὸ ἐκουσά) what is fitting for each part from each of the several foods” (Vict. 66.8, 6.588 L.). A similar description of “like to like” attraction can be found in \textit{On Flesh}, where the “thinnest and wettest” humors are said to be drawn into the vessels and then distributed to each part of the body (Carn. 13.2–3, 8.600 L):

The vessels from the intestines’ belly (τῆς νηδύος τῶν ἐντέρων, a pre-Herophilene term for the duodenum?\textsuperscript{41}) into which the food and drink are collected and then heated, draw (ἐλκοσά) the thinnest and the wettest part. … When the nutriment arrives to each part, it renders the particular form of that part. For it is through being irrigated by the nutriment that everything increases.\textsuperscript{42}

The second belief that Eryximachus seems to be referencing in this passage is the notion that diseases are normally manifested in the form of concentrated humors, and that these humors can spontaneously grow hot and thereby attract further moisture to themselves. The end result of this

\textsuperscript{40} For some attempts, see Konstan and Young-Bruehl (1982), Rowe (1999), Hunter (2004, 57).

\textsuperscript{41} On Herophilus’ renaming of the duodenum, see von Staden (1989, 165). For the phrase “intestines’ belly,” a significant repetition of this phrase can be found at Cord. 11, 9.90 L (νεμόμενη ὀσπερ ἐκ νηδύος τῶν ἐντέρων τὴν τροφήν). Although editors tend to emend both passages (cf. Duminil 1998, 256, n. 53), it is unlikely that the same error would have occurred in both texts. The duodenum does in fact look like a smaller stomach, and the Greeks at this time were well aware of the fact that the first section of the small intestine tends to contain food while the second, the jejunum, is found empty. The Greek term for the jejunum is νήστις, which literally meaning “lasting.” At Carn. 13.2, 8.600 L, the author refers to vessels that draw food from “the intestines above the jejunum” (τῶν ἐντέρων τῶν ἄνωθεν τῆς νήστιος), while Galen also writes about vessels that extend to the duodenum in \textit{On Anatomical Procedures} (13.1). Cf. also Marc. Emp. 28,45 (dolor et contractio intestinorum ventris orietur) and the common designation of the calf as the “leg’s stomach” (γαστροκρύμα) in the Hippocratic Corpus.

attraction is to “feed” the fires of disease, just as nutritive juices are said to “feed” a healthy body. In *Diseases I*, we are told about an ailment in which the concentrated humor “produces severe pains, becomes heated, and, because of its heat, attracts to itself (ἐγεῖ ἑϑροί ἐκ ωυτῶ) phlegm and bile from the nearby vessels and flesh” (*Morb. I* 26, 6.192 L., trans. Potter, modified). A similar case appears in *Diseases II*, where the blood in the head is said to be heated by bile and phlegm, after which “the head, in consequence of its being overheated, attracts to itself (ἐκαὶ ἐϑροί ἐκ ωυτήν) bile that has been set in motion in the body, and the thickest part is vomited up, while the thinnest part is drawn to itself” (*Morb. II* 3.2, 7.10 L., trans Potter, modified). In both of these passages, a specific substance within the body possesses an inherent, attractive force that literally *draws* nutritive fluids to itself.

On their own, these parallels provide a good explanation for Eryximachus’ invocation of two forms of ἑϑροῖ, one “healthy” and one “diseased,” that exist within the body and are encouraged by different things. The healthy parts use an inherent, attractive force to acquire the necessary fluids for nutrition and growth, while a concentrated humor uses a similar force to feed the fires of disease. The parallel is strengthened even more, however, when we observe that the “nourishment” of the body and the “nourishment” of morbid humors were frequently considered *side by side* in the therapeutic process. This is because the practicing doctor tended to think about disease in terms of a battle between the body and the disease. In this conceptual framework,

---


both the body and the concentrated humor were thought to have a certain “strength” (ἰσχύς). The patient’s outcome, meanwhile, depended on whether the healthy parts or the humor ultimately “gained the upper hand” (κρατεῖν, ἐπικρατεῖν). In the Hippocratic Corpus, it is often said that doctors must strengthen the “healthy parts” (τὰ ὑγειῶν) in order to give the body the nourishment it needs to win the battle against concentrated humors. If a patient’s body is strong (ἰσχυρός), it is more likely that the patient will recover. If a patient’s body is weak (ἀσθενής), it is more likely that the patient will succumb. In addition to strengthening the body, Greek doctors also instructed their colleagues to avoid any treatments that might strengthen the disease. This is especially clear in the many passages where doctors are told to prescribe foods of certain qualities while carefully avoiding others. “Have the patient eat all the acidic and salty foods and drink harsh Coan wine, as dark as possible,” writes the author of Internal Affections, “but have him abstain from the foods that are sweet” (Int. 25, 7.232 L.). In another text (Acut. App. 1.1–3, 2.394–396 L.), a patient suffering from “pungent and bilious serums” (δριμέας καὶ χολώδεας ἴχώρας) is specifically told to avoid food that is “pungent” (δριμό), presumably because the pungent food will nourish the equally pungent humor. In On Ancient Medicine, the author stresses that one must distinguish foods that nourish the body from foods that nourish the disease, writing that “those of the sick to whom gruels are not suited, but rather opposed (οὐ συμφέρει ἀλλ’ ἀντικρως), see their fever and pains become more acute if they take them, and it is clear that what they have taken provides nourishment and growth for the disease, but wasting and weakness for the body” (VM 6.1, 1.582 L., trans. Schiefsky, modified). The so-called “appendix” to On Regimen in Acute Diseases also contains a passage that refers to this struggle between what is “healthy” and what is “diseased” (Acut. App. 5 (= 3 L.), 2.402 L., trans. Potter, modified):

Those who undertake to resolve swellings at the beginning of diseases, by using purgative medications, draw off nothing of what is stretched and swollen—for the affection does not go
away as long as it is raw—but consume the healthy elements that are resisting the disease (τὸ δ’ ἀντέχοντα τῷ νόσημα καὶ ὀψωινά συντήκονσιν). The body weakens and the disease gains the upper hand (ἀσθενέος δὲ τοῦ σώματος γινομένου τὸ νόσημα ἐπικρατεῖ), and when the disease wins out over the body, such a thing is incurable.

In this passage, the author explicitly refers to a conflict between the disease (τὸ νόσημα) and the healthy parts (τὰ ὀψωινά), in which the weakening of the healthy parts will cause the disease to “gain the upper hand” (ἐπικρατεῖ). The disease can only be defeated when its concentrated humor is no longer “raw” (ὠμόν), a process that occurs when the healthy parts acquire enough strength to initiate “coction” (πέψις) and literally “cook” the humor’s power away. On the basis of these parallels, we can provide a reasonable explanation for Eryximachus’ claim that there are two forms of ἔρως, one healthy and one diseased, that exist within the body and are encouraged by different things. If his contemporaries were to hear this statement, they would have assumed that Eryximachus is thinking about doctors who “gratify” (i.e., nourish) the healthy parts of the body at the same time that they “rebuff” (i.e., starve) a disease. Since the nourishment of both healthy and morbid parts involves the spontaneous attraction of humors through a principle of “like to like,” the parts themselves may be viewed as possessing either a healthy or a diseased form of ἔρως.

It is the job of the doctor, Eryximachus continues, to increase what is healthy and to diminish what is diseased, gratifying the former while rebuffing the latter. Whoever can differentiate good and bad ἔρως is a master of the art (ἱατρικώτατος, 186c–d), while whoever knows how to implant ἔρως when it is absent and take it away when it is present is a good craftsman (ἀγαθός δημιουργός, 186d). Eryximachus then appears to switch gears, mentioning another instance in which medicine depends on ἔρως. It is necessary, he says, for the practicing physician to establish “love” (ἔρως) and “unanimity” (ὁμόνοια) between natural opposites: “cold and hot, bitter and sweet, dry and wet, and all things of such a sort” (186d). In this case, Eryximachus no longer
distinguishes between a good and bad ἔρως but associates the absence of ἔρως with the production of disease. In this way, he resembles Petron and Philistion insofar as he associates health with the right balance between pairs of opposing powers, while diseases arise when one of these powers falls above or below some standard line. The testimonies on Petron and Philistion limit these powers to the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet, while Eryximachus adds the bitter, the sweet, and “all things of such a sort.” It was by knowing how to balance such opposites, he claims, that Asclepius first composed the art of medicine. Eryximachus then draws an analogy with two other crafts, noting that “all of medicine is governed by this god (sc. ἔρως), as too is gymnastics and agriculture” (186e–187a).

This sudden shift in Eryximachus’ definition of ἔρως from “desire” to a sort of “friendship” has long puzzled modern scholars. In the first instance, ἔρως is divided into the healthy and the sick, while in the second, ἔρως is always healthy, representing the wholesome equilibrium between two opposing powers.45 In their discussion of this passage, Konstan and Young-Bruehl (1982, 42) suggest that these two definitions of ἔρως might be combined along the following lines: “Healthy bodies have desires for things which tend to preserve the proper concord of their elements, while sick bodies will find pleasure in the consumption of foods or other substances that are harmful to their disposition.” It should be noted, however, that Konstan and Young-Bruehl do not cite any parallels from the Hippocratic Corpus to support this interpretation. Their explanation also conflicts with the everyday observation that healthy people are fully capable of desiring unhealthy foods, while sickness tends to lead to an aversion to any food, not an increased

45 I borrow the terms “desire” and “friendship” from Konstan and Young-Bruehl (1982), who employ the Greek terms ἐπιθυμία and φιλία. Dover (1980, 105) views the shift as typical of Eryximachus’ incoherence, while Rowe (1999, 55–60) tries to show that no actual shift occurs.
appetite for rich, unhealthy foods.\textsuperscript{46} If we want to give some sense to this passage, I suggest that we read the shifting definition of ἔρως as an attempt to incorporate two distinct aspects of treatment:\textsuperscript{47} it is the disharmony between the opposites that creates the diseased ἔρως, while treatment should involve (1) the purging of this diseased ἔρως and (2) the restoration of the opposites to their initial state of harmony. To translate this abstract language to physiological terms, consider the following case. A patient falls ill after excessive drying creates a “separating out” (ἀπόκρισις) of bile within the body. This concentration of bile then stagnates, grows hot, and attracts further humors to itself. To cure the patient, the doctor must purge the concentrated bile, since this is the primary cause of the patient’s discomfort. At the same time, the doctor must also prescribe a moistening regimen, as the illness was initially set in motion by a case of over-drying.

In this example, note how the two-pronged treatment maps onto Eryximachus’ description of ἔρως. The bile contains the bad, diseased ἔρως that can draw even more humors to itself. The over-drying, meanwhile, is the disharmony between the opposites. Both senses of ἔρως are essential to the healing process, with one embodying the illness itself and the other the initiating cause.\textsuperscript{48}

Another, almost certainly simultaneous explanation for this shifting definition of ἔρως is that

\textsuperscript{46} In the Hippocratic Corpus, “loss of appetite” (ἀπωστία, ἀστία) is frequently cited as a symptom of disease. See, for example, Epid. I 2, 2.608 L., 3, 2.610 L., 8 (= 4 L.), 2.626–628 L., 27.6 (= 13.6 L.), 2.698 L., Epid. III 1.2, 3.36 L., 1.6, 3.52 L., 3, 3.70 L., 9, 3.90 L., 13, 3.94 L., 17.1, 3.106–108 L., 17.2, 3.110–112 L., 17.11, 3.134 L. A variation on Konstan and Young-Bruehl’s interpretation can be found in Hunter (2004, 57), who writes that “a body which is too cold (i.e., in which ‘cold’ has encroached on the space of ‘warm’ and thus caused unhealthy imbalance) will want more cold and reject the warmth which it needs for health. A good doctor can reconcile the two opposed qualities (186d1–5), can make them ‘love each other.’” Like Konstan and Young-Bruehl, Hunter does not cite any parallel from the Hippocratic Corpus to support this interpretation. He also relies on an oversimplified model of pathology that is not attested for any Greek doctor of the Classical period.

\textsuperscript{47} Note that Eryximachus is specifically talking about treatment in this passage.

\textsuperscript{48} As we will see in later chapters, this two-tiered model of pathogenesis was commonplace in Greek medicine. For its appearance in On the Nature of the Human Being, see below, pp. 61–63.
Eryximachus divides the humors into opposing pairs, much like the traditional polarity in which bile is described as hot and dry, while phlegm is cold and wet.\textsuperscript{49} As we will see in our discussion of \textit{On Ancient Medicine}, Greek doctors tended to believe that the body enjoys health when the humors maintain an even blending (κράσις), while diseases arise from the “separating off” (ἀπόκρισις) of one humor from the rest. Thus, the very act of “separating off” could be envisioned as a sort of disharmony between opposites, while an even blending would be defined as a harmonious mixture between substances that, when taken separately, appear to be fundamentally at odds.\textsuperscript{50} A theory of opposing humors would in fact explain why Eryximachus invokes the sweet and the bitter alongside the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet, as the Greeks typically viewed flavors like the sweet and the bitter as biological “juices” (χυμοί, χυλοί), locating them in animals as well as plants.\textsuperscript{51} That is not to say, of course, that the sweet and the bitter could not have also acted as triggering causes, implanting diseased ἔρως in the same way that the hot, the cold, dry, and wet can give rise to an ἀπόκρισις. Eryximachus might have thought, for example, that whenever we consume food and drink that contains an excessive concentration of either the sweet or the bitter, these humors will create a disturbance in the belly that will eventually give rise to an ἀπόκρισις.

In the rest of his speech, Eryximachus discusses the role of ἔρως in music, astronomy, and divination. In each section, he comes back to medicine as the standard for viewing these other

\textsuperscript{49} For the polarity between bile and phlegm, see below, p. 58. Note also Anon. \textit{Lond.} IV.40–V.34, where Herodicus of Cnidos is said to have attributed all diseases to a polarity between the “acid” (τὸ ὀξὺ) and the “bitter” (τὸ πικρόν).

\textsuperscript{50} Cf. Empedocles’ theory that the elements separate off and mix together under the influence of “love” and “strife.” In the verbatim fragments, Empedocles uses the same terms for “separating off” (ἀποκρίσεσθαι, DK 31 B9.4) and “mixing together” (κράσις, DK 31 B21.14) that Greek doctors applied to the humors.

\textsuperscript{51} Cf. \textit{Nat. Hom.} 6.3, 6.44–46 L., \textit{Morb. IV} 30.5, 7.534 L., 34.4–5, 7.546–548 L., and the humoral system of \textit{On Ancient Medicine}. Note also \textit{Nat. Hom.} 2.2, 6.34 L., where the humors are said to have the properties of being “sweet, bitter, white, black, and so on,” and \textit{Vict.} 56.2, 6.566 L., where bitter foods are said to lose their “power” (δύναμις) and “strength” (ἰσχύς) when mixed with foods that are sweet.
crafts. In the same way that medicine is governed by ἕρως, he says, so too is music (ὁσπερ ἐκεῖ ἣ ἱστρική, 187c; πάλιν γάρ ἐκεῖ ὁ αὐτός λόγος, 187d; ὦσπερ ἐν τῇ ἱμετέρῳ τέχνῃ, 187e). He again invokes medicine in his transition to celestial matters, noting that “in music, in medicine, and in all other things, both human and divine, we must, insofar as it is permitted, be on the watch for either sort of ἕρως” (187e). His interest in “astronomy” extends only to the question of what seasons produce health and what engender disease (188a–b), and even religion comes to resemble medicine, as Eryximachus observes that the interactions between humans and gods “concern nothing other than the preservation and healing (ἵσσις) of ἕρως” (188c).  

In the section on astronomy, Eryximachus makes some interesting remarks about the pathogenic qualities of the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet (188a–b):

When the things I have just mentioned—the hot and the cold, both dry and wet—hit upon the orderly ἕρως and acquire harmony (ἄρμονιαν) and a temperate mixture (κράσιν ... σινθοῦ), they come bearing prosperity and health to human beings, to the other animals, and to plants, and they commit no injustice. But when the insolent ἕρως gains the upper hand (ἔγχρατέστερος ... γένηται) regarding the seasons of the year, they inflict much destruction and injustice. For pestilences tend to arise from such things, as do many other diseases, not like one another (ἀνόμοιοι), both for animals and for plants.

In this passage, Eryximachus describes the effects of the seasons on all living things, including animals, plants, and human beings. When the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet are in balance, the seasons promote health, while an imbalance in these qualities will give rise to a disease.

Eryximachus describes the resulting diseases as “not like one another” (ἀνόμοιοι), which suggests that he is interested in how a wide range of phenomena can spring from a limited number of causes—a topic that we will discuss more fully in Chapter 3. Another noteworthy aspect of this passage is that it contains the same double definition of ἕρως that we have already seen in Eryximachus’ discussion of the body, combining a notion of ἕρως as form of “desire,” which can

52 Note also Eryximachus’ assertion that the task of the seer is to keep watch over ἕρως and to “doctor” it when necessary (ἰατρεύειν, 188c).
be either good or bad, healthy or diseased, with a notion of ἔρως as a form of “friendship,” which is always healthy, since diseases are produced by its absence. In his discussion of medicine, Eryximachus had already implied that the body acquires a diseased form of ἔρως from the loss of “love” and “unanimity” between natural opposites. This loss of “love” and “unanimity” is presumably to be understood as both the “separating off” (ἀπόκρισις) of one humor from the rest and as an imbalance in external factors like the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet, which can in turn give rise to an ἀπόκρισις. In his discussion of the seasons, the unhealthy ἔρως “gains the upper hand” (ἐγκρατέστερος … γένηται) when the harmonious mixture (κρᾶσις) of the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet is disrupted. As a result, there is a concentration in the hot, the cold, the dry, or the wet that can in turn give rise to a disease. The major difference between this passage and Eryximachus’ earlier comments on human φόσις is that whereas the unhealthy ἔρως is said to be contained within the body in the section on medicine, it is now said to be found within the seasons. Presumably, Eryximachus views the “blending” of the seasons as analogous to humoral κρᾶσις. The hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet can become concentrated and “gain the upper hand” in the same way that diseases arise when one of the body’s humors becomes more concentrated and thereby “gains the upper hand” over the rest.53

In his discussion of health and disease, Eryximachus assumes that his audience is familiar with such concepts as like-to-like attraction, the “mixture” (κρᾶσις) and “separating out” (ἀπόκρισις) of humors within the body, and the need for doctors to nourish the healthy parts while simultaneously starving peccant humors. These notions were shared by virtually every Greek doctor of the Classical period, and they suggest that what makes Eryximachus stand out

---

53 For a similar analogy between the seasons and the humors, see Hum. 13, 5.492–494 L., where the author notes that the seasons, like the humors, can experience both crises and relapses. As we will see in Chapter 2, an analogy between the humors and the seasons can also be found in On the Nature of the Human Being, whose author similarly claims that an imbalance in the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet will ultimately give rise to an ἀπόκρισις.
from his contemporaries is not his understanding of human physiology, but rather his interest in interpreting this framework through a principle that applies to the universe as a whole. Indeed, it cannot be stressed enough that Eryximachus’ entire speech is driven by a single goal: to prove that ἔρως is a universal principle. As he notes in his opening remarks (185e–186b):

Well, since Pausanias made a fine beginning to his speech but did not satisfactorily finish it off, I think it is necessary that I should try to append a conclusion to his account. For I think he did well to divide ἔρως in two, but that ἔρως exists not only in the souls of human beings toward beautiful people, but also toward many other things and in other things, in the bodies of all animals, in what grows in the earth, and in practically all that is ὧς ἔρως εἶπεν ἐν πάσι τοῖς ὀσίοις, I think I have seen from medicine, our art, how great and wonderful is the god, and how he extends over everything both human and divine.

Eryximachus repeatedly emphasizes the universality of ἔρως (the adjective πάς appears thirteen times over the course of his speech). He reprises this thesis in his concluding remarks, noting that “the undivided ἔρως, taken as a whole, has a wide, a strong, nay an absolute power” (πολλῆν καὶ μεγάλην, μᾶλλον δὲ πάσαν δύναμιν ἔχει, 188d). It is this emphasis on the universal power of ἔρως that defines Eryximachus as a cosmologist. Interestingly, he claims to have acquired this insight “from medicine, our art” (καθεωρακέναι μοι δοκῶ ἐκ τῆς ἱατρικῆς, τῆς ἡμετέρας τεχνῆς, 186a), suggesting that he views the search for first principles as a natural pursuit for the practicing doctor.

To “prove” that ἔρως is a universal principle, Eryximachus constructs what amounts to an argument from induction. He compiles a list of (seemingly disparate) cases in which ἔρως can be found, and he then argues that the apparent differences between medicine, gymnastics, agriculture, music, astronomy, and divination, coupled with the parallelism in how ἔρως is manifested in each, qualifies as sufficient proof that ἔρως “extends over everything both human and divine” and is present “in animals, in plants, and in practically all that is.” As we will see, this mode of argument from induction, whereby universal principles are “proven” by drawing analogies across a wide range of cases, was very popular among the doctor-cosmologists. It can
be found in the Hippocratic treatises *On Breaths*, *On Flesh*, and *On Regimen*, and it suggests that even though the speech of Eryximachus advances a thesis that is not meant to be taken seriously, his style of argumentation would have nevertheless been recognizable to Greek readers of the fourth century BCE.

At this point, I would like to draw one final comparison between the speech of Eryximachus and the testimonies on Petron and Philistion. As we have already noted, all three doctors show an interest in pairs of opposites (the hot and the cold, the dry and the wet, the sweet and the bitter, etc.), and they all hold that diseases can arise when one of these opposites is incommensurate with the other. At the same time, none of these physicians seems to have reduced the art of medicine to a simple opposition between elemental forces. Petron and Philistion are said to have devoted a good deal of attention to anatomy and physiology, discussing the production and transformation of both humors and πνεῦμα within the body. In his treatment of fever patients, Petron does not treat “opposites with opposites,” but he actually begins by warming the patient up. Afterwards, he purges the peccant humors and then restores the patient’s strength, removing what is harmful and increasing what is beneficial. Similarly, Eryximachus claims that doctors must increase what is healthy and diminish what is diseased (186c–d). In this passage, he specifically says that doctors should “take away” (ἐξελεῖν) bad ἔρως and “implant” (ἐμποιῆσαι) good ἔρως, using language that could easily be applied to the traditional method of purging diseased matter and then restoring the patient’s strength. As we noted above, this method of removing bad ἔρως and implanting good ἔρως is qualitatively different from Eryximachus’ subsequent discussion of how doctors must establish “love” (ἔρως) and “unanimity” (ὁμόνοια) between natural opposites. For Eryximachus, the balance between opposites is essential to maintaining health, but it is not the only factor that doctors should bear in mind. When dealing with the “separating out” of one humor from the rest, the goal of medical treatment is not to
combine it with its opposite, but rather to remove the diseased matter in its entirety.

1.3 *On Ancient Medicine*

As we will see in later chapters, Petron, Philistion, and Eryximachus were not the only Greek doctors to combine cosmological principles with a more traditional model of pathogenesis. *On the Nature of the Human Being, On Breaths, On Flesh,* and *On Regimen* all combine speculations about the cosmos with theories about humors and πνεῦμα. Before we turn to these texts, however, I would like to discuss one more second-hand report: the treatise *On Ancient Medicine.* Preserved in the Hippocratic Corpus, *On Ancient Medicine* has usually been dated to around 420–400 BCE. Maucolin (2009, 8–12) has rightly observed, however, that it could have conceivably been written as much as fifty years after this point. Even more so than the texts of the doctor-cosmologists themselves, *On Ancient Medicine* has long guided our assumptions about what this movement is all about. As we will soon see, however, this text provides at best an incomplete picture of what the doctor-cosmologists were doing, and an over-reliance on its testimony will ultimately hinder our understanding of how this movement came to be.

Our first hint that *On Ancient Medicine* may be less than reliable is the fact that the author is openly hostile to the doctor-cosmologists. In particular, he claims that their theories about human φύσις—theories that resemble the work of “Empedocles or others who have written, concerning nature, what a human being is from the beginning, how it originally came to be, and from what it was compounded” (*VM* 20.1, 1.620 L.)—“tend toward philosophy” (τείνει ἐς φιλοσοφίην, 20.1, 1.620 L.), and that their emphasis on ὑποθέσεις like the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet is unnecessary for a genuine τέχνη like medicine, although such principles may be required for discussing obscure and irresolvable matters like “the things on high or under the earth” (τῶν μετεώρων ἢ τῶν ὑπὸ γῆν, 1.3, 1.572 L.). According to the author of *On Ancient*
Medicine, it is important to separate the practical, falsifiable knowledge of the τέχναι from the impractical, unfalsifiable speculations of “philosophy.” To make the former depend on the latter, the author argues, not only combines two fundamentally incompatible modes of thought, but it also runs the risk of destroying any progress that doctors have already made.

A great deal of attention has been paid to what this author means by ὑποθέσεις. The etymological sense of the word is “basis” or “foundation,” in the sense of something that is “established at the beginning of a process ... and which underlies and guides all subsequent activity” (Schiefsky 2005, 112). In On Ancient Medicine, the term seems to carry two basic meanings: (1) a “foundational principle” and (2) an unproven “assumption.” Ὑποθέσεις are “foundational principles” insofar as they underlie all aspects of a medical system. According to the author of On Ancient Medicine, some medical theorists reduce the entire art to a small number of principles like the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet. These theorists claim that all diseases arise from these principles, and they treat them by opposing the hot with the cold, the cold with the hot, the dry with the wet, and the wet with the dry. In addition to functioning as “foundational principles,” ὑποθέσεις are also unproven “assumptions.” They are merely postulated for the sake of constructing explanations, and they cannot be subjected to any test to either confirm or reject their validity.54

Whereas Petron, Philistion, and Eryximachus all combine their first principles with a more traditional model of pathogenesis, the author of On Ancient Medicine directly contrasts the use of ὑποθέσεις with a humoral model of disease. He points out that there is no such thing as the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet that exists purely in itself (αὐτό τι ἐφ’ ἑωντοῖ, 15.1, 1.604 L.). What the human body actually contains are “humors” (χυμοί) like the sweet, the acid, the salty, the

54 VM 1.3, 1.572 L. On the arbitrariness of ὑποθέσεις, note also VM 1.1, 1.570 L.: “having laid down as a foundational principle hot, cold, wet, dry, or anything else they want (ἠ ἄλλο τι ὅ ἄν θέλωσιν).”
bitter, and “myriad other things having powers of all kinds” (14.4, 1.602 L.). When one of these humors is “separated out” (ἀποκρίνεσθαι), the patient becomes diseased. Health is restored when the concentrated humor is either purged from the body or is blended with other humors.  

For the author of On Ancient Medicine, it is not the hot, the cold, the dry, or the wet that harms human beings. Instead, it is “the strength of each thing and that which is more powerful than the human constitution, ... the strongest of the sweet being the sweetest, of the bitter the bitterest, of the acid the most acidic, and of each one of all the things present, the extreme degree” (14.3, 1.602 L., trans. Schiefsky, modified). The body has its own “power” (δύναμις) that normally keeps these humors mixed together. When one of these humors becomes too concentrated, however, its own strength overcomes that of the body.  

What happens when one of these humors “separates out” depends on the nature of the humor and its location in the body, as well as the constitution of the individual patient. In many cases, the concentrated humor produces pain, heat, and inflammation (ὁδόνω, καθα, φλογμός), and it can also eat away the flesh and give rise to ulceration. Sometimes, the humors do not stay in one place but rather flow to other parts of the body. This movement of humors is called a “flux” (ρέσμα), and it produces different complaints depending on the place to which it flows. The author of On Ancient Medicine holds that diseases can be cured only when the concentrated humor is either purged from the body or is blended

---

55 For the definition of health as an even blending (κρᾶσις) of the humors, see VM 14.3–6, 1.600–604 L., 16.1, 1.606–608 L., 18.2, 1.614 L., 18.4, 1.616 L., 19.1–3, 1.616–618 L., 19.5–7, 1.618–620 L. For the view that flavors like the sweet, the acid, the salty, and the bitter are humors, see above, p. 27.

56 On this struggle between opposing powers, in which either the body or the concentrated humor “gains the upper hand” (κρατεῖ, ἐκκρατεῖ), see VM 3.5, 1.578 L., 4.2, 1.580 L., 5.4, 1.582 L., 7.2, 1.584 L., 11.1, 1.594 L. This is the same theory that appears to be reflected in the speech of Eryximachus (see above, pp. 22–24).

57 VM 19.1, 1.616 L.; cf. VM 18.2, 1.614 L., 19.5, 1.618 L.

58 VM 18.2, 1.614 L., 19.1, 1.616 L.

59 VM 18.2, 1.614 L., 19.1–3, 1.616–618 L.
with other humors. Both remedies are assisted by a process known as “coction” (πέψις), a form of “cooking” or “ripening” whereby the peccant humor grows thicker (παχύτερον) and better mixed (μεμιγμένον μᾶλλον), and which parallels the “cooking” and “ripening” of meat, fruits, and other foods. The author holds that just as cooking involves more than a simple replacement of the cold with the hot, the dry with the wet, so too is the process of coction irreducible to these four ὑποθέσεις. “All these (sc. humors) at first send forth salty and moist and acrid discharges (and in such things diseases have their strength), but when they become thicker and more ripe and free of all acridness, then and only then do the fevers cease as well as the other things that harm the human being” (19.2, 1.616 L., trans. Schiefsky).

For the author of On Ancient Medicine, there are many different types of humors, and so there must also be many different types of treatment. When it comes to ὑποθέσεις, however, the author assumes that the doctors who make use of these principles can only think in terms of the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet. With each food, they identify one as “hot,” another “cold,” another “dry,” and another “wet.” “But if one hot thing happens to be astringent,” the author writes, “another insipid, and yet another causes disturbance—for there are also many other hot things, which have many other powers opposed to one another—surely it will make a difference which of them is administered: the hot and astringent, or the hot and insipid, or that which is at once cold and astringent (for there is also such a thing), or cold and insipid” (15.3, 1.606 L., trans. Schiefsky). In each of these cases, the hot and the cold are merely “present as an auxiliary (συμπάρεστι), having strength in accordance with the strength of the leading factor (ῥώμης μετέχον, ὡς ὁν τὸ ἱγεύμενον)” (17.3, 1.612 L., trans. Schiefsky). When treating patients who suffer from a fever, it will do no good to simply oppose the fever with cooling agents. Instead, the

---

60 ΓΜ 18.2, 1.614 L.; cf. ΓΜ 19.1–2, 1.616 L., 19.6, 1.618 L.
doctor must purge, concoct, or otherwise transform the humor that is at the root of these
symptoms, since it only by removing the concentration of what is “both bitter and hot, acid and
hot, salty and hot, and myriad other combinations” (17.2, 1.612 L., trans. Schiefsky) that the
patient will return to a state of health.61

To judge from the testimony of On Ancient Medicine, the proponents of ὑποθέσεις do nothing
but treat the hot with the cold, the cold with the hot, the dry with the wet, and the wet with the
dry. As Schiefsky (2005, 112–113) observes, “At the beginning of chapter 13 the author remarks
that the opponents, who ‘pursue the τέχνη from a ὑπόθεσις,’ are committed to the assumptions
that the cause of any disease is one of the ὑποθέσεις (hot, cold, wet, or dry) and that the proper
therapy is to treat the cause with its opposite (13.1, 133.7–13 J.). Hence any disease may be
treated simply by determining which of the ὑποθέσεις is its cause and attempting to counteract it
by its opposite” (my emphasis). In chapter 17, the author argues that fevers are not due simply to
the hot (οὖ δὲ τὸ θερμὸν ἀπλῶς, 17.2, 1.612 L.) and that the hot is not the only cause of this
condition (οὐδὲ τοῦτ’ εἴη τὸ αἵτιον … μοῦν, 17.2, 1.612 L.; cf. ὑπὸ φύσεος … μόνου, 18.3,
1.614 L.), again implying that his opponents discard the traditional cornerstones of humoral
theory (i.e., ἀπόκρισις, flux, coction, and crisis) in favor of a radically simplified method of
arriving at diagnoses and treatments. As we have already noted, however, such radical
reductionism is not attested for either Petron or Philistion, and it is also incompatible with the
speech of Eryximachus in Plato’s Symposium. In fact, as we will see in later chapters, the doctor-
cosmologists actually agreed with this author, claiming that diseases are primarily manifested in
the form of concentrated humors, and that these humors need to be “ripened” or “concocted”

61 On this section, compare the similar remarks about cooling agents at Morb. III 17, 7.156 L.
before they can be adequately purged from the body.\textsuperscript{62}

Because the author of \textit{On Ancient Medicine} presumes that his opponents simply treat the hot with the cold, the cold with the hot, the dry with the wet, and the wet with the dry, he presents several objections to the use of ὑποθέσεως that his opponents would not have found particularly difficult to rebut. Consider, for example, the following passage, in which the author constructs a scenario that he thinks his opponents will be unable to explain (13.1–3, 1.598–600 L., trans. Schiefsky, modified):

But I wish to return to the account of those who pursue their researches in the art according to the new method, from a foundational principle (ἐξ ὑποθέσεως). For if it is something hot or cold or dry or wet that harms the human being, and if the one who treats correctly must render aid with the hot against the cold, the cold against the hot, the dry against the wet, and the wet against the dry, give me a person whose constitution is not strong, but rather weak. Let this person eat wheat he picks up from the threshing floor, raw and unprepared, and raw meats, and let him drink water. If he follows this regimen I know very well that he will suffer many terrible things: for he will experience pains, his body will be weak, his cavity will be ruined, and he will not be able to live for long. Now what assistance should be prepared for a person in such a state? Hot or cold or dry or wet? One of these, clearly: for if what causes the harm is one or another of these, it must be removed by its opposite, as their account has it. In fact the surest and most obvious remedy is to do away with the regimen he was following and to give wine to drink. These changes must restore him to health, at least if his condition has not been completely ruined by following the bad regimen for a long time. What then are we to say? That his suffering was due to the cold and they helped him by administering these hot things, or the reverse? I think I have created a fine dilemma for the one who is asked this question.

Before we consider the potential rebuttals to this argument, I would like to point out that the doctor-cosmologists were fully capable of attributing certain ailments to indigestion. We have already seen the testimonies in which Petron is said to have held that diseases arise “whenever the belly, (taking in?) nutriment not commensurate with it, cannot digest it” (ὅταν ἀσέμμετρα ἡ κοιλία … μὴ κατεργάσηται αὐτά, \textit{Anon. Lond.} XX.10–12, trans. Jones, modified), while Philistion is said to have attributed some diseases to nutriment that is “unsuitable or corrupt” (ἀνοίκειον καὶ

\textsuperscript{62} On the extent to which ὑπόκρεσις, flux, coction, and crisis formed the conceptual basis of all Greek medicine, see Lonie (1981), Langholf (1990), Gundert (1992), Craik (1998), (2001a), (2009a).
δἰ ἐφθορὸς, *Anon. Lond. XX.*42) and to have classified different varieties of bread on the basis of whether they are easier or more difficult to digest. In *On Regimen*, digestibility is a central concern in the author’s food catalogue. At one point, he even writes specifically about foods that are “raw” (ἐνωμό), noting that “raw things cause colic and belching, because what ought to be digested by the fire is dealt with by the belly, which is too weak for the substances that enter it” (*Vict.* 56.8, 6.570 L., trans. Jones). There is also a passage from *On the Nature of the Human Being* that not only deals with indigestion, but actually prescribes the same remedies that we find in *On Ancient Medicine*. After noting that patients whose stools contain undigested matter (ἀπεπτομένα) are not adequately “cooking” the food in their bellies, the author writes that “the food of such should be well baked bread crumbled into wine, and their drink should be as undiluted and as little as possible” (*Nat. Hom.* 22.2, 6.82 L., trans. Jones)—the same prescriptions of undiluted wine and well baked bread that we see in *On Ancient Medicine*.64

The main problem with the above-quoted passage is that it discounts any overlap between ἐποθέσεις and humoral theory. The author assumes that causal reductionism is the same as therapeutic reductionism, and that anyone who prioritizes the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet must simultaneously be rejecting such notions as ἀπόκρισις, flux, coction, and crisis. It is important to note, however, that ἐποθέσεις and humoral theory do not have to be mutually exclusive. A doctor could claim that the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet engender diseases by initiating the separating out of one humor from the rest. If a Greek doctor adopts such a theory, there is nothing to prevent him from assuming that a patient can get sick from eating something

---

63 E.g., *Vict.* 40.2, 6.536 L. (barley bread passes easily because it is quickly digested), 46.1, 6.544 L. (beef is difficult to digest because it has thick and abundant blood), 54.2, 6.558 L. (radishes stagnate in the belly and are hard to digest), 55.2, 6.562 L. (sweet apples are difficult to digest, acidic and ripe apples less so). Cf. also the cases of indigestion at *Vict.* 74.1, 6.614–616 L., 75.1, 6.616 L., 79.1, 6.624 L.

64 A similar remedy can be found at *Vict.* 79.2, 6.624 L., where the author is also discussing indigestion.
that already contains a concentrated humor, as would be the case in the above-quoted passage.

Even if an ancient doctor were to make the stronger claim that all diseases, without exception, are caused by the hot, the cold, the dry, or the wet, he could still find a way to apply this theory to the scenario described above. One might claim, for instance, that raw food requires a longer period of digestion, since “what ought to be digested by the fire is dealt with by the belly.” As the raw food takes more time to digest, the contents of the belly grow hotter than normal, and this heat then initiates the separating out of one humor from the rest.\(^{65}\)

The author of On Ancient Medicine would have made a stronger case if he had used the above-quoted argument to oppose the claim that the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet are the material elements from which all things are composed. Even on this point, however, his opponents would not have lacked a response. Consider, for example, the following two passages, in which the author of On Ancient Medicine stresses the inability of ἑποθέσεις to account for two forms of “cooking” (trans. Schiefsky):

Has the person who prepares bread [i.e., the person who transforms raw, unprocessed wheat into edible bread] removed from wheat the hot, the cold, the dry, or the wet? For that which has been given over to fire, moistened with water, and treated in many other ways, each of which has its own power and nature, has lost some of its properties but gained others through blending and mixing. (13.3, 1.600 L.)

But undergoing coction, changing, thinning, or thickening into a kind of humor through kinds many and varied—for which reason both crises and the reckoning of time are of great importance in such diseases—such modifications hot and cold are the least likely of all these things to undergo: for in this case there could be neither putrefaction nor thickening. How then can we say that there are blends of them that are different, the one from the other, each

---

with its own power, since the hot will not lose its heat except when mixed with the cold, nor indeed will the cold lose its coldness except when mixed with the hot? (19.6, 1.618 L.)

In these passages, the author assumes that his opponents can only replace one ὑπόθεσις with its opposite (i.e., they can only exchange the hot for the cold, the cold for the hot, the dry for the wet, or the wet for the dry). In the first passage, they can only explain the baking of bread as the removal of the hot, the cold, the dry, or the wet, while in the second, they can only explain coction and putrefaction by replacing the hot with the cold or the cold with the hot. Such simple exchanges are easy to refute, but they do not exhaust the options that would have been available to the author’s opponents. The proponents of ὑπόθεσις could have claimed, for example, that coction occurs when a “passive” substance (e.g., moisture) is altered by an “active” substance (e.g., heat). Aristotle in fact defines coction as “what happens to everything when its constituent moisture is mastered (sc. by the hot)” (Mete. 4.2, 379b), while On the Nature of the Human Being reports that some doctors postulated a unitary substance that “changes its form (ἰδέη) and power (ὅναμος) under the compulsion of the hot and the cold, becoming sweet, bitter, white, black, and so on” (Nat. Hom. 2.2, 6.34 L.). The author of On Flesh gives a similar explanation for putrefaction, claiming that the “fatty” (τὸ λιπαρόν) and the “glutinous” (τὸ κολλῶδες) arose when the hot “putrefied” the cold that is contained within the earth (Carn. 3, 8.584–586 L.). Such passages clearly show that coction and putrefaction could be incorporated into a system that postulates nothing more than the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet. The author of On Ancient Medicine deserves credit for seeing the weakness in these theories, but his opponents would not have found his objections particularly compelling, primarily because he discounts the range of

---

interactions that one might attribute to “active” and “passive” substances.

The author of *On Ancient Medicine* oversimplifies the theories of his opponents, assuming that they do nothing but replace the hot with the cold, the cold with the hot, the dry with the wet, and the wet with the dry. The net effect of this oversimplification is that this text is an unreliable witness to what the doctor-cosmologists were doing. If we follow its testimony too closely, we will get a distorted picture of what this movement is all about. For a good example this author’s unreliability, consider the following passage. In this passage, the author implies that the proponents of ἐποθέσεις ignore the fine distinctions that exist between different varieties of bread (14.1–2, 1.600 L., trans. Schiefsky):

Now I know this too, of course, that it makes a difference to the human body whether bread is made from pure or unsifted flour, from unwinnowed or winnowed wheat, whether it is kneaded with much water or with little, thoroughly kneaded or not kneaded at all, well-baked or undercooked, and myriad other differences in addition to these. The same holds for barley cake as well; the powers (δυνάμεις) of each kind are great and no power is at all like any other (οὐδὲν ἢ ἐτέρη τῇ ἐτέρῃ ἐκκυκλᾷ). But how could the person who has not examined these matters, or who despite his examination is ignorant of them, have any knowledge of the affections that come upon the human being? For by each one of these things the human being is affected and altered in one way or another, and a person’s whole life depends on them, whether he is healthy, recovering from illness, or sick.

This passage is especially ironic if we compare it with the above-mentioned testimonies on Philistion. Philistion was widely recognized as an authority on dietetics, and Athenaeus even provides a detailed summary of the fine distinctions that he drew between different varieties of bread (Athen. 3.83, 115d–e, trans. Olson, modified):

Philistion of Locri says that bread made with top-quality flour promotes physical strength more than bread made of course-ground flour does; he ranks bread made with coarse-ground flour second, and bread made with ordinary flour after that. Bread made with very fine meal produces worse χυλός (“juice, humor”) and is less nourishing. Warm bread of all sorts is more easily digested and more nourishing than bread that has cooled, and produces better χυλός; it also promotes the production of πνεῦμα and is easily distributed through the body. Bread that is quite old and very cold is less nourishing, arrests the movement of the bowels, and produces bad χυλός. Bread baked within the coals is heavy and difficult to digest because it is baked unevenly. Oven bread and kiln bread are difficult to break down and digest. Brazier bread and bread made in a frying-pan are easier to excrete, because oil has been mixed into
them, but are harder on the stomach because of their greasiness. Baking-shell bread is rich in
good characteristics of all sorts, for it produces good χυλός, is easy on the stomach, and is
easily digested, broken down, and distributed through the body, because it neither arrests the
movement of the bowels nor distends them.

In this passage, Philistion does not simply assert that one variety of bread is “hot,” another
“cold,” another “dry,” and another “wet.” Instead, he observes that certain types of bread are
easier or more difficult to digest, more or less nourishing, and either relax or constrict the bowels.
He also refers to breads that produce good or bad humors and breads that promote and repress
πνεῦμα, clearly showing that a theory of first principles can coexist with a more traditional model
of pathogenesis. Similar observations can be made about two other texts, On Regimen and On
Affections, both of whose authors give a central role to the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet.
These authors also write about different varieties of bread (Vet. 40–44, 6.536–542 L., Aff. 52,
6.260–262 L.), and like Philistion, they describe the “powers” of food and drink in such a way
that they clearly have more complex understandings of health and disease than On Ancient
Medicine would lead us to believe.

So why does the author of On Ancient Medicine misrepresent the systems of his opponents? Why
does he write as if they rejected more traditional approaches to pathogenesis and thought
exclusively in terms of the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet? Part of the explanation comes from
the author’s tendency to favor a highly restricted definition of what it means to be a “cause.” In
chapter 19, the author contrasts the use of ἐποθέσεις with his own general theory of human
φύσις. While describing how humors create problems when they “separate out” and then move
throughout the body, the author notes, “One must of course consider these fluxes to be the cause
(αἰτίαν) of each condition, since their presence is necessarily accompanied by that condition in a
certain form, while when they change into another blend it ceases” (19.3, 1.616–618 L., trans.
Schiefsky). In this passage, the author describes two criteria that allow him to say that humoral
fluxes are the “cause” of a disease. First, these fluxes necessarily produce a disease whenever they are present. Second, their removal always leads to the removal of the disease. When the author writes about the use of ὑποθέσεις, he presumes that his opponents adopt this same definition of a cause. They assume that diseases necessarily arise when the hot, the cold, the wet, and the dry are in excess, and that the removal of these excesses will always lead to the removal of the disease. The author ignores the possibility that his opponents could have viewed their ὑποθέσεις as procatarctic causes, that is, as remote causes that initiate a process but whose effects are not always stopped by their removal. He also ignores the possibility that they may have invoked accessory causes in conjunction with their ὑποθέσεις, causes which ensure that a disease will be produced only when the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet interact with the body under a specific set of circumstances.67 On Ancient Medicine’s treatment of causation is reminiscent of a position later endorsed by Erasistratus, who preferred to describe the “cause” of a fever as whatever necessarily produces a fever whenever it occurs (On Fevers fr. 211 Garofalo, trans. Allen 2000):

Most people both now and earlier have sought the causes of fevers by wishing to hear and learn from the ill whether their illness had its origin in being chilled or exhausted or in repletion or some other cause of this kind, in this way neither truly (vere) nor profitably (conferenter) investigating the causes of disease. For if cold were a cause of fever, then those who have been chilled the more would suffer the greater fever. But this is not what happens: rather there are some who have faced extreme danger from freezing, and when rescued have remained unaffected by fever. The same thing happens in regard to exhaustion and repletion: many people who experience far worse exhaustion and repletion than when some people have come down with a fever none the less escape the illness.

Galen wrote an entire treatise On Procatarctic Causes to challenge this position,68 although he is probably mistaken in his belief that Erasistratus rejects all procatarctic causes, as Allen (2000, 86)

67 For “accessory and contributing causes” (συναίτια καὶ μεταίτια), see below, pp. 91–92. On the various levels of causation in Greek medicine, see Hankinson (1998), (2001), Vegetti (1999), Pelling (2000, 84–85), Allen (2000).

68 On Galen’s treatise, see the translation and commentary of Hankinson (1998) with the notes of Allen (2000).
observes in his analysis of this fragment:

Erasistratus is complaining about physicians who, on his view, put forward an item—one of the so-called procatarctic causes—as if it furnished a complete explanation when it manifestly fails to do so. Erasistratus could also believe that there is an especially important factor in the explanation of fevers which deserves to be privileged as the cause because it explains, or plays the principal part in explaining, why fevers arise when and as they do, something that his opponents’ causes signal fail to do. … Erasistratus may also have been moved by the not unreasonable thought that without a deeper understanding of the aetiology of fevers we shall not be in a position to evaluate claims made on behalf of heating, chilling, repletion and the like.

Although the author of *On Ancient Medicine* does not address the issue as directly as Erasistratus, he may have been motivated by a similar set of concerns, believing that doctors should prioritize internal processes over external triggers. Not only are the internal processes directly relevant to treatment, but an excessive emphasis on external triggers can lead the doctor astray. In chapter 21, the author complains about the *post hoc, propter hoc* reasoning of doctors who think that whatever their patients did before falling ill must be the “cause” of their affection (*VM* 21.2–3, 1.624–626 L., trans. Schiefsky):

I know that the majority of doctors, like lay people, if patients happen to have done anything unusual on a particular day, either by bathing or walking or eating something different—whether all these things are better done or not—none the less assign the responsibility to one of them, not knowing the cause (τὸ ᾑτον) and perhaps depriving the patient of what is most beneficial. One must not do this, but rather know what will be the effect of an additional bath taken at the wrong time or of fatigue. For the same suffering never arises from either of these, nor indeed from repletion nor from food of one kind or another. Whoever does not know how each of these things stands in relation to the human being will be able neither to recognize their effects nor to make correct use of them.

Just after this passage, the author claims that what doctors should really consider is “which affections come upon the human being from powers (δευομίων) and which from structures (σχημάτων). What do I mean by this? By ‘power’ I mean the acuity and strength (ἰσχύον) of the humors; by ‘structures’ I mean all the parts inside the human being, some hollow and tapering from wide to narrow, others also extended, others solid and round, others broad and suspended, others stretched, others long, others dense, others loose in texture and swollen, others spongy and
In other words, the doctor should pay more attention to what is happening inside the body than to what affects it from the outside, since it is only by thinking about internal physiology that the doctor will know what must be done. The same external trigger will not always have the same effect, but the same internal state will always demand the same action. By rebutting the proponents of ὑποθέσεις as if their principles performed the same functions as the humors, the author demonstrates that any discussion of disease must consider what is happening within the body.

On the one hand, then, the author of On Ancient Medicine misrepresents his opponents because he assumes that their discussions of the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet must follow the same strong definition of what it means to be a “cause” that he attributes to the humors. At the same time, the author also mischaracterizes his opponents because he is committed to another hard and fast distinction that is not, in fact, as inviolable as he thinks. This distinction concerns two strategies for advancing the medical art: (1) by making it more complex and (2) by making it simpler. In his opening remarks, the author complains that the proponents of ὑποθέσεις oversimplify the medical art, narrowing down the causes of disease to “one or two” principles like the hot, the cold, the dry, or the wet (1.1, 1.570 L.). In response, the author claims that ὑποθέσεις are unnecessary because medicine has long had its own “starting point and method” (ἄρχην) καὶ ὁδὸς, 2.1, 1.572 L.). This method can be traced back to the earliest period of human civilization, and it is responsible for all discoveries that doctors have ever made. “The art of medicine would never have been discovered,” the author writes, “nor would anyone have sought for it—for there would have been no need for it—if it were beneficial for the sick to follow the same regimen and diet as the healthy, taking the same foods and drinks and following the same regimen in other respects, and if there were not other things better than these” (3.1, 1.574 L., trans. Schiefsky, modified). Just as Eryximachus observes that “what is dissimilar longs for and desires dissimilar
things” (τὸ δὲ ἀνόμοιον ἀνομοίων ἐπιθυμεῖ καὶ ἔρη, Pl. *Smp.*, 186b), so the author of *On Ancient Medicine* stresses that different types of patients require different modes of treatment. Medicine has advanced, the author asserts, as doctors have made finer and finer distinctions between different classes of patients, recognizing that a doctor’s success rests primarily on his ability to distinguish one type of patient from another. The first discovery came when it was realized that the “constitution” (φύσις) of human beings requires different forms of nutriment than the constitution of animals (3.3–6, 1.576–578 L.). Animals eat food that is “raw, unblended, and possessing great powers” (ὡμὰ τε καὶ ἄκρητα καὶ μεγάλας δυνάμιας ἔχοντα, 3.4, 1.576 L.), while humans are too weak to overcome the strength of such foods. Early humans therefore “boiled and baked and mixed and blended the strong and unblended things with the weaker, molding everything to the constitution and power of the human being” (πλάσσοντες πάντα πρὸς τὴν τοῦ ἀνθρώπου φύσιν τε καὶ δόνομι, 3.5, 1.578 L., trans. Schiefsky). The author considers this initial distinction between food that is appropriate for animals and food that is appropriate for humans to be an early form of medicine.\(^69\) He goes on to say, however, that “the acknowledged art of medicine” (τὴν ὀμολογημένας ἱητρικήν, 5.1, 1.580 L.) began when doctors first made distinctions between different classes of human beings. The most obvious distinction is between the healthy and the sick. Medicine would never have been invented, the author writes, “if the same regimen were suitable for both the sick and the healthy” (εἰ ταῦτα διατήματα τοῦτο τε καὶ καμνοῦσι καὶ τοῖς ἕγαίνονσιν ἠρμοζεν, 5.1, 1.580 L., trans. Schiefsky). The sick and the healthy react to the same foods in different ways, and so doctors must give different foods to the sick than they would give to the healthy. In general, the sick should be given foods that are weaker than those that are given to the healthy. The first doctors therefore simply decreased the amount of

\(^69\) ΓΜ 3.6–4.2, 1.578–580 L., 7.1–8.3, 1.584–588 L.
food that was given to the sick. They soon observed, however, that this treatment “sufficed for some patients, but not for all” (πρὸς τινας τῶν καμινόντων ἤρκεσε ... οὐ μέντοι πᾶσι γε, 5.4, 1.580–582 L.). For this latter group, they needed to find other forms of treatment, giving some of them gruels and others only drinks, “taking care that these should be moderate in both blend and quantity, and making prescriptions that were neither excessive in quantity nor too unblended, nor indeed too deficient” (5.5, 1.582 L., trans. Schiefsky).

The author of On Ancient Medicine presents ὄπωθεσεις as an attempt to replace this method of advancing the medical art by dividing and subdividing patients into different groups. For as long as can be remembered, doctors have always made discoveries by drawing finer and finer distinctions between different classes of individuals: humans differ from animals, the sick from the healthy, and specific categories of the sick from those with different “constitutions” (φύσεις) and “physical states” (διαθέσεις). Each of these groups requires a different mode of treatment, and medicine has grown more effective as doctors have determined what is “fitting” (ἀρμόζων) for each class. With the introduction of “foundational principles,” by contrast, the author implies that some doctors are now trying to move medicine in the opposite direction. Instead of increasing the complexity of the art, they are “narrowing down (ἐς βροχὸ ὁγοντες) the primary cause of diseases and death for human beings, laying down the same one or two things as the cause in all cases” (πᾶσι τὴν αὐτὴν ἐν ἦ δὲ ὅποθέμενοι, 1.1, 1.570 L., trans. Schiefsky, modified). Such reductionism, the author holds, runs counter to the interest of doctors in identifying the

---

70 On the distinctions between patients with different “constitutions” (φύσεις) and “physical states” (διαθέσεις), see Ἄι 3.4, 1.576 L., 3.5, 1.578 L., 5.4, 1.580–582 L., 6.2, 1.582–584 L., 7.2, 1.584 L., 8.2, 1.586 L., 12.1, 1.596 L., 13.1, 1.598 L. Generally speaking, the author uses the term φύσεις to refer to a physical condition that is always present, while διαθέσεις denotes a condition that is only temporary (e.g., an illness). Hence, we would say that humans differ from other animals in terms of their φύσεις, while the healthy differ from the sick in terms of their διαθέσεις.

71 Ἄι 3.4, 1.576 L., 5.1, 1.580 L.
differences between individual patients. Medicine has always improved by growing more complex, and there is no reason to reject this time-tested method in favor of “foundational principles” that are the same in every case.

This emphasis on dividing patients into groups, and then adapting treatments to the particular needs of each group, carries over into the author’s second polemic, in which he takes issue with accounts of human φέσις that focus on the genesis and elemental constitution of human beings. In chapter 20, the author writes that there are some doctors and “sophists” who claim that anyone who intends to practice medicine correctly must first have a knowledge of what a human being is. In particular, they claim that doctors should know “what a human being is from the beginning, how it originally came to be, and from what it was compounded” (20.1, 1.620 L.), even though such accounts have no practical purpose but rather “tend toward philosophy” (τείνει ἐς φιλοσοφίην, 20.1, 1.620 L.). Doctors should know about human φέσις, the author writes, but only in terms of how the same things, administered in the same way, will have different effects on different constitutions. To illustrate this point, the author observes that a single foodstuff could simultaneously be harmful to some patients and beneficial to others, as we see in the case of cheese (20.5–6, 1.624 L., trans. Schiefsky, modified):

Cheese ... does not harm all human beings in the same way (οὐ πάντας ἄνθρωπος ὁμόος λιμαίνεται): there are some who can eat their fill of it without being harmed at all, and it even provides a wondrous strength to those whom it benefits; but there are others who have difficulty coping with it. Hence the natures of these people differ (διαφέρουσιν οὖν τούτων αἱ φέσις), and the difference concerns the very thing in the body that is hostile to cheese and is stirred up and set in motion by it. Those in whom such a humor happens to be present in greater quantity and to exert more power in the body will naturally suffer more. But if cheese were bad for human nature in general, it would harm all people (εἰ δὲ πᾶσι τῇ ἄνθρωπιν φέσις ἄν κακόν, πάντας ἄν ἔλυμαινετο).

The author’s hostility to cosmological accounts of human φέσις is similar to his hostility toward

72 Here, the term “philosophy” is used in its basic sense of “wisdom-loving,” the idea being that such knowledge has no practical use, but is merely pursued for its own sake.
Broadly understood, this author’s approach to medicine consists of dividing and subdividing patients into groups, and then considering how treatments should be adapted to each. When his opponents introduce a small set of principles that apply to all patients, to all diseases, and to all things in general, the author suggests that they are simultaneously rejecting the fine distinctions that exist between individual cases.

A good parallel to this author’s complaint about ὑποθέσεις can be found in the treatise On Fractures. In this text, the author warns against “wisdom-mongering doctors” (οἱ ἱητροὶ σοφιζόμενοι; cf. On Ancient Medicine’s ἱητροὶ καὶ σοφισταὶ, 20.1, 1.620 L.) who indiscriminately apply the same treatment in every case (Fract. 1–2, 3.412–422 L., trans. Withington, modified):

Indeed, those who have no preconceived idea (οἱ μὲν οὖν μηδὲν προβοουλέονταί) make no mistake as a rule, for the patient himself holds out the arm for bandaging in the position impressed on it by conformity with nature (φύσις). The wisdom-mongering doctors (οἱ ἱητροὶ σοφιζόμενοι) are just the ones who go wrong. In fact the treatment of a fractured arm is not difficult, and is almost any practitioner’s job, but I have to write a good deal about it because I know practitioners who have got credit for wisdom by putting up arms in positions which ought rather to have given them a name for ignorance. And many other parts of this art are judged thus: for they praise what seems outlandish (ξενοπρεπές) before they know whether it is good, rather than the customary (σύνηθες) which they already know to be good; the bizarre (ἄλλοκοτόν) rather than the obvious (ἐνδήλον). … [One such doctor made his patient hold a broken arm] as the archers do when they bring forward the shoulder, and he put it up in this posture, persuading himself that this was its natural position (τὸ κατὰ φύσιν). He adduced as evidence the forearm bones, and the surface also, how it has its outer and inner parts in a direct line, declaring this to be the natural disposition of the flesh and tendons (οὗτος δὲ ἔφη καὶ τὰς σάρκας καὶ τὰ νεύρα πεφυκέναι), and he brought in the art of the archer as evidence. … But there is nothing in common between putting up fractures and archery (ἐπιδέσει δὲ καὶ τοξικῇ οἰδέν κοινόν).

Like the author of On Ancient Medicine, the author of On Fractures advocates treatments that are “in accordance with the nature” (κατὰ φύσιν) of the patient. This procedure will change from one case to the next, but the patient will hold his arm in such a way as to show what is needed in each case. The “wisdom-mongering” doctors, on the other hand, make use of preconceived notions (προβουλεύονται; cf. On Ancient Medicine’s ὑποθέσεις). They simply formulate some universal
principle about the “nature” (φύσις) of human beings (cf. ὁστὼ δὲ ἐφὶ καὶ τὰς σάρκας καὶ τὰ νεῖρα πεφυκέναι) and then appeal to this principle when applying the same treatment in every case. Like the author of On Ancient Medicine, the author of On Fractures complains that his opponents are dispensing with a methodology that has been proven over time (σόνηθες) and whose principles are open to the senses (εἴδηλον), replacing this methodology with treatments that are outlandish and bizarre (ξενοπρεπές, ἀλλόκοτον). Adding insult to injury, these “wisdom-mongering” doctors draw on fields of learning that have nothing to do with medicine. The author of On Fractures criticizes a doctor who invokes the art of archery when setting broken bones. In response, he observes that “there is nothing in common between putting up fractures and archery” (ἐπιδέσει δὲ καὶ τοξικῇ οὖθεν κοινόν), a phrase that recalls On Ancient Medicine’s assertion that “whatever has been said or written about ‘nature’ by a sophist or doctor pertains less to the art of the doctor than to that of the painter” (ὅσον νομίζω τῇ ἱερικῇ τέχνῃ προσήκειν ἢ τῇ γραφικῇ, 20.2, 1.620 L.).

Of course, if there really were doctors who insisted on setting every broken arm in the position of an archer, then the author of On Fractures would be justified in criticizing such doctors for not adapting their treatments to fit the needs of individual patients. Similarly, if there really were doctors who did nothing but treat the hot with the cold, the cold with the hot, the dry with the wet, and the wet with the dry, then the author of On Ancient Medicine would be right to criticize these doctors for oversimplifying the medical art. It should be noted, however, that beyond the polemic in On Ancient Medicine, we have no evidence that any Greek doctor from the Classical

---

73 The idea seems to be that just as it would be ridiculous for the τέχνη of the painter to rely on cosmological theories, so too is it unnecessary for medicine, another τέχνη, to be rooted in “philosophy.” For a different interpretation of this sentence, see Schiefsky (2005, 306–310), who follows Müller (1965b) in interpreting ἡ γραφικὴ τέχνη as “the art of writing treatises.” It seems impossible, however, for ἡ γραφικὴ τέχνη to be translated in this way, as (1) the τέχναω are traditionally named for their practitioners (cf. ἱερικὴ < ἱερός, μαντικὴ < μάντις, ρήτορικὴ < ρήτορ), and (2) a “writer of treatises” is not a γραφεύς but a συγγραφεύς.
period actually simplified medicine to this extent. Such radical reductionism cannot be found in
the testimonies on Petron and Philistion, in the speech of Eryximachus, nor, as we will see, in the
surviving works of the doctor-cosmologists. In fact, as I will argue in Chapter 2, the doctor-
cosmologists actually agreed with this author when it came to dividing patients into groups,
considering the “nature” of each group, and adapting their treatments to fit the needs of
individual situations. Far from replacing one system with another, the doctor-cosmologists were
building on the very approach to clinical decision-making that On Ancient Medicine claims they are
rejecting.
Chapter 2: On the Nature of the Human Being

In Chapter 1, we examined three indirect sources for the doctor-cosmologists: (1) the Anonymus Londiniensis, (2) the speech of Eryximachus in Plato’s Symposium, and (3) On Ancient Medicine. We observed that Petron and Philistion speculated about the elemental constitution of human beings, that they attributed some diseases to an imbalance in the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet, and that they also cultivated more traditional theories regarding the humors, πνεῦμα, and the “powers” of food and drink. We also saw that Eryximachus uses an argument from induction to demonstrate that ἔρως is a universal principle, and like Petron and Philistion, he seems to combine a theory of opposites with a more traditional model of pathogenesis. Finally, we noted that On Ancient Medicine is an unreliable witness to what the doctor-cosmologists were doing. The author writes as if these doctors were exclusively treating the hot with the cold, the cold with the hot, the dry with the wet, and the wet with the dry, when in fact they seem to have agreed with this author, at least insofar as they recognized the importance of concocting and then purging peccant humors from the body.

At this point, it is difficult to say much more about the doctor-cosmologists. None of these sources give us detailed information concerning the structure of their systems, let alone any indication as to why these doctors would have created such systems in the first place. We would like to know, for example, why the doctor-cosmologists thought they needed to combine the first principles of the universe with a humoral model of disease. What limitations did they think they were addressing by constructing such systems, and what might their systems tell us about the priorities of Greek doctors in the fifth and fourth centuries BCE? Fortunately, the Hippocratic Corpus contains four texts that can help us answer these questions. These are On the Nature of the Human Being, On Breaths, On Flesh, and On Regimen. Over the next four chapters, I will examine each of these texts, providing a general outline of their systems. I will also consider what these
texts can tell us about the doctor-cosmologists as a group. I will begin with On the Nature of the Human Being, a text whose system is presently the best understood of those expounded by a doctor-cosmologist. I will start by summarizing this author’s beliefs about the elements, the humors, and the role of the doctor in both treating and preventing disease. I will then show how this text is incompatible with the two central complaints in On Ancient Medicine: (1) that the doctor-cosmologists dispensed with humoral theory in favor of exclusively treating the hot with the cold, the cold with the hot, the dry with the wet, and the wet with the dry, and (2) that these same doctors rejected the division and subdivision of patients into groups in favor of a handful of ὑποθέσεις that are the same in every case.

There is a strong case to be made that On the Nature of the Human Being was written by Polybus of Cos, a famous doctor who flourished around 400 BCE. Polybus was the son of a certain Apollonius, but he was better known in antiquity as the student and successor of Hippocrates. According to Galen, Polybus stayed on Cos for his entire life, eventually taking over leadership of Hippocrates’ school. Other sources claim, with varying degrees of believability, that he married Hippocrates’ daughter, that he provided his mentor with seven books on medicine from the Egyptian city of Memphis, that Hippocrates sent him to provide treatment to Greek cities during the plague, and that he was the author not only of On the Nature of the Human Being, but also of the treatise On the Eight Months’ Child. We do not know the criteria that ancient editors

---


72 Thess. orat. 9.420 L., Gal. De diff. resp. 7.960 K.

73 Vita Hippocratis Bruxellensis 39–40.

74 Thess. orat. 9.420 L. Contrast Gal. Quod opt. med. sit etiam philos. 3, 1.58 K.

used when attributing On the Nature of the Human Being to Polybus. Galen, for his part, argued that chapters 1–8 were by Hippocrates, 9–15 by an anonymous interpolator, and only 16–22 by Polybus. It is important to remember, however, that Galen had a professional interest in attributing chapters 1–8 to Hippocrates, while his arguments for identifying chapters 9–15 as an interpolation no longer stand up to critical scrutiny.\textsuperscript{79} The modern case for identifying Polybus as the author of this text depends on two pieces of evidence. First, Aristotle quotes chapter 11 of On the Nature of the Human Being in his History of Animals, attributing it to Polybus (HA 3.3, 512b–513a). Second, the Anonymus Londiniensis, which draws on a Peripatetic source, summarizes chapters 1–4 in its entry on Polybus (Anon. Lond. XIX.1–18). Since only a few decades separate Aristotle from Polybus, it is reasonable to assume that the physician from Cos was indeed the author of this text. Few authorities, in fact, would have been better positioned to identify this author, as Aristotle was himself the son of a doctor and deeply interested in medical science. In light of these testimonies, I will refer to the author of On the Nature of the Human Being as “Polybus” from this point forward. Although my arguments will not rely on this identification, the name “Polybus” will provide a useful shorthand for denoting the author of this text.

Like the other doctor-cosmologists we have encountered so far, Polybus places the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet at the center of his medical system. In chapter 3, he claims that all things are composed of these four substances, referring to their interactions as “the nature of

\textit{the Child}, as the work of “either Hippocrates or Polybus” (Gal. \textit{In Hp. Aph. comm.} 18a.8 K., \textit{De fæt. form.} 1.4, 4.653 K.). This may, however, simply reflect his interest in claiming that these texts are “at least Hippocratic, if not by Hippocrates himself.” See \textit{De diff. resp.} 7.959–960 K. and \textit{In Hp. Nat. Hom. comm.} 15.11–12 K. for Galen’s belief that Polybus did not deviate from the teachings of Hippocrates, and Gal. \textit{In Hp. Off. comm.} 18b.666 K. for a similar reference to “either Hippocrates or Thessalus” as the author of \textit{In the Workshop}. On the attribution of \textit{On the Eight Months’ Child} to Polybus, see Grenseemann (1968), who argues for its acceptance. For a rebuttal, see Jouanna (1969). For more on Polybus’ life, see Nutton (2007b) and Manetti (2008d).

\textsuperscript{79} On the unity of On the Nature of the Human Being, see Jouanna (2002, 22–38). This unity persists even if we assume, with Langholf (2004), that some parts of this text were adapted from other sources.
humans/animals and of all other things” (τῆς φύσιος ... καὶ τῶν ἄλλων πάντων καὶ τοῦ ἀνθρώπου, 3.2, 6.38 L.; τῶν ζῴων ... ἣ φύσις καὶ τῶν ἄλλων πάντων, 3.4, 6.38 L.). Because these four elements are neither created nor destroyed, Polybus does not believe in generation or destruction in the usual sense of these terms. Instead, he describes “generation” as a form of mixture (κρῆσις, 3.1, 6.38 L.; cf. πισγήται, 3.1, 6.38 L.), while “destruction” is merely dissolution. In chapter 3, Polybus writes that “each must return to its own nature when a human body dies, wet to wet, dry to dry, hot to hot, and cold to cold” (3.3, 6.38 L.). He also observes that “to the same thing from which each was composed, that is where it departs” (ἐς τῷ ὄντο ὅθεν περ συνέστη ἑκαστον, ἐνταῦθα οὐν καὶ ἀπεχώρησε, 3.4, 6.38 L., trans. Jones). This belief that all things are composed of four primary substances, which both mix together and separate from one another, is strongly reminiscent of Empedocles. Polybus differs from Empedocles insofar as he does not select fire, water, earth, and air but rather the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet as the first principles of all things, but the general framework of his system closely mirrors Empedocles’ assertion that everything is composed of four elements.

Polybus takes an unusual turn, however, when he sets the following requirement for generation (3.1, 6.38 L., trans. Jones, modified):

If the combination of hot with cold and of dry with wet be not tempered and equal, but the one constituent is much in excess of the other, and the stronger is much stronger than the weaker, generation will not take place.

With this statement, Polybus seems to assert that, for generation to occur (i.e., for the elements to come together and form a stable compound), all four elements must be present simultaneously, and that these four elements must also be present in roughly equal proportions. Now, Polybus cannot be claiming that all four elements be exactly proportionate, for otherwise there would be no means of distinguishing one object from another. Note the careful wording of this passage: “if the one constituent is much (πολλόν) in excess of the other, and the stronger much stronger than the
weaker, generation will not take place.” Polybus apparently allows for slight deviations in the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet. He does not, however, think that compounds can arise when there is a significant imbalance in one direction or another.

This insistence that all four elements be present at all times, and that no one element be much stronger than the rest, is difficult to reconcile with the system of Empedocles. Empedocles explicitly notes, in fact, that different ratios of elements will create different substances, as bones, for example, are comprised of two parts earth, two parts water, and four parts fire (DK 31 B96). To understand Polybus’ stipulation, we must turn to the realm of medicine. We may recall, for example, On Ancient Medicine’s definition of disease (above, pp. 33–35). In this text, the author defines health as a balanced mixture of the humors, while diseases arise when any one humor has more “power” than the rest. If such a notion lies behind Polybus’ theory, then our author has taken an intriguing stance regarding the relationship between medicine and cosmology. Without any explicit argument to support his theory, Polybus has taken a requirement for health and made it a requirement for being.

In chapter 4, Polybus identifies the specific “nature” (φύσις) of human beings as the combination of four humors: blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile. Like the universe, animals, and human beings in general, each of these humors is composed of four substances—the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet—and they each acquire a particular “aspect” (δύναμις) and “power” (δύναμις) from minor imbalances in their elemental mixture (5.2, 6.40–42 L.). Polybus believes that diseases arise when there is a “separating out” (ἀπόκρισις) of one humor from the rest. As he writes in the opening of chapter 4 (4.1–3, 6.38–40 L., trans. Jones, modified):

The body of the human being has in itself blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile; these make up the nature of his body, and it is on account of these that he feels pain or enjoys health. Now he enjoys the most perfect health when these are duly proportioned to one another in respect of power (δύναμις) and quantity (πλῆθος), and when they are most perfectly mixed together. Pain is felt when one of these, in a smaller or greater quantity, is
isolated in the body without being blended with all the others.

Yet again, we should be reminded of On Ancient Medicine’s definition of disease. In both texts, diseases are attributed to a “separating out” of peccant humors whereby the “power” or “strength” of one humor overpowers that of the rest. On Ancient Medicine counts these humors as “myriad” (VM 14.4, 1.602 L.) and defines them primarily by their taste. Polybus, meanwhile, reduces the humors to four, defining them as blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile. There are some passages, however, in which Polybus seems to associate the humors with tastes. In chapter 2, he describes different humors as being “sweet or bitter, white or black” (2.2, 6.34 L.), while in chapter 6, he compares the purgation of humors to the process by which plants draw from the earth “the acid, the bitter, the sweet, the salt, and so on” (6.3, 6.44–46 L.).

In chapter 7, Polybus describes the tendency of each humor to increase and diminish during the year. Phlegm is cold and wet, and it increases during the winter. Blood is hot and wet, and it increases during the spring. Yellow bile is hot and dry, and it increases during the summer. Black bile is cold and dry, and it increases during the fall. Polybus claims to have come this conclusion after observing the cyclical nature of disease: “It is in winter that the sputum and nasal discharge of human beings is fullest of phlegm; at this season mostly swellings become white, and diseases generally phlegmatic” (7.3, 6.46 L., trans. Jones, modified). “It is chiefly in spring and summer,” meanwhile, “that humans are attacked by bloody stools and by hemorrhage from the nose, and they are then hottest and red” (7.4, 6.48 L., trans. Jones, modified). Finally, it is in the summer and autumn that “humans vomit bile without an emetic, and when they take purges the discharges are most bilious” (7.5, 6.48 L., trans. Jones, modified; cf. Nat. Hom. 15.5, 6.68 L.).

80 On the “power” (δύναμις) and “strength” (ἰσχύς) of concentrated humors, see also Nat. Hom. 8.1, 6.52 L.
Connections between winter and phlegm, summer and bile are very common in the Hippocratic Corpus. The association of blood with spring and black bile with autumn is less common, though not unparalleled. Most scholars now agree that Polybus built his four-humor system on top of a traditional polarity between bile and phlegm. Within this polarity, bile could be associated with the hot, the dry, summer, fire, youth, and the male, while phlegm could be associated with the cold, the wet, winter, water, old age, and the female. In *On the Nature of the Human Being*, Polybus explicitly refers to oppositions between fire and water (5.2, 6.42 L.), summer and winter (5.4, 6.42 L., 7.5, 6.48 L., 8.1, 6.50 L., 16–18, 6.72–76 L., 20, 6.78–80 L., 22.1, 6.82 L.), youth and old age (9.3, 6.52–54 L., 17.3–4, 6.74–76 L.), and the male and the female (9.3, 6.54 L., 21.2, 6.82 L.). In all but the reference to fire and water, he explicitly associates the first member of each pair with the hot and the dry, the second with the cold and the wet.

Polybus frequently relies on analogies to draw connections between disparate phenomena. The number four is especially important in his system, as it connects the four elements, the four humors, and the four seasons of the year. Toward the end of chapter 7, he asserts that just as all objects must contain a simultaneous blending of the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet, so too must the body contain a simultaneous blending of blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile.

Even though the four humors ebb and flow, all four must be present at all times. Polybus justifies

---


83 On the history of humoral systems and their various schematizations, see Vogel (1956), Schöner (1964), Flashar (1966), Jouanna (2002). A scheme of blood, phlegm, bile, and black bile is also suggested by *Epid.* III 14, 3.96–98 L., and *Epid.* VI 5.8, 5.318 L. For a possible reference to humoral polarities in the speech of Eryximachus, see above, pp. 26–27. In all, bile and phlegm are cited side by side in over twenty different Hippocratic works. I will provide my own thoughts about bile and phlegm in my discussion of *On Flesh* (below, pp. 151–157).
this principle by claiming that the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet are mutually dependent:

“none in fact of these would last for a moment without all the things that are present in this cosmos, but if one were to fail all would disappear, for by the same necessity all things are constructed and nourished by one another” (ἀπὸ γὰρ τῆς αὐτῆς ἀνάγκης πάντα συνέστηκέ τε καὶ τρέφεται ἐν ἀλλήλοις, 7.8, 6.48–50 L.). Polybus does not elaborate on this point, but he seems to believe that opposite principles depend on one another. The hot, for example, would depend on the cold, the dry on the wet, and so on. As we will see, this principle of opposite-interdependence can also be found in On Regimen. It explains the cyclical dominance of each element (for it would be impossible for any one element to sustain perpetual dominance without running out of fuel), and it also implicitly demands that a single element not exist on its own.

Polybus’ insistence that all four humors must be present at all times, and that these four humors mirror the four roots of all things, ultimately leads him to oppose all thinkers who claim that the body is constructed of a single element. He begins his treatise with a two-part polemic, in which he first dismisses those who assert that humans are composed entirely of “air, fire, water, earth, or anything else not obviously present in human beings” (1.1, 6.32 L.). Polybus’ rebuttal of this group is reminiscent of On Ancient Medicine’s criticisms of “philosophy.” Because these theorists speculate about matters that are invisible and ultimately unprovable, it is impossible to tell which (if any) of their theories are correct. “Each cites for his own account evidence and proofs that amount to nothing,” while “given the same debaters and the same audience, the same man never wins in the discussion three times in succession, but now one is victor, now another, now he who happens to have the most glib tongue in the face of the crowd” (Nat. Hom. 1.2–3, 6.32–34 L., trans. Jones). In sharp contrast with the author of On Ancient Medicine, Polybus assumes that such substances as the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet are open to perception and well within the limits of medicine. Some scholars (e.g., Jouanna 2002, 24–25) have
overlooked this empirical distinction and have thus downplayed the role of cosmological principles in Polybus’ system. After dismissing those who assert that humans are composed entirely of air, fire, water, or earth, Polybus then turns to a second group: those who claim that humans are composed of a single humor. In response to these theorists, whom Polybus identifies as “doctors” (ἡτροί, 2.1, 6.34 L.), he offers two rebuttals. First, he claims that a one-humor theory cannot be reconciled with the existence of pain, which, as we have already seen, Polybus attributes to the “separating out” (ἀπόκρισις) of one humor from the rest. Even if a one-humor theory could account for pain, he adds, there would be no variation in either diseases or their treatments. Instead, all cures would be one and the same, whereas experience shows us that “there are many forms of diseases and also many modes of treatment” (πολλαὶ μὲν ἰδέαι τῶν νοσημάτων, πολλὴ δὲ ἡ ἱπσις, 2.3, 6.34–36 L., trans. Jones). Polybus’ second rebuttal of one-humor theories draws on his observation that the humors ebb and flow in unison with the seasons. If humans were composed of a single humor, he contends, then there should be a single season in which the body is entirely blood, bile, or phlegm (2.4, 6.36 L.). No such season exists, however, so the humors cannot be one.

Polybus’ general discussion of human φύσις extends through the end of chapter 7. In the second part of this text, chapters 8–15, he offers a series of precepts on pathology and treatment.84 One key concept that arises from this section is the notion of humoral flux. Polybus defines the origin of disease as the “separating out” (ἀπόκρισις) of one humor from the rest. Once a humor separates out, however, it does not necessarily stay in one place. Instead, the humor can move throughout the body, eventually becoming stuck in one part or another. In chapter 10, Polybus observes that a disease which originates and then flows from a stronger part of the body

84 On the continuity of this section with the rest of On the Nature of the Human Being, see Jouanna (2002, 22–38).
is more difficult to treat than one that originates and then flows from a weaker part. In chapter 11, he describes four pairs of vessels that descend from the head, noting how they extend to the eyes, the ears, the spine, the hips, the lungs, the spleen, and other parts—all places to which humors were commonly thought to flow and get stuck. In chapter 12, he describes three fluxes that originate in the flesh and produce different ailments depending on the place to which they flow, while in chapter 13, he observes that “diseases which originate from a scanty flux and whose causes are easily diagnosed offer the surest prognoses” (13.1, 6.64 L.). Finally, in chapter 14, Polybus offers advice on how to determine the starting point of a flux that terminates in the bladder. The presence of blood in the urine will mark an affection that originates in the vessels, while small pieces of flesh will indicate that the affection has started in the kidneys (14.2–3, 6.66 L.).

Polybus repeatedly stresses the importance of tracing diseases to their source. In chapter 13, he observes that patients should be treated “by opposing the cause (πρόφασις) of the disease, for in this way you will remove that which is providing the disease to the body” (οὕτω γὰρ ἂν ἀνωτὸ τὸ τὴν νοέσσον παρέχον τῷ σώματι, 13.1, 6.64 L.). A similar emphasis on tracing diseases to their source can be found in On Places in the Human Being (31, 6.324 L., trans. Craik, modified):

One should treat ailments from their source (ἀν’ ἀρχής). In all cases which arise from flux, first arrest the flux. In all cases from another cause, arrest the source of the illness, and treat it. Then draw off the matter which has flowed together, if it is copious; if it is slight, restore the patient by regimen.

For Polybus, the “cause” (πρόφασις) of a disease denotes any factor that can initiate the

---

85 On the typical destinations of humoral fluxes, see Loc. Hom. 10, 6.294–296 L., Gland. 11–14, 8.564–570 L.

“separating out” (ἀπόκρισις) of one humor from the rest. Such causes include the changes in the seasons, the consumption of food and drinks, and either idleness or physical activity. In chapter 8, Polybus observes that diseases which arise during one part of the year tend to depart in the season with opposite qualities. He then generalizes this principle in chapter 9, noting that all factors that can initiate an ἀπόκρισις are cured by applying their opposite (9.1–2, 6.52 L., trans. Jones, modified):

Furthermore, one must know the following: that diseases due to repletion are cured by evacuation, and those due to evacuation are cured by repletion; those due to exercise are cured by rest, and those due to idleness are cured by exercise. To know the whole matter (τὸ δὲ σέμπαν γνῶναι), the physician must set himself against what is established (τοῖς καθεστηκόσι)—diseases, constitutions, seasons, and ages; he must relax what is tense and make tense what is relaxed. For in this way the diseased part would rest most, and this, in my opinion, constitutes treatment.

It is important to note that even though Polybus claims that the “cause” of a disease should be treated by applying its opposite, he never reduces all cures to a simple opposition between the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet. Instead, Polybus actually agrees with the author of On Ancient Medicine, stressing the importance of concocting and then purging peccant humors from the body. In chapter 5, he refers to the use of drugs to purge phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile (5.3, 6.42 L.). In chapter 11, he gives instructions on the practice of venesection (11.1, 6.58 L., 11.2, 6.58 L., 11.6, 6.60 L.). In chapter 15, he refers to the need to wait for a “crisis” (κρίσις), that is, the period at which a concentrated humor has ripened to the point that it can be removed all at once. Some diseases reach their crises more quickly than others. They do this, he says, because their fevers are continuous and thus “cook” the humors more rapidly (15.2, 6.66 L.), while other diseases last for a longer period of time because their fevers are interrupted by periods of

---

87 On the history of the term πρόφασις, which sometimes (but not always) denotes not simply a “cause” in the general sense, but more specifically an external, visible, or initiating cause, see Deichgräber (1933) and Rawlings (1975). In On the Nature of the Human Being, Polybus may well be drawing on this more specialized sense of πρόφασις as an “initiating” or “triggering” cause.
intermission, and because the humor at the root of the affliction is “very sticky” (γλισχρότατον, 15.5, 6.68 L.) and thus more difficult to remove. In the above-quoted passage, Polybus says that the doctor should oppose the cause of a disease “for in this way the diseased part would rest most” (οὐτοὶ γὰρ ἄν μάλιστα τὸ κάρμον ἀναπαύοιτο, 9.2, 6.52 L.). In other words, the doctor should put a stop to whatever is causing the humors to “separate out.” By taking away the source of the ἀπόκρισις, the doctor will create a situation in which the offending humor is no longer being nourished. This starving of the disease will in turn allow the strength of the body to surpass that of the humor, eventually reaching a state of “dominance” (ἐπικράτεια) that is a prerequisite for concocting peccant humors.\(^\text{88}\)

When coction and crisis are the keys to restoring health, treatment cannot be reduced to a simple opposition between the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet. In fact, if the doctor’s primary goal is to concoct and then purge peccant humors from the body, it will sometimes make more sense to treat “fire with fire,” just as Petron is said to have covered fever patients with blankets so as to encourage the production of heat. We should note, however, that these principles of coction and crisis only apply after a humor has separated out. Before a concentration arises, Polybus seems more than happy to treat opposites with opposites, as we see in chapters 16–22. In this third and final section, Polybus provides general precepts on how to adapt a patient’s regimen to ward off disease. He begins by giving instructions on how to respond to changes in the seasons: in winter, patients should consume food and drinks that will make them both dry and hot, while in summer, they should make themselves as wet and as cold as possible. Spring and autumn, meanwhile, are transitional periods. During these seasons, one should gradually replace the

\(^{88}\) On the view that humors are overcome by means of coction, and that the body must have more “strength” than the humor before such coction can occur, see above, p. 24. “Rest” (ἀνάπαυς) is also mentioned as a prerequisite for coction at VM 11.1, 1.594 L., Morb. III 16, 7.152 L.
previous regimen with its opposite, slowly moving from hot to cold, from cold to hot, from dry to wet, or from wet to dry. In addition to counteracting the effects of each season, Polybus also gives prescriptions for different ages and constitutional types. Those whose constitution is soft and fleshy should employ a drier regimen for most of the year, “for the nature of these constitutions is wet” (ἀγρηγ ὑ π φύσις τῶν εἰδέων τούτων, 17.1, 6.74 L), while those whose constitution is compact and thin should adopt a moister regimen, since their bodies are naturally dry. Polybus offers further prescriptions for the young and the old, women, and athletes. All of these groups have certain predispositions toward the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet, and they should each counteract their individual imbalances by adopting a regimen with opposite qualities.

Toward the end of chapter 17, Polybus writes in general terms about this mode of disease prevention: “When prescribing regimens, one should do so with an eye to the age, the season, the year, the district, and the physical constitution, opposing whatever is established (τοῖσι καθοισταμένοισι), be it heat or cold” (17.5, 6.76 L). According to Polybus, all diseases arise from a separation of the humors, but the humors are themselves separated by heat, cold, dryness, or moisture, which can in turn come from a variety of sources, including the climate, physical activity, and the consumption of food and drinks. For a similar model of pathogenesis, we may compare the following passage from On Affections (1, 6.208 L., trans. Potter, modified):

> All diseases arise in human beings from bile and phlegm; the bile and phlegm provide diseases when, inside the body, one of them becomes too wet, too dry, too hot, or too cold; the bile and phlegm suffer these things from foods and drinks, from exertions and wounds, from smell, sound, sight, and sexual intercourse, and from the hot and the cold; this happens when any of the things mentioned are applied to the body at the wrong time, against custom, in too great amount and too strong, or in insufficient amount and too weak.

As I argued in Chapter 1, a similar definition of disease informs the systems of both Petron and Philistion, and it can also be seen in the speech of Eryximachus in Plato’s Symposium. For all of these doctors, diseases are manifested by the “separating off” (ἀπόκρισις) of one humor from the
rest. This separation, in turn, arises when the humors are disturbed in some manner, and in the speech of Eryximachus, it most notably coincides with the changes in the seasons, as the shifts in both temperature and precipitation can cause the humors to be heated, cooled, dried, or moistened to an excessive degree (see above, pp. 28–29).

Contrary to what we read in On Ancient Medicine, the choice between ὑποθέσεις and humoral theory was never mutually exclusive. Instead of replacing one system with the other, the doctor-cosmologists actually combined these two systems into one, targeting both the humors themselves and the various factors that could set these humors in motion. What allowed them to do this was their distinguishing between what we might term the proximate cause of a disease (i.e., an ἀπόκρισις of the humors) and its remote cause (i.e., the heating, cooling, drying, or moistening of the humors). The doctor-cosmologists only treated opposites with opposites when they targeted the remote cause. The proximate cause, meanwhile, was treated by concocting and then purging peccant humors from the body. When a patient was already ill, it was necessary to treat both the remote and proximate causes. Not only did this remove the offending humor, but it also removed the external trigger that might otherwise threaten a relapse. When a patient was still healthy, on the other hand, the job of a doctor was much simpler. He only needed to maintain a healthy state by opposing remote causes with their opposites.

To conclude this discussion of On the Nature of the Human Being, I would like to address one final misconception about the doctor-cosmologists that arises from On Ancient Medicine. As we noted in Chapter 1, this author opposes the doctor-cosmologists because he thinks they reject the time-tested method of dividing and subdividing patients into different groups. This method is necessary, he asserts, because the same treatments, administered in the same way, will have different effects on different patients—as we see in the case of cheese. There are some who have a φύσις that is amenable to cheese, and others whose φύσις is not. The proponents of ὑποθέσεις, by
contrast, are trying to do away with such distinctions. They merely speculate about the common
φύσις of all human beings, focusing on “foundational principles” that are the same in every case.

The author of On Ancient Medicine writes as if the doctor-cosmologists emphasize universal
principles at the expense of particular details. Polybus, however, combines these two emphases in
one and the same system. He not only describes the common nature of all human beings, but he
also stresses the importance of considering the age and physical constitution of each patient, as
well as the season of the year and the geographical location. In chapters 16–22, he gives
instructions on how to adjust a patient’s regimen in order to ward off disease. In this section, he
divides patients into different classes, and then assigns to each class a “constitution” (εἴδος). This
method of dividing patients into groups, and then assigning to each group a “constitution,” is the
same procedure that is endorsed in On Ancient Medicine. Polybus also writes in chapter 9 about the
importance of adapting one’s treatments to fit the needs of individual situations. In this chapter,
he begins by describing diseases that are caused by the πνεῦμα that we breathe. When a disease
afflicts all patients indiscriminately, “both younger and older, men as much as women, those who
drink wine as much as those who drink water, those who eat barley cake as much as those who
live on bread, those who take much exercise as well as those who take little,” then the cause must
be the πνεῦμα that we breathe, since this is “most common” (κοινότατον) to all groups (9.3, 6.52–
54 L., trans. Jones). “But when diseases of all sorts occur at one and the same time,” he continues
(9.4, 6.54 L., trans. Jones, modified),

it is clear that in each case the particular regimen is the cause, and that the treatment carried
out should be that opposed to the cause of the disease, as has been set forth by me elsewhere,
and should be by change of regimen. For it is clear that, of the regimen the patient is wont to
use, either all, or the greater part, or some one part, is not suited to him (οὐκ ἐπιτίθεται). This
one should learn and change, and carry out treatment only after examination of the patient’s
age, constitution, the season of the year, and the fashion of the disease (τὴν τε ἤλκιν καὶ τὸ
εἴδος καὶ τὴν ὀρθὴν τοῦ ἑτέρος καὶ τῆς νοῦσου τὸν τρόπον), sometimes taking away and
sometimes adding, as I have already said, and so making changes in drugging or in regimen
to suit the several conditions of age, season, constitution, and disease (πρὸς ἐκαστα τῶν
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In this passage, Polybus refers to regimens that are “suited” or “unsuited” to particular individuals. He claims that doctors should classify patients according to a wide range of variables, and that they should consider these variables when adapting their treatments to fit the needs of each particular case. The same idea is expressed at 9.1–2, 6.52 L. (quoted above, p. 62), in which Polybus notes that the doctor must set himself against “what is established” (τοῖς καθεστηκόσι). In this passage, he defines “what is established” as “diseases, constitutions, seasons, and ages,” and he also writes that the doctor should “relax what is tense and make tense what is relaxed.” In these two passages, Polybus is specifically talking about what the doctor should bear in mind after a humor has separated out. With these two lists, we may compare the list that appears in chapter 17 (quoted above, p. 64), in which Polybus describes the adaptations that must be made before a disease has occurred. These lists contain overlapping elements, specifically the patient’s age and constitution and the season of the year, with the only major difference being that when a doctor is treating a patient in whom one of the humors has separated out, he must also consider “the fashion of the disease” (τῆς νοσήματος τοῦ τρόπον, 9.4, 6.54 L.; cf. νοσήμασι, 9.2, 6.52 L.), a factor that would presumably include the identity of the morbid humor, its quantity and quality, the specific part it has overpowered, and any secondary events like fluxes and ulceration.

Contrary to what On Ancient Medicine implies about the doctor-cosmologists, Polybus puts significant emphasis on the differences between individual patients. This concern for individualization can even be found when he writes about the shared nature of all human beings (2.5, 6.36 L., trans. Jones, modified):

I for my part will prove that what I declare to be the constituents of a human being are, according to both convention and nature, always alike the same, whether the patient be young or old, or whether the season be cold or hot.

In this passage, Polybus stresses that blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile are “always alike
the same” (αἱ ἐν ταύτῃ ἑνότα όροῖως). It makes no difference “whether the patient be young or old, or whether the season be cold or hot” (καὶ νέου ἑνότος καὶ γέροντος, καὶ τῆς ὀρῆς φυσικῆς ἐοσίνης καὶ θερμής), a phrase that illustrates a simultaneous concern for both commonality and difference. Contrary to what On Ancient Medicine might lead us to believe, the investigation of high-level commonalities is not incompatible with a concern for individual differences. Rather, it is to say that there are some deep similarities across all human beings, similarities that persist even when all other variables change.

Polybus is not merely concerned with the differences between individual cases. He also tries to find commonalities that transcend these various differences. We have already seen this interest in commonality in his discussion of diseases that arise from the πνεῦμα that we breathe. It does not matter whether a patient is young or old, male or female, a drinker of water or a drinker of wine, an eater of barley cake or an eater of bread, one who exercises much or one who only exercises a little. When πνεῦμα is the cause of an epidemic, all patients will suffer the same disease because they all breathe the same body of air (9.3, 6.52–54 L). A similar interest in commonality and difference can be seen in chapter 12. In this chapter, Polybus describes three affections that appear to be very different, but in fact have a common ἀρχή. When a male patient who used to be active stops exercising and puts on weight, his flesh will eventually melt, and this melting releases humors. These humors, in turn, will produce a different affection depending on the place to which they flow. If they flow into the intestines, the patient’s stools will become bloody. If they flow into the chest, the patient will cough up pus. If they flow into the bladder, they will turn into a white sediment and be expelled with the urine. In all three cases, the symptoms are very different, but the ἀρχή remains the same. The doctor is not actually dealing with three different diseases, but there is in fact one and the same “source” that can be targeted with medical treatment.
The greatest commonality of all, of course, is the shared nature of everything in the universe. Just a few steps below this, we find the shared nature of all human beings. As we will see in the following chapters, the authors of *On Breaths*, *On Flesh*, and *On Regimen* all show a similar interest in commonality and difference. They all emphasize the differences between individual cases, as well as the high-level commonalities that transcend these various differences.
Chapter 3: On Breaths

The next text that I would like to consider is unusual among the works of the doctor-cosmologists. What makes this text unusual is not its author’s views on human physiology, nor even his theory about the cosmos. Instead, what sets On Breaths apart is the simple fact that many scholars have doubted both its seriousness and the possibility that it could have ever been written by a practicing doctor. On Breaths makes use of Gorgianic rhetoric, including end-rhyme, antithesis, and carefully balanced phrases, all of which would place it within the short period of time when such embellishments had been devised but were not yet dismissed as excessive (by a generous estimation, between 430 and 370 BCE). Many scholars familiar with the works of Gorgias, especially his Encomium to Helen and On What Is Not, have assumed that just as Gorgias concludes the Helen by calling it “an amusement for myself” (ἐμὸν δὲ παίγνιον, Hel. 21), so the goal of On Breaths is not to make a serious contribution to medical knowledge, but rather to illustrate the author’s ability to sustain an unusual and paradoxical thesis. Jones (1923, 222) writes that the author of On Breaths “shows no genuine interest in medicine, nor do his contentions manifest any serious study of physiology or pathology.” Nelson (1909, 100) concedes that the author’s medical knowledge is “not to be underestimated” (nicht zu unterschätzenden), but he also thinks the author is more likely to have been a sophist than a practicing doctor. More recently, Jouanna (1988) and Thomas (1993) have both pushed back against the tendency to view On Breaths as little more than a rhetorical jeu d’esprit. They maintain that the author could well be a serious doctor, working in a period when doctors and laymen publicly debated both the nature of the cosmos and the foundations of the medical art. Other scholars have either contended or at
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89 So Jouanna (1988, 48–49); cf. Nelson (1909, 98–99, 103). Cicero (Orat. 175–176) claims that these stylistic embellishments were first restrained by Isocrates, who opened his first school of rhetoric on Chios around 393 BCE.
least conceded that *On Breaths* may be the work of a doctor, although many still find it hard to believe that this text could have ever been written by a physician, let alone to have belonged to the “mainstream” of Greek medicine.\(^9\) Before I discuss this text in depth—after which I think it will become clear that *On Breaths* is not the intellectual outlier that many scholars have supposed—let me begin with a few general observations that will help us put this work in perspective.

First, I think it is fair to say that much of the hesitance to view *On Breaths* as the serious work of a practicing doctor has not been motivated by a careful study of this text, but is rather the product of a gut reaction, fueled in no small part by an implicit hostility toward the doctor-cosmologists and toward their perceived intellectual inferiority. Modern scholars have long been embarrassed by this movement, labeling its participants as “confused” and even detrimental to the medical art. It cannot be denied, however, that many Greek doctors in the Classical period were genuinely interested in cosmology, and that they were serious in their attempts to isolate a small number of principles that might be considered the “cause” of all diseases. If other doctors from this period could trace all diseases back to fire and water, to the hot and the cold, or to a single humor like blood, bile, or phlegm, there is no reason for us to assume, *a priori*, that a practicing physician could not have identified πνεῦμα as the root cause of all diseases. If we put aside our modern bias against the doctor-cosmologists, we are in fact left with very little to suggest that *On Breaths* is not supposed to be taken seriously. The language, arguments, and structure of this text are all strongly reminiscent of other works in the Hippocratic Corpus, especially those that combine an interest in “making the invisible visible” with a sophisticated

---

approach to evidence and argument (e.g., Diseases I, On the Sacred Disease, Diseases IV, On the Seed-
Nature of the Child, On Diseases of Unwed Girls, On the Art). On Breaths also has much in common with
the speech of Eryximachus in Plato’s Symposium, which employs techniques that must have been
fairly representative of contemporary doctors for Plato to have included them in his dialogue.91
Like Eryximachus, the author of On Breaths does not present his first principle as the material
substance from which all things are composed, but rather frames it as a causal principle that has
more “power” (δύναμις) than anything else.92 The author’s penchants for end-rhyme, antithesis
and carefully balanced phrases also find parallels in Eryximachus’ speech—as does his
unabashed confidence in the validity of his argument—and like Plato’s doctor, the author
supports his thesis with an argument from induction, illustrating the supremacy of πνεῦμα in
every class, type, or “tribe” (ἔθνος, 6.1, 6.96 L.) of disease. As we have already noted, arguments
from induction were very popular among the doctor-cosmologists. In addition to the speech of
Eryximachus, two passages from On Flesh and On Regimen are especially illuminating when
compared with this text. In the final chapter of On Flesh, the author claims that all aspects of
human life are governed by the number seven. In support of this thesis, he simply lists all the
scenarios in which this number can be found: the embryo is fully articulated by the seventh day
after conception (19.1, 8.608–610 L.), abstention from food and drink leads to death after seven
days (19.2, 8.610 L.), the seven months’ child tends to live while the eight months’ child tends to

91 See above, pp. 19–20. On the question of whether Plato was familiar with On Breaths, see Jouanna (1988, 38–39,
and 105, n. 1). On Regimen is usually cited as the most likely “model” for Eryximachus’ speech, but the structural
parallels are not nearly as close as what can be found in On Breaths.

92 Flat. 3.2, 6.94 L., 4.1, 6.96 L., 15.1, 6.114 L.; cf. Pl. Symp. 188d. Incidentally, On Breaths’ silence regarding the
elemental constitution of human beings speaks against the claim, very common in modern scholarship, that the
author reworks the doctrines of either Anaximenes or Diogenes. For a rebuttal of the assumption that On Breaths was
claim that the author of On Breaths would have fallen within the category of material monists whom Polybus attacks in
On the Nature of the Human Being.
die (19.3, 8.610 L.), diseases reach their crises on days that are multiples of seven, plus or minus half-seven, i.e., 4, 7, 11, 14, 18, 21, etc. (19.4–5, 8.610 L.), and children acquire all their teeth by the time they have reached their seventh year (19.7, 8.610 L.). A similar argument from induction can be found in On Regimen. After describing the nature of fire and water and the process by which our bodies are formed, the author chides his fellow humans for failing to ascertain a divinely inspired analogy between the arts (τέχναι) and the body, according to which everything that we do in our daily occupations has some parallel in human physiology (Vict. 10, 6.484–486 L.). To “prove” the existence of this universal principle,93 the author simply catalogues the many ways in which the principle can be applied, all in the belief that the more parallels he cites the more confidence we should place in the validity of his generalization (Vict. 11–24, 6.486–496 L.). Throughout this section, the author of On Regimen writes in a riddling, Heraclitean style—a style far more peculiar than the rhetorical embellishments that appear in On Breaths. Nowadays, few scholars would assert that On Regimen could not have been the work of a practicing doctor, and so there seems to be even less of a reason to deny this possibility to On Breaths.

Since the general thesis of On Breaths and its argument from induction can both be paralleled in other works by doctor-cosmologists, we are only left with the author’s style as a potential marker of his lack of seriousness. On this point, however, we should bear in mind that public lectures on medical topics are well attested in the Classical period,94 and that the same question that is addressed in On Breaths, “whence all diseases arise in human beings” (ἀφ’ ὧν οἱ νόσοι γίνονται τοῖς ἀνθρώποις πᾶσι), is the first entry in a list of subjects that the author of Diseases I
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93 On the universality of this principle, note the author’s concluding sentence: “In this way, all the arts (αἱ τέχναι πᾶσι) have something in common with human nature” (Vict. 24.3, 6.496 L.).

says anyone who intends to debate correctly should bear in mind (Morb. I 1, 6.140 L.). Given the importance of rhetoric in Classical Greece—not to mention the ever-changing nature of taste—we should be wary of assuming that a florid style must necessarily indicate a lack of seriousness. The author of On Ancient Medicine employs a rhyming doublet at VM 2.2, 1.572 L. (ἐξηπάτητοι καὶ ἐξαπατᾶτοι), and a similar jingle has been suggested for VM 13.3, 1.600 L. (πυρὶ <δέδοται> καὶ ὦδατι δέδευται). Similar sound effects can be found in On the Art and On the Sacred Disease,95 both of which deal with topics that were of serious interest not only to doctors, but to educated laymen. These parallels suggest that the author of On Breaths was writing at a time when Gorgianic rhetoric was deemed both elegant and appropriate for a public ἐπίδειξις. The tone of On Breaths is certainly no less serious than what we see in other works by doctor-cosmologists, and nothing about its argument suggests a divergence from the proofs that other doctors from this period were more than happy to construct.

While some have dismissed On Breaths as little more than a rhetorical exercise, others have entertained the possibility that the author was none other than Hippocrates.96 The basis for this suggestion is a passage from the Anonymus Londiniensis in which the doxographer transmits the views of Hippocrates as recorded by his Peripatetic source. In this report, the doxographer divides his testimony into three parts. First, he enumerates three ways by which Hippocrates claimed that breaths are produced from “residues” (περιττώματα). Second, he explains why Hippocrates elevated these breaths above all other causes, and third, he summarizes how differences in the quantity and temperature of breaths account for differences between diseases (Anon. Lond. V.35–VI.43, trans. Jones, modified):


96 Ducatillon (1983), Langholf (1986), and Jouanna (1988, 39–49) are all receptive to the possibility that Hippocrates is the author of On Breaths. For an overview of the “Hippocratic Question” and its many obstacles, see Lloyd (1975).
Hippocrates says that breaths (φασαί) are causes of disease, as Aristotle has said in his account of him. For Hippocrates says that diseases are brought about in the following fashion. Either because of (a) the quantity of things taken, or (b) through their diversity, or (c) because the things taken are strong and difficult of digestion, residues are thereby produced.

(a) When the things that have been taken are too many, the heat that produces coction is overpowered by the multitude of foods and does not effect coction,97 and because coction is hindered residues are formed.

(b) When the things that have been taken are of many kinds, they quarrel with one another in the belly, and because of the quarrel there is a change into residues.

(c) When they are very thick98 and hard to digest, there occurs hindrance of coction because they are hard to digest, and so there is a change into residues.

From the residues rise breaths (φασαί), which having arisen bring on diseases.

What moved Hippocrates to adopt these views was the following conviction. Πνεῦμα, he holds, is the most necessary and the supreme component in us, since health is the result of its free, and disease of its impeded passage. We in fact present a likeness to plants. For as they are rooted in the earth, so we too are rooted in the air by our nostrils and by our whole body. At least we are, he says, like those plants that are called “soldiers” (στρατοφώται). For just as they, rooted in the moisture, are carried now to this moisture and now to that, even so we also, being as it were plants, are rooted in the air, and are in motion, changing our position now hither now thither. If this be so, it is clear that πνεῦμα is the supreme component.

On this theory, when residues occur, they give rise to breaths (φασαί), which rising as vapor cause diseases. The variations in the breaths cause the various diseases (παρά τε τήν διαφοράν τον φοσφόν ἄπτετλοντα αἱ νόσοι). If the breaths are many, they produce disease, as they also do if they are very few. The changes too of breaths give rise to diseases. These changes take place in two directions, towards excessive heat or towards excessive cold. The nature of the change determines the character of the disease. This is Aristotle’s view of Hippocrates.99

There are number of similarities between this testimony and the treatise On Breaths. Both define
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97 Here, “coction” refers to a stage in digestion whereby nutriment is heated before leaving the belly. On this popular connection between digestion and cooking, see LSJ s.v. πέσσαο III.

98 In support of Diels’ emendation of ἐλάχιστα to πάχιστα, see Vict. 46.1, 6.544 L. (δύσπεπτα τήμα κολίθης, δύσπεπτα παχίσσαμον), Phylotim. fr. 11 Steckerl (τὰ μὴ καταραμένα παχέτερος ἔχετο τοῖς χειμώνιοι), and Gal. De rebus boni malique sua 6.788 K. (παχέτα καὶ σκληροὶ καὶ διὰ τοῦτο δύσπεπτοι). Manetti (2011, 11) retains ἐλάχιστα, but she cites a parallel (Anon. Lond. VI.36) that is irrelevant insofar as it refers to breaths rather than nutriment.

99 Celsus (1st cent. CE) also reports that Hippocrates attributed all diseases to πνεῦμα (omne vitium est ... in spiritu, pref. 15), a report that may derive from the same Peripatetic source as the Anonymus Londinensis; cf. Mudry (1980), (1982, 91–92). As Edelstein (1931, 137) observes, the Stoics may have also claimed that Hippocrates attributed all diseases to πνεῦμα. The best evidence for this is Gal. In Hp. Epid. VI comm. 17b.250–251 K.
“breaths” (φῶσαι) as a central cause of disease; both invoke food and drinks that are either excessive (Anon. Lond. V.43–VI.4; cf. Flat. 7.1, 6.98 L.) or diverse and struggle with each other (ποικίλα ... στασιάζει, Anon. Lond. VI.4–5; cf. τὰ γὰρ ἀνόμωσα στασιάζει, Flat. 7.1, 6.98 L.) as a source of such “breaths”; both claim that πνεῦμα is more “necessary” or “needed” than anything else (Anon. Lond. VI.14–16; cf. Flat. 4.2, 6.96 L.); both refer to ailments that are caused when πνεῦμα is trapped or otherwise impeded in the body (Anon. Lond. VI.16–18; cf. Flat. 8.7, 6.104 L., 9.1, 6.104 L., 10.3, 6.106 L.); and both attribute different ailments to differences in the quantity and temperature of πνεῦμα (Anon. Lond. VI.35–42; cf. Flat. 8.1, 6.100 L.). On the basis of these similarities, some have concluded that the doxographer’s testimony must refer to On Breaths. It should be noted, however, that Greek doctors commonly attributed diseases to food and drinks that are either excessive or in conflict with each other, and that they also tended to believe that “breaths” or “winds” naturally arise when food is left to stagnate in the belly. Furthermore, many doctors thought that the free flow of πνεῦμα is essential to maintaining health, and that pains can arise when this πνεῦμα gets stuck in one part or another. To cite these opinions as “parallels” between On Breaths and the Anonymus Londiniensis is misleading. They were held by many Greek doctors of the Classical period, too many to establish a special relationship between this testimony and On Breaths. Further hindering the suggestion that the Anonymus Londiniensis must refer to On Breaths is the fact that the doxographer’s testimony includes information that cannot
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100 In addition to the discussions of Ducatillon, Langhoff, and Jouanna (above, n. 96), see Diels (1893, 424), Fredrich (1899, 52, n. 5), Wilamowitz-Möllendorff (1901, 22), Nelson (1909, 104–107), Wellmann (1926, 329–334), Lichtenthaeler (1991, 15). This latter group all accept that the Anonymus Londiniensis refers to On Breaths, but they assert that the attribution of this text to Hippocrates must spring from some mistake on the part of the doxographer.


102 Recall the above-quoted testimony on Philistion of Locri, who is said to have claimed that “when the whole body breathes well and the breath passes through unhindered, health is the result” (above, p. 14). See also VM 22.7, 1.630–632 L., Acut. App. 7 (= 5 L.), 2.404–406 L., Epid. II 2.2.3, 5.94 L., 3.6, 5.108 L., Epid. V 20, 5.220 L., Nat. Hom. 21.1, 6.80–82 L., Morb. Saur. 7, 6.372–374 L., Praxag. fr. 27 Steckerl.
be found in this text. Most notably, there is an analogy between humans and “those plants that are called ‘soldiers’ (στρατιώτα)” that is conspicuously absent from On Breaths. There is also a significant disagreement between these two texts regarding how diseases arise from excessive nutriment. In the Anonymus Londiniensis, we are told that excessive nutriment hinders coction, and that this hindrance gives rise to breaths. On Breaths, meanwhile, simply states that “with much food, it is necessary that much πνεῦμα also enters, for with all things that are eaten and drunk, πνεῦμα goes out from them and into the body in a greater or smaller amount” (7.2, 6.98–100 L.).

There is no mention in On Breaths of food that is “strong” or “very thick” (Anon. Lond. V.41, VI.8), one of the three sources of breaths that the Anonymus Londiniensis attributes to Hippocrates.

Finally, we may note that the Anonymus Londiniensis only refers to breaths that arise from “residues” (περιττώματα), whereas On Breaths describes other scenarios in which πνεῦμα is the cause of disease. We cannot, of course, completely dismiss the possibility that the Anonymus Londiniensis may refer to On Breaths. Given the weakness of these parallels, however, the case is far from compelling.  

If we can conclude anything from this reference to Hippocrates, it is that Greek doctors were not averse to citing πνεῦμα as an important factor in pathogenesis. We have already seen that Polybus attributes epidemic diseases to the πνεῦμα that we breathe (above, p. 66). Philistion is also reported to have expressed many ideas about πνεῦμα, including the theories that respiration cools the body’s innate heat (Gal. De util. resp. 1, 4.471 K.), that we breathe through both the

---

103 For these and other doubts regarding the relationship between these texts, see Blass (1901, 405–410), Edelstein (1931, 140–142), Bourgey (1953, 141–142), Deichgräber (1971, 159–160), Harris (1973, 31, n. 1), Lloyd (1975, 175), Mudry (1980). In response to these objections, one could of course cite the propensity of the Anonymus Londiniensis to distort its sources (see above, p. 15), as well as the possibility that some parts of this report may come from another (lost) work by Hippocrates. It could also be argued that the doxographer leaves out certain details because he divides all doctors into two groups, one of whom attributes all diseases to “elements,” while the other focuses on “residues.” All that such arguments achieve, however, is simply to leave open the possibility that the doxography may refer to On Breaths. It does not demand such a conclusion, and we should not hastily assign On Breaths to Hippocrates just because we want to identify some text—any text—as a “genuine” work of this author.
nostrils and the skin (Anon. Lond. XX.45–47), that different foods can either encourage or repress the production of πνεῦμα in the body (Athen. 3.83, 115d–e), and that “when the whole body breathes well and the breath passes through unhindered, health is the result” (Anon. Lond. XX.43–45). The Anonymus Londiniensis goes on to say that Philistion described multiple ways in diseases are caused by πνεῦμα: “When the body does not breathe well, diseases occur, and in different ways (διαφόρως)” (Anon. Lond. XX.47–49). The text breaks off soon after this statement, but it seems to have originally listed several ways in which πνεῦμα gives rise to disease. If this is the case, then this testimony would have closely resembled the structure of On Breaths, which is also organized around a list of affections that can ultimately be traced back to πνεῦμα. In other texts, “winds and humors” (πνεύματα και χυμοί) are cited side by side as the principal agents of disease. In the Republic, Plato complains about people who live in such a way as to fill their bodies with “fluids and winds” (ῥεμάτων τε και πνευμάτων), thereby forcing doctors to give names to such diseases as “flatulences and catarrhs” (φῦσας τε και κατάρρους, R. 3.405c–d; cf. Tim. 84d–e). Mnesitheus of Athens, a physician and younger contemporary of Plato, states that diseases can arise from either an excess or a deficiency “in either winds or fluids” (阂 ἐν πνεῦμασιν ἔν ὑγροίς, fr. 11 Bertier), while the author of On the Eight Months’ Child claims that newborn infants are more susceptible to diseases because “instead of winds and humors that are akin (sc. to the infant) … newborns use winds and humors that are all foreign, rawer, drier, and less adapted to human beings” (Oct. 12.2, 7.456 L.). In On the Sacred Disease, the author attributes epileptic seizures to a downward flux of phlegm from the head, which congeals the blood and causes the πνεῦμα in the vessels to become trapped. Unable to complete its normal circuit, the πνεῦμα violently jerks back and forth, producing the various symptoms of an epileptic attack: “the patient becomes speechless and chokes; froth flows from the mouth; he gnashes his teeth and twists his hands; the
eyes roll and intelligence fails, and in some cases excrement is discharged.”

Many other works in the Hippocratic Corpus also refer to the interactions between πνεῦμα and humors. Πνεῦμα is the most commonly cited source of tremors and spasms, and it is also one of the primary means of expelling sweat, semen, and other fluids from the body. As an agent of sensation, intelligence, consciousness, and speech, πνεῦμα must continually circulate through the vessels. If it is blocked, weighed down, or otherwise hindered, the patient can suffer from a variety of ailments, including numbness, paralysis, lethargy, drowsiness, mania, despondency, forgetfulness, and loss of speech. By far the most important relationship between πνεῦμα and humors, however, is to be found in the gastro-intestinal tract. According to a widely held belief that is invoked throughout the Classical period, whenever someone ingests food and drink that is excessive, heavy, compact, or contrary to one’s habits, the nutriment cannot be quickly digested, resulting in a stagnation of moisture in the belly. This moisture, in turn, gives off exhalations as it

---

104 Morb. Sacr. 7.1, 6.372 L. (trans. Jones). After this sentence the author explains in detail how each of these symptoms is created, recalling On Breaths’ detailed description of how the various symptoms of a fever can all be traced back to πνεῦμα (see below, pp. 85–87). Similar explanations of epileptic seizures can be found at Acut. App. 7.2 (= 5 L.), 2.406 L., Flat. 14, 6.110–114 L., and Praxag. fr. 70–71 Steckerl.


is heated, in the same way that liquids give off steam when they are boiled.\textsuperscript{109} As the πνεῦμα produced by these exhalations tries to find an exit either upwards or downwards, the patient suffers not only from belching, yawning, and flatulence, but also from swelling, pain, thirst, and rumblings in the intestines. In many cases, the upward exhalation brings its evaporated moisture to the head, where it is cooled, condensed, and initiates fluxes to other parts of the body.\textsuperscript{110}

The author of On Breaths assumes that his audience is familiar with these concepts when making his own claims about πνεῦμα. His goal is to show that πνεῦμα, which is already agreed to be an important factor in some diseases, is actually the “origin and source” (ἀρχή καὶ πηγή, 1.4, 6.92 L.) of all diseases in general. The author supports this thesis with an argument from induction, illustrating the supremacy of πνεῦμα in every class, type, or “tribe” of disease. After observing that πνεῦμα exerts its influence over the universe as a whole, controlling the seasons, nourishing the sun, pervading the sea, and supporting the earth (ch. 3), he claims that πνεῦμα is not only the most essential requirement for life (ch. 4), but it is also responsible for all diseases in the body (ch. 5). In chapters 6–14, the author describes the agency of πνεῦμα in fevers (ch. 6–8), intestinal disorders (ch. 9), catarrhs (ch. 10), lacerations (ch. 11), dropsy (ch. 12), apoplexy (ch. 13), and the so-called “sacred” disease (ch. 14). In each case, he explains how a different action of πνεῦμα initiates a different set of affections, thereby “proving” that these diseases, which outwardly seem dissimilar, in fact have a common ἀρχή. In chapter 15, the author reiterates his


\textsuperscript{110} Cf. Epid. II 3.17, 5.118 L., Morb. I 15, 6.168 L., Morb. II 11, 7.18 L., Mul. I 36, 8.84 L., Gland. 7.2, 8.560–562 L., Anon. Lond. IV.31–40 (Euryphon of Cnidus), V.22–34 (Herodicus of Cnidus), VII.40–VIII.10 (Alcamenes of Abydos), VIII.10–26 (Timotheus of Metapontum). In the Symposium, Eryximachus warns that drinking to excess is dangerous for human beings, especially when one is still hungover from the night before (Pl. Smp. 176c–e). This warning may also be rooted in the belief that exhalations from the belly will collect in the head and produce catarrhs (cf. Aër. 3.2, 2.16 L.).
thesis that πνεύμα is “the most active agent throughout all diseases” (διὰ πάντων τῶν νοσήματων μόλιστα πολυπραγμονοθεσια) and that all other agents are but “accessory and contributing causes” (συναίτια καὶ μεταίτια, 15.1, 6.114 L.). Finally, he claims that he could have cited many other diseases in addition to the ones described: “I have carried my account down to the diseases and affections that are well known (γνώριμα), in which cases my foundational principle (ὁπόθεσις) has been shown to be true. If I were to discuss all diseases, my account would be longer, but it would not be any more precise or more convincing” (μακρότερος μὲν ὁ λόγος ἀν γένοτο, ἄτρεκέστερος δ᾽ οὐδαμῶς οὐδὲ πιστότερος, 15.2, 6.114 L.).

There are a number of parallels, some of them very close, between On Breaths and On the Nature of the Human Being. First, the author shares Polybus’ interest in tracing diseases to their source. Like Polybus, he claims that the cause of a disease should be treated by applying its opposite (ἐκ τῶν ἐναντίων ἐπιστάμενος τῷ νοσήματι, Flat. 1.3, 6.92 L.; cf. ἐναντίον ἴστασθαι τοῖς καθεστηκόσι, Nat. Hom. 9.2, 6.52 L.), and in a move that strongly reinforces the connection between these texts, he also gives the same examples of causes and cures that we find in On the Nature of the Human Being. The author of On Breaths notes that “evacuation cures repletion, repletion cures evacuation, rest cures exercise, and exercise cures rest” (Flat. 1.4, 6.92 L.).

Similarly, Polybus asserts that “diseases due to repletion are cured by evacuation, and those due to evacuation are cured by repletion; those due to exercise are cured by rest, and those due to idleness are cured by exercise” (Nat. Hom. 9.1, 6.52 L., trans. Jones). Another parallel between these texts comes in the sixth chapter of On Breaths. In this chapter, the author describes two types

---

111 In this closing statement, the author plays on the ambiguous meaning of ὁπόθεσις as both a “foundational principle” and a “thesis” to be proved. For its relationship with the ὁπόθεσις of On Ancient Medicine, see Schiefsky (2005, 122–123).

112 For these and other parallels between On Breaths and On the Nature of the Human Being, see Jouanna (1988, 31–34).
of fevers: (1) those that are arise from regimen and (2) those that are caused by respiration. The fevers that arise from regimen are particular to individuals (ἰδίη, 6.1, 6.98 L.), while the fevers that arise from respiration are common to everyone (κοινὸς ἀπασιν, 6.1, 6.96 L.). Not only is this the same distinction that we find in On the Nature of the Human Being (above, pp. 66–67), but the author of On Breaths also frames it, like Polybus, in the language of commonality and difference (6.2, 6.98 L.):

The fever that is common to many (πολὺκοινος) is of such a sort because all people inhale the same πνεῦμα, and when similar πνεῦμα is mixed with the body in a similar way, the fevers that arise are also similar (ὁμοίον δὲ ὁμοίος τὸ πνεῦμα τῷ σώματι μιχθέντος, ἀριστοὶ καὶ οἱ πυρέτοι γίνονται). But perhaps someone will say: why, then, do such diseases not befall all animals, but only a certain tribe of them? This is because, I’d say, body differs from body, nature from nature, nutriment from nutriment (διαφέρει ... καὶ σώμα σώματος καὶ φύσις φύσιος καὶ τροφή τροφῆς). For the same things are neither unfitting nor fitting (οὐτ’ ἀνόρμοστα οὔτ’ εὐρόμοστα) for all tribes of animals, but some things are beneficial to some, while others are not beneficial to others. So whenever the air is steeped with such pollutions that are hostile to human nature (τῇ ἀνθρωπίνῃ φύσει πολέμαι), humans become diseased, and whenever the air become unfit (ἀνόρμοστος) for some other tribe of animals, those animals become diseased.

In this passage, the author argues that an initiating cause, though “common to all,” will not always produce the same result. “When similar πνεῦμα is mixed with the body in a similar way, the fevers that arise are also similar.” However, different “tribes” of animals will react in different ways because “body differs from body, nature from nature, nutriment from nutriment.” For a disease to arise in a particular class of animals, the initiating cause must be hostile to their “nature” (φύσις). Some disease agents are hostile to human nature, while others are hostile to the natures of other animals. Just as Polybus divides patients into classes, distinguishing each class by its habits and underlying “nature,” so too does the author of On Breaths plainly assert that the development of a disease is not determined by a single factor, but rather depends on a constellation of factors that can change from one case to the next.

This emphasis on the contingency of disease is essential to understanding On Breaths. The author
is very interested in the causes of disease, and especially in how a single cause can produce a wide range of effects. As it happens, the author’s observation that “body differs from body, nature from nature, nutriment from nutriment” (διαφέρει ... καὶ σῶμα σώματος καὶ φύσις φύσις καὶ τροφή τροφῆς) is the same argument that *On Ancient Medicine* uses to oppose the doctor-cosmologists. Both authors stress that “nature differs from nature” (διαφέρει ... καὶ φύσις φύσις, *Flat.* 6.2, 6.98 L.; cf. διαφέροσιν ὁν τούτων αἱ φύσες, *VM* 20.6, 1.624 L.), and both claim that an initiating cause—be it πνεῦμα or cheese—will only bring about disease if it is “hostile” to one’s φύσις (φύσει πολέμια, *Flat.* 6.2, 6.98 L.; cf. πολέμιον, *VM* 20.6, 1.624 L.). The author of *On Ancient Medicine* presents this observation as a rebuttal to the theories of the doctor-cosmologists. Instead of contemplating universal ἐποθέσεις, he asserts that doctors should divide patients into classes, and then focus on the effects of different foods on each class. The author of *On Breaths*, for his part, does not think that the recognition of individual differences should hinder his search for high-level commonalities. Instead, he actually cites these differences in support of his postulation of a common cause for all diseases. If everyone is exposed to the same cause, surely they will all suffer the same disease. By no means, the author replies, for there are secondary factors in addition to the common cause, factors that will ultimately determine how the ailment will be manifested from one case to the next.

It is important to stress that the author of *On Breaths* does not claim that πνεῦμα is the only cause of disease. Rather, he claims that πνεῦμα is a common cause, and also, incidentally, the most important cause. This is a critical point, as some scholars have erroneously assumed that the author of *On Breaths* rejects humoral theory in favor of a radically new system of medicine.\(^{113}\)

---

\(^{113}\) Cf. Carrick (2001, 28–29): “the author of another treatise, *On Breaths*, drops the humoral model in favor of an explanation of diseases based on the presence or absence in the body of the correct amount and blend of air inhaled from one’s environment and drawn into the interstices of various organs.”
closer examination, we can see that the author is not rejecting the core tenets of Greek medicine. Instead, he is remarkably conservative when constructing his own theories of pathogenesis. Toward the end of On Breaths, the author claims to have discussed “well known diseases” (τὰ γνώριμα τῶν ὀργοστημάτων, 15.2, 6.114 L.). By calling these affections “well known,” he suggests that his goal is not to introduce a whole new system of medicine, but rather to supplement widely held views on the origin of disease. In several passages, the author emphasizes his reliance on opinions shared by “everyone.” “I think it is clear to everyone,” he writes, “that ileus, tormina, colic, and intestinal fixations are products of breaths” (9.1, 6.104 L.). In another passage, the author raises a potential objection: “Perhaps someone might say, ‘How then do humoral fluxes arise on account of breaths? In what way is πνεῦμα responsible for hemorrhages around the chest?’” (10.1, 6.104 L.). By raising this objection, the author implies that everyone believes in fluxes from the head, that everyone recognizes hemorrhages in the chest. His task is not to prove or disprove such widely held beliefs, but rather to illustrate how πνεῦμα can unite and govern them all.

To demonstrate that πνεῦμα is the common cause of all diseases, including fevers, intestinal disorders, catarrhs, lacerations, dropsy, apoplexy, and the so-called “sacred” disease, the author of On Breaths starts with traditional narratives of how each of these diseases comes to be, reframing them only insofar as it is necessary to draw attention to pre-existing, widely accepted views about what πνεῦμα tends to do within the body. His first topic is fever, with which he claims to begin because it is “the most common malady” (τοῦ κοινωτάτου νοσήματος, 6.1, 6.96 L.) and because it “accompanies all other diseases” (πᾶσιν ἔφεδρεῖ τοῖς ἄλλοισι νοσήμασι, 6.1, 6.96 L.). In this section, he divides all fevers into two “tribes” (ἐθνεὰ, 6.1, 6.98 L.), one of which is “common” to all and is caused by the πνεῦμα that we breathe, while the other is “particular” to individuals and is caused by bad regimen. Since “common” diseases were already
attributed to πνεῦμα in this traditional division between “common” and “particular” diseases (see above, pp. 66–67, 82), the author does not find it necessary to make any adjustments on this front. When he comes to “particular” diseases, however, he argues that these, too, do not occur without the involvement of πνεῦμα (7.1, 6.98 L.). The author begins by describing two ways in which a person can make use of “bad regimen.” The first is the consumption of more food than is expended by exercise, while the second is the consumption of food that creates “conflict” in the belly. In both cases, the end result of such “bad regimen” is the stagnation of moisture in the belly, which in turn gives rise to “breaths” (φῦσαι). As we have already seen (above, pp. 79–80), “breaths” were commonly thought to arise from the stagnation of nutriment in the belly. Many Greek doctors would have therefore found this part of the author’s treatise fully in keeping with what they already tended to believe.

As for the particular symptoms of a fever (chills, trembling, yawning, debility, sweating, headaches, and, of course, burning heat), the author explains each of these phenomena as natural consequences of “breaths.” Chills are attributed to the cooling of blood by the πνεῦμα that falls upon it, echoing the commonly held belief that the primary purpose of respiration is to cool the body’s innate heat.114 In Diseases I, the author explicitly attributes chills to the cooling of blood, noting that such cooling can arise “from external winds, water, clear air, and other such things, and also from ingested foods and drinks” (Morb. I 24, 6.188 L.). After explaining the cause of chills, the author of On Breaths then discusses other symptoms that attend a fever, at no point providing explanations that his contemporaries would have considered too outlandish to believe. Trembling occurs when the blood, repelled by the cold πνεῦμα, “darts” (διαίσσει, 8.2, 6.100 L.)

---

114 On the cooling power of πνεῦμα, see also Genit.-Nat. Puer. 24.2, 7.520 L., 25.5–6, 7.524–526 L., and the passages quoted above, n. 15.
to the warm parts of the body. Diseases IV and Diseases of Women I also refer to chills “darting” through the body,\(^{115}\) while the author of Diseases of Unwed Girls draws on the idea that the blood is repelled whenever it comes into contact with something cold when he writes that “the blood very rapidly moves upward (from the feet) whenever the patient stands in cold water up to the ankles” (Virg. 2.6, 8.468 L.). Yawning is the next symptom to be explained in On Breaths. The author says that this symptom occurs when some of the πνεῦμα rises from the belly and exits through the mouth (8.3, 6.102 L.), invoking what appears to have been the standard explanation for this phenomenon.\(^{116}\) Debility is attributed to the warming and relaxation of the joints (8.4, 6.102 L.), while sweating occurs when some of the πνεῦμα reaches the exterior of the body, where it condenses back into moisture like steam hitting the lid of a pot (8.6, 6.102 L.). Both of these explanations, together with the author’s attribution of throbbing headaches to the trapping of πνεῦμα in the vessels (8.7, 6.102–104 L.), are well within the limits of what a Classical Greek doctor was likely to believe.\(^{117}\) As for the burning heat that is the hallmark of every fever, the author writes that the blood, fleeing the cold πνεῦμα, gathers together in a mass (συναλίσθη, 8.5, 6.102 L.), after which it stagnates, grows hot, and overpowers the πνεῦμα in turn, transforming the once cold πνεῦμα into a conveyor of heat. “Overpowered by the heat” (κρατηθείς ὑπὸ τῆς θέρμης, 8.5, 6.102 L.), the πνεῦμα then distributes this heat to the rest of the body, thereby explaining how a concentrated humor in just one part of the body can end up passing its heat to every part. A similar mechanism accounts for the alternation between chills and fever in Diseases

\(^{115}\) Morb. IV 46.4, 7.572 L., 57.2, 7.610 L., Mul. I 35, 8.82 L.; cf. Epid. II 4.1, 5.122 L.


\(^{117}\) For the connection between debility and the loosening of the joints, see Epid. VI 1.9, 5.270 L., 1.15, 5.274 L. On the throbbing caused by the trapping of πνεῦμα in the vessels, see above, nn. 104–105. The author of Epidemics II specifically refers to the presence of “breaths” in the head (Epid. II 3.17, 5.118 L.).
I, where it is not πνεῦμα but rather bile and phlegm that first cool the blood and are then heated by this humor (Morb. I 24, 6.188–190 L.; cf. Genit.-Nat. Puer. 15.4, 7.494 L.). As the author of Diseases I also writes about blood “gaining the upper hand” over the substance that had cooled it and discusses many of the same attendant symptoms that appear in On Breaths (e.g., trembling and sweating), it seems likely that the author of On Breaths has drawn on an account very similar to this one, swapping out πνεῦμα for noxious humors but nevertheless staying well within the limits of what πνεῦμα was deemed capable of doing within the body.

From this description of fevers, we can see that the author of On Breaths has no intention to create a whole new system of medicine. Instead, he simply shifts his audience’s attention to the activity of πνεῦμα, which was already agreed to play an important role in many aspects of pathogenesis. The rest of the author’s explanations are similarly constructed in such a way that they build on widely held beliefs about the origin of disease. In many cases, the author’s contemporaries were already attributing certain affections to πνεῦμα, as was the case for diseases where the free flow of πνεῦμα was thought to be impeded in some way. In chapter 9, the author explicitly states that “everyone” believes that the twisting pains of intestinal disorders are caused by the blockage of πνεῦμα (9.1, 6.104 L.), while his explanations of apoplexy in chapter 13 and of epileptic seizures in chapter 14 are fully in keeping with what we find in other texts. Where the author is most original is when he talks about affections in which πνεῦμα was not traditionally thought to play a major role. Since these are the passages in which we will best judge the nature of this text, I would like to look more closely at two passages in particular: (1) the author’s discussion of humoral fluxes in chapter 10 and (2) his account of dropsy in chapter 12.

In chapter 10, the author acknowledges that fluxes from the head are not normally thought

---

118 See above, n. 104.
to be caused by πνεῦμα. Raising a hypothetical objection of the sort one often finds in Greek rhetoric, he notes that “Perhaps someone might say, ‘How then do humoral fluxes arise on account of breaths? In what way is πνεῦμα responsible for hemorrhages around the chest?’” (10.1, 6.104 L.). A similar hypothetical objection appears in On Ancient Medicine, in which the author uses this tactic to show just how strong his own position is (VM 17.1–2, 1.612 L.; cf. Cord. 2, 9.82 L.). In On Breaths, the author begins with an assumption that would not have been questioned by his contemporaries, namely that πνεῦμα travels through the vessels and that it shares these same pathways with the blood. The author claims that fluxes from the head are initiated when a large amount of πνεῦμα enters its vessels, which are narrower than the vessels in other parts of the body (10.1, 6.104 L., cf. Flat. 8.7, 6.102–104 L.). Once the πνεῦμα has entered these vessels, it “squeezes” the blood and exerts so much pressure that it eventually gives rise to an ἀπόκρισις (10.1–2, 6.104–106 L.):

The thinnest part of the blood is pressed out through the vessels (διὰ τῶν φλεβῶν ἐκθλίβεται), and when this fluid collects in large quantity (ἀθροισθῇ πολλόν), it flows through the other passages, and in whatever part of the body it arrives in a mass, in that part of the body the disease becomes established.

The “fluid” in this case is a concentrated humor, which the author later identifies as phlegm (10.2–4, 6.106 L.). It had previously been mixed together with the blood, but as the πνεῦμα exerted pressure on the blood, this blend of humors was disrupted and the thinnest part (i.e., the phlegm) was “separated out.” The author is careful to note that a flux does not immediately happen at this point. Rather, the concentrated humor must gradually build up until it reaches a critical mass (ἀθροισθῇ πολλόν, 10.2, 6.104 L.). Once enough phlegm has gathered together, it

---

Praxagoras of Cos (fl. late fourth cent. BCE) is traditionally said to have been the first Greek thinker to put πνεῦμα in the arteries and humors in the veins. Before then, it was widely supposed that blood and πνεῦμα simply flow together through the vessels.
can then travel to other parts of the body, creating different affections depending on the place to which it flows. A similar delay between an ἀπόκρισις and flux can be found in Prognostic, in which the author observes that a headache which lasts for twenty days without a fever will be resolved in one of two ways: either (1) the patient will hemorrhage through the nostrils, or (2) there will be a downward movement of humors from the head (Prog. 21, 2.172 L.). As for the assumption that different affections arise depending on the terminus of the flux, this was a core belief of Greek doctors, one that we have already encountered in our discussions of On Ancient Medicine (above, p. 34) and On the Nature of the Human Being (above, pp. 60–61). There is only one detail in this description of humoral flux in which the author of On Breaths stands apart from his contemporaries. This is his identification of πνεῦμα as the root cause of an ἀπόκρισις, squeezing the blood and causing phlegm to be “pressed out.” It is precisely on this point, however, that the author’s contemporaries would have been receptive to new theories. No one doubted the existence of ἀποκρίσεις, but there were competing theories about what precisely caused the “separating out” of one humor from the rest. In On Ancient Medicine, the author says that ἀποκρίσεις are caused by a “disturbance” (τάραχος, VM 14.6, 1.604 L.), which might occur when a patient consumes food and drink that is unblended and “strong.” In works that emphasize the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet (e.g., On the Nature of the Human Being, On Affections, On Regimen), an ἀπόκρισις can still arise from a “disturbance,” but these authors more often attribute ἀποκρίσεις to the heating, cooling, drying, or moistening of the humors. In On Breaths, the author takes a mechanical approach, claiming that an ἀπόκρισις occurs when the blood, which contains a mixture of all the humors, is “squeezed” by the πνεῦμα and a specific humor is “pressed out” (ἐκθλίβεται, 10.1, 1.604 L.). The specific mechanism of “squeezing” is not unique to our author,

120 For On Regimen’s presumption of a similar delay between an ἀπόκρισις and flux, see below, p. 205.
and it is actually paralleled in other texts that talk about ἀπόκρισεις. In On Places in the Human Being, the author notes that one cause of fluxes from the head is the squeezing of both the flesh and the vessels: “When the flesh shivers, contracts, and creates pressure, the vessels press out the moisture (ἐκφλίβουσι, cf. ἐκθλίβεται, Flat. 10.1, 1.604 L.) and the flesh simultaneously presses out its moisture in turn” (Loc. Hom. 9.1, 6.292 L.). Similar reference to “squeezing” can be found in On Glands (“The glands in the intestines press out (ἐκπιεζόμεναι) and distribute moisture,” Gland. 5.2, 8.560 L.) and Epidemics V (sticky ἵχωρ is “pressed out” (ἐκθλίβεται) from a wound, Epid. V 65, 5.242 L.; cf. Epid. VII 61, 5.426 L.), while Anaximenes is said to have claimed that rain arises when the clouds are condensed and their moisture is “pressed out” (ἐκθλίβεται, DK 13 A17). In On Breaths, the author attributes this squeezing to the presence of πνεῦμα in the vessels. He stands apart inasmuch as he identifies πνεῦμα as the primary trigger of such an ἀπόκρισις, but neither the mechanism itself nor the fact that πνεῦμα can be present in the vessels would have struck his original audience as conceptually out of place.

When the author explains dropsy, he also draws on traditional notions of pathogenesis while arguing that πνεῦμα is the root cause of this affection. Like other doctors from the Classical period, the author attributes dropsy to the collection of moisture in and around the flesh, where it stagnates, grows hot, and then causes the surrounding flesh to “melt” and flow to other parts.\(^\text{121}\)

The author claims that when the body’s πνεῦμα is loaded with moisture, it leaves some of this moisture behind as it travels through the flesh. The deposited moisture then does what stagnating moisture tends to do in this situation: it causes the surrounding flesh to melt and flow away (ὑπεκτήκουται, 12.1, 6.108 L.). In this case, the only adjustment that the author makes to pre-

existing theories about dropsy is to claim that πνεῦμα is the agent that initially deposited moisture around the flesh. Even on this point, however, the author is not without precedent. *On Regimen* also describes how πνεῦμα travels around the flesh, consuming moisture from one part and depositing it somewhere else (see below, pp. 193–194). In fact, Greek doctors were very comfortable with assuming that πνεῦμα transports moisture from one place to another. The most common example of this process is the conveying of moisture from the belly to the head. The author of *On Glands*, for example, plainly states that “the body sends all kinds of vapors up to the head, which in turn the head transmits back” (*Gland.* 7.2, 8.562 L., trans. Craik). At no point in *On Breaths* do we get the sense that the author is speaking tongue-in-cheek when making his own claims about πνεῦμα. All of his explanations are far too reasonable and far too close to traditional theories of pathogenesis for us to conclude that this work is not supposed to be taken seriously.

What allows the author of *On Breaths* to stay within the limits of traditional medicine is the fact that he does not adopt the strong definition of a “cause” that we find in *On Ancient Medicine*. He neither assumes that diseases are *necessarily* produced whenever πνεῦμα is present, nor does he think that diseases are *always* cured whenever πνεῦμα is taken away. In many cases πνεῦμα is envisioned as a triggering, procatarctic cause, and it is also combined with accessory causes that determine the precise nature of its effects in different circumstances. In chapter 15, the author writes that πνεῦμα is “the most active agent throughout all diseases” (διὰ πάντων τῶν νοσημάτων μάλιστα πολυπραγμονοῦσαι) and that all other agents are but “accessory and contributing causes” (συναίτα καὶ μεταίτια, 15.1, 6.114 L.). The term μεταίτιον is not otherwise attested in the Hippocratic Corpus, but συναίτιον appears in four other passages, once in *Instruments of Reduction* and three times in *Epidemics VI*.122 In *Instruments of Reduction*, the position in

122 The use of the adjective μεταίτιος in non-medical literature suggests that it is essentially a synonym for συναίτιος.
which the patient sleeps is said to be a συναίτιον for the pathological curvature of the spine
(Mochl. 37, 4.382 L.), while in *Epidemics VI*, a propensity for flatulence is said to be a συναίτιον for
protruding shoulder blades (*Epid. VI* 3.5, 5.294 L.), the hardness of the body is said to be a
συναίτιον for the rupture of the vessels (*Epid. VI* 3.6, 5.294 L.), and a winter cough in Perinthus is
said to have been a συναίτιον for other diseases that afflicted the same patients during the spring
(*Epid. VI* 7.10, 5.342 L.). In all four passages, the συναίτιον specifically refers to something that
distinguishes one group of patients from another. In the passage from *Instruments of Reduction*, it
refers to a habitual activity (i.e., the patient’s sleeping position), while in the three passages from
*Epidemics VI*, it refers either to a permanent aspect of the patient’s “nature” (i.e., a propensity for
flatulence, a hardness of the body) or to a temporary state brought on by a disease (i.e., the
physical condition that follows a winter cough). In all four passages, it is implied that the patients
who possess these qualities will be more likely than others to experience certain effects. These
συναίτια do not produce the effects on their own, but their presence will make them more likely
to occur. In some cases, the συναίτια may even be prerequisites for the effects: the effects will not
occur unless these conditions are met.\(^\text{123}\) We have already seen another passage from *On Breaths* in
which the author explicitly states that the same πνεῦμα will not sicken all “tribes” of animals,
since “body differs from body, nature from nature, nutriment from nutriment” (6.2, 6.98 L.).
This assertion recalls the references to συναίτια that we see in *Instruments of Reduction* and *Epidemics
VI*, and one assumes that this is at least partly what the author has in mind when he makes his
own assertion about “accessory and contributing causes.”

Of course, it is not just the characteristics of the individual patient that are responsible for

\(^{123}\) Cf. *Epid. VI* 7.1, 5.336 L.: “As I have written, these were the relationships of the affections. The first described
occurred also without the later, but the later ones not without the former” (trans. Smith). A similar observation
appears at *Epid. I* 10 (= 4 L.), 2.630 L.
variations in disease. When the author discusses the various diseases caused by πνεῦμα, he also notes that different ailments are caused by differences in the parts with which the πνεῦμα interacts, as well as differences in the quality, quantity, and source of the πνεῦμα itself. In chapter 8, the author writes that “however the breaths rush forth in respect to quantity and coldness (πλήθει καὶ φυχρότητι), such is the shivering that arises, stronger from more abundant and colder breaths, less strong from less abundant and less cold breaths” (8.1, 6.100 L.). In chapter 2, the author invokes a similar set of notions while introducing his general thesis (2.1, 6.92 L.):

Of all diseases, the type is the same while the location differs (ὅ μὲν τρόπος ωἀτός, ὁ δὲ τόπος διαφέρει). It is because of the diversity of their locations that diseases seem to bear no resemblance to each other, but of all diseases there is one class and the same cause (μία πασέων νοῦσων καὶ ἰδέη καὶ αἰτίη ἢ αἰτίη).

In this passage, the author emphasizes that the location (τόπος) of a disease is responsible for its particular manifestation. This assertion should remind us of On the Nature of the Human Being, specifically the passage in which Polybus invokes the notion of humoral flux to illustrate how three diseases that appear to be very different in fact have a common ἀρχή (above, p. 68).

Polybus describes an ailment that begins in the flesh and then flows to the intestines, the chest, and the bladder, creating different affections depending on the place to which it flows. In On Breaths, a similar discussion of humoral fluxes appears in chapter 10 (10.1–3, 6.104–106 L., trans. Jones, modified):

When the vessels about the head are loaded with air, at first the head becomes heavy through the breaths that press against it. Then the blood is compressed, the passages being unable, on account of their narrowness, to pour it through. The thinnest part of the blood is pressed out through the vessels, and when a great accumulation of this liquid has been formed, it flows through other channels. Any part of the body it reaches in a mass becomes the seat of a disease. If it go to the eyes, the pain is there; if it be to the ears, the disease is there. If it go to the chest, it is called sore throat; for phlegm, mixed with acrid humors, produces sores wherever it strikes locations (τόποις) unaccustomed to its presence, and the throat, being soft, is roughened when a flux strikes it.
In both *On the Nature of the Human Being* and *On Breaths*, fluxes are said to begin from a common source, but they give rise to different ailments depending on the place to which they flow. Neither author claims that all diseases are the same in their final manifestation, but they both emphasize that there is a single ἀρχή that is the same in every case. When the author of *On Breaths* identifies πνεῦμα as the “origin and source” (ἀρχή καὶ πνημή, 1.4, 6.92 L.) of all diseases in general, and when he says that the differences between diseases are due to differences in “location” (τόπος, 2.1, 6.92 L.), he seems to appropriate the language of humoral flux to frame his general thesis. All diseases belong to the same class because they all have a common cause. The differentiation that happens when we move beyond this common cause is like the differentiation that happens when a humor gathers in one place and then flows to other parts. As we see in the rest of this text, the location of an ailment is just one of many συναιτία that give rise to the variations between one patient and the next, but the familiarity of humoral flux to Classical Greek doctors enables the author to use this language as a shorthand for any differentiation that arises when you start from a common ἀρχή.

In chapter 2, the author makes it clear that his goal is not simply to praise the unlimited power of πνεῦμα, but more specifically to identify a high-level commonality that transcends particular differences. This high-level commonality comes in the form of a “cause” (αἰτία) and it places all diseases within one and the same “class” (ἰδέα). The author’s specific assertion that all diseases belong to the same class is counterintuitive and clearly meant to be provocative. In the Classical period, Greek doctors frequently asserted that there are many “types” or “classes” of disease—too many to catalogue all conceivable permutations.124 Polybus refers to four “types”

---

124 See below, p. 108. On the use of the terms ἀιτία and ἱδέα in the Hippocratic Corpus, see Gillespie (1912) and Diller (1971), both of whom observe that Greek doctors had a penchant for dividing patients, diseases, and treatments into “classes” and then considering the interactions between one class and another.
(εἰδη) of fevers, all of which originate from bile (Nat. Hom. 15.1, 6.66 L.). He also asserts that “there are many forms of diseases and also many modes of treatment” (πολλαὶ μὲν ἵδεαι τῶν νοσημάτων, πολλὴ δὲ ἡ ἰησις, Nat. Hom. 2.3, 6.34–36 L.), apparently contradicting the assertion in On Breaths that “of all diseases there is one class and the same cause” (μία πασέων νούσων και ἵδει καὶ αίτη ἡ αύτη, Flat. 2.1, 6.92 L.). The contradiction is merely an illusion, however, as the author of On Breaths clearly accepts that diseases can take many forms. Instead of postulating a single ailment with a single treatment, the author uses the term ἵδεα in its taxonomic sense, whereby the existence of a commonality establishes the existence of a “class,” just as the so-called “acute” diseases (i.e., ardent fever, pneumonia, pleuritis, and consumption) all belong to the same class because they all have certain traits in common. In On Breaths, the author divides diseases into classes and subclasses (cf. the reference to two “tribes” of fevers at 6.1, 6.98 L.), but his ultimate goal is to show that all these different classes have a common point of origin, a “source” from which they ultimately branch off. Whereas other doctors from this period looked for the “source” of humoral fluxes, our author looks for the source of all diseases, identifying an undifferentiated ἀρχή in respect to which all diseases, despite their individual variations, can be said to belong to one and the same “class.”

The obvious question that arises at this point is why the author of On Breaths would have wanted to advance such a thesis in the first place. Why would he want to identify a common cause of all diseases, and why does he take such pride in saying that all diseases belong to a single class? To start, we may observe that the author of On Breaths seems to relate his general thesis to the treatment of disease, observing that “if someone knows the cause of the disease, he will be able to administer what is beneficial to the body, opposing the disease by means of contraries”

---

125 Contrast Jouanna (1988, 31, and 105, n. 4), who claims that these two passages are “radically opposed.”
(1.4, 6.92 L.). The author then gives specific examples of what he means by the treatment of “opposites with opposites” (1.4–5, 6.92 L.):

Hunger is a disease. For whatever causes a person pain is called a disease. Now, what is the drug for hunger? It is what stops hunger, and this is eating. Accordingly, that malady must be cured with this remedy. Again, drinking stops thirst. Or again, evacuation cures repletion, repletion cures evacuation, rest cures exercise, and exercise cures rest. In a word, opposites are cures for opposites. For medicine is subtraction and addition: subtraction of what is in excess, addition of what is lacking. Whoever does this best is the best physician (ἄριστος ἱετρός), while whoever most falls short of this most falls short of the art (πλείστον ἀπελείφθη τῆς τέχνης).

We have already noted the parallel between this passage and On the Nature of the Human Being, where the claim that “opposites are cures for opposites” conceals a more complex model of pathogenesis. Polybus holds that repletion, evacuation, exercise, and rest give rise to diseases by heating, cooling, drying, and moistening the humors. This action encourages the heat, cold, dryness, and moisture that is present in the humors themselves, with the humor that gains the most “strength” in this process being the one that separates off from the rest. In this framework, the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet may be called the common cause of all diseases. They link the remote, triggering cause (e.g., repletion, evacuation, exercise, and rest) with the “separating out” of one humor from the rest, and they bring a level of simplicity to medicine without entailing the extreme causal and therapeutic reductionism that is attacked in On Ancient Medicine. In On Breaths, πνεῦμα takes the place of the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet within this causal framework. There are many different triggers of disease and many different forms that diseases can take, but in between these two stages there is a common cause (i.e., πνεῦμα) that is the same in every case. For both Polybus and the author of On Breaths, the identification of this common cause is directly relevant to treatment. In cases where a disease has already arisen, the doctor needs to remove the remote cause so that the patient’s body can “gain the upper hand.” In cases where the patient is still healthy, a knowledge of how diseases come to be enables the doctor to
keep the patient from falling ill, heading off diseases at their source by treating any imbalance with its opposite.

On the one hand, then, the author of *On Breaths* seems to be promoting an idea that is directly relevant to treatment. So many diseases are caused by πνεῦμα that the best way to ward off an illness is to remove anything that introduces noxious πνεῦμα into the body. At the same time, we must admit that by claiming that πνεῦμα is the common cause of all diseases, and by asserting that πνεῦμα is the most powerful force in the universe as a whole, the author of *On Breaths* goes well beyond what is needed to make this otherwise practical point. We have already seen that the author of *On Breaths* is not creating a whole new system of medicine. He recognizes the many differences between individual cases, and he presumably prescribed all the same treatments that his contemporaries employed, strengthening the healthy parts and “ripening” concentrated humors with the ultimate goal of removing these humors from the body. His assertion that all diseases have a common cause and belong to a single “class” (ἰδέα) does not change the ultimate forms that diseases can take. There is no clear medical benefit in the author’s claim that πνεῦμα plays a universal role in pathogenesis, and there is also no therapeutic relevance in saying that in addition to being the strongest power in the body, πνεῦμα also governs the sun, moon, and stars. Such observations provide the strongest possible support for claiming that *On Breaths* advances a thesis that is not meant to be taken seriously. Another explanation can be offered, however, one that fits better with the equally important observation that the author of *On Breaths* appears to be well versed in the concerns of Greek doctors, and that none of his explanations wander very far from the key tenets of Greek medicine.

By claiming that πνεῦμα is not only the common cause of all diseases, but also the most powerful force in the universe as a whole, the author of *On Breaths* manifests what might be called a “cosmological impulse,” that is, a belief that whatever their applicability, high-level
generalizations are inherently desirable and directly relevant to the medical art. We have already noted that Eryximachus claims to have gained his insight about the universal power of ἔρως “from medicine, our art” (ἐκ τῆς ἰατρικῆς, τῆς ἐρής τέχνης, Pl. Smp. 186a), as if to imply that the search for first principles is a natural pursuit for the practicing doctor (above p. 30). We have also seen an intense interest in commonality and difference in On the Nature of the Human Being, in which Polybus not only claims that different affections, located in different parts, can all be traced back to one and the same “source” (ἀρχή), but he also asserts that the constituents of human beings are “always alike the same (οἱ ἅπτα ἑόντα ὅμοιος), whether the patient be young or old, or whether the season be cold or hot” (Nat. Hom. 2.5, 6.36 L., trans. Jones, modified). For the rest of this chapter, I would like to move beyond the narrow limits of On Breaths, arguing that Greek doctors were actually training themselves to look for commonalities that transcend particular differences. They divided patients, diseases, and treatments into groups, and they looked for general principles that are common to each. This search for commonalities became so closely associated with medical inquiry in the Classical period that we should hardly be surprised if a handful of Greek doctors took this mode of inquiry to what, to them, seemed its logical extreme. Because medical research was predicated on the belief that the most valuable generalizations apply to the widest range of cases, the doctor-cosmologists looked for principles that are common to all patients, to all diseases, and to all things in general, genuinely believing that, by considering the first principles of the universe, they were making a direct contribution to the advancement of the medical art.

As we have already noted, both Polybus and the author of On Breaths appear to have been very concerned about the differences between individual patients. Polybus repeatedly emphasizes the need to administer treatment only after considering “the patient’s age, constitution, the season of the year, and the fashion of the disease” (Nat. Hom. 9.4, 6.54 L.), while the author of On
Breaths combines his common cause of all diseases with “accessory and contributing causes” (συναίτια καὶ μεταίτια, 15.1, 6.114 L.), claiming that “it is because of the diversity of their locations that diseases seem to bear no resemblance to each other” (δοκεῖ μὲν ὁδὸν οὐδὲν ἐοικέναι τὰ νοσήματα ἀλλήλοισιν διὰ τὴν ἀλλοιωτικὰ τῶν τόπων, Flat. 2.1, 6.92 L.) and that different animals will react to πνεύμα in different ways because “body differs from body, nature from nature, nutriment from nutriment” (διαφέρει ... καὶ σῶμα σώματος καὶ φύσις φύσιος καὶ τροφή τροφής, Flat. 6.2, 6.98 L.). This final passage is especially significant, as it reworks a common maxim that appears throughout the Hippocratic Corpus. This is the assertion that certain prognoses and treatments cannot be generalized with “precision” (ἀκρίβεια) because “constitution differs from constitution, age from age, season from season, etc.” (διαφέρει φύσις φύσιος καὶ ἡλικία ἡλικίας καὶ ὄρη ὄρης κτλ). In On Fractures, the author writes that “it takes about thirty days altogether as a rule (τὸ ἐπίσον) for the bone of the forearm to unite, but there is nothing exact about it (ἄρεκχες δὲ οὐδέν), for constitution differs greatly from constitution and age from age” (μάλα γὰρ καὶ φύσις φύσιος καὶ ἡλικία ἡλικίας διαφέρει, Fract. 7, 3.440 L., trans. Withington, modified). Elsewhere, the same author observes that “one cannot make a single statement as to when the bones will come away, for some separate sooner owing to their small size, others because they come at the end of the fracture, while others do not come away as wholes but are exfoliated after desiccation and corruption. Besides this, treatment differs from treatment” (διαφέρει τι καὶ ἱπτερεὶ ἱπτερεῖς, Fract. 33, 3.532–534 L., trans. Withington, modified).

In Diseases I, the author says in reference to patients suffering from internal suppuration, “It is impossible to know precisely (τὸ ἀκριβές εἰδέναι) and to hit the mark when stating (τοιχεῖν εἰπαντα) the period within which these patients die, not even whether it will be long or short. For the period of time that some people give is not precise (ἀκριβής) in most cases, nor does this information, of itself, suffice; for year differs from year and season from season” (διαφέρει γὰρ καὶ
έτος ἔτεος καὶ ὀρθ ὀρθ, Morb. I 16, 6.168–170 L. L., trans. Potter, modified). Finally, the author of On Regimen compiles a long list of factors that may vary from one case to the next, all in order to demonstrate that it is impossible to write “with precision” regarding the proper balance between eating and exercise (Vict. 67.1–2, 6.592 L., trans. Jones, modified):

As I said above, it is impossible to write about human regimen with such precision (ἀκριβείην) as to make the exercises exactly proportionate to the amount of food. There are many things to prevent this. First, the constitutions of men differ; dry constitutions, for instance, are more or less dry as compared with themselves or as compared with one another. Similarly with moist constitutions, or with those of any other kind. Then the various ages have different needs. Moreover, there are the situations of districts, the shiftings of the winds, the changes of the seasons, and the constitution of the year. Foods themselves exhibit many differences; the differences between wheat and wheat, wine and wine (πυρό τε γάρ πυρόν κοι ὀίνος ὀίνον), and those of the various other articles of diet, all prevent its being possible to write with precision (ἀκριβείην).126

The main point in all of these passages is that certain prognoses and treatments cannot be generalized in such a way that they hold good on all occasions—there are simply too many variables to put these prescriptions in writing. Regarding some of these details, we may say what is true “as a rule” (τὸ ἐπίπαν), but anything more specific would depend on the circumstances. Regarding others, there is not even a general tendency in one direction or the other: if we want to achieve precision in any of these areas, we will have to approach the question from an entirely different angle.

The above-quoted passage from On Regimen is especially striking, as it presents the art of medicine as a source of seemingly infinite variation. There are so many factors that can influence disease, so many differences between one case and the next, that it is impossible to write with precision when describing even the most basic medical procedures. A similar point is made by the author of On Places in the Human Being, who claims that medicine cannot be learned quickly

---

126 For more example of this maxim, see Fract. 35, 3.536–538 L., Art. 8, 4.94 L., Morb. I 22 6.182–184 L., Aff. 60, 6.268 L., Genit.-Nat. Puer. 15.3, 7.494 L.
because it has no “fixed technique” (Loc. Hom. 41, 6.330–332 L., trans. Craik, modified):

It is not possible to learn medicine quickly because of this: it is impossible for any fixed technique (καθεστωτικός σόφισμα) to come about in it, such as when a person who has learned how to write in the one way by which it is taught knows everything. And all who have knowledge how to write have the same knowledge because of this: the same thing, done in the same way, now and at other times (τὸ αὐτὸ καὶ ὁμοίως ποιεύμενον, νῦν τε καὶ οὐ νῦν), would never become the opposite, but is always steadfastly the same (αιεὶ ἐνδοκέως ὁμοίων) and does not require καιρός. But medicine now and at other times does not do the same thing; and does opposite things to the same individual; and the same things are opposites to one another.

There are two general points that should be made about this passage. The first concerns the emphasis it gives to “the same thing, done in the same way, now and at other times” (τὸ αὐτὸ καὶ ὁμοίως ποιεύμενον, νῦν τε καὶ οὐ νῦν). This phrase seems to explain what the author means by a “fixed technique”: it is a procedure that, when performed in the same way, always has the same effect. When we learn how to write the alphabet, for example, we find that the same strokes of the pen always produce the same letters, no matter when we write. In medicine, by contrast, the same treatment, administered in the same way, might have one effect at one time and an entirely different effect at another. There is no single result that always comes from the same procedure, and hence no single procedure that the doctor should always perform. The second point regards the central position this passage gives to the καιρός, the “due measure” or “right proportion” that is uniquely suited to each occasion. It is in this respect, the author writes, that medicine differs from writing: medicine requires attention to the καιρός, while writing does not; medicine must be adapted to changing circumstances, while writing involves an action that is “always steadfastly the same.” Closely related to this emphasis on the καιρός is the author’s assertion that whoever learns how to write does so “in one way” and then “knows everything,” the implication being that while doctors must adapt to changing circumstances, everything a person needs to know when writing is inherent in the skill itself. Aristotle makes a similar comparison between medicine
and writing in the *Nicomachean Ethics*, where he notes that medicine, navigation, and gymnastics all require “deliberation” (βουλή) when they are put into practice. Writing, on the other hand, needs no such deliberation: it belongs to a class of arts that are “precise” (ἀκριβὲς) and “sufficient in themselves” (αὐτάρκεις), arts in which the practitioner can learn one procedure and then apply it in every case (*EN* 3.3, 1112a34–b9).

When aiming for the καυρός, it was generally believed that the doctor should begin by carefully assessing the situation, determining what is needed after considering many variables. These variables are the same factors we find listed above, the factors that make it impossible to write with “precision” about some topics because “constitution differs from constitution, age from age, season from season,” and so on. Consider, for example, the following passage from *Diseases of Women I*, in which the precision that cannot be committed to writing is transferred to the judgment of the practitioner (*Mul. I* 11, 8.42 L., trans. Hanson, modified):

> Looking at these things, and testing them with precise judgment (γνώμῃ σκέφῃ βασανίσας), one must examine (ἀνθρείν) the entire body to see whether or not it seems to need frequent purgation, while one takes into consideration (ἀποσκεψάμενος ἀκριβεῖς) the patient’s coloring, her age, her strength, the season of the year, and what kind of a regimen she follows.

In this passage, the practitioner is told to use “precise judgment” when determining what is needed, finding the right balance among the many variables that make it impossible to put these prescriptions in writing. A similar idea can be seen in *On Fractures*, in a passage that explicitly connects the existence of many variables with the doctor’s need to consider the καυρός (*Fract. 35, 3.536–538 L.*, trans. Withington, modified):

> Treatments differ greatly from treatments and bodily constitutions from bodily constitutions

---

127 Elsewhere, Aristotle observes that good conduct, like medicine, requires constant attention to the καυρός because it has “nothing fixed” (οὐδὲν ἐστὶν, *EN* 2.2, 1104a3–10), echoing the claim in *On Places in the Human Being* that medicine has no “fixed technique” (καθεστικὸς σόφος). For yet another parallel with this passage, see Isoc. 3.12–13, where the comparison is between writing and rhetoric.
as to power of endurance (μελέται γὰρ μελετέων μέγα διαφέρουσι, καὶ φύσεις φυσίων τῶν σωμάτων ἐς εἴσφορίην). It also makes a great difference (διαφέρει δὲ μέγα) whether the bone protrudes on the inner or outer side of the arm or thigh, for many critical vessels stretch along the inner side, and some of them are fatal when wounded; there are also some on the outside, but fewer. In such injuries, then, one must not overlook their dangers, what sort they are, but foretell them with a view to the κυροί.

In the first sentence of this passage, the author refers to variables that “differ” from one case to the next. In the second, he cites a variable that “also makes a great difference.” The idea is that each of these factors do not just “differ” among themselves, but they also contribute to the final prognosis. In the same way that a rhetorician might claim that the place, the time, and the audience all have a “power” (δύναμις) to determine whether a speech will be effective, Greek doctors viewed such variables as the age, sex, habits, and constitution of the patient as contributing causes, each of which has a “power” (δύναμις) to influence the course of a disease.

One of the defining characteristics of Classical Greek medicine was a growing concern for individual differences. We have already seen how the author of On Ancient Medicine associates the advancement of the art with the drawing of finer and finer distinctions between different classes of patients, while the above-quoted passages from the Hippocratic Corpus all point to the belief that medicine would reach a state of perfection if only doctors could find some way to hit the κυρός in each case. The best way to appreciate this growing concern for individual differences is to look at the forms of medical writing that were favored both before and after this development. Before the Classical period, medical knowledge was primarily transmitted in the form of diagnostic handbooks—lists of symptoms, their prognoses, and their treatments, wherein each set of symptoms is presented as a separate disease. This form of medical writing has a long and well-documented history. It can be illustrated by Egyptian medical papyri of the second

millennium BCE, including the Kahun gynecological papyrus (c. 1800 BCE), the Edwin Smith papyrus (c. 1600 BCE), and the final section of the Ebers papyrus (c. 1550 BCE); by numerous tablets from ancient Mesopotamia; and by Diseases II, a Greek text that is generally agreed to belong to the earliest stratum in the Hippocratic Corpus.\textsuperscript{129} As practical works, these handbooks tend to be arranged in a systematic manner, with each entry following a formulaic scheme. The scheme usually contains three elements: (1) a title that identifies the ailment, (2) a description of its symptoms, and (3) a prognosis and treatment.\textsuperscript{130} Since diseases do show reliable patterns, it is not surprising that the diagnostic handbook remained the dominant form of medical writing until the fifth century BCE. These handbooks not only identify the most common patterns of disease, but they also draw authority from the fact that their treatments have been “tested” over a long period of time. The Egyptian papyri cite cures so effective they have worked “a million times” (\textit{P. Ebers} 131). In Mesopotamian texts, recipes are often marked \textit{bulitu latku} (“a proven treatment”),\textsuperscript{131} while one tablet is impressively labeled, “Proven and tested salves and poultices, fit for use, from the mouth of ancient antediluvian sages from Šuruppak [= the home of Ubara-Tutu, the last


\textsuperscript{130} For a representative entry, we may cite the following passage from Diseases II (49, 7.74–76 L., trans. Potter, modified): “Another consumption: there is coughing, the sputum is copious and moist, and sometimes the patient without difficulty coughs up pus that resembles hail stones which, on being rubbed between the fingers, are hard and evil-smelling. The voice is clear, the patient is free of pain, and there are no fevers, although sometimes fever heat; the patient is especially weak. You must make this patient drink hellebore and a decoction of lentils, and feed him as well as possible, while avoiding sharp vegetables, beef, pork and mutton; have him do a few exercises, take walks, vomit after meals, and refrain from sex. This disease lasts for seven or nine years; if the patient is treated from the beginning, he recovers.”

\textsuperscript{131} E.g., \textit{RAM} 168 70–81: “If a man’s groin hurts him at an inappropriate time, and his shins cause him a stinging pain, he is weak in his thighs and his knees gnaw at him with pain, that man suffers in the rectum (already) during his youth. To cure him, ... you dry out Dilmun dates, horned alkali, fat of the kidney of a male sheep, \textit{kuku}, juniper, \textit{sumalit}, \textit{halakhu}-resin, \textit{abukaktu}-resin—8 drugs—insert a suppository into his anus to stop flatulence; a proven remedy (\textit{bulitu latku})” (trans. Geller 2010, 103). For other examples, see \textit{RAM} 152 7, 159 22, 168 12. The practice is discussed by Leichty (1988) and Stol (1991–1992, 60–61).
king before the flood], which Enlil-muballit, sage of Nippur, left to posterity in the second year of Enlil-bani, king of Isin [= c. 1860 BCE].”

This final passage is especially significant, as it suggests that diagnostic handbooks were originally composed by “the ancients” and could thereby tap into a cultural preference for traditional, inherited wisdom. By the late sixth century BCE, however, this cultural preference was starting to change, as inherited wisdom was being supplanted by a self-conscious turn toward “inquiry” (ἰστορία). Xenophanes of Colophon gave voice to this movement when he wrote that “the gods did not reveal to mortals all things from the beginning, but over time, through their own searching, people discover what is better” (DK 21 B18). Whereas previous generations had sought authority in antiquity, touting wisdom that had been “tested” over hundreds of years, the Classical period was marked by a growing confidence in human ingenuity and a redefined relationship with the past, which was no longer viewed as better than the present, but was thought to represent the primitive beginnings from which all humans have progressed.

132 AMT 105 (trans. Geller 2010, 17). On this tablet, which is to be dated no earlier than the eighth century BCE, see Elman (1975, 31) and Rochberg (2004, 215). Cf. also STT 30 6 (“proven [latatum] poultices originating in Eridu [= the first city in the world and home of the first kings in the Sumerian king list]”) and BAM 139 22 (“proven [latitu] eye-salve from Hammurabi [= a famous king of the 18th cent. BCE]”). Similar pedigrees can be cited from Egyptian medical literature; the London medical papyrus, for example, refers to a prescription that was “good during the time of the Majesty of the Dual King Nebmaatra [= Amenhotep III]” (P. BM EA 10059 XII 1).

133 On the pre-classical emphasis on inherited wisdom, see Clifford (2007). For inherited wisdom in the Greek tradition, see Kleingünther (1933, 5–11). The following passage from Diodorus Siculus, with its emphasis on diagnostic handbooks, suggests that a cultural preference for ancestral knowledge was still active among the Egyptians well into the Roman period: “On their military campaigns and their journeys in the country [the Egyptians] all receive treatment without the payment of any private fee; for the physicians draw their support from public funds and administer their treatments in accordance with a written law which was composed in ancient times by many famous physicians. If they follow the rules of this law as they read them in the sacred book and yet are unable to save their patient, they are absolved from any charge and go unpunished; but if they go contrary to the law’s prescriptions in any respect, they must submit to a trial with death as the penalty, the lawgiver holding that but few physicians would ever show themselves wiser than the mode of treatment which had been closely followed for a long period and had been originally prescribed by the ablest practitioners” (1.82.3, trans. Oldfather).

134 On the shifting emphasis from inherited wisdom to personal inquiry see Edelstein (1967) and Dodds (1971). Geller (2010, 123–126) observes that Babylonian medicine also underwent a minor “revolution” in the fifth century BCE. It was much simpler than the changes in Greece, however, and did not involve as dramatic a break with the authority of ancestral knowledge. In all likelihood, one of the most important factors that enabled Greek culture to
Medicine was not immune to this new emphasis on inquiry and discovery. Like sculptors, painters, rhetoricians, and musicians, Greek doctors sought to improve their craft by striving for greater “precision” (ἀκρίβεια), and they did so by paying more attention to the differences between individual cases. Diagnostic handbooks, for their part, had already allowed for some differences between individual patients and for the influence of the seasons and other variables. They sometimes even referred to the doctor’s need to observe the καρός in each case.\(^{135}\) What is more, there is evidence that Greek-speaking doctors were equating success in the art with the attainment of “precision” already in the preclassical period. In a fragment from the *Sack of Troy*, a Cyclic poem from the sixth century BCE, it is said that the god Poseidon placed “all that was precise” (πάντα ἀκριβέα) in the heart of Podalirius, a legendary healer (fr. 5 Allen). This traditional concern for precision seems to have acquired a new urgency, however, in the Classical period, when there was an important shift away from reverence for inherited, ancestral wisdom. By the fifth century BCE, the push for the crafts to reach increasingly higher levels of precision led Greek doctors to focus more intently on the differences between individual cases, which ultimately spurred them to re-evaluate the very means by which they organized medical knowledge.\(^{136}\)

---

\(^{135}\) E.g., *Morg. II* 19, 7.34 L., 48, 7.74 L., 50, 7.76 L., 61, 7.94 L., *Int. 6*, 7.180 L., 32, 7.250 L. In *Diseases II*, the phrase ἐὰν/ὅπῃ/ὅσον ἂν σοι δοκῇ (“if/whenever/however much you think appropriate”) is often appended to prescriptions. In *Internal Affections*, another text that reflects the early diagnostic tradition, the doctor who treats a specific type of lung disease is told to “pay attention to the patient’s color and provide whatever treatment you think is necessary” (᾽ἐς χρώμα δὲ ὀρέων μελέταν ὅποιον ἂν τινὸν σοι δοκῇ δεῖσθαι), and if pus breaks out in the patient’s chest, the practitioner should incise and cauterize the patient “wherever you think the sign points most” (ὅτι ἂν σοι δοκῇ ὑποσημαίνειν μάλιστα, *Int. 3*, 7.176 L.).

\(^{136}\) On the heightened concern for “precision” (ἀκρίβεια) in Classical Greek medicine, see Kurz (1970, 62–87) and Schiefsky (2005, 13–18).
Among the first casualties of medicine’s growing “individualization” were the diagnostic handbooks that had purported to catalogue all diseases and their treatments. The primary complaint against these texts was that they failed to account for all the variables that can change from one case to the next. In a fragment from Euripides, we are told that the doctor must attempt cures “after looking to the illness (πρὸς τὴν νόσον ... ἵδοντ’), not by giving pre-ordained remedies, unless these remedies befit the disease (μὴ ἐπίτακτα φάρμακα διδόντ’, ἐὰν μὴ ταῦτα τῇ νόσῳ πρὸς ἐπή)” (fr. 286b.1–3 K.). In other words, the doctor must adapt his remedies to the situation. He cannot just follow some written instructions but must take an active role in determining what is needed. The same idea is expressed in On Regimen in Acute Diseases, a text that directly invokes a diagnostic handbook entitled Cnidian Signs. Using language very similar to what we see in Euripides, the author of this text complains that Cnidian Signs prescribes remedies that are too simple and not “suited” (ἀμικρόζωντα, Acut. 3.1 (= 1 L.), 2.226 L.) to the diseases for which they are recommended. Later on, the same author contrasts the method of Cnidian Signs with his own preference to “apply my mind in all the art” (ἐν πᾶσῃ τῇ τέχνῃ προσέχειν τὸν νοῦν, 4.1 (= 2 L.), 2.230 L.), a statement that recalls the claim in Euripides that it is only “after looking to the illness” (πρὸς τὴν νόσον ... ἵδοντ’) that a doctor can select a fitting

---

137 The fact that this idea is expressed in a tragedy suggests that it was repeated so often that even a layman would have heard it. For Euripides’ engagement with medical literature, see Craik (2001b) and Stieber (2011). A similar sentiment can be found in E. fr. 917 K. In Statesman, Plato distinguishes doctors who administer cures “in accordance with writings” (κατὰ γράμματα) from those who treat patients “without writings” (χωρὶς γράμματον, Plt. 293a–b). He also notes that lawmakers should follow the example of doctors by departing from written instructions when the situation demands it (Plt. 294e–296a; cf. Phdr. 268c). In Aristotle’s Politics, we learn that some Greek thinkers criticized Egyptian medicine for its over-reliance on written laws: “The advocates of kingship maintain that the laws speak only in general terms, and cannot provide for circumstances; and that for any science (τέχνη) to abide by written rules is absurd. In Egypt the physician is allowed to alter his treatment after the fourth day, but if sooner, he takes the risk” (Arist. Pol. 3.15, 1286a9–14, trans. Barnes). In this passage, we see the same distinction between preordained remedies and adapting to the situation that appears in the fragment from Euripides. For a similar criticism of Egyptian medicine for doctoring “by the book,” see Diod. 1.82.3 (quoted above, n. 133).

138 On the translation of Κνίδιος γνώμη as Cnidian Signs, see Langhoff (1990, 13, n. 9). A parallel use of γνώμη in the sense of “sign” can be found at Thgn. 60 (οὔτε κακῶν γνώμας εἰδότες οὔτε ἀγάθων).
In both Euripides and On Regimen in Acute Diseases, we find a similar complaint about
diagnostic handbooks: their rigid prescriptions leave little room for the doctor to adapt to
changing circumstances. Whereas diagnostic handbooks might divide the same disease into two
or more forms (cf. “Another consumption” in Diseases II), Classical Greek doctors claimed that
these minor divisions were not enough; there is an infinite variety in human disease, a manifold
division for which simple lists of affections and their treatments will not suffice. The point is made
most explicitly in the following passage from On Regimen in Acute Diseases (1–3 (= 1 L.), 2.224–228
L.):

Those who composed the work entitled Cnidian Signs have correctly written the sorts of things
that patients undergo in each of the diseases, as well as how some of them turn out. And up to
this point even a non-doctor could write correctly if he made good inquiries from each of the
patients into the sorts of things they undergo. But as to what the physician should grasp in
addition (προσκαταμαθεῖν), without the patient’s telling him, they have omitted many of these
things, things which are different in different circumstances, and some of which are critical for the drawing of inferences (ἐπίκαιρα ... ἐρχόμενον). ... Some of them [= the
compilers of Cnidian Signs] were not unaware of the varieties (πολύτροπος) in each of the
diseases and of their manifold division (πολυσχιδίην), but in wishing to indicate distinctly
(σάφα) the number of diseases, they did not write correctly (ὅσοι). For the enumeration
would not be easy if one identifies the disease of each patient on the basis of how one disease
differs from the other (τῷ ἐτέρων ἐτέρου διαφέρειν τι), and on the assumption that no two
diseases are the same unless they have the same name.

In this passage, the author claims that the key problem with Cnidian Signs is not its attempt to
identify disease patterns, but its choice to look for such patterns exclusively at the level of
aggregate diseases. Like other diagnostic handbooks, Cnidian Signs presents each set of symptoms
as a separate entity, to which prognoses and treatments are then attached. The author admits

---

139 For the use of προσέχειν τὸν νοῦν in the sense of “adapt to the situation,” see Prog. 19, 2.164 L., 22, 2.174 L.,
442 L.
that the compilers of this handbook made room for some degree of variation, but he adds that their method of enumerating diseases “on the basis of how one disease differs from the other” (τὸ ἐτέρον ἐτέρον διαφέρειν τι) is both impractical and insufficient. This method is impractical, on the one hand, because there are simply too many variables to make a separate entry for every conceivable permutation. If such factors as the patient’s age, sex, habits, and constitution all have a “power” (δίνωμι) to influence a disease, then doctors would need to make a separate entry for every human on the planet—at which point it is no longer possible to generalize disease patterns. Diagnostic handbooks are insufficient, moreover, because there is much that the doctor should “grasp in addition” to these patterns, “things which are different in different circumstances, and some of which are critical for the drawing of inferences.” Later on, the author clarifies what he means by this phrase (Acut. 7–9 (= 3 L.), 2.238–244 L):

I think it is worth writing all the things that have not been grasped by physicians, although they are critical (ἐπίκαιρα) to know, and things that bring great benefits and great harms. Now, the following have not been grasped (ἀκαταμαθητα): why do some physicians, in acute diseases, administer unstrained gruels through the whole duration of the illness and believe that they are treating the patient correctly, while others think it all important that the patient not ingest any barley—for they deem it a source of great harm—but administer the juice after straining it through linen cloth, while still others would give neither thick gruel nor juice, some not until the seventh day, and others not until the disease reaches a crisis? Very many physicians are not accustomed even to propose such inquiries. ... But I affirm that this investigation is wholly fine and akin to the most, and the most critical (ἐπικαιροτήτωσι), components of the art. For it has great power to bring about health in all who are sick, the preservation of health in those who are well, good condition in those in training, and whatever each person desires.

The author refers to the object of his inquiries as “things that have not been grasped” (ἀκαταμαθητα), a term that recalls his earlier statement that there is much that doctors should “grasp in addition” (προσκαταμαθεῖν) to the general patterns of disease. As an example of this new mode of inquiry, the author cites the proper administration of barley gruel: some doctors, he writes, always give barley gruel at the beginning of a disease, others administer only the juice, while still others make the patient fast until the seventh day or until the disease has reached a
crisis. What we should be doing, the author implies, is not simply to employ the same treatment in all cases, but to make sure that whatever treatment we do select coincides with the needs of the situation.

But how, exactly, are doctors supposed to approach clinical decision-making when no two cases are the same? How are they to find the κυρός amidst so many different variables? To put it simply, Greek doctors responded to the growing emphasis on individual differences by reorienting their inquiries around a search for commonality. They decided that if no two cases are exactly alike, then doctors must focus on what is unaffected by changing circumstances. In On Regimen in Acute Diseases, we see a clear example of this new mode of inquiry in the author’s attempts to formulate general principles regarding the proper administration of treatment. Instead of moving from one disease to the next, the author moves from one treatment to the next, developing general rules for administering each treatment that are independent of any particular diagnosis. As the author discusses the application of these general rules to particular cases, he uses the same language that he had previously employed to criticize Cnidian Signs. The doctor should give either melicrat or wine, he writes, “whichever is suited (ἀρμόζη);” adding that he will later describe “what is suited in each type (of ailment)” (τὸ δ’ ἀρμόζον ἐφ’ ἐκάστοισι τῶν τρόπων, 12.1 (= 4 L.), 2.250 L.; cf. Acut. 3.1 (= 1 L.), 2.226 L.). The author frequently describes his rules of thumb as ἐπίκαμος (“critical”), just as he had rebuked Cnidian Signs for

---

140 The author returns to this topic in chapter 19 (= 6 L.). For other references to what is “fitting” or “suited” in On Regimen in Acute Diseases (τὸ ἀρμόζην, τὸ ἐπιτίθειταιν, τὸ πρόπολυ κτλ), see also Acut. 21.3 (= 7 L.), 2.270 L., 50.1 (= 14 L.), 2.332 L., 52.1 (= 14 L.), 2.336 L., 53.1 (= 15 L.), 2.336 L., 66.2 (= 18 L.), 2.368 L. Jones (1923, 91) and Joly (1972, 50) both translate the phrase ὄλον τὶ at Acut. 35.1 (= 9 L.), 2.296 L., as “it is possible.” A better translation, however, is “it is fitting” (cf. LSJ s.v. οἶος III). Note also the author’s use of the phrase πρὸς τί (“in relation to something”) at Acut. 21.2 (= 7 L.), 2.270 L. This is the same language that we see in On Ancient Medicine when the author asserts that foods and drinks should be adapted to individual constitutions (FM 20.3, 1.622 L.).

omitting much that is “critical for the drawing of inferences” (ἐπίκαιρα ἐς τέκμαρσιν, 1.1, 2.224 L.), and he generally envisions the primary job of the doctor as paying precise attention (ἀκριβεῖος θεωρέων, 20.2 (= 6 L.), 2.268 L.) and thereby figuring out what is “needed” (δεῖ, χρή) in any given set of circumstances.142 At various points within this text, the author observes that certain principles hold good “always,”143 “in all diseases,”144 “both at the beginning and throughout the disease,”145 and for all classes of patients.146 In chapter 48, he notes that one such principle is useful in all circumstances (ἐς πάντα ... εἰςχρήστον, 48.1 (= 13 L.), 2.328–330 L.), while he elsewhere formulates principles that are not quite universal, but merely hold true “as a general rule” or “for the most part” (τὸ ἐπίπαν, τὸ πάμπαν, ὡς ἐπὶ τὸ πολὺν, κτλ).147 In chapter 11, the author writes that “all who use gruel in these diseases (i.e., acute diseases) must not fast, generally speaking (ὡς ἐπος εἰςεῖν), on any day, but they must use it and not intermit—unless there is some need to intermit because of a purge or clyster” (11.1 (= 4 L.), 2.246 L.). In this case, the author cites a general principle that holds true in most cases, but he notes that the physician should be ready to break this rule if the circumstances should demand it. Similar attempts to generalize within the constraints of contingent factors can be seen in the author’s descriptions of


143 Acut. 46.2 (= 12 L.), 2.324 L., 51.1 (= 14 L.), 2.334 L.

144 Acut. 20.2 (= 6 L.), 2.268 L.

145 Acut. 20.1 (= 6 L.), 2.266 L.; cf. Acut. 21.1 (= 7 L.), 2.268 L.

146 Acut. 28.2 (= 9 L.), 2.282 L., 35.1 (= 9 L.), 2.296 L., 46.2 (= 12 L.), 2.324 L.
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how one class of patients should be treated in one way, another in another, in his recording of incidental symptoms that only some patients manifest, in his reference to the need to adjust the quantity, quality, and timing of prescriptions to particular situations, and in his noting of additional procedures that may be required at one time or another. His overall purpose is to determine, regarding each mode of treatment, “to whom it should be administered and to whom it should not be administered, as well as the reason why it should not be administered” (55.1 (= 15 L.), 2.342 L.). The author believes that by formulating such general principles, doctors will be able to individualize their treatments and thereby hit the καιρός in each case.

Unlike the prognoses and treatments in diagnostic handbooks, the general principles in On Regimen in Acute Diseases are not tied to any particular disease. As long as the patient falls within the specified parameters, then the doctor should provide the corresponding treatment. A similar approach to medicine can be seen in Prognostic, which does for prognosis what On Regimen in Acute Diseases does for treatment. In this text, the author moves from symptom to symptom, developing general guidelines about what each symptom indicates “in all diseases,” “for the most part,” or for a particular class of patients. In the final chapter of this work, the author makes an

---


152 Note in particular the author’s penchant for universalizing language: Prog. 3, 2.120 L. (ἐν πάσιν τοῖσιν ὀξέσι νοσήμασιν), 5, 2.122 L. (ἐν ὀξέσι τοῖσιν ὀξέσι νοσήμασιν), 6, 2.122–124 L. (ἐν πάσιν τοῖσιν ὀξέσι νοσήμασιν), 7, 2.130 L. (Ἀπάντησιν ἃ ὀξέσι ὁδηγήσωσιν), 8, 2.130 L. (οἰ δὲ ἐδροπτὸς οἱ ἐκ τῶν ὀξέων νοσήματων πάντες), 13, 2.144 L. (πάσιν δὲ ἢ ἐπόσπασον καὶ δεσάδεσες ὅσπαι ἐπὶ πάσιν τοῖσιν ἐμομένοισιν), 14, 2.144 L. (ἐπὶ
important statement regarding his approach to general principles (*Prog.* 25, 2.188–190 L.):

Concerning sure tokens and other signs, one must be well aware that in every year and in every season bad signs indicate something bad and good signs indicate something good, since the signs recorded above prove to hold true in Libya, in Delos, and in Scythia. Accordingly, one must know that it would not be strange if, in the same places, one should very often hit the mark if one has throughly grasped these things and knows how to distinguish and reckon them correctly. One must also not regret the omission from the present account of the name of any disease. For it is by the same signs in all cases that you will recognize what comes to a crisis in the aforementioned times.

In this passage, the author draws a clear distinction between his own text and diagnostic handbooks, instructing his audience not to regret the omission from his account of any particular disease name. “For it is by the same signs in all cases,” he writes, that prognoses can be made, while “in every year and in every season bad signs indicate something bad and good signs indicate something good, since the signs recorded above prove to hold true in Libya, in Delos, and in Scythia.”153 With these words, the author claims that his principles hold true in all diseases, all seasons, and in every geographical location. His readers may worry about the variables that can change from one case to the next, but the author reassures them that this method of sign-inference will maintain its effectiveness even when all other variables change.

As Greek doctors started to reorient their thinking around a search for commonalities, they developed new modes of inquiry specifically designed to uncover new generalizations. We see this most clearly in the seven books of *Epidemics*, where individual cases are compared with one another in the hope of finding generalizable truths. In these texts, the authors record how different diseases, occurring in different seasons, were experienced by different classes of patients

---

153 I.e., these signs hold true in the extreme south (Libya), the extreme north (Scythia), and the center of the world (Delos)—a metonym for all geographical and climatic variations.
(men vs. women, the young vs. the old, the bilious vs. the phlegmatic, and so on). They also provide detailed, day-by-day descriptions of individual cases, all in the hope of finding common elements that can then be applied in future cases.\footnote{On the methodology of the Epidemics, see Diller (1964), Nikitas (1968), Deichgräber (1971), Manetti and Roselli (1982), Langhoff (1990), Jouanna (2000), and the essays collected in Baader and Winau (1989), especially Langhoff (1989), Liccari (1989), and Smith (1989).} In Epidemics III, the author prefaces a series of case histories by noting that “it is necessary to grasp precisely (καταμανθάνειν ... ὠφρονος) the constitution of the seasons and the disease, (observing) what common element (κοινὸν) in the constitution or in the disease is good, and what common element in the constitution or in the disease is bad” \textit{(Epid. III} 16, 3.102 L., trans. Jones, modified).\footnote{Note the parallels with On Regimen in Acute Diseases, which similarly stresses the importance of observing cases with “precision” (ἀρκετὸς ἑκοτισ陪着, Aenid. 20.2 (= 6 L.), 2.268 L.) and “grasping” (καταμανθάνων) general principles that can later be applied to particular cases.} Elsewhere, we are told that doctors should make note of what is “either similar or dissimilar” (ἕν ἡμοιά ἑν ἀνόμοια, \textit{Epid. I} 20 (= 9 L.), 2.660 L.; cf. Off. 1, 3.272 L., \textit{Epid. VI} 8.26, 5.352 L.) and that “nothing occurs at random” (μηδὲν εἰκῇ, \textit{Epid. VI} 2.12, 5.284 L.) since even the smallest detail can distinguish one class of patients from the next. In many passages, the authors compare specific patients by name, noting the similarities and differences between their cases.\footnote{E.g., \textit{Epid. I} 14–17 (= 8 L.), 2.642–650 L., 20–21 (= 9 L.), 2.660–666 L., \textit{Epid. II} 1.12, 5.82 L., 2.1, 5.84 L., 2.9, 5.88 L., 3.11, 5.114 L., \textit{Epid. IV} 1–4, 5.144–146 L., 20d–f, 5.158–160 L., 25, 5.164–168 L., 29, 5.172 L., 31, 5.174–176 L., 33, 5.176–178 L., 36, 5.178 L., 40–41, 5.182 L., 45, 5.188 L., 50, 5.190 L., 55, 5.194 L., 57, 5.196 L., \textit{Epid. V} 4, 5.204–206 L., 8, 5.208 L., 30, 5.228 L., 65, 5.242–244 L., 87, 5.252 L., 96–99, 5.256 L., \textit{Epid. VI} 3.5, 5.294 L., 3.14, 5.300 L., 8.18, 5.350 L., \textit{Epid. VII} 5, 5.376 L., 9, 5.380 L., 27, 5.398 L., 30, 5.400 L., 34, 5.402 L., 35, 5.402–404 L., 45, 5.412 L., 52, 5.422 L., 61, 5.426 L., 112, 5.460 L.} They also compile lists of factors that can distinguish one case from the next,\footnote{E.g., \textit{Epid. I} 23 (= 10 L.), 2.668–670 L., \textit{Epid. II} 1.6, 5.76 L., 3.2, 5.106 L., \textit{Epid. IV} 43, 5.184 L., 46, 5.188 L., \textit{Epid. VI} 2.14, 5.284 L., 6.14, 5.330 L., 8.7–15, 5.344–348 L.} using their implicit understanding of human physiology (i.e., the concepts of ὀσκράσις, flux, coction, and crisis) to guide their clinical observations. In Epidemics VI, the author describes this mode of inquiry in general terms \textit{(Epid. VI} 156 page 114)
The summary conclusion (κεφάλαιον) comes from the coming to be and the point of departure, and from very many accounts and things learned little by little, when one gathers them together (συνάγοντα) and grasps (καταμανθάνοντα) whether the things are like one another, and in turn, whether the dissimilarities in them are like each other, so that from the dissimilarities there arises one similarity (ὡς ἐκ τῶν ἀνομοιοτήτων ὁμοίότης γένηται μία). This would be the road (ὁδός, i.e., method). In this way develop verification of correct accounts and refutation of what is incorrect.

In this passage, the author describes his “method” (ὁδός) for identifying what is “correct” and “incorrect” in medicine. He notes that the investigator should not consider the patient in isolation, but should record everything that led up to the disease (= “the coming to be and point of departure”). 158 He then asserts that one must “gather together” (συνάγοντα) multiple accounts and compare those accounts with one another, “grasping” (καταμανθάνοντα) the similarities and differences “so that from the dissimilarities there arises one similarity” (ὡς ἐκ τῶν ἀνομοιοτήτων ὁμοίότης γένηται μία). 159 The author uses the phrase ὁμοίότης μία (“one similarity”) in the same way that Epidemics III refers to a “common element” (κοινόν, Epid. III 16, 3.102 L.). Another interesting term is κεφάλαιον, which usually denotes a “chief point” or “summary conclusion” that picks out whatever is essential from some longer account. In this context, the term may either refer to the “chief point” of the author’s methodology or the “essential generalization” that comes from a series of particular observations. The word may have even been chosen specifically to recall the phrase ὡς ἐν κεφαλαίῳ εἰρήσθαι (“to speak in summary”), which introduces

158 This information is important because it helps the doctor distinguish conditions with similar symptoms but different causes, each of which must be treated in a different way (cf. Epid. II 1.11, 5.82 L., Epid. VI 3.20, 5.302 L.). It is also important because knowing the day on which a disease begins allows the doctor to predict its crises and exacerbations, a central consideration for determining the κυρός (cf. Epid. II 1.6, 5.74 L., Epid. IV 20b, 5.158 L.).

159 Again, note the parallels with On Regimen in Acute Diseases, especially the use of the verb καταμανθάνειν. In the Timaeus, Plato echoes this language when he observes that multiple humors were given the common designation of bile “either by certain physicians or by someone who was capable of surveying a number of dissimilar cases (ἀνόμοιοι) and discerning amongst them one single type (Ἐν γένος) worthy to give its name to them all” (Tim. 83c, trans. Bury).
generalizations in *On Regimen in Acute Diseases, Epidemics III, On Fractures, and On Joints.*

In the *Metaphysics,* Aristotle describes a similar process of moving from the particular to the general (*Metaph.* 1.1, 981a, trans. Barnes, modified):

To have a judgment that when Callias was suffering from this or that disease this or that benefited him, and similarly with Socrates and various other individuals, is a matter of experience; but to judge that it benefits all persons of a certain type, marked off as one class (πάσι τοῖς τοιούτοις κατ’ εἶδος ἐν ἀφορισθείσιν), who suffer from this or that disease (e.g. the phlegmatic or bilious when suffering from ardent fever) is a matter of art (τέχνη).

Just as the author of *Epidemics VI* refers to the “gathering together” of individual accounts, so too does Aristotle begin by describing the collection of particular observations. When Callias was suffering from a certain illness, he was benefitted by a certain treatment. The same data has been collected for Socrates, and so on for other individuals. What moves these observations from “experience” (ἐμπειρία) to “art” (τέχνη) is an act of generalization. The medical researcher classifies the patients according to their shared characteristics (e.g., “the phlegmatic or bilious when suffering from ardent fever”) and identifies some other trait (e.g., a positive reaction to a specific form of treatment) that is common to all members of this class.

When the compilers of the *Epidemics* formulated their general principles, they usually codified them in the form of aphorisms. As its name implies, an aphorism (from ἀφορίζειν, “to mark off by boundaries”) is a generalization that holds good for all members of a specified class. The Hippocratic Corpus contains many collections of aphorisms, including not only the seven books

---


161 Note Aristotle’s use of the verb ἀφορίζειν in the above-quoted passage: “all persons of a certain type, marked off as one class” (πάσι τοῖς τοιούτοις κατ’ εἶδος ἐν ἀφορισθείσιν). Outside the title of the *Aphorisms,* neither the noun ἀφορισμὸς nor the verb ἀφορίζειν appear in the Hippocratic Corpus. The specific term ἀφορισμός seems to have first been applied to general principles in the fourth century BCE (e.g., Thphr. *HP* 9.2.1), although the concept of an aphorism is already developing in the Hippocratic Corpus (note especially the use of the term δρόσος at *Epid.* VI 2.21, 5.288 L., and ὄριον at *Epid.* VI 6.6, 5.326 L.)
of *Aphorisms*, but also *Prognostic, Prorrhetic I, Dentition, Nutriment, Crises, and Coan Prognoses*. The aphorisms in these collections are relatively brief (most are only a single sentence), and they often contain qualifiers to note that they hold good “in all diseases,” “for the most part,” or for a particular class of patients.\(^{162}\) Just as the author of *On Ancient Medicine* associates the advancement of medicine with the division of patients into “classes” (ἐτιδήν), each of which shares a common nature (φύσις), mode of life (διαίτα), or physical state (διάθεσις), so the compilers of the *Epidemics* divide patients into groups, attributing their common experiences to the shared characteristics of each group. The most important “groups” in the *Epidemics* pertain to the patients’ διάθεσις (i.e., their symptoms in a given disease). Other important divisions pertain to the patients’ gender and age,\(^ {163}\) as well as their complexion,\(^ {164}\) weight,\(^ {165}\) exercise habits,\(^ {166}\) fertility,\(^ {167}\) marital status (in

\(^{162}\) Note especially the universalizing language at *Epid. II* 1.6, 5.74 L., *Epid. VI* 3.16, 5.300 L., and the questions about whether general principles apply universally at *Epid. V* 77, 5.248 L., *Epid. VI* 2.5, 5.278 L., *Epid. VII* 57, 5.424 L. On the stability of aphorisms, note also the references to a “precise sign” (σημείον ἄξιος) at *Epid. VII* 112, 5.460 L., to the “surest (literally, ‘most stable’) relapses” (βεβαιόταται ἐποντροφοί) at *Epid. II* 1.11, 5.82 L. (= *Epid. VI* 3.21, 5.302 L.), to events that will occur “surely” (βεβαιοικ) at *Art.* 63, 4.270 L., to a “sure crisis” (βεβαιοίκος κρίσιν) at *Coas.* 147, 5.641 L., and to a treatment that removes thirst “surely” (βεβαιοικ) at *Morb. III* 17, 7.160 L. The implicit contrast between “stability” (βεβαιότης) and depending on other factors informs the assertion in *On Places in the Human Being* that “medicine as a whole is firmly established (βεβαιοκεῖται), and the finest of the techniques collected in it clearly have the least dependence on chance (παράγει)” (*Loc. Hum.* 46.1, 6.342 L.). Pace Craik (1998, 85), the perfect tense of βεβαιοκεῖται does not suggest the “advancement” of medicine over a period of time, but rather its ability to “hold steady” and “stand in place” for doctors who know how to use it (cf. LSJ s.v. βεβαιοκεῖται I.2 and note the similar claims at *De arte* 4–6, 6.6–10 L.). On the relationship between this passage and the same author’s assertion (quoted above, p. 101) that medicine, unlike writing, has “nothing fixed,” see below, p. 124.

\(^{163}\) Note, for example, the following passage from *Epidemics VI*: “Women did not suffer similarly from the cough, but few of them had fever, and of those very few went into pneumonia, and those the older. All survived. I attributed this to their not going out as the men did and because they were not otherwise susceptible like the men” (*Epid. VI* 7.1, 5.334 L., trans. Smith).


\(^{165}\) *Epid. II* 1.8, 5.80 L.

\(^{166}\) *Epid. I* 1, 2.602 L.

\(^{167}\) *Epid. VI* 7.8, 5.342 L.
the case of women), the color and straightness of their hair (or the lack thereof), the color and size of their eyes, the shape of their nose, the shape of their heads, the size of their spleen, the nature of their voice, their habits of work and travel, their propensity to certain emotions, their tendency to suffer ἀποκρίσεις of blood, phlegm, bile, or black bile, their propensity to generate “breaths” (φῶσι) in the body, their innate susceptibility to specific diseases, and the inclination of their “natures” (φῶσις) to the hot, the cold, the dry, or the wet. This final criterion is especially significant, as it recalls the emphasis on the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet that we see among the doctor-cosmologists. In Epidemics I, older men are said to be in the period of their lives when “the hot is now being dominated (sc. by the cold)” (ἡδὴ τὸ θερμὸν κρατεῖται, Epid. I 12 (= 6 L.), 6.638 L.), while in Epidemics VI, the author notes

168 Epid. I 16 (= 8 L.), 2.646–648 L. Note also the distinction between free women and slave women at Epid. VI 7.1, 5.334 L.


172 Epid. VI 1.2, 5.266 L., 8.26, 5.352–354 L.

173 Epid. VI 3.2, 5.292–294 L.


178 Epid. VI 3.5, 5.294 L.


that “sedimentation after urination is more frequent in children,” following this with the question, “Is it because they are warmer?” (ἦρ’ ὅτι θερμότερα, Epid. VI 3.7, 5.296 L., trans. Smith). Such transitions from external symptoms to internal causes were not discouraged by the compilers of the Epidemics. In fact, Greek doctors seem to have been attracted to such explanations largely because they provided yet another way to overcome the many variables that can change from one case to the next.

In the Classical period, Greek doctors incorporated causal explanations into their broader search for high-level commonalities. Like the aphorisms that correlate symptoms with prognoses or treatments, causal explanations imply the existence of stable, highly generalized principles that guarantee a certain result under a given set of circumstances. In many passages, Greek doctors use the term ἀνάγκη and its cognates (“it is necessary, necessarily”) when constructing causal explanations. In On the Art, the author observes that “the same intelligence is required to know the causes of diseases as to understand how to treat them” (De arte 11.4, 6.20 L., trans. Jones), and we have already quoted several passages that stress the importance of treating diseases at their “source.” In light of these passages, one presumes that one reason why Greek doctors were so keen to seek out causal explanations was because they did not leave doctors in the lurch when confronted with a wholly new set of circumstances. Even when a doctor had never experienced a particular situation, he could nevertheless analyze the “nature” (φύσις) and “power” (δύναμις) of each factor that influences the patient’s health, using this information to determine what is likely to occur under a given set of circumstances.

This particular advantage of causal explanations is well illustrated by Aëris Waters Places. In this text, the author addresses itinerant doctors who constantly travel from one community to the next. Toward the end of his preface, the author reflects on what a doctor can do if he studies all the “powers” (δυνάμεις) that influence a patient’s health (Aër. 1.1–2.2, 2.12–14 L):
Starting from these things, one should contemplate the particular cases (καὶ ἀπὸ τοῦτον χρῆ ἐνθήμερος ἑκασταί). For if someone knows these things well—especially all of them, but if not, at least most—neither the local diseases nor the nature (φύσις) of the peoples’ bellies will escape his notice when he arrives at a city with which he is unfamiliar (ἀπειρός). Accordingly, he will not be at a loss (ἀπορεῖσθαι) or miss the mark (διαμερτάνει) in his treatment of diseases—things which are likely to occur unless one knows these things beforehand when reflecting on each case in advance. As the time and the year progresses, he can say both what diseases, being common to all (πάγκοια), will seize the city in the summer or winter and what diseases, being particular to individuals (ἰδία ἑκαστά), may arise from a change in regimen. For by knowing the changes of the seasons and both the risings and settings of the stars, how each of these things occurs, he can know in advance how the year will turn out. By thinking in this way and predicting the χαράι, he can attain the best knowledge about each case, most often hit the mark when aiming at health, and achieve not inconsiderable successes in the art.

In this passage, we see the same distinction between diseases that are “common to all” and diseases that are “particular to individuals” that appears in both On Breaths and On the Nature of the Human Being. Yet again, “common” diseases are attributed to environmental factors that are shared by all members of a community, while “particular” diseases are attributed to a person’s regimen (διατα), a factor that can change from one patient to the next (see above, pp. 66–67, 82, 84–85). In this text, the author claims that doctors can master both “common” and “particular” diseases if they “contemplate” (ἐνθήμερος) the causes of disease. At the beginning of Airs Waters Places, the author specifically asserts that the most important activity for the medical researcher is to consider how causal factors can differ from one case to the next (Aēr. 1.1–2, 2.12 L.),

Whoever intends to investigate medicine correctly should do the following. First, he should contemplate (ἐνθήμερος) the seasons of the year, considering what each season has the power to bring about. For the seasons are not at all similar to one another (οὐ γὰρ ἔοικοιαν ἀλλὰ ἔκασταν ὀδέ), but are very different (πολύ διαφέρουσαν) both in themselves and in the changes from one to the next. Next, he should contemplate the winds, both the hot and the cold, especially those that are common to all human beings (μάλιστα μὲν τὰ κοινὰ πάγκαν ἐνθρῶποσιν), and then also those that are native to each locale (ἐπειστὰ δὲ καὶ τὰ ἐν ἑκάστῃ χώρῃ ἐπισκοποῦσα ἑκόντα). He should also contemplate the powers (δυνάμεις) of waters, for just as they differ (διαφέρουσα) in taste and in weight, so too is the power (δυνάμεις) of each very different.

In this passage, every factor that influences human health is given a particular “power” (δυνάμεις).

This “power” determines what effects that factor will have on the body, and it is the primary
consideration for doctors who want to adjust their treatments to fit the needs of particular situations. In *On Breaths*, the author recalls this emphasis on “powers” when he refers to πνεύμα as the greatest “potentate” (δυνάστης) in the universe as a whole *(Flat. 3.2, 6.94 L.; cf. Flat. 4.1, 6.96 L., 15.1, 6.114 L.)*. Eryximachus similarly asserts that “the undivided ἔρως, taken as a whole, has a wide, a strong, nay an absolute power” (πολλήν καὶ μεγάλην, μᾶλλον δὲ πάσαν δύναμιν ἔχει, Pl. *Smp. 188d*), again suggesting that what makes a causal factor especially important is its “power” to influence the outcome of an event.

When the author of *Airs Waters Places* describes the powers of winds, he notes that one should pay the most attention to the winds that are “common to all human beings” (μάλιστα μὲν τὰ κοινὰ πᾶσιν ἀνθρώποισιν), and only after that consider the winds that are particular to local communities (ἐπείτα δὲ καὶ τὰ ἐν ἐκάστῃ χώρῃ ἐπιχώρια ἑόντα, *Aër. 1.2, 2.12 L.*). In *Epidemics I*, we are similarly told that medical reasoning should take its origin “from the common nature of all and the particular nature of each” (ἐκ τῆς κοινῆς φύσιος ἀπάντων καὶ τῆς ἴδις ἐκάστου, *Epid. I 23 (= 10 L.), 2.670 L.*), and there are many texts in the Hippocratic Corpus that are arranged in accordance with this principle, beginning with what is “common to all” before moving to particular cases. In *On Affections*, the author prefaces his discussion of specific diseases with the assertion that “all diseases arise in human beings from bile and phlegm” (νοσήματα τοῖς ἀνθρώποις ἀπαντα γίνεται ὑπὸ χολῆς καὶ φλέγματος, *Aff. 1, 6.208 L.*). By doing so, he presents a general principle that is remarkably close to the thesis of *On Breaths*, simply replacing πνεύμα with the two humors of bile and phlegm. Another transition from the common to the particular can be found in the beginning of *Prorrhetic II* *(5, 9.20 L., trans. Potter):*

About dropsies, consumptions and gouty conditions as well as persons taken by what is called the sacred disease, I say that they all have something in common, namely that in whomever these diseases are to a degree hereditary, you can be sure that they are hard to get rid of. Their other features I shall describe disease by disease.
Sometimes, medical writers began by observing that a certain commonality does not exist. In On Wounds in the Head, the author opens with the observation that “the heads of human beings are in no way like one another (οὐδὲν ὁμοίως σφίσιν αὐτάις), nor do the sutures of the head have a φύσις that is the same in all cases (οὐδὲ αἱ ῥαφαὶ τῆς κεφαλῆς πάντων κατὰ ταύτα πεφύκασιν, VC 1.1, 3.182 L.). The author then goes on to say that instead of having a common φύσις, human skulls are divided into four types, with the first type having a prominence in the front of the head, the second in the back of the head, the third at each end, and the fourth at neither end (VC 1.1–1.4, 3.182–184 L.). When this same author describes various injuries of the skull, he also divides them into “types” (τρόποι), each of which consists of several “forms” (ἰδέαι). In chapter 7, he writes that “the hedra taken by itself is long or short, rather bent, or straighter, or rounded; and there are many other forms of this mode (καὶ πολλαὶ ἄλλαι ἱδέαι τοῦ τοιούτου τρόπου), according to the shape of the weapon” (VC 7.4, 3.208, trans. Withington).\(^\text{181}\) In On Places in the Human Being, an initial commonality is similarly rejected just to prop up many others. In this text, the author opens with the statement that “in my opinion, there is no starting point of the body, but all parts are alike the starting point and all the end point” (Loc. Hom. 1.1, 6.276 L.). The author then goes on to describe the common anatomy of human beings, emphasizing that diseases which begin in one part of the body can eventually make their way to other parts. At one point, the author observes that he has only written about the joints and vessels that are “identical in all people” (πᾶσιν ὁμοίως). As for the joints and vessels that are “different in different persons” (ἄλλα ἄλλοισιν), they are “unworthy of discussion” (οὐκ ἀξία λόγον) and have accordingly been omitted

\(^{181}\) In chapters 10 and 14, the author stresses the importance of “distinguishing” (διαγιγνώσκειν) one form of injury from another, even prescribing a diagnostic test to determine what needs to be done. In chapter 19, he explains the differences between the skulls of the young and those of the old, while in chapter 20, he notes that purges should be adjusted to the “strength” of the patient being treated (πρός τιν δένημι τοῦ ἀνθρώπου ὅρων, ὡς ἄν ἔχῃ ἴσχιος, VC 20.2, 3.256 L.).
from his account (*Loc. Hom.* 6.10, 6.290 L.). Yet another example of this movement from the common to the particular can be found in *On Glands*. In this text, the author opens his discussion “about glands as a whole” (περὶ δὲ ἀδένων οὖλομελίς, *Gland.* 1.1, 8.556 L.) by describing the common φέσως of all glands. He then moves to specific glands in chapters 5–10, at one point interrupting his discussion to remark that “there are other really small glands in the body, but I do not wish to digress in my account; for my treatise is directed towards the glands that are critical (τὰς ἐπικαίρους)” (*Gland.* 7.1, 8.560 L., trans. Craik, modified). In other texts that are arranged from the common to the particular, minor details are not omitted because they are assumed to be unimportant, but because they can be derived from the principles already established. In *Airs Waters Places*, the author remarks that he cannot list every difference that exists between the communities in which people live. Instead, he focuses on the most extreme differences, concluding that “by drawing inferences from these things, you should contemplate the rest, and you will not miss the mark (when aiming at health)” (*Aër.* 24.10, 2.92 L.).¹⁸²

![Image]

This privileging of the common over the particular became so integral to medical thinking that medical research came to be defined, very broadly, as a search for commonality. We have already mentioned Eryximachus’ claim to have acquired his insight into the universal power of ἔρως “from medicine, our art” (*Pl. Smp.* 186a), as well as the assertion in *Epidemics III* that doctors should look for what is “common” (κοινόν, *Epid.* III 16, 3.102 L.) and the claim in *Epidemics VI* that researchers should note the similarities and differences between individual cases in order to identify “one similarity” (ὁμοιότης μία, *Epid.* VI 3.12, 5.298 L.) that unites and governs them all. In *Diseases I*, the author compiles a list of topics to be considered by anyone who intends to

---

¹⁸² Cf. the final chapter of *On Breaths*, in which the author writes, “I have carried my account down to the diseases and affections that are well known, in which cases my foundational principle (ὑπόθεσις) has been shown to be true. If I were to discuss all diseases, my account would be longer, but it would not be any more precise or more convincing” (*Flat.* 15.2, 6.114 L.). A similar statement appears at Mnesith. fr. 17 Bertier.
engage in debates about medicine. The first entry in this list is “whence all diseases arise in human beings” (ἀφ’ ὄν αἱ νοῦσοι γίνονται τοῖς ὀνθρώποις πάσαιν, Morb. I 1, 6.140 L.), and he later observes that one must consider “what ‘all’ is in the art, being one and everything, and what ‘one’” (ὅ τι ἀπαν ἐστὶν ἐν αὐτῇ, ἐν καὶ πάντα, καὶ ὥ τι ἐν, Morb. I 1, 6.140). This riddling statement is difficult to parse, but it seems to be related to an emphasis on the common and the particular. We may note, for example, that to be “one” and “everything” is a good way to describe a universal principle that encompasses all particulars. In On Places in the Human Being, the author follows up his initial observation that medicine, unlike writing, has no “fixed technique” (καθεστικὸς σώφρος, Loc. Hom. 41.1, 6.330 L.) by claiming that medicine does in fact have a stable basis (βέβηκε γὰρ ἵπτρικὴ πάσα, Loc. Hom. 46.1, 6.342 L.). This stable basis comes from the fact that medicine establishes “classes and non-classes” (τὰ εἰδεία καὶ τὰ μὴ εἰδεία, Loc. Hom. 44.1, 6.338 L.), where each genuine “class” is defined by the existence of some universal principle. The author is so confident about this method of sorting topics into classes that he banishes from medicine any dependence on chance (τὸ χή). In chapter 46, he observes that “in my opinion, medicine has been discovered as a whole (ὅλη), medicine of the sort that teaches both the tendencies and the καιροί in each case. Whoever has such a knowledge of medicine least depends on chance, but achieves successful outcomes both with and without chance” (Loc. Hom. 46.1, 6.342 L.). Another emphasis on the stability of universal principles can be found in On the Seed-Nature of the Child. In this text, the author begins with the sweeping assertion that “law

---

183 Many editors have emended the author’s reference to “tendencies” (εἴδεα), replacing it with either εἰδεία (“classes”; cf. Loc. Hom. 44.1, 6.338 L.) or ἤθεα (“characters”; cf. Gland. 12.2, 8.569 L., Proorh. II 3, 9.12 L., and note L. Ag. 727–728, where most editors replace ἤθος with ἤθεα). Both emendations make good sense, but it is possible to read τὰ ἤθεα as a reference to the “habits” of disease (i.e., what “tends” to happen in a given set of circumstances). Cf. the use of the verb εἴωθα (< ἤθος) to denote what “usually” happens in the course of a disease at Aph. 2.12, 4.472 L., 2.27, 4.478 L., 2.50, 4.484 L., 3.28, 4.500 L., 4.61, 4.524 L., Epid. VI 8.31, 5.354 L., Coac. 133, 5.610 L., Aff. 17, 6.224 L., 30, 6.242 L., 44, 6.254 L., Dent. 19, 8.546 L. On the notions of tendency and probability, see also di Benedetto (1966) and Licciardi (1989).
governs all things” (νόμος μὲν πᾶντα κρατάει, Genit.-Nat. Puer. 1.1, 7.470 L.). This prelude has been belittled by modern commentators, but it would have been felt more powerfully by a practicing doctor of the fifth or fourth century BCE. In this period, doctors were just starting to associate the isolation of universal laws with the advancement of the medical art. They would therefore view the assertion that “law governs all things” as a good motto for medical research, just as the author of On Fractures introduces the phrase νόμος δίκαιος to denote an “exact rule” where an unexpected outcome does not indicate an exception to the rule, but rather an error on the part of the practitioner (Fract. 7, 3.442 L.; cf. [Pl.] Min. 316c–317d).

Perhaps the most striking expression of this emphasis on high-level commonalities is the opening of On Diseases of Unwed Girls (Virg. 1.1, 8.466 L.):

The beginning of my compilation of what is eternal in medicine (for it is impossible to understand the nature of diseases—which is the business of the art to discover—unless one knows the nature of diseases in the highest order, according to the starting point (κατὰ τὴν ἀρχήν) from which they were first divided).

The precise syntax of the first seven words in this passage (ἀρχή μοι τῆς ζωνθέσιος τῶν αἰειγενέων ἱπτρικῆς) has been the source of some confusion. Previous translators have treated the genitive τῆς ζωνθέσιος as if it were nominative (e.g., Litré 1853, 526–529: “Le commencement de la médecine est pour moi la constitution des choses éternelles”), inserted a second ἀρχή before ἱπτρικῆς (e.g., Bonnet-Cadilhac 1993, 147: “Le principe de la synthèse des phénomènes constants est à mes yeux le principe de la médecin”), or else followed Ermerins (1862, 903) by inserting

---

184 E.g., Heidel (1941, 23: “Occasionally one is amused by an author’s evident desire to show his speculative temper by solemnly declaring a banal cliche that at the moment was current in philosophical circles, such as ‘Law governs all things.’ One could readily match such expressions with similar utterances of physicians today.”), Lonie (1981, 103: “The phrase was frequently echoed and quoted in the fifth and early fourth centuries, and it was used to convey varying ideas. Here it is no more than a piece of hackneyed literary embellishment, a captatio placed at the beginning of the work and comparable to the pompous (and irrelevant) introductions to Virg. and Nat. Mul.”).

185 Cf. Schiefsky (2005, 147): “The beginning of medicine is in my opinion the principle of the ever-existing.”
the preposition ἀπό before the words τῶν αἰείγενέων (e.g., Potter 2010, 359: “The beginning point of my composition is from what is eternal in medicine”). The key to understanding this statement is to observe that these first seven words do not form a complete sentence. Instead, they simply mark the physical “beginning” of the author’s work, performing the same function as a similar formula that we see throughout the Ebers Papyrus: “The beginning of a compilation of remedies” (P. Ebers 4), “The beginning of a compilation on the eyes” (P. Ebers 336), “The beginning of the book on the wandering of wekhedu in all parts of a man’s body” (P. Ebers 856a). Closer in date to On Diseases of Unwed Girls, Ion of Chios opens a work with the phrase, “The beginning of my discourse” (ἀρχη δὲ μοι τοῦ λόγου, DK 36 B1), while similar phrases can be found in Euripides (ἀρχη δὲ ἰδε μοι προοιμίον, El. 1060) and Plato (ἡ μὲν μοι ἀρχη τοῦ λόγου, Smp. 177a; ἡ αὐτῇ μοι ἀρχη, Prt. 318a). Here, the author calls his work a “compilation of what is eternal in medicine.” It has often been assumed that “what is eternal” (τῶν αἰείγενέων) refers to cosmology, but it is important to emphasize the limiting function of ἰτηρικής in this context, which here restricts the author’s focus to “what is eternal in medicine.” By adding this qualifier, the author does not refer to cosmology per se, but simply to a set of general principles that retain their


187 See also P. Ebers 1, 104, 221, 242, 284, 305, 326, 437, 464, 477, 482, 515, 543, 551, 556, 592, 627, 657, 697, 705, 739, 750, 757, 761, 764, 783, 808, 840, 854. The use of the word “compilation” in both texts is striking. If a similar formula was in fact employed by Greek writers, then the author of On Diseases of Unwed Girls could be implicitly framing his work as an alternative to other “compilations,” especially the simple compilations of diseases and their treatments that we find in the diagnostic tradition.

188 Note also the very next “sentence” in On Diseases of Unwed Girls, which lacks a main verb and similarly acts as a title (Virg. 2, 8.466 L.): “Concerning the so-called ‘sacred disease,’ apoplexies, and all the terrors that make human beings sorely afraid, so that they lose their mind, see malevolent spirits, sometimes by night, sometimes by day, and sometimes at both times, and then, from such a vision, many hang themselves, more women than men, for the nature of women is more prone to despondency and depression than that of men.”

189 E.g., Littré (1853, 529–530), Heidel (1941, 22), Lami (2007, 28–29).
validity even when all other variables change. “What is eternal in medicine” are principles that hold true no matter the season of the year, the identity of the patient, or even the identity of the disease, much like Polybus’ assertion that the basic constituents of human beings are “always alike the same (αἰεὶ ταὐτὰ ἐόντα ὁμοίως), whether the patient be young or old, or whether the season be cold or hot” (Nat. Hom. 2.5, 6.36 L., trans. Jones, modified).190 The current work is a “compilation” (ξύνθεσις) of such principles insofar as the author brings them together to explain how diseases come to be.191 The author may also be anticipating the Platonic notion of “collection” and “division,” as he justifies his inquiry into “what is eternal” by observing that “it is impossible to understand the nature of diseases—which is the business of the art to discover—unless one knows the nature of diseases in the highest order (ἐν τῷ ἀμερῷ, literally “in the partless”), according to the starting point (κατὰ τὴν ἀρχήν) from which they were first divided (διεκρίθη).”192 With these words, the author implies that doctors should focus on both the common and the particular. They should consider the common “nature” (φύσις) of diseases (“the nature of diseases in the highest order,” “the starting point from which they were first divided”) at the same time that they investigate the peculiar “nature” of each affection. In this context, the word “nature” (φύσις) is closely associated with the act of classification. In fact, one could define

190 Cf. also Heraclitus’ description of his “account” (λόγος) as “always existing” (ἔόντος αἰεί, DK 22 B1). Most scholars who think that On Diseases of Unwed Girls is referring to cosmology either make ἴητρικής depend on ἀρχή or treat it as an adjective modifying ξύνθεσις. Lami (2007, 27) claims that, in order to be a substantive, ἴητρικής requires an article. Note, however, the many openings of Hippocratic treatises where ἴητρική (without the article) is clearly used as a noun: VM 1.1, 1.570 L., Aët. 1.1, 2.12 L., Lex 1, 4.638 L., Nat. Hom. 1.1, 6.32 L., Loc. Hom. 2.1, 6.278 L.

191 Cf. the use of the verb συντίθεσθαι at Carn. 1.1, 8.584 L. (συντίθεναι τῶν λόγων τόνδε περὶ τῆς τέχνης τῆς ἴητρικῆς) and συγκεῖσθαι in the above-quoted passage from On Places in the Human Being (τῶν συσφαιριστῶν τὰ κάλλιστα ἐν αὐτῇ συγκεῖμαι, Loc. Hom. 46.1, 6.342 L.).

192 For the application of the terms συντίθεσις and διάκρισις to collection and division, see Gal. PHP 9.6.58, 5.775 K. Flemming and Hanson (1988, 245) rightly observe that this section from On Diseases of Unwed Girls “speaks of reaching to grasp universals, categories without parts (ἀνέροια), from which divisions are then made,” comparing Arist. APo. 2.19, 100b (τὸ ἀμερῷ ... καὶ τὰ κατάλογοι). Pace Bonnet-Cadilhac (1993, 150), this reference to the “partless” does not presuppose the influence of Aristotle. Cf. Parmenides’ description of the universe as “whole” and “consisting of only one part” at DK 28 B8.4.
the term φύσις as the sum total of general principles that are inherent to all members of a class. Whether one is discussing the “nature” of all diseases, the “nature” of a certain subset of diseases (e.g., the assortment of diseases that Greek doctors called “acute”), or the “nature” of particular diseases like pneumonia, pleuritis, tenesmus, or apoplexy, every division has a φύσις that is specific to that group. From this passage, it is unclear whether the author is asserting that one should begin with the common nature of all diseases in general (e.g., something similar to the claim in On Breaths that all diseases are caused by πνεῆμα) or simply with the common nature of all diseases that belong to a particular class (e.g., starting with the common nature of all pneumonias before considering specific manifestations of this ailment). The rest of this text only supports the second interpretation, but we should not discount the possibility that this author had more general ideas about the shared φύσις of all diseases. After all, these two interpretations are not mutually exclusive, as doctors could start with the common nature of all ailments before considering what is common to each subset. However we choose to interpret this passage, it is clear that the author of On Diseases of Unwed Girls places the same emphasis on high-level commonalities that we see in On Breaths. Both authors assume that there are many different “types” of disease, but they also assert that one must consider the shared “nature” (φύσις) and “starting point” (ἀρχή) that places these diseases within one and the same class.

Of course, Greek doctors did not have to refer to the entire cosmos when engaging in investigations of “the whole” (τὸ ὅλον). They could take any topic and break it down into its constituent parts, using a process of collection and division that is very close to what we find in

---

193 Note, for example, how the author sets as his topic “the so-called ‘sacred disease,’ apoplexies, and all the terrors that make human beings sorely afraid” (Virg. 1.2, 8.466 L.), establishing a class of diseases that all happen to share a common φύσις.

194 This is in fact the very approach that can be found in On Affections. Note also Prorh. II 5, 9.20 L. (quoted above, p. 121) and compare Virg. 2, 8.466 L.
Plato's *Phaedrus*. In *Prognostic*, the author observes that “one ought to know the whole character of sweats (τὸ ξύνολον τῶν ἱδρώτων), for some are connected with prostration of strength in the body, and some with intensity of the inflammation” (*Prog.* 6, 2.124 L., trans. Jones). By referring to “the whole character of sweats,” the author simply means that one must consider the entire topic under consideration. The doctor must consider what is common to all sweats, and he must also consider the various categories into which sweating can be divided. This is presumably what Plato has in mind when he says that, according to Hippocrates, one cannot know the nature of the body without knowing the nature of the whole (τῆς τοῦ ἔλον φύσεως, *Phdr.* 270c). As Socrates elaborates just after this statement (*Pl. Phdr.* 270d, trans. Fowler):

> In considering the nature of anything, must we not consider first, whether that in respect to which we wish to be learned ourselves and to make others learned is simple or multiform, and then, if it is simple, enquire what power of acting it possesses, or of being acted upon, and by what, and if it has many forms, number them, and then see in the case of each form, as we did in the case of the simple nature, what its action is and how it is acted upon and by what?

As with the reference to “what is eternal” in *On Diseases of Unwed Girls*, Plato’s reference to “the whole” has occasionally been misinterpreted as a nod to cosmology. Almost always, scholars have jumped to this conclusion while attempting to answer the so-called “Hippocratic Question,” arguing that Hippocrates was the author of some text in the collection that currently bears his name.195 Jouanna (1977) has correctly demonstrated, however, that Plato’s “whole” is more taxonomic than cosmological. Socrates is not claiming that doctors should investigate the universe as a whole. Instead, he speaks about the division of patients, diseases, and treatments into groups and the consideration of what “powers” each group has to act and be acted upon.

At the same time that we acknowledge that investigations of “the whole” do not have to involve the entire cosmos, we must not discount the extent to which this approach to medical

---

195 Langholf (1986), for example, thinks Hippocrates is the author of *On Breaths*, while Smith (1979, 44–60), (1999) identifies the famous doctor as the author of *On Regimen*. 
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thinking could engender a “cosmological impulse.” This was especially true when Greek doctors
drew analogies across different classes of phenomena, noting the similarities between humans
and plants, for example, or between diseases and the seasons. By drawing such comparisons,
these doctors were employing the same methodology that we find endorsed in *Epidemics VI.* They
were gathering together multiple accounts, noting the similarities and differences between those
accounts, and isolating “one similarity” that unites and governs them all. The main difference, of
course, is that instead of finding “one similarity” that applies to particular symptoms, they
isolated a general principle that applies to natural phenomena. On some occasions, these appeals
to analogical thinking did in fact border on the cosmological. In *On the Seed-Nature of the Child,* the
author observes that “everything that is heated acquires breath” (12.2, 7.486 L.), that “everything
which is heated is fed by a proportionate quantity of cold” (12.3, 7.486 L.), that “everything
which is compressed upon itself grows warmer than what is loosely packed” (24.2, 7.520 L.), that
“all winds come from water” (25.1, 7.522 L.), and that “all fluids produce foam when they are
agitated” (1.2, 7.470 L., trans. Lonie).\(^{196}\) The same author also observes that his principles apply
to both humans and other animals,\(^ {197}\) constructs arguments from induction very similar to what
we find in *On Breaths,*\(^ {198}\) compares human physiology to cooking, agriculture, and other non-
medical phenomena,\(^ {199}\) and inserts a long “digression” on the growth and nutrition of plants,\(^ {200}\)
all under the assumption that such observations will be of use to practicing doctors insofar as they

\(^{196}\) Note also the universalizing move at *Genit.-Nat. Puer.* 9.3, 7.482 L. (σχεδόν δὲ εἶπεῖν καὶ πάντα τὰ φυόμενα ὀὕτως
ἐχεῖν).


\(^{198}\) *Genit.-Nat. Puer.* 12.2–5, 7.486–488 L.

25.5–6, 7.522–526 L.

\(^{200}\) *Genit.-Nat. Puer.* 22–27, 7.514–528 L.
point to principles that apply not only to the phenomena under discussion, but to all things in general. Even though the author does not ground his entire system in a theory about the fundamental “powers” that govern the entire cosmos (beyond, of course, his opening assertion that “law governs all things”), he nevertheless could be grouped with the doctor-cosmologists. By relating his discussion of the body, health, and disease to highly generalized principles about the universe as a whole, the author of *On the Seed-Nature of the Child* exhibits the same “cosmological impulse” that seems to motivate *On Breaths*.

In light of this analysis, it seems safe to conclude that *On Breaths* is not the intellectual outlier that many scholars have tended to perceive. Not only do the author’s theories of human pathology draw on traditional conceptions of anatomy and physiology, but his argument from induction is rooted in the belief that medical knowledge advances when doctors gather together multiple accounts and look for commonalities that can unite and govern them all. Of course, not all of his contemporaries would have been supportive of his conclusions, or even have endorsed his decision to take his inquiries as far as he does. As we see most clearly in *On Ancient Medicine*, some Greek doctors were questioning precisely how far their colleagues should take their generalizations. One red line was apparently the contemplation of “the things on high” (τὰ μετέωρα), which became a buzzword in the Classical period for speculating about topics that are irrelevant and ultimately irresolvable. 201 In *Airs Waters Places*, the author preemptively defends his work against the charge of μετεωρολογία. He asserts that anyone who makes this complaint should adjust his thinking and realize that “astronomy contributes a not inconsiderable part, but a very great one, to medicine” (οὐκ ἐλάχιστον μέρος συμβάλλεται ἀστρονομίῃ ἐς ἱητρικήν, ἀλλὰ πάνω πλεῖστον, Aër. 2.3, 2.14 L.). Similarly, the author of *On Flesh* assures his audience that

201 The classic study of how the Greeks talked about “the things on high” is Capelle (1912). For a more recent survey as it relates to *On Ancient Medicine*, see Schiefsky (2005, 137–139).
“concerning the things on high (περὶ δὲ τῶν μετεώρων) I also need not speak, except insofar as I will make an exposition on man and the other animals, how they grew and came to be,” and a series of other topics directly relevant to medicine (Carn. 1.2, 8.584 L.).

From these references to μετεωρολογία, it becomes apparent that one reason for this pushback against “the things on high” was an increasing awareness of medicine’s status as a set discipline. Medicine is delineated from other disciplines by its subject matter and methods of inquiry, and it should only draw on other subjects insofar as they directly contribute to the treatment of patients. We have already noted that On Ancient Medicine seeks to distinguish medicine as a “craft” (τέχνη) from the speculations the author calls “philosophy” (φιλοσοφία). In On the Nature of the Human Being, Polybus similarly distinguishes his own account of human beings from “those who speak about human φύσις beyond its application to medicine” (Nat. Hom. 1.1, 6.32). Like the author of On Ancient Medicine, Polybus associates non-medical debates with substances that cannot be perceived, but he differs from his contemporary insofar as he places the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet squarely within the limits of the perceptible. Polybus and the author of On Ancient Medicine come to different conclusions about what sort of speculations are permissible in medicine, but both authors agree that whatever generalizations one makes should be directly relevant to treatment. It is not until Polybus addresses theorists who talk about the humors that he refers to his opponents as “doctors” (ἰητοί, Nat. Hom. 2.1, 6.34 L.). Similarly, when the author of On Ancient Medicine discusses the doctors and “sophists” who assert that medicine must be grounded in “what a human being is from the beginning, how it originally came to be, and from what it was compounded” (_VM 20.1, 1.620 L.), he asserts that such accounts “tend toward philosophy” (τείνει ἐς φιλοσοφίην, 20.1, 1.620 L.) and adds that “whatever has been said or written about ‘nature’ by a sophist or doctor pertains less to the art of the doctor than to that of the painter” (ἤσσον νομίζω τῇ ἱητρικῇ τέχνῃ προσῆκειν ἢ τῇ γραφικῇ,
If a subject of inquiry does not directly contribute to the treatment of human beings, then it falls outside the realm of medicine. If, however, we can show that this information is clinically relevant, then a doctor is permitted to include even cosmological theories under the umbrella of “the physician’s art” (ἡ ἱατρικὴ τέχνη).

As we see On Ancient Medicine, another reason for the pushback against “the things on high” was a fear of oversimplification. In the opening of this work, the author balks at the idea that all diseases can be attributed to “one or two” principles, and he repeatedly asserts that medical knowledge should be getting more, not less, complex. The author is concerned about oversimplification because, as we have already noted, Greek doctors were just starting to grapple with the “problem” of individualization, taking this issue so seriously that they were rethinking the very means by which they organized medical knowledge. For a profession that was rejecting older forms of medical writing because they insufficiently accounted for the differences between individual patients, to hear someone claim that all diseases are caused by a limited number of principles does not initially sound like a step in the right direction. As we noted in Chapter 1, the author of On Fractures takes aim at “wisdom-mongering” doctors who follow a preconceived

---

202 For my interpretation of this sentence, see above, n. 73. On the author’s use of the term “philosophy,” which probably does not hold the same resonance that it has today, see above, n. 72.

203 There is another passage that has traditionally been cited in discussions of how Greek doctors started to separate medicine from “philosophy” (an overly simplistic dichotomy, as I hope this discussion is making clear). In On Flesh, the author observes that “there are some who, while compiling a written account of φύσις, have said that the brain is the part that echoes” (Carn. 15.4, 8.604 L.). Many scholars have take the reference to “those who compile a written account of φύσις (φύσιν συγγράφοντες) as a synonym for “natural philosophers” (e.g., Willerding 1914, 50–51; Deichgräber 1935, 25; Kahn 1960, 6, n. 2; Jouanna 1992, 96; Schiefsky 2005, 22, n. 65; Laks 2008, 257; Holmes 2010, 3, n. 5), but as Jouanna (2002, 223) correctly observes, the author is probably not using φύσις to denote “the nature of all things,” but is instead employing this term in the more restricted sense of “[human] nature”—the regular meaning of φύσις in the Hippocratic Corpus. Thus, the author is not citing “natural philosophers” like Diogenes of Apollonia, but rather the broader category of writers who have discussed the anatomy and physiology of human beings. For the use of φύσις (without an adjective) to denote human nature, see Epid. II 6.15, 5.136 L., Epid. VI 5.1, 5.314 L. It is also worth noting that On Places in the Human Being opens its account of human φύσις with a discussion of hearing (Loc. Hom. 2.1, 6.276 L.)—the same topic that is mentioned in this passage from On Flesh.
notion instead of adjusting their treatments to fit the needs of individual situations. Such references to oversimplifying doctors were in fact a common trope in medical literature, as we also see attacks on such doctors in *Diseases I, On Regimen in Acute Diseases*, and even the cosmological *On Regimen*.204 These passages suggest that the biggest contention in Classical Greek medicine did not center around whether or not doctors should engage in “philosophy,” but rather the extent to which medical writers should engage in *generalization* and what forms these generalizations should take.

Chapter 4: On Flesh

Up to this point, our analysis has revealed some important observations about the doctor-cosmologists. First, we have seen that, contrary to the testimony of On Ancient Medicine, these doctors did not replace humors with ὑποθέσεις, but they employed the treatment of “opposites with opposites” within a framework that considers both remote and proximate causes. We have also seen that the doctor-cosmologists frequently wrote about commonality and difference, emphasizing both the many differences between individual cases and the high-level commonalities that transcend these particular differences. Finally, we have offered an explanation for why these doctors were so interested in cosmology in the first place. On the one hand, they used their first principles to understand what is happening in the body, to predict the effects of certain actions, and to construct systems of preventative medicine that can ward off a disease before the patient falls ill. At the same time, these doctors were also motivated by a broader “cosmological impulse.” Like other Greek doctors from the Classical period, they believed that high-level generalizations are inherently desirable, and that the investigation of first principles is the best way to overcome the many variables that can change from one case to the next.

Having arrived at a reasonable explanation for how the doctor-cosmologists came to be, I would now like to look more closely at the structure of their systems. So far, we have encountered doctor-cosmologists whose theories about the cosmos were not worked out in any significant detail. Neither Eryximachus nor the author of On Breaths identified the physical elements from which all things are composed, as they instead prefer to focus on a single principle that has more “power” (δύναμις) than anything else. Polybus explicitly limits his own discussion of the cosmos to what is directly relevant to medicine, and he does not describe how anything other than the humors are composed of his four elemental principles of the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet.
Our last two texts, *On Flesh* and *On Regimen*, develop more elaborate theories about the cosmos. In this chapter, I will focus on the first of these works, a short text that has long intrigued modern scholars with its curious intermixture of anatomy and anthropogony.205

The author of *On Flesh* begins by observing that the universe is divided into the hot, the cold, and the wet. He then describes how each part of the body, with the aid of the “fatty” (τὸ λιπαρόν) and the “glutinous” (τὸ κολλῶδες), arose from these three substances. In all, *On Flesh* describes the construction of over twenty different parts of the body. They include the bones, the sinews, the vessels, the windpipe, the esophagus, the stomach, the intestines, and the bladder (ch. 3); the brain and spinal marrow (ch. 4); the heart (ch. 5–6); the lungs (ch. 7); the liver (ch. 8); the spleen, the kidneys, the flesh, and the skin (ch. 9); the joints and synovial fluid (ch. 10); the nails (ch. 11); the teeth (ch. 12–13); and the hair (ch. 14). Each of these parts is constructed from different amounts of the hot, the cold, the wet, the “fatty,” and the “glutinous.” These ingredients are not just mixed with one another, but they acquire new characteristics through “cooking” and “freezing.” The following passages provide a good illustration of the types of explanations this author constructs:

The lung arose beside the heart in the following way: the heart, quickly heating the most glutinous of the wet, dried it out like foam, made it porous, and produced many small vessels in it. It produced small vessels because of this: whatever in the glutinous was cold was melted by the hot and became wet, while that from the glutinous itself became the tunic. (7.1–2, 8.594 L.)

The liver came together in the following way: when much of the wet was left behind with the hot and without the glutinous or the fatty, the cold overpowered the hot and it congealed. (8.1, 8.594 L.)

205 My translation of the title Περὶ σαρκῶν as *On Flesh* is to be preferred over the non-English *On Fleshes*. In Greek, both the singular and plural of σάρξ can be used to denote “flesh.” Even a cursory reading of the Hippocratic Corpus will confirm this point. Paez Ermerins (1864, vol. 3, lxvii, lxxxi), Adams (1886, 97), Kind (1936, 625), and Naddaf (2005, 29), there is no need to emend the title to Περὶ ύποσθάλμου (On First Principles). Democritus is said to have written a work entitled *On the Nature of the Human Being, or On Flesh* (Περὶ ἀνθρώπου φύσος ἢ Περὶ σαρκός, DK 68 Α33), and in all likelihood, the title *On Flesh* was shorthand for either a general account of the human body or, more specifically, an account of the “framework” of the body as distinguished from its moving parts.
The kidneys came together in the following way: a little of the glutinous, very much of the hot, and very much of the cold (were left behind), and the organ was congealed by this (cold) and became very hard and the least red, since much of the hot did not come together. (9.2, 8.594–596 L.)

In between these accounts of how the various parts of the body came to be, the author inserts several digressions on the structure of the vascular system (ch. 5), on the production of πνεμά under the influence of heat (ch. 6.1–2), on nutrition in the womb (ch. 6.2–4), and on the means by which nutritive juices are distributed through the body (ch. 13). He also explains the workings of hearing, smell, sight, and speech (ch. 15–18) and concludes with the claim that all aspects of human life are governed by the number seven (ch. 19), an argument from induction that we have already mentioned in our discussion of On Breath (above, pp. 72–73).

The author’s specific decision to identify the hot, the cold, and the wet as the first principles of all things has never been properly explained. His cosmology is so poorly understood, in fact, that many scholars have not even reported these principles correctly. It is quite common, for example, to encounter the report that On Flesh constructs the body from the hot, the cold, the wet, and the dry, even though a substance labeled “the dry” (τὸ ξηρὸν) is never actually mentioned in this text. Many scholars have also reported that the author adopts a four-element theory very similar to that of Empedocles, and that he anticipates Aristotle in assigning pairs of qualities to each of these elements. When we turn to the the author’s cosmogony, however, it becomes clear that he is not describing the fundamental properties of fire, air, water, and earth, treating these principles as the material basis of all things. Instead, he is narrating how the universe came

---


to be separated into three major divisions (αἰθὴρ, earth, and ὄμηρ), which are themselves large collections of the hot, the cold, and the wet (2.1–2, 8.584 L.):

I think that what we call “hot” is immortal; that it apprehends, sees, and hears all things; and that it knows all things, both what is and what is going to be. Now most of this, when all was thrown in disturbance, withdrew to the uppermost circuit, and I think the ancients named this αἰθὴρ. The second portion below it is called “earth,” cold, dry, and dense (πνεῦμα Camden: πολὺ κινοῦν V), and much of the hot is actually within it. The third portion is that of the ὄμηρ closest to the earth, very wet and very thick.

On reading this passage, one may wonder why so many scholars have claimed that On Flesh adopts a four-element theory very similar to that of Empedocles. This error can be traced back to a sixteenth-century interpolation, which adds a fourth “portion” so as to make the passage conform with the doctrines of Aristotle:

The third portion of the ὄμηρ [took the middle position, being hot and wet. The fourth portion] is closest to the earth, very wet and very thick.

In 1936, Diller showed that this interpolation originated in the Latin translation of Calvus (1525), who is notorious for making insertions (some Christianizing) into his renderings of the

---

208 The non-sensical πολὺ κινοῦν (“causing much motion”) has always drawn suspicion, since (1) there is no reason to mention movement in this context, (2) even if there were, “fire, not earth, is the active element” (Heidel 1914, 180; cf. Carn. 6.3, 8.592 L.), (3) the earth is traditionally viewed as the most stable of cosmic masses (Hes. Thgn. 117, Emp. DK 31 B21.6, Archelaus DK 60 A4.3, Diog. Apoll. DK 64 A5), and (4) even if the earth is conceived as being moved by something, we would expect κινοῦμενον, not κινοῦν. Earth is described as πολὺκινοῦν (“dense”) at Anaximenes. DK 13 A5, A7, A8, Heraclit. DK 22 A1, A5, Parm. DK 28 A22 (cf. B8.56–59), Emp. DK 31 B21.6, Anaxag. DK 59 A42, B15 (cf. B16), Democrit. DK 68 A95, Diog. Apoll. DK 64 A6 (cf. A1), Pl. Ti. 49b–c, Xenocr. fr. 161 Isnardi Parente, Chrysipp. fr. 527, 619 von Arnim, Genit.-Nat. Puer. 24.1, 7.518 L., [Hps.] Epist. 16, 9.344 L., Gal. Elem. 5.19, 1.453–454 K. See also Carn. 3.8, 8.588 L. (quoted below, p. 140), where the author explicitly associates “the cold” with the power to condense, and note the similarity between this passage and Anaxag. DK 59 B15: “the dense, the wet, the cold, and the dark came together where the earth presently is, while the rare, the hot, and the dry withdrew to the farthest part of the αἰθὴρ.” Paleographically, it is not difficult to see how ΠΥΚΙΝΟΝ could have been erroneously divided (ΠΥ-ΚΙΝΟΝ) and then expanded to Π[ΟΑ]ΥΚΙΝ[Ο]Ν (πολὺκινον’s additional upsilon is a hyper-ionicism, which would have been added during a later stage of recopying). For other attempts to emend, delete, or transpose πολὺ κινοῦν, see Dümmler (1889, 228–229: τὸ πολὺ κινοῦν vel κοίλὸν; Heidel (1912, 222: πολὺ κινοῦν), (1914, 180: πολέκενον), Pohlenz apud Willerdg (1914, 57, n. 1: transpose καὶ πολὺ κινοῦν to the end of the sentence—καὶ ἔν τοῦτο ἐνι δὴ πολὺ τοῦ θερμοῦ <καὶ πολὺ κινοῦν>, Deichgräber (1935, 2: πολὺ κινοῦμενον), and Kind (1936, 628–629, 635–637: transpose πολὺ κινοῦν to Carn. 6.1, 8.592 L.—θερμοῦ <πολὺ κινοῦν> ἕστι το πνεῦμα).

209 I say Aristotle instead of Empedocles because it was Aristotle who assigned pairs of qualities to each element, associating air with the hot and the wet, earth with the cold and the dry, fire with the hot and the dry, and water with the cold and the wet.
Hippocratic Corpus. By an unfortunate series of events, Calvus’ expansion made its way into the Greek edition of Cornarius (1538), which was later copied out as Parisinus graecus 2255 (= E). For a long time, the pedigree of this manuscript “E” was unknown, and the interpolation thus made its way into the editions of Littré (1853), Ermerins (1864), and Deichgräber (1935). Diller (1936, 371–372) finally set the matter straight in his review of Deichgräber’s commentary, but by that time, a good deal of damage had already been done. Deichgräber’s commentary quickly became the standard edition, so even after Joly (1978) and Potter (1995) have published corrected texts, many scholars still refer to a “four-element” theory when discussing this author’s views. Given the enduring legacy of Calvus’ interpolation, it cannot be stressed enough that On Flesh identifies three portions of the cosmos. The author is not describing the four elements of fire, water, earth, and air, but is rather postulating a tripartite universe that comprises ωθηρ, earth, and ἀηρ. Furthermore, it should be stressed that these three “portions” (μοῖραι) are not elements in themselves, but are simply large collections of other, more basic stuffs.="210 The author’s true first principles are the hot, the cold, and the wet, as we see in his subsequent anthropogony.

If all that survived of On Flesh were the opening cosmogony, we might doubt whether the author’s main principles were really the hot, the cold, and the wet. After all, instead of simply stating that “the cold moved to the center, while the wet surrounded it,” this passage refers to the earth as “cold, dry, and dense,” while ἀηρ is “very wet and very thick.” On the basis of these statements, it is tempting to place the dry, the dense, and the thick on the same level as the hot, the cold, and the wet—and some scholars have done just that. As the rest of this text reveals, however, dryness and density are not substances in themselves, but they are secondary.

\footnote{210 In other words, the author does not refer to “earth” as an element, but rather “Earth” as a division of the cosmos. See Kahn (1960, 121–126) for this distinction between elements (earth, water, air, fire) and cosmic masses (Earth, Sea, Air, and Sky, which denote the maxima membra mundi).}
characteristics that arise from the presence of the hot and the cold. In the third chapter of On Flesh, the author writes that “the cold condenses, the hot disperses, and over a long time it also dries” (τὸ μὲν ψυχρὸν πήγνυσι, τὸ δὲ θερμὸν διαχεῖ, ἐν δὲ τῷ πολλῷ καὶ ζηραῖνει χρῶνο, 3.8, 8.588 L.). Density, rarity, and dryness, in other words, do not come from the presence of “the dense,” “the rare,” or “the dry.” Instead, they are produced by the actions of the hot and the cold on other substances. When the author refers to the earth as “cold, dry, and dense” (ψυχρὸν καὶ ζηρὸν καὶ πυκνὸν), we should therefore expect that this reference to density has something to do with the presence of the cold. Similarly, when the author describes ἀἵρ as “very wet and very thick” (ψυχρότατον τὲ καὶ παχύτατον), we are probably to attribute this thickness to the fact that the ἀἵρ is “closest to the earth” (ἐγγυτάτῳ πρὸς τῇ γῆ) and is thus colder than the ὀιδῆρ up above.211

As for dryness, the author of On Flesh never refers to “the dry” as a substance in itself. This, too, is a secondary characteristic, but its relationship with the hot, the cold, and the wet is sufficiently complex to merit a longer discussion.

For the author of On Flesh, drying can arise in one of two ways: either the hot can evaporate the wet and thereby cause it to disappear, or the cold can congeal it to the point that it is completely solidified. The first of these processes is described in chapter 3, where the author claims that the hot, when applied for a long time, has the power to dry.212 The second process by which drying can occur is mentioned later on in the text. In chapter 17, the author writes about the fluid in the eye: “If it is still hot, it is wet, but after it is cooled, it becomes dry like transparent frankincense” (17.3, 8.606 L.). In this passage, the author explains that the moisture in the eye

211 Cf. Anaxag. DK 59 A70 (τὸ μὲν μακόν καὶ λεπτὸν θερμὸν, τὸ δὲ πυκνὸν καὶ παχύ ψυχρὸν). Assuming that my emendation is correct (above, n. 208), the adjectives πυκνὸς and παχύς are the same terms that appear in the second chapter of On Flesh.

212 See also Carn. 3.1, 8.586 L., 3.3, 8.586 L., 7.1, 8.594 L., 11.1, 8.598 L.
maintains its fluidity by virtue of our body’s innate heat. Once this fluid exits the body, the cold overpowers the hot and causes the fluid to dry out. Similarly, the author notes in chapters 8 and 9 that blood becomes dry when it is cooled after flowing outside the body:

Whenever someone slaughters a sacrificial animal, the blood is wet as long as it is hot. But when it is cooled, it congeals. (8.2, 8.594 L.)

If someone is willing to cut whatever part of the human body he wants, blood will flow hot, and it will be wet as long as it is hot. But after it is cooled by the internal and external cold, a skin and membrane arises. (9.5, 8.596. L.)

From these passages, we can see that the author of On Flesh views dryness as the product of both heating and cooling. The former involves the removal of moisture through evaporation, while the latter involves the removal of fluidity through freezing. A similar approach to drying can be found in Diseases I, in which the author writes that “both pleurisy without expectoration and pneumonia without expectoration arise from the same thing, from dryness; and both the hot, when it makes anything too hot, and the cold, when it makes anything too cold, dry” (Morb. I 28, 6.196 L., trans. Potter). Wittern (1974, 98–99) has observed in reference to this passage that the author of Diseases I does not require a separate substance labeled “the dry” to account for the production of dryness. The same applies to the author of On Flesh, for whom drying exists at both extremes of the very hot and the very cold.213

For the author of On Flesh, rarefaction is due to the presence of the hot, condensation to that of the cold. Both rarefaction and condensation, meanwhile, can account for an object becoming dry. As for “wetness,” this is substantially different. Instead of existing at the two extremes of the hot and the cold, “the wet” arises from the simultaneous presence of both the hot and the cold. As

---

213 Cf. Arist. Mete. 4.5, 382b (“solidification is a form of drying,” τὸ πῆγνσθαι ζηραίνομαι πῶς ἐστιν). Aristotle also writes that “all things are dried either by being heated or being cooled” (ζηραίνεται δὲ πάντα ἡ θερμανόμενα ἡ ψυχόμενα, Mete. 4.5, 382b), although the precise mechanics by which he describes “drying” is not the same as what we find in On Flesh.
the author observes in chapter 9, “The hot is in all the body, and the body has very much of the cold as well, much (of this cold being) in the wet. There is as much of the cold as can congeal the wet but has been conquered by the hot, with the result that it has been liquefied” (9.4, 8.596 L.).

In this passage, the author invokes an important doctrine regarding the relationship between the cold and the wet: “the wet” is not an independent principle, irresolvable into other substances, but it is in fact a melted form of the cold, a physical manifestation of the struggle between the cold and the hot. When the hot is stronger than the cold, it dissolves the cold to produce the wet. When the cold prevails, the wet is congealed and hence becomes “dry” (i.e., solid, non-fluid). The author cites the drying of blood as a “demonstration” (ἀπόδειξις) of this principle. Inside the body, the cold has been “conquered” by the hot and made to liquefy (νενίκηται, ὄστε διακέχυται, ὑπὸ τοῦ θερμοῦ, 9.4, 8.596 L.). Outside the body, the cold within the blood joins forces with the cold in the surrounding air, allowing the cold, in its turn, to conquer the hot. The end result of this “victory” is the cooling, drying, and condensation of the blood, since the cold is now more abundant and hence “stronger” than the hot.

The author’s initial division of the cosmos into αἰθήρ, earth, and ἄηρ can therefore be read, at least in part, as a reflection of these physical doctrines. Whatever contains a sufficient amount of the cold is by default both dry and dense. Whatever is “very wet,” meanwhile, is also “very thick,” since it is partially condensed by the cold, though not as much as to make it freeze and stop flowing:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXTREME COLD (cold, dry, and dense)</th>
<th>COLD + HOT (wet and thick)</th>
<th>EXTREME HOT (hot, dry, and rare)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“earth”</td>
<td>“ἄηρ”</td>
<td>“αἰθήρ”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The obvious question that arises at this point is why the author of *On Flesh* would have wanted to

---

214 Note the author’s reference at 9.5, 8.596. L., to the “internal and external cold” (τὸ ἐνεόντος φόρμωδ καὶ τὸ ἐκτός) as the agents of cooling, drying, and condensation.
isolate these three principles in the first place. What makes him identify the hot, the cold, and the wet as the basic constituents of all things, and why does he not include “the dry” within this cosmic framework? We may start by recalling Polybus’ stipulation that all four elements be present at all times, and that no single element have more “power” than the rest (above, pp. 55–56). In our discussion of this passage, we noted that Polybus takes a requirement for health and makes it a requirement for being. His primary frame of reference is what happens within the body, and when he turns to consider the universe as a whole, he adopts a theory about the cosmos that is analogous to his theories about the humors. Along the same lines, I would like to suggest that a similar tendency to draw analogies between the body and the cosmos lies behind On Flesh’s selection of the hot, the cold, and the wet as the first principles of all things. The author specifically associates the wet (τὸ ὑγρόν) with the humors, while the powers he attributes to the hot and the cold are influenced by his own professional use of these principles to manipulate bodily fluids.

To start, we may note that Greek doctors commonly used the terms “moisture” or “the wet” (τὸ ὑγρόν) when speaking about the humors. In On the Seed-Nature of the Child, the author introduces his discussion of blood, bile, water, and phlegm by describing these humors as “four forms of the wet” (τέσσαρες ἰδέαι τοῦ ὑγροῦ, Genit.-Nat. Puer. 3.1, 7.474 L.; cf. Morb. IV 32.1, 7.542 L.), while the author of On Places in the Human Being first designates the humors in the body as “the wet” (τὸ ὑγρόν) before formulating a highly generalized principle about how “everything that is wet” (πᾶν τὸ ὑγρόν) becomes thinner when it is heated (Loc. Hom. 9.2, 6.292 L., trans. Potter, modified):

Fluxes also arise from excessive heat, when the flesh, on becoming rarefied, develops passages, and the wet (τὸ ὄρφων), being heated, becomes thinner, for everything that is wet (πᾶν τὸ ὄρφων) becomes thinner on being heated, and all flows in the direction of least resistance.

Not only did Greek doctors tend to refer to the body’s humors as “the wet,” but they also regularly identified heat and cold as the two most important principles in therapeutics. A good example of this tendency to elevate the hot and the cold can be found in On the Application of Liquids, a text in which the author writes at length about the external application of these two powers. Regarding heat, the author observes (Liqu. 1.1–2, 6.118 L.):

Heating of the body, all or a part, [is good for the following]: softening of hard skin, slackening of what is tense, extraction of fluid from flesh, evacuation of sweat; moistening through stimulation (προκλήσει Camden: προκλήσεσι MSS: προκλύσει edd.) e.g. nostrils, bladder, winds; to promote flesh, to tenderize, to melt, to reduce, to call back color, to dissipate color; it is promoting of sleep (when poured) both over the head and other parts; it is soothing of spasms and convulsions; it dumbs pains of the ear, eyes, all such things; warming what is cold, like pitch; for sores, except the ones that are bleeding or about to bleed, for fractures, for dislocations, for whatever else a physician uses linen bandages, for heaviness in the head.

In another passage, the author writes that when deciding on the temperature of an external application, “it is necessary to employ the instances of harm and helping as standards (κανόσι Camden: κᾶν ὅσι MSS edd.), [keeping watch] up to the point of the (application) helping or harming” (Liqu. 1.2, 6.118 L.).217 “Now moistening,” the author continues, “is weak, while cooling and warming are strong, as from the sun” (Liqu. 1.3, 6.120 L.). The patient himself judges the right temperature, for “either of these causes harm” (τοῦτων δὲ ἐκάτερον βλάπτει, Liqu. 1.3, 6.120 L.), and the harm that comes from heat and cold include the following (Liqu. 1.4, 6.120 L.):

The hot causes harm in those who use it too much or too often (through creating) a softening of the flesh, powerlessness of the sinews, numbing of the mind, hemorrhages, swoonings—

216 In favor of this emendation, compare Liqu. 2.2, 6.122 L.: “the hot is also (a source of) pleasures and stimulations (προκλήσες) for the genitals, while from the cold pains and repulsions (arise).”

217 On the notion of a “standard” that comes from the patients themselves, cf. Fract. 1, 3.412 L., Art. 10, 4.102 L., Off. 16, 3.322 L., Loc. Hom. 34.1, 6.326 L.
even to the point of death. The cold (causes harm through creating) spasms, convulsions, blackenings, febrile chills.

After describing the general effects of the hot and the cold on the body, the author describes their effects on specific parts. In chapter 2, he claims that some parts of the body are more “hostile” to these qualities than others. In general, this depends on the pre-existing inclination of their “natures” (φύσεις) to the hot or the cold (Liqu. 2.1, 6.122 L.):

The brain and all that (comes) from such (parts) is distressed by cold and takes delight in (the) hot, even though it is colder and more solid by nature (ψυχρότερον καὶ στερεώτερον φύσει), because most of these (things) are far from the (body’s) own heat. For this reason the cold is hostile (πολέμιον) to bones, teeth, and sinews, while the hot is friendly (φίλον), because it is from these parts that spasms, convulsions, and feverish chills arise, things which the cold produces and the hot stops.

In another passage, the author writes about the ability of heat to relax the flesh, while the cold causes it to condense, comparing it to the effects of the hot and the cold on water (Liqu. 2.7, 6.126 L.):

(Note) that after a hot (affusion) the body, being more dispersed (διαχωθέν), cools off, and after a cold (affusion), being more contracted (συσταλέν), heats up, just as waters that are to be cooled or heated do, on account of their fineness.

This passage closely recalls the assertion in On Flesh that the cold condenses while the hot disperses. This text also recalls On Flesh in its statement that dryness can arise from both the hot and cold (Liqu. 6.2, 6.130–132 L.):

Any lesions that arise from the cold, or that become rough like millet, and then ulcerate, are harmed by cold and benefited by warmth. Things that are benefited by both are swellings in the joints, gout without ulceration, most spasms. Copious cold affusions over them dry up the sweating and numb the pain; moderate numbness resolves pain. Heat too dries and softens.

Taken together, these passages suggest that such fundamental powers as the hot, the cold, and the wet—powers that the author of On Flesh would elevate to the rank of first principles—were an integral part of medical thinking even for doctors who had little interest in cosmology.

Further supporting a clinical origin of On Flesh’s three principles is the fact that other doctors
from this period were already reducing both the origin and treatment of disease to various interactions between heat, cold, and bodily fluids. In *On Places in the Human Being*, the author writes that fluxes from head occur “when the flesh is excessively cooled or heated, or has an excess or a deficiency of phlegm” (*Loc. Hom.* 9.1, 6.290–292 L.). In *Diseases II*, the author observes that the brain mortifies “if it is made too hot or too cold, or becomes more bilious or phlegmatic than usual” (*Morb. II* 5.2, 7.12–14 L.), while the author *On Regimen* notes that hot and cold baths have different effects on the body’s moisture: hot baths cause this moisture to expand, while cold baths make the moisture contract (*Vicr. 57.1–2, 6.570 L.*). An even closer parallel to *On Flesh’s* cosmology can be found in the *Anonymus Londiniensis*. In this text, Hippon of Croton is said to have observed that the moisture in our body “changes through excess of heat and excess of cold, and so brings on diseases” (*Anon. Lond.* XI.35–38, trans. Jones). He is also said to have held that this moisture changes “in the direction of the wetter, or of the drier, or of the thicker, or of the finer” (ἕν ἐπὶ τὸ πλεῖον ὲγρόν ἕπὶ τὸ ψηρότερον ἕπι τὸ παχυμερέστερον ἕπι τὸ λεπτομερέστερον, *Anon. Lond.* XI.39–41), echoing the same notions of fluidity (wet and dry) and density (thick and fine) that we find in *On Flesh*. The main difference between these two texts is that Hippon is said to have identified the hot, the cold, and the wet as the first principles of human physiology, while the author of *On Flesh* makes them the first principles of the cosmos. It is not difficult to imagine, however, how a Greek doctor could have elevated the hot, the cold, and the wet to the rank of cosmic elements. When discussing the roles of these principles in health and disease, many Greek doctors were already writing about the general properties of heat, cold, and moisture in the universe as a whole.

*On Flesh’s* cosmology is so deeply informed by medical thinking that the other properties the author attributes to these principles can also be paralleled in humoral theory. We have already mentioned the author’s description of a “struggle” between the hot and the cold (above, pp. 141–
142). This passage recalls a similar struggle between blood and black bile in *Diseases II*, in which blood is identified as naturally hot, while black bile is naturally cold (6a.3, 7.14 L., trans. Potter, modified):

If this patient gains the upper hand (κρατήσῃ), so that his blood is heated either as the result of what is administered or by itself, the blood is lifted, dispersed (διαχέεται), and set in motion (κυνεῖται), it takes in vapor, foams, and separates itself from the bile, and he recovers. But if he does not gain the upper hand (κρατήσῃ), the blood is cooled even more; when it has been cooled completely and given up its heat, it congeals (πήγνυται) and can no longer move, and the patient dies.218

What is most interesting about this passage is the author’s use of the verbs διαχέειν and πηγνύναι when referring to the dispersal and congelation of blood. These are the same verbs that appear in *On Flesh*’s observation that “the cold condenses (πήγνυσι), the hot disperses (διαχέει), and over a long time it also dries” (*Carn. 3.8, 8.588 L.*).219 The specific assertion that heat dries “over a long time” (ἐν δὲ τῷ πολλῷ … χρόνῳ) may have also originated in the author’s own clinical experience. In *On Regimen in Acute Diseases*, the author writes, “If the pain is not dissolved by the hot applications, you should not apply heat for a long time (πολλῷ χρόνῳ), for such a procedure is drying of the lung and productive of internal suppuration” (*Acut. 22.1 (= 7 L.), 2.272 L.*).

When the author of *On Flesh* describes how each part of the body came to be, he combines his first principles of the hot, the cold, the wet with two auxiliary principles: the “fatty” (τὸ λιπαρόν) and the “glutinous” (τὸ κολλώδες). Both of these auxiliary principles are said to have arisen from the putrefaction of the cold under the influence of heat (*Carn. 3.1–3, 8.584–586 L.*):

---

218 Similar struggles between heat and cold—this time between blood and phlegm—are described in *Morb. Sacr. 7–9, 6.372–378 L., Morb. II 8.2, 7.16 L.* Cf. also *Morb. I 24*, 6.188 L., where both phlegm and bile are said to be colder than blood, and *Plat. 7.2, 6.100 L., 8.2, 6.100–102 L., 8.5, 6.102 L.*, 14.6, 6.114 L., where a similar battle takes place between hot blood and cold πνεῦμα.

When these things (i.e., the hot, the cold, and the wet) were thrown in disturbance (συνεταρώχθη), they moved in a circle and much of the hot was left behind (ἀπελέιψθη), here and there, in the earth, some in a great amount, others less so, and still others in a very small amount but many in number. As the earth was dried over time by the hot, these things, left behind (καταλείψθέντα), made putrefactions (σηπεδόνας) around themselves like tunics. And whatever from the earth’s putrefaction (ἐκ τῆς γῆς σηπεδόνας) happened to be fatty and to have a very small portion of the wet, as it was heated over time, it very quickly burnt up and became bones. Whatever happened to be more glutinous and to have a share of the cold, meanwhile, could not be burnt up when it was heated, nor could it become dry. For it did not have any of the fatty, so as to be burnt up, nor any of the wet, so as to become dry upon being burnt up. It consequently acquired a form (ἰδέην) rather different from the rest, and became sinews and vessels.

By claiming that putrefaction occurs when pockets of the hot are “left behind” (καταλείψθέντα) in the earth, the author constructs yet another analogy between the elements and humoral theory. In medical texts, the humors were often said to stagnate, grow hot, and undergo putrefaction whenever they are “left behind” in the body. In On the Seed-Nature of the Child, blood that lingers in the uterus for five or six months is said to putrefy and turn to pus (Genit.-Nat. Puer. 15.6, 7.496 L.). Similarly, the author of Internal Affections observes that “when the head is filled with phlegm, it develops a disease and heat is produced, after which the phlegm putrefies in the head because it cannot move and flow away” (Int. 10, 7.190 L.). For the use of the verb καταλείπειν to describe “residues” of humors, there are many parallels in the Hippocratic Corpus. In both Epidemics and On Joints, it is noted that material that has been “left behind” after a purge (ἐγκαταλείψθέντα) regularly gives rise to additional complications. In On Humors, diseases of the spleen are attributed to bile that has been “left behind” after the summer (ἐγκαταλειφθη, Hum. 13, 5.494 L.), while the author of Diseases IV specifically refers to a “fatty and light substance” (τὸ λιπαρόν καὶ κοῖνοφον) that is “left behind” (καταλείπετα) when the body is heated from the outside (Morb. IV

220 Epid. II 1.11, 5.82 L. (= Epid. VI 3.21, 5.302 L.); Epid. VI 2.6, 5.280 L., 2.7, 5.282 L., 7.7, 5.340 L., Art. 50, 4.222 L. (= Mochl. 36, 4.380 L.), 63, 4.274 L.
This notion that residual fluids undergo putrefaction was so central to medical thinking that the author of On Flesh returns to this analogy several times in his text. In chapter 3, he writes that the bladder was formed when much cold was “left behind” (ἀπολείψεν) and the surrounding portion was heated and became a tunic (3.5, 8.586 L.). In chapter 8, he observes that the liver was formed “when much of the wet was left behind (ἀπολείψεν) with the hot and without the glutinous or the fatty” (8.1, 8.594 L.), while in chapter 13, he claims that excrement is produced when the thickest part of nutriment “is left behind (καταλείπεται) as a sediment and undergoes putrefaction” (13.2, 8.600 L.), exactly paralleling the cosmological process that is said to have given rise to the fatty and the glutinous.

These two auxiliary principles of the fatty and the glutinous add an extra layer of complexity to the author’s system. As we see in the above-quoted description of how bones, sinews, and vessels come to be, the fatty and the glutinous account for levels of dryness and density that cannot be explained by the powers of the hot and the cold to disperse and to condense, respectively. The fatty feeds and intensifies the hot, causing quick drying and hardening. The glutinous keeps matter “glued together,” shrinking and condensing as it is heated. In chapter 4, the author supports these observations by drawing an analogy with the cooking of meat: “If someone is willing to roast the sinewy and the glutinous parts (i.e., the muscles and tendons), as well as the other parts (i.e., the fat), the other parts are quickly roasted, while the sinewy and glutinous refuse to be roasted, since they have a very small portion of the the fatty. The very greasy and very fatty parts are very quickly roasted” (4.3, 8.590 L.).

Like the author’s conceptualization of the hot, the cold, and the wet, his notions about the “fatty” (τὸ λιπαρὸν) and the “glutinous” (τὸ κολλαδες) also seem to influenced by medical
thinking. In the Hippocratic Corpus, the adjective κολλώδης is frequently applied to bodily fluids. On Glands refers to a pungent and “glutinous” flux from the head (Gland. 7.3, 8.562 L.), Epidemics VII to a sticky and “glutinous” ἵχωρ pressed out from a wound (Επίδ. VII 61, 5.426 L.), Diseases II to a thin, scanty pus like barley juice, “glutinous” to the touch (Μορβ. II 60.2, 7.94 L.), Diseases of Women I to thick, sticky, and “glutinous” menses (Μυλ. I 3, 8.22 L.), Diseases of Women II to a “glutinous” flux from the joints (Μυλ. II 114, 8.246 L.), and the so-called “appendix” to On Regimen in Acute Diseases to a cold and “glutinous” flux from the head (Ἀκτ. Ἀπ. 9.1 (= 6 L.), 2.408–410 L.). As for λιπαρός, this adjective appears over a hundred times in the Hippocratic Corpus. It is applied to bodily evacuations (e.g., stools, urine, menses, and sweat), to medical treatments (e.g., clysters, poultices, ointments, and fomentations), and to various types of food. Particularly noteworthy are the numerous passages in which patients are told to eat foods that are “fatty” (λιπαρός), while others are instructed to abstain. These passages suggest that Greek doctors were actively attributing specific properties to the fatty, and that there were some

---


224 Aff. 47, 6.258 L., 55, 6.266 L., Vict. 39.1, 6.534 L., 42.3, 6.540 L., 45.3, 6.544 L., 51, 6.554 L., 55.5, 6.564 L., 56.2, 6.566 L., 56.3, 6.566 L., 56.6, 6.568 L., 56.8, 6.570 L., Int. 6, 7.180 L. For more passages, see the following note.

physical conditions in which these properties were desirable, and others in which they were not.

The fact that Greek doctors were already talking about the glutinous and the fatty in general terms suggests that the author of On Flesh did not invent these principles out of the blue. But what made him select these two principles in the first place, and why does he pair these principles with each other? Empedocles, Plato, and Aristotle all refer to “glutinous” (κολλώδης) or “sticky” (γλίσχρος) material that holds the body together,226 while the Aristotelian Problemata include three passages in which the “glutinous” (τὸ κολλώδες) responds to heat in a manner very similar to what we find in On Flesh.227 “Fatty” substances are often said to fuel and intensify heat, most notably in reference to the oil within a lamp, but with the exception of a single passage in Plato’s Cratylus, where λιπαρός and κολλώδης are included in a list of adjectives in which the letter lambda conveys a sense of slipping and gliding (Pl. Cra. 427b), there is no other text from the Classical period that cites these two principles side by side, let alone ranks them among the first principles of all things. A great deal of energy has been spent on trying to identify the source of these principles.228 My own suggestion is that On Flesh’s two principles of the “fatty” and the “glutinous” reflect the common opposition between bile and phlegm.229 In the Hippocratic Corpus, bile is frequently associated with substances that are “fatty,”230 while phlegm is described

226 Emp. DK 31 B96.4, Pl. Ti. 82d–c, Arist. G1 2.3, 737a35–b7; cf. Emp. DK 31 B34.
227 Arist. Pr. 2.22, 868a35–868b11, 21.6, 927b6–927b14, 21.12, 928a11–33.
229 On the traditional pairing of these humors, see above, p. 58.
230 E.g., Prog. 11, 2.138 L., Epid. III 8, 3.86 L., Epid. VI 5.8, 5.318 L., 6.1, 5.322 L., Aff. 47, 6.258 L., Mark. IV 49.3, 7.580 L., 51.2–3, 7.584 L. Cf. the claim at Acut. 53.1–2 (= 15 L.), 2.336–342 L., that melicrat contains “something fatty” (σμηγματοδές τι) and assists in the evacuation of bile.
as “glutinous” or “sticky.” 231 Both bile and the “fatty” can fuel and intensify heat, 232 while phlegm has a tendency to condense and harden when it is heated. 233 In Diseases IV, there are two passages that nicely illustrate both of these associations:

With the phlegm acting as a glue (κόλλης γινομένης τοῦ φλέγματος), what is melted (sc. by the heat) is expelled by the urine, while the sediment falls together, grows dense, and becomes solid like iron. (Morb. IV 55.4, 7.602 L.)

As the body is heated, it is primarily the watery component, which is most hostile to fire, that is evaporated as a result, while what is left behind (καταλείπεται) is the fatty and light component (τὸ λιπαρὸν καὶ κοίδυον), which is bilious (χολῶδες), and which is the primary nutriment for fire. (Morb. IV 49.3, 7.580 L.)

Not only do these passages specifically identify phlegm as “gluey” and bile as “fatty,” but they also describe the responses of bile and phlegm to being heated in terms remarkably similar to what we see in On Flesh. As in On Flesh, the author claims that phlegm acts as a “glue” (κόλλη), holding matter together and causing it to shrink when it is heated. Bile, meanwhile, is “fatty and light” (λιπαρὸν καὶ κοίδυον; cf. also Morb. IV 51.2–3, 7.584 L.), and it contributes the same fuel for intense burning that we also see in On Flesh.

These connections between bile and the “fatty” and between phlegm and the “glutinous” help to explain why the author of On Flesh decided to pair these two principles with each other. These associations can also shed light on one of the more obscure passages in On Flesh. In chapter 4, the author defines two “mother cities” (μητροπόλεις) within the body, one of which gives rise

---


232 For the ability of the fatty to fuel and intensify heat, see Aff. 38, 6.246–248 L., Vict. 45.3, 6.544 L., 51, 6.554 L., 55.5, 6.564 L., 56.1, 6.564 L., Morb. IV 49.3, 7.580 L., Hebhd. 24, 8.649 L. For attribution of this same property to bile, see VM 19.5, 1.618 L., Aēr. 9.5, 2.40 L., Nat. Hom. 15.2, 6.66 L., Morb. I 29, 6.198 L., Morb. IV 49.3–4, 7.580 L., Hebhd. 28, 8.653 L.

to the “cold and glutinous,” while the other gives rise to the “fatty” (4.1, 8.588 L.):

The brain is the mother city (μητρόπολις) of the cold and the glutinous, while the hot is the mother city of the fatty. For on being heated, the first of all things to arise when being dispersed is the fatty.

So far as I am aware, no one has adequately explained what the author is trying to say in this passage. Ermerins (1864, 505) marks the whole passage as “altogether absurd” (omni modo absurdum) and pointedly asks, “Who would oppose the brain with the hot?” (quis cerebro opposuerit calidum?). Other scholars have been equally perplexed, often complaining about the text’s egregious lack of parallelism.234 In particular, it has been pointed out that the author invokes a specific part of the body (i.e., the brain) to serve as the “mother city” for two of his fundamental principles (the cold and the glutinous), while two other principles (the hot and the fatty) are not attached to a specific part, but are rather arranged hierarchically so that one of them (i.e., the hot) is the “mother city” of the other (i.e., the fatty). In light of this asymmetry, many scholars have concluded that the text must be defective, with Ermerins (1864) inserting “the marrow” (ὁ μυελός), Heidel (1914) “the heart” (ἡ καρδίη), and Kind (1936) “the fat” (ὁ σίαλος) as a more appropriate “mother city” for the fatty. Heidel and Kind also change the nominative τὸ θερμόν to the genitive τοῦ θερμοῦ, thereby making their preferred reservoirs the “mother city” of the fatty and the hot. If we accept that the author associates the glutinous with phlegm and the fatty with bile, however, then we can not only explain how the brain may be called the μητρόπολις of the cold and glutinous while the hot is the μητρόπολις of the fatty, but we can also understand—and this seems more important—why the author of On Flesh would have cared about these “mother cities” in the first place.

That “cold and sticky” phlegm was thought to flow from the head is widely recognized and

---

hardly needs further discussion. The author of Diseases II plainly states that “phlegm descends from the head (τὸ δὲ φλέγμα ἀπὸ τῆς κεφαλῆς καταβαίνει, Morb. II 11.1, 7.18 L.), and we have already cited a passage from the “appendix” to On Regimen in Acute Diseases in which the author refers to a “cold and glutinous” flux that originates in the head (ἐκ τῆς κεφαλῆς ῥέομα … ψυχρὸν τε ἐὸν καὶ κολλῶδες, Acut. App. 9.1 (= 6 L.), 2.408–410 L.). From these passages, we can surmise that the brain is the “mother city” of the cold and glutinous insofar as diseases that are caused by the “cold and glutinous” humor (i.e., phlegm) have their origin in the brain. This is where the humor “separates out” (ἀποκρίνεσθαι), and any treatment that targets a phlegmatic disease must consider both the humor and this “source” (ἀρχή).235 On analogy with this description of the brain as the “mother city” of the cold and glutinous, we should assume that by calling the hot the “mother city” of the fatty, the author of On Flesh intends to say three things: (1) that diseases that are caused by the fatty humor (i.e., bile) have their origin in the hot, (2) that this is where the bile “separates out,” and (3) that any treatment that aims to eradicate bilious diseases must target both the humor and this source. When we look to other texts from the Hippocratic Corpus, this is precisely what we find. We are repeatedly told that bilious diseases are set in motion by heat, that this heat engenders diseases by causing the bile to “separate out,” and that doctors should combine the purging of bile with the application of cooling treatments to counteract the source of this ἀπόκρισις. We see as much in the above-quoted passage from Diseases IV, in which the author writes that the heating of the humors causes the watery component (τὸ ἀδρωποειδές) to evaporate, while the bilious (τὸ χολῶδες) is left behind (Morb. IV 49.3, 7.580 L.). Other works in the Hippocratic Corpus also refer to this process of bile-production, most notably in reference to

235 For the treatment of diseases at their “source,” see above, p. 61.
the heating of moisture in the belly. In Chapter 3, we noted that the heating of stagnant moisture in the belly was commonly thought to produce “breaths” (above, pp. 79–80). As these breaths make their way to the head, they leave a residue behind, and this residue is concentrated bile.\(^{236}\) Other texts refer to the production of bile in the lungs, the bladder, the uterus, and other parts, associating its appearance with the separating out (ἄποκρισις) of a watery exhalation from a fatty, bilious residue.\(^ {237}\) Once the watery component is separated out, it can be thickened and transformed into phlegm.\(^ {238}\) The bile, meanwhile, causes fevers to flare-up, producing both intermittent paroxysms and the constant burning of “ardent” fevers.\(^ {239}\) Since the lower cavity was thought to be a major site of bile-production, Greek doctors carefully inspected the vomit, stools, and urine of their patients, checking whether the bile was still mixed with other humors or whether it had become “unmixed” (ἄκρητος) and “concentrated” (κατακορής).\(^ {240}\) In some of


\(^{237}\) Morb. I 18, 6.172 L., 29, 6.200 L., Mul. II 121, 8.262 L., Cord. 11, 9.88–90 L., Oss. 17, 9.192 L. Note also Vict. 89.7, 6.648 L., where a “fire-like” (ποροσφνεχέ) dream apparition indicates an ἄποκρισις of bile, and Int. 30, 7.244 L., where bile is set in motion by the heat of the sun (γίνεται δὲ διὰ τῆς θερμοσινῆς τοῦ ἥλιου, χολῆς κινηθείσης).

\(^{238}\) Most Greek doctors seem to have envisioned the “separating out” of phlegm as a two-stage process involving an alternation of heat and cold: the heat first separates out the watery component, then the cold makes this watery component condense into phlegm. Cf. Ær. 3.1–2, 2.16 L., 7.2, 2.26 L., Acut. 16.2 (= 5 L.), 2.258–260 L., 17.2–3 (= 5 L.), 2.262 L., Epid. VII 11, 5.382 L., Nat. Hom. 7.6, 6.48 L., Flut. 10.1–2, 6.104–106 L., Morb. Sacr. 10.2, 6.378 L., 13.4, 6.386 L., Morb. IV 52.1–2, 7.590 L. This two-stage process may be reflected in On Flesh’s assertion that “on being heated, the first of all things (τὸ πρῶτον πάντων) to arise when being dispersed is the fatty” (4.1, 8.588 L.). Note also the description of rain water at Ær. 8, 2.32–36 L., where the production of rain follows the same two-stage process of evaporation and condensation. The author of this text in fact seems to be drawing an implicit analogy between rain water and phlegm, as he observes that rain water contains certain impurities that can give rise to a sore throat, coughing, and hoarseness.

\(^{239}\) Cf. Nat. Hom. 15.2, 6.66 L., Morb. I 29, 6.198 L., Morb. IV 49.4, 7.580 L., Hebod. 28, 8.653 L. See also the passages cited above, n. 232.

these passages, “unmixed” evacuations are described as fatty (λιπαρός),241 while evacuations that contain a mixture of bile and phlegm are said to be sticky (γλισχρός).242 An analogy with the practice of mixing water with wine probably reinforced this theory about “mixed” and “unmixed” bile. Just as wine is “stronger” and more likely to heat the body when not diluted with water, so bile is “stronger” and more likely to cause problems when separated out from its watery component. Many texts in the Hippocratic Corpus actually prescribe either unmixed wine (οἶνος ἅρης) or mixed/watery wine (οἶνος κερημένος/βδορίς) for problems in the belly, where unmixed wine counteracts a concentration of water, while watery wine counteracts a concentration of bile. These prescriptions can be reversed, however, when the wine is followed by a purge, as Greek doctors tended to think that purges draw out humors through the principle of “like to like.”243 Once the bile had become fully unmixed (i.e., fully separated from the watery component), Greek doctors thought that the disease had reached a critical point. Depending on the circumstances, the bile could now be fully evacuated, it could migrate to another location in the body, or it could be further heated and dried to produce black bile (μέλαινα χολή). In *Airs Waters Places*, the author describes the production of black bile in the same manner that *Diseases IV* describes the production of bile: “of the bile, the wettest and most watery part is consumed (sc.

**References**


242 E.g., *Prog.* 11, 2.138 L., *Epid.* IV 18, 5.154 L.; 26, 5.170 L., 27, 5.172 L., *Conc.* 564, 5.712 L., 612, 5.726 L. Note also *Epid.* II 2.11, 5.114 L. (“He passed sticky material on the eleventh day, and the little surrounding fluid was bilious,” trans. Smith), and the description of evacuations as “gluey” (χλοιώδες) at *Epid.* VII 2, 5.368 L.

by heat, while the thickest and most pungent part is left behind” (Aēr. 10.12, 2.50 L.). From these passages, we can clearly see that bile and its derivatives were commonly believed to arise from the heating and drying of fluids within the body. This is in fact why bile came to be associated with dryness, why it was said to arise most abundantly in the summer, and why bilious diseases were often treated with cooling agents. These cooling agents were not directed against the bile itself, but against the heat that was separating the bile out. In the same way that a flux of phlegm would be counteracted by attending to the head, an excessive production of bile was counteracted by attending to the heat. And it is precisely with an eye to treatment that the author of On Flesh refers to the brain as the “mother city” of the cold/glutinous and to the hot as the “mother city” of the fatty. Just as a mother city can always send out another colony, a disease will continue to ravage the body until the doctor has treated both the affection and its source.

If a theory of pathology lies behind this riddling passage, we should ask to what extent the

---


246 At Hum. 14, 5.496 L., the summer is explicitly said to be ὀλοποιοῦς (“productive of bile”). Since the summer, being hot and dry, lacks moisture of its own, the only way that it could make bile is by heating and drying bodily fluids. The association of black bile with autumn (above, pp. 57–58) may also have something to do with the fact that autumn is a “dry” season. Thus, the bile that arises in the summer will be further dried and transformed into black bile in the autumn. Cf. Aph. 3.14, 4.492 L., Epid. VII 82, 5.436–438 L.


248 Once the bile-production was shut off by cooling down the belly, the bile could then be treated by either removing it completely, e.g. with vomiting or laxatives, or by breaking it up and re-diluting it with other humors. A popular method for breaking up bile was to administer acidic foods and drinks (e.g., vinegar). According to the author of On Regimen in Acute Diseases, acid humors break up bile and help it mix back into phlegm (ἐφαλέγματος, 61, 2.356–358 L.). Cf. Herodicus of Cnidus’ opposition between the “acid” (τὸ ὀξύ) and the “bitter” (τὸ πικρὸν) at Anon. Lond. IV.40–V.34.
rest of *On Flesh* is written with an eye to pathogenesis. To start, it is worth noting that the specific parts that the author describes all have special significance within Greek theories of health and disease. Not only does the author describe the vessels and hollows through which both πνεύμα and humors can travel (ch. 3), but most of the other parts that he emphasizes (e.g., the lungs, the flesh, the liver, the spleen, the joints, and the spinal marrow) are places into which humors were commonly thought to flow and get stuck. In *On Places in the Human Being*, the author lists seven fluxes from the head, each of which gives rise to a different class of ailments (*Loc. Hom.* 10–23, 6.294–314 L.). The destinations of these fluxes are the eyes, the ears, the nose, the lungs, the flesh, the spine, and the joints, while a similar list of seven fluxes in *On Glands* replaces the flux to the flesh with one to the throat (*Gland.* 11–14, 8.564–570 L.). Other texts describe fluxes that originate in the belly and travel not only to the parts listed above, but also to the liver, the spleen, the kidneys, the bladder, the intestines, the skin, and the teeth. All of these parts, together with the hair and the nails, were commonly inspected for signs of disease. They were the parts in which humors were most likely to become fixed, and hence the most important parts for diagnosis and treatment.

This connection between *On Flesh*’s anthropogony and humoral theory opens up many interesting avenues for our analysis of this text. The author may not simply be accounting for the color, shape, texture, and density of the parts, but also, and more importantly, for their role in pathogenesis. Consider, for example, the author’s description of flesh, which is said to have arisen when “the cold stopped, congealed, and produced flesh, while the glutinous became caverns” (τὸ μὲν φυχρὸν ἔστησε καὶ συνέπιξε καὶ ἐποίησε σάρκα, τὸ δὲ κολλώδες τρώγλαι ἐγένοντο, 9.2, 8.596 L.). In this passage, the author is not simply describing the physical appearance of flesh, but he is also providing the necessary background for explaining its most common affections. In particular, there are two affections of the flesh that seem to be explained by this passage. The first
is the tendency of flesh to melt and flow away, which flesh was commonly thought to do when exposed to excessive heat. The second relates to the author’s claim that flesh contains “caverns” (τρόγλαι). Greek doctors widely believed that if a flux is directed toward the flesh, the foreign moisture will be retained, and that some patients (e.g., women and the elderly) will retain more moisture while others (e.g., men and the young) will retain less moisture, owing to the fact that the flesh of the first group is more porous, while the flesh of the second group is more dense.

On Flesh’s descriptions of other parts of the body may be similarly tied to their role in pathogenesis. Quick heating of the glutinous creates bones that are “spongy” (σπραγγώδης, 3.7, 8.588 L.), a class of bones that On Wounds in the Head singles out for their tendency to suppurate after injury (VC 18.1, 3.250 L.). The same combination of the glutinous and extreme heat gives rise to the lungs, which are also described as “spongy” (σπραγγώδης, 7.1, 8.594 L.), and which were similarly notorious for their ability to attract and retain morbid humors. The spleen and the joints are both said to contain glutinous material in the form of fibers and synovial fluid (9.1, 8.594 L., 10, 8.596–598 L.), which would explain their well known ability to swell and harden to an excessive degree, as any foreign moisture that enters these parts will become stuck and unable

---


250 On the retention of fluids by the flesh, see De arte 10.3, 6.16–18 L., Morb. I 20, 6.176–178 L., Aff. 19, 6.228 L., Loc. Hom. 10.3–6, 6.294–296 L., 21, 6.312–314 L., 27.1, 6.318 L., 29, 6.322 L., Morb. II 1.2, 7.8 L., and X. Eq. 1.5. On the distinction between women and men, see Nat. Hom. 21.2, 6.82 L., Mul. I 1, 8.10–14 L., Gland. 16, 8.570–572 L. On the old vs. the young, see Morb. I 22, 6.184–186 L. These differences could also explain why patients with dense flesh were thought to experience more trouble in getting rid of a disease, since the narrow passages in their flesh would make it harder for stagnant moisture to flow away.
to flow away.\textsuperscript{251} This glutinous material might also explain why the spleen and the joints are especially prone to accumulating phlegm, since this humor would be attracted to the glutinous by the principle of “like to like.” A similar instance of “like to like” attraction may also explain why the author of On Flesh makes both the spleen and the liver contain large quantities of the hot, since these two parts were often thought to attract the two “hot” humors, blood and bile.\textsuperscript{252}

Finally, regarding On Flesh’s assertion that the heart arose when much of the glutinous and the cold were heated by the hot and became “hard and sticky flesh” (κρέας ... σκληρῶν καὶ γλύσχρον, Carn. 5.1, 8.590 L.), we may compare a similar passage from Diseases IV in which the author states that the heart does not feel pain, “the reason being that the heart is a hard and dense object” (στερεῶν γάρ τι χρῆμα καὶ πυκνὸν ἐστιν ἡ καρδίη, Morb. IV 38.1, 7.554 L.).

An interest in pathology may also explain the author’s decision to follow his anthropogony with discussions of hearing, smell, sight, and speech, as the disruption of these functions was commonly associated with fluxes to the ears, the nose, the eyes, and the throat.\textsuperscript{253} In the Classical period, medical writers often commented on the normal functioning of these parts when discussing their impairment. The author of On Places in the Human Being, for example, opens his general account of human φύσις with discussions of hearing, smell, and sight (Loc. Hom. 2, 6.278–

\textsuperscript{251} For a similar explanation of swelling and hardening, see Gland. 7.2–3, 8.560–562 L. In this passage, the author claims that an influx of pungent and “glutinous” (κολλόδες) material will make the tonsils fill up with fluid (φλεγμαίνει), swell (συντείνει) and become tense (συντείνει).

\textsuperscript{252} On the innate heat of these humors, cf. Polypus’ description of the humors in On the Nature of the Human Being. Diseases in the liver and the spleen were often said to reach a crisis in the form to bloody noses (e.g., Prorrh. 7, 2.124–130 L.), while the author of Diseases IV specifically observes that the liver attracts bile to itself by the principle of “like to like” (Morb. IV 40.1, 7.560 L.). Note also Epid. VI 2.25, 5.290 L., where the right side of the body is said to be “more bilious and more blooded, to the extent that that is the warmer area in animals” (trans. Smith).

280 L.), a passage that anticipates his later description of three fluxes to the nose, the ears, and the eyes (Loc. Hom. 11–13, 6.296–302 L.). Similarly, the author of Diseases II describes both sight and hearing when discussing diseases of the eyes and the ears (Morb. II 1.1, 7.8 L., 4.2, 7.10–12 L.), while the author of Diseases IV briefly explains how humans emit and articulate sound before noting that “I have given a better explanation of this matter in my discussion of pneumonia” (Morb. IV 56.1, 7.604–604 L.). There is even a passage in On Flesh in which the author seems to explicitly connect his discussion of hearing, smell, sight, and speech with the pathological conditions that impair these functions. “Whenever the nostrils are made wet,” he writes “they cannot smell, since the brain does not draw the air to itself. Along the same lines, when the brain melts and sends very much fluid from itself to the palate, the windpipe, the lung, and the rest of the cavity, people recognize this and say there is a downward flux from the head” (16.3, 8.604 L.).

Such, I think, is the spirit of On Flesh. The author’s goal is not simply to speculate for the sake of speculation, but to give the doctor insight into the origin and treatment of disease. In his opening remarks, the author claims that his discussion of “the things on high” (τὰ μετέωρά) will only extend to what is relevant for medicine (1.1–2, 8.584 L.):

Regarding the things leading up to this account (τὰ μὲν χρή τοῦ δόγμα τούτου), I make use of common opinions held by others before me as well as myself. For it is necessary to set down a common starting point for my opinions when intending to compile this account on the physician’s art. Concerning the things on high (τῶν μετεώρῶν) I also need not speak, except insofar as I will make an exposition on humans and the other animals, how they grew and came to be, on what soul is, on what being healthy is, on what being sick is, on what is bad and good for humans, and from what they die; but now I publish opinions that are my own.

254 On the ability of pneumonia to change a patient’s voice, note the reference to a φωνή περιπλευρονική at Epid. VII 85, 5.444 L.

255 On this author’s selection of hearing, smell, sight, and speech as the four processes impaired by fluxes from the head, cf. Anon. Lond. VIII.35–IX.1, where Aias (or Abas?) is said to have claimed that “the brain is purged by way of nostrils, ears, eyes, and mouth.”
In this passage, the author refers to two λόγοι (“discourses” or “accounts”) that lie outside the limits of his own account. The first leads up to his account (τὰ μὲν ἢρι τοῦ λόγου τούτου) both chronologically and intellectually, as it consists of the common opinions that the author shares with his predecessors (οἱ ἐμπροσθεν) and which provide the “starting point” (ἀρχή) for his own contribution to the art. The second λόγος lies outside the author’s account inasmuch as it is irrelevant to medicine. “Concerning the things on high” he writes, “I also need not speak (οὐδὲ δέομαι λέγειν), except insofar as I will make an exposition on humans and the other animals, how they grew and came to be, on what soul is, on what being healthy is, on what being sick is, on what is bad and good for humans, and from what they die; but now I publish opinions that are my own” (1.2, 8.584 L.). Interestingly, the author only fulfills the first of his announced topics (“humans and the other animals, how they grew and came to be”). The soul is never mentioned, nor do we get explicit definitions of health and sickness, of what is “bad” and “good” for human beings, or an explanation of how our bodies transition from life to death. Together with the author’s claim in chapter 19 that he will discuss some matters on another occasion (ἤγω φράσω ἐν ἀλλοισιν, 19.7, 8.610 L.), these omissions suggest that On Flesh originally formed part of a cycle of texts, not unlike the works of Aristotle or the medical treatises Diseases IV, On the Seed-Nature of the Child, and Diseases of Women I, all of which contain multiple cross-references to the other works within their cycle.

---

256 Incidentally, this reading of the author’s proem as the identification of two λόγοι that lie outside his own λόγος—one because it is implicit and the other because it is irrelevant—speaks in favor of the manuscript’s οὐδὲ δέομαι λέγειν, which many scholars have attempted to emend, changing the adverbial οὐδὲ either to οὐδὲν or to οὐ. In chapter 19, the author repeatedly follows δὲ with an adverbial καί (“and … also”), while δὲ … οὐδὲ (“and … also not”) is simply a negation of this phrase.

257 On this latter cycle of texts, see Lonie (1981) and Craik (2009b). Other texts that have sometimes been attached to this cycle include Diseases of Unwed Girls and On Glands. On Flesh contains numerous affinities with this cycle, including a passage in On Flesh (Carn. 19.1, 8.610 L.) that repeats the same claim to have seen an aborted fetus that appears in On the Seed-Nature of the Child (Genit.-Nat. Puer. 13, 7.488–492 L.).
Although the author of *On Flesh* claims to omit irrelevant speculations about “the things on high,” what he defines as medically relevant goes well beyond what a modern reader might expect. For example, there does not appear to have been any practical need for the author to claim that the hot, the cold, and the wet are the first principles of everything in the universe, let alone for him to postulate the existence of three cosmic strata that divide the universe into αἰθήρ, earth, and ἀὴρ. There is also no clear therapeutic reason for the author to have claimed that the fatty and the glutinous arose from the putrefaction of the earth, nor for him to have argued at length that the number seven plays a universal role in regulating the lives of human beings. Such details suggest that the author of *On Flesh*, like the author of *On Breaths*, is at least partly driven by a separate “cosmological impulse,” a belief that high-level generalizations—the absolute highest one can find—are inherently desirable and directly relevant to the medical art.

As we turn to our final work by a doctor-cosmologist, we will see this cosmological impulse taken to its extreme. *On the Nature of the Human Being, On Breaths,* and *On Flesh* all equate the first principles of medicine with the first principles of the cosmos, but none of these authors attempts to create a truly comprehensive account of the sort that we traditionally associate with the inquiry into nature. This is not the case with *On Regimen*, whose author constructs the most detailed, non-fragmentary description of the cosmos that survives from the pre-Platonic period. My analysis of this treatise will by necessity be much longer than the analyses I have offered for the other texts by doctor-cosmologists, but as we will see, such length is required just to skim the surface of this complex and extremely important work.
Chapter 5: On Regimen

On Regimen is the longest and by far the most complicated text by a doctor-cosmologist to have survived from the Classical period.\(^{258}\) It originally circulated in three “books,” i.e., three papyrus scrolls, although there is a modern tendency—here discarded—to divide the third book into two, thereby bringing the total to four.\(^{259}\) Already in antiquity, some readers of On Regimen were attempting to identify its author.\(^{260}\) Other than Hippocrates, the most commonly cited candidates were Ariston (the “student” of Petron) and Philistion of Locri,\(^{261}\) although Galen says that others attributed it to Euryphon, Phaon, Philetas, or Pherecydes, the last of whom may be identical with the sixth-century BCE cosmologist from Syros.\(^{262}\) Modern attempts to attribute On Regimen to Herodicus of Selymbria, the supposed “inventor” of regimen, have found few endorsements,\(^{263}\) nor has much been made of Jones’ unpersuasive suggestion that the author is not a practicing doctor but rather a “health expert.”\(^{264}\) More recently, Smith has argued that the

\(^{258}\) For good overviews of previous scholarship on this text, see van der Eijk (2004) and Bartoš (2009). The best edition is that of Jouhaux (1984), while the only complete English translation is by Jones (1931). I completed this chapter before the appearance of Bartoš (2015), the first comprehensive study of On Regimen since Jouhaux (1967). After some consideration, I have decided to leave the chapter as is, saving my thoughts on this book for a later revision.

\(^{259}\) On the inappropriateness of this division, see Jouhaux (1989), who concludes that “on ne devrait plus parler du livre IV du Régime, qui est une invention des éditeurs modernes depuis Littré.”

\(^{260}\) For possible evidence of an ancient commentary on this text, see Marganne (2000).

\(^{261}\) Ariston and Philistion are included in all of Galen’s lists of potential authors of On Regimen (De ind. 26, De alim. fac. 6.473 K., In Hp. Acut. comm. 15.455–456 K., In Hp. Aph. comm. 18a.8–9 K.). As I noted in Chapter 1, Philistion was widely recognized as an authority on dietetics, and he may have also emphasized the same two principles of fire and water as the author of On Regimen (see above, n. 32). As for Ariston, his identification as the “student” of Petron suggests at least a tangential connection with cosmological medicine. At Anon. Paris, De morbis acutis et chronicis 10 (p. 72.3–12 Garofalo), Ariston is said to have claimed that the esophagus performs the same function in the body as the brace does in a ship, recalling the sort of analogies that On Regimen presents as key to all medical inquiry.

\(^{262}\) On Pherecydes of Syros, see Schibli (1990). On Euryphon, see Manetti (2008a). Phaon and Philetas are otherwise unknown and could well be ancient corruptions of “Philistion.”

\(^{263}\) For the attribution of On Regimen to Herodicus or to one of his “students,” see Jones (1947, 49), Bourgey (1953, 129, n. 2), Kahn (1960, 189, n. 2), Ducatiillon (1977, 118). Manetti (2005) discusses the various testimonies about doctors named Herodicus, who are in fact very difficult to tease apart.

\(^{264}\) Jones (1931, xlvi, n. 5).
author was none other than Hippocrates.\textsuperscript{265} However, this attribution suffers from all the same problems that have undermined every modern attempt to answer the “Hippocratic Question,”\textsuperscript{266} inasmuch as our two best sources for the views of Hippocrates are the Anonymus Londiniensis and Plato’s \textit{Phaedrus}, both of which refer to ideas that were shared by numerous doctors of the Classical period, too many to define them as exclusively “Hippocratic.”\textsuperscript{267} We are therefore left in a position where, on the basis of this testimony, virtually every work in the Hippocratic Corpus could potentially be identified as genuine. Most scholars have accordingly abandoned the Hippocratic Question as unanswerable and ultimately unimportant, a concession that will make way for more fruitful investigations into what early Greek medicine is all about.\textsuperscript{268} As for the date of \textit{On Regimen}, a potential \textit{terminus ante quem} is provided by Aristotle. In \textit{Divination in Sleep}, Aristotle describes an approach to dream interpretation that is remarkably similar to what we find in \textit{On Regimen}, down to what appears to be a reference to prodiagnosis, i.e., the method of identifying “the diseases and other affections about to occur in our bodies” (τῶν νόσων καὶ τῶν ἄλλων παθημάτων τῶν ἐν τοῖς σώμασι μελλόντων γίνεσθαι, Arist. \textit{Div. Somn.} 1, 463a), that the author of \textit{On Regimen} proudly claims to have invented.\textsuperscript{269} A more precise dating of \textit{On Regimen} to this or that decade of the fifth or fourth century BCE is more difficult to obtain and, frankly, unnecessary for our purposes. So long as this work can be placed in the Classical period, what really matters is

\textsuperscript{265} Smith (1979, 44–60), reiterated in Smith (1999).

\textsuperscript{266} For explicit rejections of Smith’s thesis, see Mansfeld (1980) and Lloyd (1991, 195–196).

\textsuperscript{267} On the testimony of the Anonymus Londiniensis, see above, pp. 74–77. On Plato’s \textit{Phaedrus}, see above, p. 129.

\textsuperscript{268} There is a longstanding myth, one that originated in antiquity, that Hippocrates made some great contribution to medicine, and that all other doctors owe to him a certain debt. In reality, we have no indication that Hippocrates was significantly different from any other writer on medicine, while his fame in his lifetime was probably due more to his \textit{practical} activities as a teacher and a healer rather than to anything \textit{theoretical} that he may have proposed.

not when it was written, but rather what it presupposes.\textsuperscript{270} The author of *On Regimen* claims that all animals, including humans, are composed of fire and water. Fire contains the hot and the dry, water the cold and the wet, but they also share certain properties with each other, as “fire has the wet from water, for there is moisture in fire, and water has the dry from fire, for there is dryness in water, too” (4.1, 6.474 L.). The author also notes that “fire has the power to move everything in every circumstance (πάντα διὰ παντός κινήσατε), while water has the power to nourish everything in every circumstance (πάντα διὰ παντός θρέψατε)” (3.1, 6.472 L.), drawing on traditional associations between heat and movement and between moisture and nourishment that were frequently invoked in early Greek science.\textsuperscript{271} In Book 1, the author uses these two principles to describe both the shared nature of all human beings (ch. 3–24) and the particular constitutions of different classes of human beings (ch. 25–36). In Book 2, he then applies these same principles to the “powers” (δευνάμες) of the external factors that can influence a patient’s health, including geographical locations (ch. 37), winds (ch. 38), food and drink (ch. 39–56), and different forms of physical activity (ch. 57–66). In Book 3, the author presents his great discovery of “prodiagnosis,” a combination of prognosis and diagnosis that identifies an ailment before the patient feels its effects (ch. 67). After describing the adjustments that every person must make as one season gives way to the next (ch. 68), the author records the signs, both on the body and in dreams, that will identify an imbalance in either eating or exercise before it gives rise to a full-blown disease (ch. 69–93).

\textsuperscript{270} Peck (1928), Jouanna (1966), and Sisko (2006) have all claimed that Plato makes use of *On Regimen* in the *Timaeus*. If this is correct, then the *terminus ante quem* would be pushed back to around 360 BCE, the conventional date for Plato’s dialogue. Joly (1984, 44–49) suggests a date of around 400 BCE, while Jaeger (1944, 33–40) argues that the work was written by a contemporary of Plato, well into the fourth century. In the end, such quibbles are of little importance. At the very least, they should not distract us from the more serious project of understanding the contents of this work.

\textsuperscript{271} On the wide acceptance of these associations, see Kahn (1960, 109, n. 2).
The author On Regimen presents his ideas in an impressively systematic manner. He also makes use of implicit analogies, refers only indirectly to the structure of the universe, and shows an unusual predilection for concise, telegraphic phrases, all of which requires a great deal of unpacking on the part of the interpreter. For a good introduction to the complexity of this work, we may turn to chapter 3, where the author introduces his two main principles of fire and water (3.1, 6.472 L.):

Both the human being and all other animals are composed of two things, different in their power (δύναμις) but complementary in their application (χρήσις), fire and water. Together, these things are sufficient in themselves (αὐτάρκεα) both for each other and for all other things; when separated, however, they are not sufficient either for themselves or for anything else.

What is most notable about this passage is the author’s reference to “self-sufficiency” (αὐτάρκεια). When taken as a pair, fire and water are “sufficient in themselves (αὐτάρκεα), both for each other and for all other things,” but when these elements are separated, they are no longer sufficient “either for themselves or for anything else.” By calling this combination of elements “self-sufficient,” the author implies that they are self-supporting, independent, and not in need of anything else. In chapter 35, he observes that the blend of fire and water that is “most sufficient in itself” (αὐταρκέστατον) is the one in which the wettest fire and the driest water are mixed with one another, since the fire in this circumstance is not “in need of nourishment” (τὴν τροφὴν ἔνδεικνυόν) from any other source than the moisture with which it is mixed, while the water is not “in need of movement” (κινήσιος … δεόμενον) from any other source than the fire that is its neighbor (35.1, 6.512–514 L.). A similar opposition between self-sufficiency and “being in need” can be found in On Regimen in Acute Diseases. In this text, the author complains about doctors who indiscriminately apply the same treatment in every case, chiding them for not applying supplementary treatments to fit the needs of the particular situation: “If one does not provide the additional treatments that this mode of treatment … needs (δέπτω) to be sufficient in itself
manifold harm will result” \( (Acut. \, 16.1 \, (= \, 5 \, L.), \, 2.256 \, L.) \). The additional treatments that this author has in mind are the emptying of the bowels for those in whom they are obstructed, and the relieving of pains in the side for those afflicted with this condition. If these additional treatments are not applied, the administration of barley gruel will only exacerbate the disease. In another passage, the same author attacks Cnidian Signs for allegedly prescribing the same treatment in every case. In response, the author remarks that “if these remedies were good and suited \( \ddot{\alpha} \rho \mu \omicron \zeta \omicron \omicron \alpha \) to the diseases for which they are recommend, they would be much more worthy of praise because, while few, they would be sufficient in themselves \( \alpha \nu \tau \alpha \kappa \varepsilon \alpha \). But as it is, this is not the case” \( (Acut. \, 3.1 \, (= \, 1 \, L.), \, 2.226 \, L.) \). Again, the author asserts that treatments must be adapted to the individual situation. It is only when they fulfill this requirement of “fitness to the situation” \( \dot{\alpha} \rho \mu \omicron \omicron \nu \iota \alpha \) that they can rightly be called “self-sufficient.” In other texts, treatments are freely described as “sufficient in themselves.” In these cases, the treatments enjoy \( \alpha \nu \tau \alpha \kappa \varepsilon \alpha \) because they are simple and yet retain their effectiveness even when all other variables change. In \textit{On Joints}, the author writes that “perforating cauterity is exceedingly sufficient in itself \( \alpha \nu \tau \alpha \kappa \varepsilon \sigma \tau \alpha \tau \omicron \nu \) for all cases of aggravated wounds” \( (Art. \, 40, \, 4.176 \, L.) \), while \textit{On the Application of Liquids} claims that “sweet wine, applied continuously, is sufficient in itself \( \alpha \nu \tau \alpha \kappa \varepsilon \) for all cases of chronic wounds” \( (Liqu. \, 5.1, \, 6.128 \, L.) \). In both passages, the authors claim that doctors do not need to apply other treatments when making these prescriptions. These treatments are “sufficient in themselves” inasmuch as they are simple and yet apply \textit{universally} to all members of the specified class.

In the light of these parallels, it is worth considering whether the author of \textit{On Regimen} is drawing an implicit analogy between the elements and medical treatments. We might observe that when the author refers to fire and water as different in their “power” \( \delta \nu \nu \alpha \mu \alpha \iota \zeta \) but complementary in their “application” \( \chi \rho \pi \sigma \iota \zeta \), he employs two terms that could just as easily be
applied to “powers” and “applications” of treatments. The term “power” (δύναμις) is frequently associated with treatments in On Regimen, as the author observes that different foods, drinks, and exercises all have a different “power” to change what is happening in the body. The word χρήσις is even more interesting, as both the noun χρήσις and the verb χρήσθημι are the standard terms in Greek medicine for the “use” or “application” of treatments, while the association of this term with elements is unusual to say the least. What really confirms the analogy between the elements and treatments, however, is the second chapter of On Regimen, in which the author defines what “anyone who intends to write correctly about human regimen” (2.1, 6.468 L.) must consider before treating a patient. First, the doctor should “know and discern” (γνῶναι καὶ διαγνώναι) the nature of the patient as a whole: he must know the patient’s “original constitution” (ἡ ἐξ ἀρχῆς σύστασις) and discern the component that has “gained the upper hand” (τὸ ἐπικρατέον ἐν τῷ ἀνθρώπῳ, 2.1, 6.468 L.). What the author means in this sentence has been the source of some confusion, but it can be clarified by looking through the rest of Book 1. The “original constitution” denotes the aspects of one’s φύσις that remain the same from birth to death, namely one’s gender and innate disposition toward a certain blend of fire and water (= ch. 32, 34–36), while “what has gained the upper hand” denotes the aspects of one’s φύσις that change over the course of a person’s life, i.e., the differences between children, youths, adults, and the elderly, which the author attributes to a cyclical “gaining the upper hand” of fire and

---

272 Vit. 2.1–2, 6.468–470 L., 39.1, 6.534 L., 61.1, 6.574 L. On the medical use of the term δύναμις, which literally denotes a “capacity” (< δύνασθαι) to act or be acted upon, see Plamböck (1964) and von Staden (1998).

273 On the verb χρήσθημι, we may simply note the passage from On the Application of Liquids quoted above (οἶνος δὲ γάλακτις, ὅσα χρόνα τρώματα, συνεχέος χρωμένῳ αὐτάρκεις, Liqu. 5.1, 6.128 L.). The noun χρήσις is applied to treatment at ἩΜ 4.1, 1.578 L., Off. 4, 3.286 L., Ule. 2.3, 6.404 L., Medic. II 113, 8.244 L., Med. 3, 9.208 L., 12, 9.218 L., Prac. 7, 9.260 L., and in the title of On the Application of Liquids (Περὶ ἕγρον χρήσισι).
water within the body (ch. 33). After determining the patient’s φόσις, both what is innate from birth and what is due to the person’s age, the doctor must further learn the “powers” (δυνάμεις) of the various foods and drinks that a patient might consume, both the powers that these substances have “by nature” (κατὰ φόσιν) and those which they acquire “through necessity and human art” (δὲ ἀνάγκην καὶ τέχνην ἀνθρωπίνην, 2.1, 6.468 L.). “But even when all this is known,” the author writes, “the patient’s treatment is not yet sufficient in itself (οὐτω αὐτάρκης ἢ θεραπείη τοῖς ἀνθρώποις), since the patient cannot maintain health through eating without also taking exercise” (2.2, 6.468 L.). This claim that neither eating nor exercise is “sufficient in itself” (αὐτάρκης) recalls the author’s assertion that when fire and water are taken separately, they are not “sufficient in themselves,” either in relation to each other or to anything else (3.1, 6.472 L.), and the parallel grows even stronger when the author notes that “foods and exercises have opposite powers (διόνυσις), but they are complementary (συμφέρονται) in their contribution to health” (2.2, 6.468–470 L.), mirroring his assertion that fire and water are “different in their power (δύναμις) but complementary (συμφέρον) in their application” (3.1, 6.472 L.). The author continues his account of “what the doctor should know” by claiming that physicians should adjust their prescriptions to fit the needs of individual situations (2.2, 6.470 L.):

One should discern … the due proportions (συμμετρίας) of exercises to the amount of foods, to the nature of the patient, to the ages of individuals, to the seasons of the year, to the changes of the winds, to the situations of the regions where people live, and to the constitution of the year. It is also necessary to recognize the risings and settings of the stars in order to know how to guard against changes and excesses in foods, drinks, winds, and the whole cosmos—the very things from which diseases arise in human beings.

Like other doctors from the Classical period, the author of On Regimen asserts that treatments

---

274 Note the appearance of the phrase ἡ ἔξ ἄρρητας σύντασις at Vict. 32.6, 6.510 L., and the frequent use of the verb ἐπικρατεῖν in chapter 33. In chapter 2, the reference to the component that has “gained the upper hand” cannot refer to a concentrated humor or an otherwise noxious imbalance, as this would be a part of the patient’s δίκτυσις rather than his φόσις (see above, n. 70).
must be adapted to fit the needs of particular situations. The doctor must carefully consider all the factors that can influence human health, and then aim for the "due proportion" (συμμετρία) like an archer trying to hit a moving target.\textsuperscript{275} Whereas other Greek doctors might have stopped at this point, the author of \textit{On Regimen} pushes the matter even further, claiming that "even when all these things are discerned, the discovery is not yet sufficient in itself" (οὐπω αὐτάρκες τὸ εὑρήμα, 2.3, 6.470 L.). This repetition of the adjective αὐτάρκης clearly shows that the author is deeply concerned with the concept of self-sufficiency. Medicine is not yet sufficient in itself, he claims, because it is impossible to discover "a measure and proportionate number (μέτρον καὶ … ἁρθμὸς σύμμετρος) of foods and exercises in accordance with the nature of each patient, without any imbalance toward either excess or deficiency" (2.3, 6.470 L.). Because the doctor cannot accompany a patient at all times, "it is impossible to set down (ὑποθέσωμα) foods and exercises with precision (ἐς ἁρθίβειν)," since "if there arises even a slight deficiency of one thing or another, it is inevitable that, over time, the body will be overcome (κρατηθήναι) by the excess and fall sick" (2.3, 6.470–472 L.).\textsuperscript{276} The author uses these observations about the impossibility of precision (ἁρθίβεια) and about the inevitability of disease to justify his great discovery of prodiagnosis. We will discuss this system in more detail below, but for the time being, suffice it to say that both the system of prodiagnosis and the author’s cosmology of fire and water appear to have been motivated by a similar set of concerns. On both fronts, the author seeks to overcome the many differences that exist between individual cases, uncovering a limited number of

\textsuperscript{275} The specific term for this target is the κυρός, a word that the author of \textit{On Regimen} employs at 2.1, 6.468 L., and 7.2, 6.480 L. For a general discussion of the κυρός in Greek medicine, see Trédé (1992) and cf. above, p. 101.

\textsuperscript{276} Note the parallel with \textit{On Ancient Medicine}. In both texts, the authors claim that it is impossible to "set down" (ὑποθέσωμα) treatments without adapting them to fit the needs of particular situations. As we will see below, the author of \textit{On Regimen} expresses many of the same concerns about oversimplification and about individual variation that we see in \textit{On Ancient Medicine}. Where these authors differ is that the author of \textit{On Ancient Medicine} rejects all ὑποθέσεις, equating causal reductionism with therapeutic reductionism, while the author of \textit{On Regimen} "sets down" his first principles as a means of overcoming the doctor’s inability to "set down" treatments.
principles that are “sufficient in themselves” and not in need of anything else. The cosmology of fire and water is “sufficient in itself” insofar as everything in the universe can be reduced to these two principles, while prodiagnosis is “sufficient in itself” insofar as it provides a reliable guide for preventing all forms of disease.

The author continues on this theme of “self-sufficiency” when he describes powers of fire and water to move and to nourish, respectively (3.1–3, 6.472–474 L.):

Now each of them has the following power (δόνμες): fire has the power to move everything in every circumstance (πάντα διὰ παντὸς κινήσαν), and water has the power to nourish everything in every circumstance (πάντα διὰ παντός θρέψαν). Each one dominates and is dominated in turn (κρατεῖ καὶ κρατεῖται), to the maximum and minimum of what is possible. For neither is able to dominate completely for the following reason. The fire, as it advances to the limit of water, lacks nourishment, while the water, as it advances to the limit of fire, lacks motion. The water therefore stops at that point, and when it stops, it no longer maintains the upper hand (οὖχετι ἐγκρατές ἐστιν), but it is at once consumed as nourishment for the assailing fire. And it is for these reasons that neither is able to dominate completely. If either of them had been vanquished (κρατηθεύειν) in the past, none of the things that now exist would be as they are now; but since they are as they are now, fire and water will always be the same (οἷον ἐστι τὰ ἀντί), and neither of them will fail, either separately or together. So fire and water, as I said, are sufficient in themselves (ἀυτάρκεα) for everything in every circumstance (πᾶς διὰ παντός), to the maximum and minimum alike.

In this passage, the author stresses not only that fire and water can sustain “all things in all circumstances” (πάντα διὰ παντός), but also that they are locked in a continuous cycle of advancement and retreat, a cycle that governs other cycles which occur in every corner of the universe. The author describes this cycle as one of “dominating” (κρατεῖν) and “being dominated” (κρατεῖσθαι), of one power advancing to its limit before turning around and allowing the other power to dominate in its turn. In the above-quoted passage, the author writes that fire first dominates water, “attacks” it, and grows in strength until it reaches a point where it no longer has sufficient nourishment, at which point the fire loses its dominance and starts to retreat, while the newly dominant water advances to the point where it, too, needs the assistance of its adversary. As we noted above, a similar principle of opposite interdependence can also be found
in *On the Nature of the Human Being* (above, pp. 58–59). Both authors support the principle by pointing to the continuing existence of everything in the universe, and they both seem to have applied it, first and foremost, to the regular cycles that exist within the cosmos.\(^{277}\) In chapter 68, the author notes that the solstices, which the Greeks called “turning points” (τροπαί, the same term for the “routing” of an enemy), are the points in the year when winter and summer have reached their extremes, after which they become “more gentle” (μαλακωτέρη, 68.8, 6.598 L.) and start to give way, reaching a perfect balance at the spring and fall equinoxes (ἰσημερία, literally “equality of the parts”) before advancing to the opposite extreme.\(^{278}\) As we see in this example, the pendular cycle between fire and water “dominating” and “being dominated” is governed by two laws that are by no means intuitive, but are nevertheless central to the author’s system. The first requires that the element which has “gained the upper hand” must retain its dominance until it has reached its extreme, with no switching of directions mid-course. The second requires that, after this extreme has been reached, the prevailing element must give way to its opposite, even if it still appears to be stronger than its adversary (as would be the case on the first day after a solstice). The author sees this cycle of “dominating” and “being dominated” repeated throughout the cosmos. It governs the alternation of day and night, the lengthening and shortening of the days, the waxing and waning of the moon, and what is conventionally known as “life” and “death.”

The cycle and life and death is especially interesting, as it forms part of a more general cycle

---

\(^{277}\) Note especially Polybus’ assertion that “none in fact of these (i.e., the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet) would last for a moment without all the things that are present in this cosmos, but if one were to fail all would disappear, for by the same necessity all things are constructed and nourished by one another” (ἀπὸ γὰρ τῆς αὐτῆς ἀνάγκης πάντα συνεστηκέ τε καὶ τρέφεται ἐν τῶν ἄλλων, *Nat. Hom.* 7.8, 6.48–50 L.).

\(^{278}\) On the solstices (τροπαί), see *Vict.* 68.7, 6.598 L., 68.13, 6.604 L. On the equinoxes (ἰσημερία), see *Vict.* 68.9, 6.600 L., 68.13, 6.604 L. At 68.9, 6.600 L., the author refers to spring as “well mixed” (ἐξίκρητος), recalling Eryximachus’ implicit analogy between the seasons and the humors in Plato’s *Symposium* (above, p. 29).
of creation and destruction. Fire and water are in constant motion. They move to this or that extreme as each element dominates and is dominated in turn, and at any given moment, this ever-changing mixture can experience an ἀπόκρισις, separating off invisible “seeds” (σπέρματα) and “animals” (ζῷα) that will eventually give rise to visible objects (4.1, 6.6.474 L.). The constant change in the mixture of fire and water guarantees that the various secretions that separate off from this mixture will have “many different forms” (πολλὰς καὶ παντοδαπὰς ἰδέας) and that the resulting objects will be “by necessity dissimilar” (ἀνόμως ἕξ ἀνάγκης, 4.1, 6.474 L.). The author also stresses that these secretions are “in no way like one another either in appearance or in power” (οὐδὲν ὑμοίων ἀλλήλοισιν ὦτε τὴν ὁφθν ὦτε τὴν δύναμιν, 4.1, 6.474 L.; cf. Vict. 22.1–2, 6.494 L.), since different mixtures of fire and water will by necessity give rise to different properties. Just after this statement, the author observes that when human beings talk about “life” and “death,” we are not really using the proper terms (4.2, 6.474–476 L):

Of all things, nothing perishes, nor does anything come to be that did not exist before, but things change by mixing and separating. Humans, however, hold the belief that what increases by moving from Hades to the light, comes to be, and what decreases, by departing from the light to Hades, perishes. For they put more faith in the eyes than in reason (γνώμη), though the eyes are incapable of judging even the things that they see. For my part, I will use reason (γνώμη) for the following exposition. For there are living things both there (in the realm of invisible) and here (in the realm of the visible). And if there is a living thing, death is impossible, unless everything dies along with it. For whither would they go to die? Nor is it possible for what is not (τὸ μὴ ἔδον) to come to be. For whence will it have existence? But all things increase and decrease to the maximum and minimum of what is possible.

As the author stresses in this passage, the process of “coming to be” is simply an increasing in the size of some pre-existing seed. The seed grows by adding material to its frame, eventually acquiring a size that can be seen with the human eye. “Perishing,” meanwhile, is simply a decreasing in size, a passing from the realm of the visible to that of the invisible. “If there is a living thing, death is impossible, unless everything dies along with it.” This statement recalls the author’s assertion that “if either of them (i.e., fire or water) had been vanquished in the past,
none of the things that now exist would be as they are now; but since they are as they are now, fire and water will always be the same, and neither of them will fail, either separately or together” (3.3, 6.474 L.). The real movement “from the light to Hades” is not a passing from life to death, but rather a passing from the visible to the invisible. Hades, in this instance, is not the irredeemable destruction that we normally call “death,” but simply a shrinking in size, a movement from what can be seen by the eyes to what can only be seen by the mind. Behind this statement, there is an obvious play on the name “Hades” (Ἅδης), which in Greek recalls the adjective ἁδης, “invisible.” Death is not really “death” but rather one of two extremes in an ever-repeating cycle of growth and diminution, a “separating off” that will later be counterbalanced by a subsequent act of mixture.

This author’s emphasis on the cycle of life and death, wherein “death” never really exists, has traditionally been read as an unimportant feature of On Regimen. The author, it is said, is simply stressing the bromide that “nothing comes from nothing,” while any reference to “life” and “death” can simply be attributed to his unusual decision to mimic the stylings of Heraclitus. Kirk (1954, 21) is especially cold in his assessment, noting that “there are places in these chapters where I would say that the author (unlike Heraclitus) simply did not know what he meant.”279 Joly (1984, 26) usually rushes to this author’s defense, but even he thinks the passage is insignificant, writing that “ces passages ne jouent pas un rôle fondamental dans la pensée d’ensemble du livre I: c’est plutôt une sorte de parenthèse généralisante qui s’écarte très provisoirement du propos spécifique de l’auteur, qui est l’homme, la nature de l’homme.” As we will soon see, however, this passage is in fact extremely significant and indeed fundamental to our understanding of this text. It points to an entire eschatological system that lies at the heart of On

279 A similar stance is taken by Barnes (1983, 100), who calls these chapters a “breathless and muddled farrago.” See also the withering criticism of Freeman (1946, 130–131).
Regimen, a system that must be understood before we can appreciate the full significance of this work.

These references to the permanence of “life” and to the non-existence of “death” are central to the author’s thinking. They are not a stylistic ploy to give the text “philosophical” authority, but rather a reflection of the author’s deeply held beliefs about the soul, the gods, and the overlapping “geographies” of the body and the cosmos. For the rest of this chapter, I would like to reconstruct what the author has to say about each of these topics. I will start with the geography of the cosmos and the general characteristics of animals and plants, after which I will then move to the “geography” of the human body, a structure that the author explicitly calls an “imitation of the whole” (ἀπομίμησιν τοῦ ὅλου, 10.1, 6.484 L.). While describing the structure of the body and the nature of health and disease, I will have a good deal to say about the role of the doctor in restoring and maintaining a person’s health. I will also, inevitably, focus on the soul, a fiery entity that dominates every aspect of this author’s thinking. This discussion of the soul will eventually lead us to consider what this author has to say about the nature of “intelligence” (γνώμη) and about the proper method for both discovering and communicating insights about the “whole” (τὸ ὅλον). It will also bring us to one of the most important aspects of this text: the relationship between humans and the gods and what it means to be “divine” in a world of constant change. So far as I am aware, this system has never been outlined in all its complexity. Some important studies have focused on what the author has to say about the soul, but no one has yet drawn the text’s many threads together into a truly comprehensive account. The production of such an account has been discouraged, in part, by the sheer length and complexity of On Regimen. It has also been hampered by a long tradition of viewing the text as the work of an

---

“eclectic,” who cannot be held responsible for the details within his own system. For some scholars (e.g., Fredrich 1899), *On Regimen* was simply a cut-and-paste job by a mindless compiler. Others have resisted such an extreme characterization, but it is still generally supposed that the best way to understand *On Regimen* is to catalogue its various “debts.” With one passage supposedly attributable to Heraclitus, another to Empedocles, another to Anaxagoras, there has been little incentive to consider the work as an interconnected whole. In what follows, I will treat *On Regimen* as the work of an author in full control of his text. By adopting this perspective, we will see that *On Regimen* is a highly regular, unified, and richly detailed text. It is built around the assumption that the immortality of the soul cannot be separated from the discussion of health and disease, and that everything in the universe is guided by a cosmic intelligence that is centered in the sun, is comprised of the strongest fire, and is the ultimate source from which all other divinities branch off.

The author of *On Regimen* divides the cosmos into two parts. At the center of the cosmos lies the earth, which is primarily composed of water, while at the periphery there are the heavens, which are primarily composed of fire. The author believes that the earth is either a sphere or a flat disk with two frozen poles and a hot and dry band across its diameter. This central band is hot and dry because it is closest to the sun (i.e., because the sun moves along this line), while the two poles are frozen because they lie farthest from the sun and therefore manifest the extreme ascendancy of water. Between the north pole and the central band, there is an inhabited zone,

---

282 Vict. 37.1, 6.528 L., 38.2–3, 6.530–532 L.
283 Vict. 37.1, 6.528 L.
284 I.e., they are cold and wet and frozen because the water is at its most dominant, not moving because it contains the least fire. For the definition of ice as the strongest form of water, cf. Vict. 3.2, 6.474–474 L., 65.2, 6.582 L., 89.2, 6.644 L.
the οἰκοεμένη, which includes the Mediterranean and its encircling lands.285 There is another inhabited zone in the south, although its geography and the nature of its inhabitants are left unspecified.286 All winds (πνεύματα) originate from the frozen poles.287 They start out cold and wet, and then become hotter, colder, drier, wetter, more sickly, or healthier depending on the regions through which they blow.288 The winds that originate from the south have the effect of cooling and moistening the southern οἰκοεμένη, while they become hot and dry as they pass the central desert and then change again when they cross the Mediterranean, thereby explaining why south winds are hot and dry in Libya but hot and wet in Greece.289 The winds that originate from the north pole cool and moisten the northern οἰκοεμένη. While passing the equator, they lose much of their water to the thirsty desert, and thus arrive in the south with the powers of heating and drying.290

The surface of the earth is divided into two components, land and sea. The land is covered with vegetation,291 while the sea provides nourishment for some animals and destruction for others.292 Between the frozen poles and the parched central band, each οἰκοεμένη experiences a cycle of evaporation and precipitation. As the sun sends its rays down to earth, it draws up

285 Vict. 38.2, 6.530–532 L.
286 Vict. 38.3, 6.532 L.
287 Vict. 38.2–3, 6.530–532 L.
288 Vict. 38, 6.530–534 L., 68.12, 6.604 L.
289 Vict. 38.3–4, 6.532 L.
290 The author also makes a passing reference to the west wind, which blows during the spring (Vict. 68.8, 6.598 L.). He does not explain how this wind comes to be, although it seems to be connected to the changes in the seasons; cf. Vict. 2.2, 6.470 L.
291 Vict. 37.1, 6.528 L., 38.4–6, 6.532–534 L.
292 Vict. 10.1, 6.484 L.
moisture from anything that is wet—not only the sea, but also animals and plants. Some of this moisture gathers into clouds before falling back to earth. The rest is presumably swept into the οἴθηρ, where it provides nourishment for the heavenly bodies. Much of the precipitation that falls upon the earth is assimilated into plants. Plants resemble animals inasmuch as they contain both humors and flesh, but they do not have intelligence (γνώμη), which for the author of On Regimen implies that they do not have a soul. The humors that are contained within plants are the same humors that can nourish the bodies of animals. Just as animals “cook” humors in their bellies, so plants “cook” their humors by the heat of the sun. This cooking ripens the juices in fruits, transforming them from acid to sweet, while further coction transforms the sweet juice of grapes into wine, and it ultimately completes the cycle back to acid (ὅξος) by transforming wine into vinegar (ὅξος). As these juices ripen, the fire within them steadily increases to the point where they no longer contain any nutriment. Acidic fruits cool and moisten, sweet fruits warm

293 For the evaporation of moisture from winds and the sea, see Vict. 38.2–3, 6.530–532 L., 38.6, 6.534 L. For the sun’s drawing of moisture from animals and plants, see Vict. 37.1, 6.6.528 L., and compare 38.4–5, 6.532–534 L., 68.4, 6.596 L., 68.10, 6.600 L., 68.12, 6.602 L., 68.14, 6.604 L., 70.3, 6.608 L., 72.2, 6.612 L., 90.7, 6.656 L., 93.1, 6.660 L., 93.5, 6.662 L.

294 Vict. 37.2, 6.528 L., 89.2, 6.644–646 L., 89.13, 6.652 L.

295 Vict. 10.1, 6.484 L., 90.1, 6.652–654 L., 90.3, 6.654 L.

296 Humors (χελοί, χαροί): Vict. 40.1, 6.536 L., 42.1, 6.538 L., 43.2, 6.540 L., 45.4, 6.544 L., 54.5, 6.560 L., 54.8, 6.560 L., 55.2, 6.562 L., 55.3, 6.562 L., 55.4, 6.564 L., 68.3, 6.594 L. Flesh (σάρξ, σάρκες): Vict. 45.1, 6.542 L., 45.3, 6.544 L., 45.4, 6.544 L., 55.5, 6.564 L. The two are paired together at Vict. 43.4, 6.544 L. For other comparisons between the bodies of animals and the structure of plants, see Vict. 65.2, 6.582 L. (over-drying of the flesh makes it hard and “wood-like,” ἔλοδος), 68.6, 6.598 L. (the body must be exposed to winter cold just as trees must be exposed to the cold in order to grow strong and produce fruits), 68.9, 6.600 L. (we should prepare our bodies for summer just as the trees prepare for summer by provisioning themselves with shade and healthy growth), 90.11, 6.650 L. (tumors “grow” in the flesh just as plants “grow” in the earth), 90.3, 6.654 L. (fruits correspond to our reproductive “seed”).

297 Vict. 68.9, 6.600 L. On this topic, see below, p. 233.

298 At Vict. 55.3, 6.562 L., the author uses the adjective “wine-like” (ὕλοδος) to denote fruits that have not quite ripened since these fruits lie between the acid and the sweet, just as wine lies between sweet must (γλυκόκος) and acid vinegar (ὅξος). On the opposition between the sweet and the acid (τὸ γλυκὸ καὶ τὸ ὅξος), see Vict. 18.3, 6.492 L., 52, 6.554–556 L., 54.7–8, 6.560 L., 55.2–4, 6.562–564 L., 56.5–7, 6.568 L., and cf. Vict. 76.1, 6.618 L., 77.1, 6.620 L. On the ripening of fruits, see Vict. 55, 6.562–564 L., 68.11, 6.602 L.
and moisten, wine warms and dries, while vinegar cools and dries because its fire consumes all  
the loose moisture in the body.\textsuperscript{299}  

In addition to plants, the earth is also home to animals, a category to which we humans  
belong.\textsuperscript{300} Different animals thrive in different environments, while their varying diets, activities,  
and habitats change the qualities of their humors and flesh.\textsuperscript{301} The flesh of animals is constructed  
primarily out of water, while their growth, movements, sensations, and thoughts are directed by a  
fiery soul.\textsuperscript{302} What makes one species differ from another is the specific arrangement of the  
watery body around this fiery soul.\textsuperscript{303} The individual parts of the body are present from the  
beginning, even when the smallest seed of an animal separates off from a larger mass.\textsuperscript{304} When  
this seed first separates off, the watery body dominates the fiery soul and prevents the animal  
from growing. These invisible seeds of animals do not begin to grow until they are breathed into  
the body of another animal, where they are then nourished and, if everything attains the proper  
“attunement” (ἀπροβολα), have the potential to be combined with another seed when their host  
engages in sexual intercourse. The author specifically says that these seeds are breathed in by  
animals that are “large” (6.3, 6.480 L.) and in whom respiration occurs (25.1, 6.496 L.), a  
designation that distinguishes the invisible, free-floating “seeds” of animals from those that have

\textsuperscript{299} Acidic foods cool and moisten: \textit{Vit.} 52.3, 6.556 L. 53.3, 6.562 L. Sweet foods warm and moisten: \textit{Vit.} 53.3, 6.562  
L., 55.4, 6.564 L. Wine warms and dries: \textit{Vit.} 52.1–3, 6.554–556 L. Vinegar cools and dries: \textit{Vit.} 52.4, 6.556 L.,  
56.1, 6.564 L., 56.8, 6.570 L., 79.2, 6.624 L., 81.2, 6.628 L., cf. \textit{Vit.} 42.1, 6.540 L. For the cooling that comes when  
the flesh is emptied of moisture, thereby allowing cold πνεύμα to fill the empty space, see \textit{Vit.} 57.1, 6.570 L., 60.1,  
6.572 L., 60.4, 6.574 L., 66.7, 6.586 L., 83.1, 6.634 L.  

\textsuperscript{300} \textit{Vit.} 3.1, 6.472 L., 7.1, 6.480 L., 22.2, 6.494 L.  

\textsuperscript{301} \textit{Vit.} 28.4, 6.502 L., 41.2, 6.538 L., 46.1–4, 6.544–546 L., 56.4, 6.566–568 L.  

\textsuperscript{302} To date, Hüffmeier (1961, 69–82) has provided the most comprehensive discussion of the soul in \textit{On Regimen}. See  
also the works cited in n. 280, above.  

\textsuperscript{303} \textit{Vit.} 6.3, 6.478–480 L.  

\textsuperscript{304} On the inseparability of the fiery soul from its watery body, see Bartoš (2009).
acquired both respiration and “life” after uniting with another seed.\textsuperscript{305} In human beings, this union of seeds takes place in the womb. Both the male and the female secretes a seed that contains a mixture of fire and water. On its own, the fire in each seed is overpowered by its watery body, but when it falls upon and mixes with the fire in the other seed, they have enough strength to “dominate” the water in turn.\textsuperscript{306} This mixture then initiates an ascendancy of fire that lasts from the formation of the embryo to the mid-point of the animal’s life, at which point the growing soul will run out of nutriment and yield to the oncoming water.\textsuperscript{307} From middle age to “death,” the ascendancy of water gradually forces the soul out of our bodies. “Death” occurs when the last remnant of the soul separates off into the realm of the invisible (\textit{διακρίνονται} ἐς τὸ ἀδήλιον, 29.2, 6.504 L.). After the soul separates off, it can be inhaled by another animal, thereby starting the whole cycle again. In some cases, this cycle of inhalation and exhalation might become broken, allowing the soul to move up into the heavenly realm.

As the soul travels through the heavens, it will encounter three “circuits” (\textit{περίοδοι}) that are located progressively farther from the earth. The circuit that is closest to the earth belongs to the moon, the uppermost circuit belongs to the stars, while the middle circuit belongs to the sun.\textsuperscript{308}

\textsuperscript{305} This detail has eluded previous commentators on this text. The key is to note that the invisible seeds of animals (i.e., animals that are “small”) are secreted during the alternating ascendancies of fire and water (4.1, 6.474 L.), and that respiration is acquired only after these seeds begin to grow in size (9.1, 6.482 L.). The author is clearly not drawing an otherwise superfluous distinction between different species of fully grown animals. For this author, size is inextricably linked to his cycle of growth and diminution, in which “death” is simply a return to the realm of the invisibly small.

\textsuperscript{306} \textit{Vit.} 30.1, 6.504 L. At \textit{Vit.} 9.1, 6.482 L., and 29.2, 6.504 L., the author uses the verb \textit{ζωοπρέπειον} (“to be imbued with the fire of life”), a term that nicely encapsulates his idea that what we call “life” begins when fire “gains the upper hand” over water.

\textsuperscript{307} \textit{Vit.} 25, 6.496–498 L., 33, 6.510–512 L. For the consumption of the available nutriment as the cause of this “retreat,” see \textit{Vit.} 29.2, 6.504 L. In \textit{Epidemics I}, older people are similarly described as “those in whom the hot is now being dominated (sc. by the cold)” (ὅσοι ἆποι θερμον κρατείτον, \textit{Epid. I} 12, 6.638 L.). This passage suggests that \textit{On Regimen’s} conception of aging, wherein heat first “dominates” and then “is dominated” by the cold, draws on a belief that was already circulating among Greek doctors by the late fifth century BCE.

\textsuperscript{308} \textit{Vit.} 10.2, 6.486 L.
At the limit of the uppermost circuit, there is a hard shell (τὸ περὶ χον) beyond which nothing can pass,\(^{309}\) while the lowermost circuit is bounded by the ἄηρ, a layer of moist air that is home to all meteorological phenomena.\(^{310}\) This strip of moist ἄηρ is distinct from the dry οἶχρ that is home to the heavenly bodies.\(^{311}\) It is pervaded by a mixture of fire and water that is customarily referred to as πνεῦμα,\(^{312}\) in which the fiery component gives πνεῦμα its movement just as fiery souls provide movement for living things. The heavenly bodies exchange substances with each other, and they can also send substances down to earth. Like the winds that change their quality depending on the regions through which they blow, the material that comes down from the οἶχρ can be either pure or impure, healthy or diseased, presumably acquiring its impurities as it travels through the ἄηρ.\(^{313}\) The phases of the moon reflect the cyclical dominance of fire and water within this circuit.\(^{314}\) The fire overpowers the water until it reaches its limit (i.e., a full moon), after which the fire turns around and then retreats, allowing the water in its turn to “gain the upper hand.” Different stars rise and set at different points in the year, coinciding with the changes in the seasons.\(^{315}\) The sun also changes over the course of the year, as its light (φῶς) is

---

\(^{309}\) *Vict.* 10.2, 6.486 L.

\(^{310}\) *Vict.* 10.1–2, 6.484–486 L., 89.2, 6.644 L., 89.13, 6.652 L.

\(^{311}\) On the dryness of οἶχρ, note the association of “clear sky” (οἶχρα) with dryness at *Vict.* 89.6, 6.646 L.

\(^{312}\) *Vict.* 89.13, 6.652 L.

\(^{313}\) *Vict.* 89.12, 6.650–652 L. On the essential “healthiness” of the οἶχρ, note the reference to ἄηρ corrupting the heavenly bodies at 89.2, 6.644 L., and compare *Epid.* VI 4.17, 5.310: “Of natural waters, what is separated off (ἀποκραθεῖν) from the οἶχρ with thunder is good, while what comes out of a storm is bad.”

\(^{314}\) *Vict.* 5.1, 6.476 L.

\(^{315}\) *Vict.* 2.2, 6.470 L., 68.2, 6.594 L., 68.7–8, 6.598 L., 68.10–11, 6.600–602 L., 68.13–14, 6.604 L. In chapter 68, the author mentions two major constellations, the Pleiades and Arcturus. The rising of the Pleiades marks the beginning of summer (cf. *Hes.* *Op.* 383–384, 571–573), the rising of Arcturus marks the beginning of autumn (cf. *Hes.* *Op.* 609–611), and the setting of the Pleiades marks the beginning of winter (cf. *Hes.* *Op.* 619–621). The author identifies the beginning of spring as the spring equinox, whereas Hesiod (*Op.* 564–567) associates it with the evening rising of Arcturus. Cf. *Thphr.* *Sign.* 6–7, where the year is divided by the two solstices, two equinoxes, and the rising and setting of the Pleiades.
locked in a constant struggle with darkness (σκότος). The longest day of the year is the summer solstice, when fire/light is at its most dominant, while the shortest day of the year is the winter solstice, when water/darkness has reached its extreme.\textsuperscript{316} Another manifestation of the struggle between light and darkness can be seen in the alternation between day and night.\textsuperscript{317} Light and darkness pass through two realms, one denoted as “Zeus” and the other as “Hades.” During the day, there is light in the realm of Zeus and darkness in that of Hades, while during the night, there is darkness in the realm of Zeus and light in that of Hades. One presumes that the realm of Hades is to be identified as the other side of the earth, the side that we cannot see (see above, p. 175). This is the area through which the sun passes on its night-time journey, circling back to the east after setting in the west. The realm of Zeus, meanwhile, is the observable sky, presumably the equivalent of αἰθήρ. The fire in this αἰθήρ is stronger than any other fire in the universe, and its power is concentrated in the sun.

The author of \textit{On Regimen} seems to have believed that the sun is the most important entity in the cosmos. When he prescribes prayers to the gods, it is Helios who comes first (89.14, 6.652 L.), while he equates the “hottest and strongest” fire in our bodies with the circuit of the sun, observing that the central fire in our bodies “steers all things in all circumstances, both these things here and those things there, never coming to rest” (10.3, 6.486 L.). He also claims that our bodies’ hottest and strongest fire contains “soul, mind, thought, movement, growth, diminution, change, sleep, and waking” (10.3, 6.486 L.) and that “from the division of one soul there arise other souls, more or less numerous, greater or smaller in size” (16.2, 6.490 L.). In light of these passages, I would like to suggest that the author of \textit{On Regimen} views the sun as the equivalent of

\textsuperscript{316} \textit{Vit.} 5.1, 6.476 L., 68.7, 6.598 L.

\textsuperscript{317} \textit{Vit.} 5.1, 6.476 L.
the soul within our bodies. Its fire is the “one soul” from which all other souls branch off, the
director of the universe as a whole. Anything else that possesses either intelligence or movement
is merely an emanation of this fire, and it represents a unitary god from which all other divinities
branch off.\textsuperscript{318}

We have already mentioned the “ascendancy” and “retreat” of the soul within our bodies. Its
ascendancy begins when the male and female seeds are mixed together, and it ends when the
animal reaches middle age. At this point, the fire loses its dominance to water, and our fiery soul
is gradually forced out of the body from middle age until the moment that we “die.” To explain
how two souls can initially mix together, the author compares two sets of coals that are burning
at different temperatures and then allowed to mix together. Even though one set of coals is
stronger and the other is weaker, the coals will eventually become indistinguishable from one
another, burning at precisely the same intensity.\textsuperscript{319} The author then adds that, at a certain point,
the fire within these coals will have consumed all the available nutriment. At this point, the fire
will “separate off” into the realm of the invisible (\textit{διωκρίνονται ἐκ τὸ ὀζηλόν}) in the same way that
the human soul will separate off after water acquires dominance over fire (29.2, 6.504 L.).

Another analogy with the separating off of the soul from the body can be found in chapter 44. In
this passage, the author notes that freshly cooked foods are drier than foods that are “old”
(\textit{παλαιό}), since freshly cooked foods are “closer to the fire” (\textit{ἐγγιον τῷ πυρῷ}), while “as they
grow old (\textit{παλαιόμενα}) they breathe out the hot component and bring the cold into themselves”
(τὸ μὲν θερμὸν ἐκπνεῖ, τὸ δὲ ψυχρὸν ἐπάγεται, 44.1, 6.542 L.). The author does not explicitly

\textsuperscript{318} I will elaborate on each of these points over the course of this chapter.

\textsuperscript{319} \textit{Vict.} 29.2, 6.504 L. Littré (1849) wrongly inserts a μ in this passage, as if the author were saying that one set of
coals is burning while the other is not. The author’s point, of course, is that both sets of coals are burning, just as both
souls are primarily composed of fire. One is burning more strongly than the other, but they will burn with the same
intensity after they are mixed together. Jones (1931) gets this right, while Joly (1984) follows Littré.
refer to the soul in this passage, but he is clearly thinking about the lives of human beings. Just as foods become cold and wet as they age, so too do humans grow cold and wet as they approach the end of their lives. We “breathe out” our fiery soul and replace it with cold water in the same way that foods gradually “breathe out” their heat and replace it with an “inhalation” of watery πνεῦμα. In chapter 25, the author adds a further detail to this process, observing that just as we exhale portions of our soul when water dominates fire, so too can we inhale souls and temporarily house them when fire dominates water (25.1–2, 6.496–498 L.):

The soul of the human being, possessing a mixture of fire and water and parts of a human being, enters into every animal that breathes and in particular into every human being, both the younger and the older. However, it does not grow in all of them in the same way. In young bodies, because the revolution (of the fiery soul) is rapid and the body is growing, (the incoming soul) is engulfed in fire (ἐκσπερομένη), thinned out, and consumed for the growth of the body. In older bodies, because the movement (of the fiery soul) is slow and the body is cold, (the incoming soul) is consumed for the diminution of the human being. Bodies that are at their peak and in the fertile period of life are able to provide (these souls with) nourishment and growth. A human sovereign is strong when he is able to provide nourishment for many human beings, but he is weaker when they abandon him. A similar circumstance applies to all bodies. They are very strong when they are able to provide nourishment for many souls, but they are weaker when these (souls) depart.

This passage describes what happens in our bodies during two distinct stages in a person’s life. The first stage is when the body is young and fire dominates water, while second stage is when the body is older and water dominates fire. Both younger and older bodies (and, for that matter, both humans and other animals) inhale the free-floating souls of human beings. By “souls,” the author technically means the “seeds” of a human being, consisting of a fiery soul and its watery body, relegated to the realm of the invisible. When we are young, the fire in our souls dominates the water in our bodies, thereby causing the soul to move very rapidly. When our souls encounter the inhaled seeds of human beings, they engulf them in fire and cause them to be “thinned out.” By saying that these seeds are “thinned out” (λεπτόνεσθαι), the author implies that a lighter component in this mixture is separated off from a heavier component. The lighter component
increases the intensity of the fiery soul and contributes to the growth of the body, while the heavier component is expelled from the body, presumably by way of breath. Parallels with other texts in the Hippocratic Corpus suggest that the author of On Regimen locates this entire process in the heart, which receives πνεῦμα from the windpipe and is connected to the rest of the body by way of the vascular system. In On Flesh, the author writes that “The child in the belly, puckering its lips, suckles and draws both the nourishment and the πνεῦμα from the mother’s womb into the heart—for this is the hottest part of the child—whenever the mother inhales” (Carn. 6.3, 8.592 L.). On the Heart similarly observes that “whereas a person must of necessity expel the air, after it has fulfilled its office, back through the same passage by which he drew it in, the moisture he partly spits out into the sheath of the heart, and partly allows to go back with the air to the outside” (Cond. 3.1, 9.82 L., trans. Potter). When we grow older, the circulation of our soul slows down and our bodies become colder. The water in our bodies acquires dominance over fire, and it initiates the inevitable march toward the dissolution we know as “death.” At this stage in a person’s life, the human seeds that we inhale contribute to the diminution of the soul. It is not the fire but rather the water that is dominant at this stage, with the result that the watery part of the inhaled πνεῦμα gradually pushes out our fiery soul. All the souls that we had previously inhaled are now abandoning the cooling body, eventually reaching a point where the last remnant of our fiery soul is expelled with our final breath. This is what the author means when he refers to the departure of souls that had previously been “nourished” in our bodies. The πνεῦμα that we inhale is a mixture of fiery souls surrounded by their watery bodies. Depending on whether fire or water is dominant at a particular stage in a person’s life, this ensouled πνεῦμα will either increase or decrease our fiery souls whenever we engage in respiration. The analogy with coals is especially enlightening when applied to this process. As with human beings, the coal begins its “life” with an abundance of moisture and a fire that has just established its dominance. The fire
continues to grow in strength until all the available nourishment is used up, at which point the fire is slowly “breathed out” until all that is left is cold ash. When the fire is dominant in the first half of the coal’s life, a blast of air will make the fire grow stronger and burn hotter. When the fire is receding in the second half of the coal’s life, a blast of air will simply hasten the rate at which the fire is peeled off.320

Even when reduced to the realm of the invisible, our souls are still enveloped in a watery body that contains all the parts of a human being.321 In chapter 7, the author explains why this has to be: “it is necessary for the things that enter (i.e., the seeds of animals that we inhale) to have all the parts, since whatever does not have a portion of itself from the beginning cannot grow, whether the incoming nutriment is great or small, because the nutriment has nothing to grow onto” (7.1, 6.480 L.). Growth proceeds by the principle of “like to like,” so if a part does not already exist, it cannot increase in size. As the soul moves around the body, it takes substances from one place and deposits them in another, but it never endows the body with a completely new part. One exception to this rule comes in chapter 9, when the author describes a moment in embryogenesis when the fiery soul becomes trapped within the embryo. This happens when the soul causes the body’s exterior to harden, producing an impenetrable shell of skin that recalls—but is not quite as impervious as—the περιέχον that surrounds the entire universe.322 With no other avenue for bringing in nutriment, the fire must consume the moisture in the body. Any water that is “wet,” “soft,” and dominated by the fire will be completely consumed, giving rise to hollow parts like the belly and the vessels. The “wettest” part of the fire remains in the vessels and

---

320 Cf. Vict. 13.1–2, 6.488 L., where the author explicitly compares respiration to the stoking of fire in a furnace, and 65.1–2, 6.582 L., where ash and dust are specifically labeled as cold.

321 Vict. 6.1, 6.478 L., 6.3, 6.478 L., 7.1, 6.480 L., 25.1, 6.496 L.

322 Vict. 9.1, 6.482 L., 10.2, 6.486 L.
becomes the conveyor of both blood and πνεῦμα, while any water that is “dry” cannot be consumed by the fire, but is rather condensed to make sinews, bones, and the membranes around the hollows. In between everything else, there is flesh (σάρκες). The author uses this term interchangeably with “the body” (τὸ σῶμα), and he implies that the flesh is simply a mass of concentrated water that has condensed by virtue of being cold.

In chapter 10, the author makes his critical observation that “the fire set everything in the body in proper order for itself as an imitation of the whole (ἀπομίμησιν τοῦ ὅλου), small in relation to large and large in relation to small” (10.1, 6.484 L.). The anatomy of the human being, in other words, reflects the “anatomy” of the cosmos, as the soul constructs our bodies in such a way that the geography of the cosmos is actually “mapped” onto the body. The author does not explain why this analogy exists, but it may be related to the fact that our soul is merely a secretion of the central fire that governs the universe as a whole. This central fire is ultimately responsible for putting the entire cosmos in order, and we should therefore not be surprised if a portion of this fire, when trapped within a body, shapes the body in such a way as to make the “small” resemble the “large,” turning the body into an “imitation of the whole.” There is only one intelligence in the universe, only one “soul,” and so it will perform the same actions wherever it is found. This interpretation is supported by the author’s claim that the soul of all animals is the same, regardless of the individual species. It is also supported by his assertion that the hottest and

323 Vict. 9.3, 6.484 L. For the author’s association of the soul with both blood and πνεῦμα, see below, p. 190.

324 There are obvious parallels between this whole chapter and On Flesh. It is particularly interesting that the author of On Regimen uses “dry water” in the same way that the author of On Flesh uses the “fatty” and the “glutinous” to explain why some parts are not completely dissipated by the hot. Cf. Carn. 3.2–3, 8.586 L., where the author also begins his account with the creation of bones, sinews, and membranes, and where the creation of the human being involves an active substance (i.e., the hot) shaping a passive substance (i.e., the cold).

325 Cf. Vict. 57.1, 6.570 L., 62.1, 6.576 L., 76.1, 6.618 L. This association of “flesh” with “the body” may help explain the title of On Flesh (see above, n. 205).

326 Vict. 10.1, 6.484 L. (διάτος φυσικῶν και ἐγγροφώ σώστασιν). At Carn. 9.2, 8.596 L., flesh is also said to arise from the condensation of the cold element.
strongest fire within our bodies “steers all things in all circumstances, both these things here and those things there, never coming to rest” (10.3, 6.486 L.). By referring to “these things here and those things there,” the author refers, on the one hand, to the parallels between an invisible “seed” of a human being and a fully grown individual. At the same time, he also seems to associate our bodies with the universe as a whole, holding that the central fire in our bodies reflects the heavenly fire that governs the entire cosmos. In his extended analogy between the body and the cosmos, the author specifically connects our “central intelligence” with the sun, which likewise inhabits a central circuit and sends emanations of itself both to the other heavenly bodies and down to earth. Just as the “hottest and strongest” fire in our bodies is the source of all movement, growth, and intelligence, so the “hottest and strongest” fire in the heavens performs all of these same functions on a much larger, cosmic scale. This implicit analogy appears to be activated already in chapter 6, where the author claims that the soul, no matter the scale, “revolves around” (περιφοραί, 6.3, 6.478 L.) its parts, adding material to some while taking it away from others.327 This soul “does everything (i.e., all the same things) wherever it goes” (ἐκαστα διαπρήσσεται ἐς ἤμνινα ἄν ἐλθη, 6.3, 6.478 L.), a statement that seems to encapsulate the idea that wherever fire is located, it will perform the same actions.

In chapter 10, the author observes that the body, like the cosmos, contains a bipartite division between “earth” and “sky,” in which the earth is further subdivided into “land” and “sea.” He also notes that the “sky” within our bodies is subdivided into three fiery circuits (περίοδοι), in which the central circuit contains the hottest and strongest fire and is associated with the sun, the

---

327 For the association of the verb περιφοραί with the revolution of the heavenly bodies, see Parm. DK 28 B10.4 and cf. the references to the “revolutions” (περιφοραί) of both the soul and the heavenly bodies at Vict. 10.2, 6.486 L., 22.1–2, 6.494 L., 25.1, 6.498 L., and especially 89.2–3, 6.644–646 L., 89.10, 6.650 L. In chapter 6, the author also notes that free-floating souls “wander” (πλανάσθην, Vict. 6.3, 6.480 L.), using the same verb that Greek astronomers applied to the “wandering” planets. At Vict. 89.9, 6.648 L., he in fact observes that dreams about a “wandering” sun, moon, or star signify a disturbance of the soul.
innermost circuit contains a weaker form of fire, is engaged in a constant struggle with water, and is associated with the moon, and the outermost circuit contains fire that is also weaker than the fire in the central circuit, is scattered in many directions, and is associated with the stars. The sky and its three circuits map onto the vascular system, while the earth maps onto the rest of the body. The body proper (i.e., the flesh) correlates with the land, while the belly correlates with the sea. As in the universe as a whole, the “sky” (i.e., the vascular system) contains the highest concentration of fire, while the “earth” (i.e., the flesh and the belly) contains the highest concentration of water. The flesh is simply a concretion of cold water, as is the case with the earth. The belly, meanwhile, is a “storeroom for dry and wet water” (δυστατος ζηρῳ και ὑγρῳ τομείον, 10.1, 6.484 L.) and it resembles the sea insofar as it experiences evaporation into a microcosmic “ἄμηρ,” giving off “thin water and ἄμηρ-like fire” (δυστατος λεπτο και πυρὸς … ἱερίου, 10.2, 6.484–486 L.) when exposed to external heat.

The most important aspect of this analogy between the body and the cosmos is the author’s discussion of the vascular system. As Hüffmeier (1961) has demonstrated in a meticulous analysis of this text, the author places a mixture of blood and πνεῦμα in the vessels, associating them both with the soul.329 Part of this mixture is a distillation of the “thinnest” water and the “wettest” fire that is separated from food and drink,330 and it is combined with the “thinnest” portion of πνεῦμα that is breathed into the heart and likewise separated off from a heavier component (see above, pp. 185–186). This soul-mixture is manifested in the form of pulsating blood, and it runs through the body’s vessels to provide movement, growth, and sensory perception to all the

328 On the designation of nutriment as “dry” (i.e., solid) or “wet” (i.e., liquid), cf. Alim. 30, 9.108 L., 49, 9.118 L.
The soul’s speed, perceptiveness, attentiveness, and memory are all determined by the amount of water with which it is mixed, with the ideal mixture having a slight imbalance in the direction of fire, thereby allowing the soul to move at a brisk pace. If the soul is too wet, it will move too slowly and lack perceptiveness, while if the soul is too dry, it will move too quickly and over-interpret all sensory data. Regimen can change the amount of moisture in the vessels, but it cannot change the structure of the vessels themselves. It is therefore possible to use regimen to make a person more or less perceptive, more or less intelligent, but regimen cannot be used to change someone who is “quick-tempered, easy-tempered, deceitful, straightforward, unfriendly, or friendly” (36.2, 6.522 L.), since all of these traits depend on the structure of the vessels through which the soul-mixture flows.

In his analogy between the body and the cosmos, the author claims that the vascular system is divided into three “circuits” (περιοδοί) that mirror the revolutions of the sun, moon, and stars. The innermost circuit extends to the belly and concocts all food and drink. Like the moon, the fire in this circuit is engaged in a constant struggle with water (see above, p. 182), and it transmits an exhalation from the belly of “thin water and ὀψιμού-like fire” (10.2, 6.484–486 L.) that seems to reflect the process of evaporation. As for the outermost circuit, this extends to the flesh, branching off in many directions just as the stars are scattered in the sky. The soul in this outermost circuit plays three important roles in the author’s physiological system. First, it brings

---


332 *Vit.* 35, 6.512–522 L.

333 Seeing that these traits are all presented in opposing pairs, it is possible that the author associates each pair with a different quality of the vessels. A deceitful person, for example, might have crooked vessels, while a straightforward person has vessels that are straight, and a friendly person might have vessels that are wide, while an unfriendly person has vessels that are narrow. On variations in vascular structure from one person to the next, cf. *Epid.* II 1.8, 5.80 L.
moisture into the flesh and consumes moisture out of the flesh, a cycle that, as we will see, is critical for the maintenance of health. Second, it creates movement in the limbs by sending portions of itself out to the various parts, and third, it picks up sensory data in the form of “hot and cold πνεῦμα” (10.1, 6.484 L., 23.2, 6.496 L.) from the eyes, the ears, the nostrils, the tongue, and the skin, after which it transports this information back to the central circuit for analysis by the body’s central intelligence (γνώμη). All of these activities are governed by the hottest and strongest fire that is an analogue to the sun and is located in the middle circuit. This circuit comprises the heart and two vessels that run up and down the torso, forming the central trunk from which all other vessels branch off. The other two circuits of the vascular system carry weaker secretions of this central fire to the rest of the body, illustrating the author’s principle that “from the division of one soul there arise other souls, more or less numerous, greater and smaller in size” (16.2, 6.490 L.). In this context, the author writes that the body’s hottest and strongest fire contains “soul, mind, thought, movement, growth, diminution, change, sleep, and waking” (10.3, 6.486 L.) and that this fire “steers all things in all circumstances, both these things here and

---


335 Cf. the description of the vascular system in On Flesh: “There are two hollow vessels from the heart: one has the name ‘artery,’ the other ‘hollow vessel,’ against which the heart is (located). The heart contains very much of the hot, as does the hollow vessel, and it distributes (to the rest of the body) the πνεῦμα (that we inhale). In addition to these vessels, there are others throughout the body. The hollowest vessel, against which the heart (is located), passes through the entire cavity and the diaphragm, and is split toward each of the kidneys. It is also split at the lower back and darts toward the other (parts) and to each leg. Above the heart, it is also split at the neck, some toward the right and some toward the left. Then it leads to the head and is split on either side at the temples” (Carn. 5.2–3, 8.590 L.). A similar description of the vascular system can be found at Oss. 2, 9.168–170 L., where the vessels are likewise said to branch off from a central trunk consisting of two vessels extending above and below the heart.

336 This statement has traditionally been read, very narrowly, as a reference to the production of semen. Cf. Joly (1960, 77), (1967, 20, n. 2), Bartol (2012, 97). While this is certainly one of the ways in which the author applies this principle, his notion of cosmic mimesis implies that this principle can also be manifested in other contexts. As I mentioned above, the division of “one soul” to produce many souls seems to apply to the single, cosmic fire from which all other fire branches off. At Victor 86.1, 6.640 L., the author also refers to how the central soul within our bodies sends out “parts” of itself to take care of “hearing, sight, touch, walking, and the acts of the whole body.”
those things there, never coming to rest” (10.3, 6.486 L.). The central circuit runs both “inward and outward” (και ἐσω και ἔξω περαίνουσαι, 10.2, 6.486 L.), and the entire vascular system forms something of an interconnected circle. The author also observes that our body’s central fire is “untouched by both sight and touch” (ἀθίκτον και ὅψει και ψαύσει, 10.3, 6.486 L.), representing pure thought (διάνοια), mind (νοῦς), and intelligence (γνώμη) that, under the right conditions, can stand apart from the world of the senses.

As we noted above, there are two main divisions of the body in On Regimen: the belly and the flesh. These two reservoirs of moisture are connected to each other by way of the vascular system, and problems in either part can threaten the body as a whole. When everything in the body is working according to plan, the innermost circuit concocts food and drink within the belly. It separates out the lightest component of whatever we ingest, and it then transfers this “secretion” (ἄποκρισις) to the central circuit before expelling the heavier component through the intestines. The central circuit then takes up this secretion from the innermost circuit, separates off an even lighter component to nourish its own fire, and then sends out the rest to be distributed to the flesh. As the soul in the outermost circuit moves around the flesh, it

---

337 For this distinction between a “central intelligence,” located in the heart, and the rest of the soul, cf. Cord. 10.3, 9.88 L.: “For the intelligence (γνώμη) of the human being is located in the left ventricle and commands the rest of the soul.” See also Epit. II 6.19, 5.136 L., Oss. 19, 9.196 L., Pl. Phil. 96b. Potter (2010, 54) wrongly claims that “Heart is unique [among the works in the Hippocratic Corpus] in localizing γνώμη [understanding], as the ruling part of the soul, in the heart.”

338 On vessels that pass “inward” to the belly and “outward” to the rest of the body, cf. Nat. Hom. 11.5, 6.60 L. (φέρουσι δὲ καὶ ἀπὸ τῶν παχέων φλεβῶν ἐς τὴν κοιλίην καὶ τὸ ἄλλο σῶμα καὶ ἀπὸ τῶν ἐξωτάτω καὶ ἀπὸ τῶν ἐσω καὶ ἐς ἄλλα λαβεῖν διαδιδοῦσιν αὐτὸ τὸ ἐσωθὲν ἐξω καὶ αἱ ἐξωθὲν ἑσω). Unlike the author of On Regimen, Polybus does not describe a central trunk from which all other vessels branch off, but rather focuses on four pairs of vessels that descend from the head. This is because he is focusing on the movement of peccant humors from one part of the body to another. Since Polybus does not even mention the heart, he may have also postulated a central trunk but considered it irrelevant to his discussion of humoral flux.


340 For this use of the term ἄποκρισις, see Vict. 10.2, 6.486 L., 90.1, 6.654 L.

consumes any stagnant moisture that it encounters and replaces it with a delivery of fresh humors that it has just received from the central circuit. Each component of the flesh then attracts “like to like” what it needs from this humoral mixture, while the rest is simply left to stagnate. This stagnant moisture then waits until the soul comes back around through the outermost circuit, at which point the soul drinks up the stagnant moisture and starts the whole process again.

When this system is completely efficient, the body enjoys a state of “due proportion” (συμμετρία) that the author defines as health. Moisture is distilled from the belly and delivered to the flesh at the same rate that the soul in the outermost circuit empties the flesh of excess moisture. If there is a slight imbalance in one direction or another, the flesh will become too moist or too dry. Pain is produced when a part of the body is emptied to a degree that is contrary to what is accustomed, and it also arises when moisture that is “hostile” to the flesh (πολέμιος) spends too much time in its vicinity.\(^\text{342}\) As the hostile moisture stagnates in the flesh, it grows hot and attracts like moisture to itself. Once these humors have reached a certain volume, they can either stay where they are or move throughout the body, initiating a “flux.” Individual diseases like pneumonia and strangury acquire their particular characteristics from differences in the quality of the humor and the part that it overpowers,\(^\text{343}\) although all diseases ultimately come from the same source: a lack of “due proportion.”

Like other doctors from the Classical period, the author of On Regimen presents illness as a battle between what is “healthy” and what is “diseased,” in which both the healthy parts and the disease struggle to “gain the upper hand.”\(^\text{344}\) To assist the healing process, the author advises that

\(^{342}\) Vict. 66, 6.582–588 L., 76.1, 6.618 L., 78.1, 6.622 L.

\(^{343}\) Vict. 70.1, 6.606 L., 71.3, 6.610 L., 72.1, 6.610 L., 73.1, 6.612 L.

\(^{344}\) Vict. 2.4, 6.472 L., 66.3, 6.584 L. On this battle between the “healthy” and the “diseased,” see above, pp. 22–24.
doctors strengthen the healthy parts while avoiding any treatments that will strengthen the
disease—the same procedure that is recommended in the speech of Eryximachus. He also
stresses the importance of identifying the “cause” of a disease, and he explicitly rejects the post
hoc, propter hoc reasoning of patients who attribute their ailments to whatever they happened to be
doing before they fell sick. The specific diseases that the author cites are the same affections
that were identified by his peers: fevers, chills, pneumonia, strangury, diarrhea, dysentery,
lientery, cholera, dropsy, tumors, fatigue pains, and mania. The author also resembles other
doctors insofar as he holds that stagnant humors can putrefy, acquiring a “pungent” character
that ulcerates the flesh, that humors can gather in the head and produce catarrhs, that
dropsy arises from a melting of the flesh, that fevers occur when the blood transmits heat from
a concentrated humor to the rest of the body, and that diseases are resolved when the patient
undergoes a “crisis.” The body sometimes removes peccant humors on its own through the

346 Vict. 72.1, 6.610–612 L., 74.1, 6.614–616 L.
348 Vict. 70.1, 6.606 L. (catarrhs, fever, chills), 72.1, 6.612 L. (fever, pneumonia), 72.3, 6.612 L. (fever), 74.1–2, 6.616
L. (diarrhea, dysentery), 79.1, 6.624 (lientery), 83.1, 6.632 L. (chills and fever), 84.1, 6.634 L. (chills and fever), 89.11,
6.650 L. (fluxes, tumors), 90.7, 6.658 L. (fever), 93.1, 6.660 L. (cholera). The dry, bitter tongue at Vict. 82.1, 6.630 L.,
suggests that the author is describing an ἀπόκρισις of bile (see above, n. 245). Van der Eijk (2004, 202) wrongly
characterizes the author’s nosology as “primitive” and apparently overlooks his reference to pneumonia in chapter
72. The reason why we do not find so many disease names in On Regimen is not because they were not recognized by
the author, but simply because his entire work is devoted to disease prevention, removing diseases at their source
before they have a chance to differentiate. When the author refers to catarrhs, for example, we must assume that the
resulting diseases will be the same as we find in other texts, i.e., pneumonia, pleuritis, consumption, dropsy, and all
the other conditions that were recognized by his contemporaries.

349 Vict. 74.2, 6.616 L.
578 L., 83, 6.632–634 L.
351 Vict. 76.1, 6.618 L.
352 Vict. 66.3, 6.584 L.; cf. Flat. 8.5, 6.102 L. (discussed above, p. 86).
353 Vict. 70.2, 6.608 L., 72.3, 6.612 L.; cf. the reference to a μετακίνησις τοῦ ὑπάρχοντος at Vict. 90.5, 6.656 L.
action of the soul, and doctors can also intervene to move the offending humor in one direction or another. One of the author’s favorite modes of treatment is to purge some part of the body so that the peccant humors will flow into the empty space, a process that he calls ἀντισπασις (“drawing back”). He then follows this ἀντισπασις with a second purge in order to remove the gathered humors from the body. Bile is attracted “like to like” by a variety of substances, most of them bitter or fatty. It is also counterbalanced by substances that are watery, white, thin, and soft, while phlegm is melted and consumed by substances that are heating, drying, burning, salty, pungent, harsh—in short, anything that resembles fire. If a concentrated humor is allowed to grow strong, it can become very difficult to remove. Sometimes, these humors have to be purged with special drugs, which are fast acting but also dangerous.

There are three general classes of treatments in On Regimen: (1) treatments that manipulate the belly, (2) treatments that manipulate the flesh, and (3) treatments that manipulate the soul’s movement through the vessels. The author’s food catalogue is an especially good source for understanding his treatments of the belly. Contrary to the testimony of On Ancient Medicine, the author of On Regimen does not simply identify one food as “hot,” another as “cold,” another as

354 Vict. 15.2, 6.486 L., 66.3, 6.584 L., 70.2, 6.608 L.
355 Vict. 66.4, 6.584 L., 66.6, 6.586 L.
356 For the term ἀντισπασις, see Vict. 56.5, 6.568 L., 63.3, 6.578 L., 66.8, 6.588 L., 73.1–2, 6.612–614 L., 79.3, 6.624–626 L., 89.4–5, 6.646 L., 90.2, 6.654 L. The procedure is also employed at Vict. 59.2, 6.572 L., 68.5, 6.596 L., 74.3, 6.616 L., 76.2, 6.620 L., 78.4, 6.622–624 L., 81.4, 6.630 L., 82.4, 6.632 L., 89.8, 6.648 L., 89.11, 6.650 L.
357 Vict. 53, 6.556 L., 54.5–6, 6.560 L., 82.4, 6.632 L., 89.8, 6.648 L.
358 Vict. 89.8, 6.648 L.
359 Vict. 89.4, 6.646 L.; cf. Vict. 89.8, 6.648 L., 93.1, 6.660 L. At 89.4, 6.646 L., μαλακῶν should perhaps be emended to ἀλεκόν.
360 Vict. 66.8, 6.588 L., 67.3, 6.592–594 L., 73.2, 6.614 L., 73.3, 6.614 L., 76.2, 6.620 L., 89.8, 6.648 L.
“dry,” and another as “wet.” Instead, the author focuses on how different foods influence the process of digestion, and especially on how they interact with the three circuits of the vascular system. Foods that are roasted, for example, are said to be constipating because “when they fall into the belly, they attract to themselves the moisture from the belly, closing the mouths of the vessels with their drying and heating, with the result that they block up the passages for the moisture” (56.3, 6.566 L). Substances that are thin (λεπτός) are quickly evaporated, some being taken up by the soul to be distributed through the body, some being expelled through exhalation, and some being expelled with the urine, while foods that are heavy (βαρύς) are not easily broken down and distributed through the body, as they merely sit in the belly and are especially prone to growing hot and creating a “disturbance” (ταραχή). Foods are strong (ἰσχυρός) when they contain raw and concentrated humors, which are difficult to concoct but can be a source of great nutriment if the soul can overpower them. Foods are nourishing (τροφιμός) if a large portion of their moisture is received into the innermost circuit, which happens if the food is “pure” (καθαρός), if it contains a large quantity of moisture (including flesh), or if it does not flood the vessels with more nutriment than they can handle. Foods that pass quickly by stool are less nourishing than those that do not, since they provide the vessels with less time to

361 Vict. 25.1, 6.498 L, 56.6, 6.568 L.
362 Vict. 40.2, 6.536 L.
363 Vict. 52.2, 6.554 L, 55.2, 6.562 L.
364 Vict. 46.1, 6.544–546 L, 46.3, 6.546 L, 56.4, 6.566 L, 74.1, 6.616 L.
366 Vict. 42.1, 6.540 L, 55.5, 6.564 L.
367 Vict. 42.2, 6.540 L, 45.1, 6.542 L, 45.3, 6.544 L, 55.5, 6.564 L, 56.1, 6.564 L.
368 Vict. 40.4, 6.538 L, 56.4, 6.566 L.
absorb the available nutriment.\textsuperscript{369} A food can be light (κοδφος) if much of its nourishment has already been consumed before entering the belly, if it nourishes the soul without nourishing the flesh, or if its moisture is not absorbed by the innermost circuit but rather expelled through other avenues, including the production of breaths.\textsuperscript{370} “Breaths” (φοσαι) are typically manifested in the form of belching and flatulence, and they usually arise from the flooding of the belly with more moisture than it can handle. This moisture is not quickly drawn off either by the vessels or by the intestines, with the result that it stagnates and starts to “steam” within the belly.\textsuperscript{371} Foods that happen to be fragrant (εωδης) tend to be warmer and lighter than those with “heavy odors” (οδαι βηρεις), and they also tend to pass more often by urine than by stool, presumably because they are more easily evaporated.\textsuperscript{372} The author emphasizes that doctors can manipulate the powers of foods by changing their properties within the kitchen.\textsuperscript{373} Some ingredients can be added, some removed, and others can be “concocted” or made more or less concentrated “in accordance with what happens to be the καιρος for the particular situation” (ὁποιον ἂν ὁ καιρος ἐκστιο παραγενηται, 2.1, 6.478 L.). The author specifically says that doctors should make these adjustments “with the knowledge that everything, both animals and plants, are composed of fire and water, that they grow in size by means of these things, and that they undergo separation (διακρινεται) into these things” (56.2, 6.566 L.). With these two statements, the author illustrates two important points about his physiological system. The first is that, despite his emphasis on the first principles of all things, the author is still deeply concerned with the differences between

\textsuperscript{369} \textit{Vicot}. 40.2, 6.562 L., 42.1, 6.540 L. Note also \textit{Vicot}. 40.3, 6.538 L.

\textsuperscript{370} \textit{Vicot}. 40.2, 6.536 L., 42.1, 6.540 L., 42.3, 6.540 L., 46.1, 6.546 L., 56.4, 6.566–568 L., 88.3, 6.644 L., 89.12, 6.652 L., 92.2, 6.658 L.


\textsuperscript{372} \textit{Vicot}. 54.7, 6.560 L., 55.2, 6.562 L., 78.3, 6.622 L.

\textsuperscript{373} \textit{Vicot}. 2.1, 6.468 L., 56.2, 6.566 L.
individual patients. The second is that the author views his cosmology of fire and water as a means of *overcoming* these differences—these principles provide a stable guide for determining what the doctor should do in every case.

In addition to targeting the belly, the author also cultivates treatments that work by manipulating the flesh. These include the manual kneading of the flesh to open up its vessels, the application of substances like oil (to warm, moisten, and soften) or dust (to cool, dry, and contract), the exposure of the body to heat and cold, the prescription of sleeping on a hard or a soft bed, the bathing of the body in hot or cold water, and the leaving of the skin either covered or exposed. Exercise, for its part, encourages the movement of the soul through the vessels. It increases the rate at which moisture is consumed from the flesh, and it also quickens the transfer of moisture from the belly to the outermost circuit. The flesh grows harder and stronger by assimilating more humors to itself, but it also runs the risk of melting if it is constantly bombarded by the soul. The author divides all exercises into two groups: the “natural” (κατὰ φύσιν) and the “violent” (διὰ βίης). “Natural” exercises include speaking, thinking, and the use of the senses, all of which gently warm and dry the flesh by making the soul move through the vessels. Walking is partly natural and partly violent, while running is fully violent. Running is especially useful when humors invade the vascular system, as it quickens respiration and thus causes the foreign moisture to be pushed out with the breath.

Because eating generally adds moisture to the body while exercise generally consumes moisture from the flesh, the author speaks in broad terms about a “due proportion” (συμμετρία)

---

374 *Vit.* 61–64, 6.574–580 L. A similar idea may lie behind the curious statement in *Epidemics VI* that “exercise (πόνος) is food for the joints and flesh, sleep for the organs” (*Epid. VI 5.5, 5.316 L.*).


376 *Vit.* 62, 6.576–578 L.
between eating and exercise. As we have seen, this simply boils down to the idea that the soul’s conveyance of new moisture from the belly and the soul’s removal of old moisture from the flesh needs to proceed in such a way that the flesh is neither too wet nor too dry. If the flesh becomes too wet, then eating has essentially “gained the upper hand” over exercise, while if the flesh becomes too dry (or if the fiery soul causes the flesh to melt), then exercise has now “gained the upper hand” over eating. In a perfect world, the doctor will accompany his patients at all times in order to preserve an even balance between eating and exercise. In most cases, however, such constant vigilance is impossible, with the result that “it is impossible to set down (ὁποθεσθαι) foods and exercises with precision (ἐκ ἀκριβείην),” since “if there arises even a slight deficiency of one thing or another, it is inevitable that, over time, the body will be overcome by the excess and fall sick” (2.3, 6.470–472 L.). In this passage, the author is speaking from the perspective of a doctor in the field, one who already knows the individual constitution of the patient, the powers of the available treatments, and the environmental factors that are prevailing in that particular time and place. When the author comes back to this topic in chapter 67, he writes from a different perspective. He is no longer talking about a doctor in the field, but rather a doctor writing a book (67.1–2, 6.592 L., trans. Jones, modified):\textsuperscript{377}

According human regimen, as I have already said, it is impossible to write with such precision (ἀκριβείην) as to produce a due proportion (συμμετρίην) of exercises with respect to the quantity of foods. For there are many things that stand in the way. First, the constitutions of human beings differ from one another (φύσες … διάφοροι). Dry constitutions taken as a class are more or less dry in comparison with themselves and in comparison with each other, and the same goes for wet constitutions and all the rest. Then the various times of life do not have the same needs, nor the situations of regions, the changes in the winds, the shiftings of the seasons, or the constitutions of the year. Within foods as a class there is abundant difference (διαφορή). Wheats are different from wheats, wine from wine, and all the other things that we use in our regimens differ among themselves, ultimately standing in the way of our being able to write with precision (ἀκριβείην).

\textsuperscript{377} Strictly speaking, the author also takes this perspective of a doctor writing a book in chapter 2 (cf. τὸν μελλόντα ὀρθῶς συμπράξειν, 2.1, 6.468 L.), but his perspective quickly shifts to a particular doctor with a particular patient, as we see at 2.3, 6.470 L. (τι μὲν οὖν παρείη τις καὶ ὀρφή κτλ).
We hardly need to point out the similarity between this passage and the deep concern for individual differences that we have already noted in other texts. What is special about this passage is not simply the repetition of the common refrain that doctors must adapt to changing circumstances, but the author’s specific claim that these differences influence the very sorts of information that can be reliably committed to writing. In a perfect world, a particular doctor keeping watch over a particular patient could theoretically achieve συμμετρία. As soon as we move to the realm of writing, however, that theoretical possibility is unavailable. Writing about medicine involves a transition from the particular to the general. We can divide patients into groups and talk about the shared characteristics of each group, but at the end of the day, we are still dealing with generalized observations that elide many of the variables that can change from one case to the next. In this passage, the author is especially adamant about the fact that even if we were to follow the method of inquiry that is advocated in On Ancient Medicine, dividing and subdividing patients into groups and then considering the effects of different foods on each group, there is still too much variation within these groups to create a system of medicine that is absolutely “precise” (ἀκριβής). In On Ancient Medicine, the author recognizes that a perfect system of medicine has not yet been discovered, but he simply claims that we should continue on the road that has already been established, making finer and finer distinctions between different classes of patients until we have accounted for all the variables that can influence a patient’s health. In On Regimen, the author accepts this method up to a point. He also claims, however, that such a system will never be fully sufficient in itself. There are simply too many differences between individual cases, too many variables to account for every conceivable permutation. If we want to achieve true precision in medicine, we need a system that rises above all the variables that can change from one case to the next.
In the immediate context, the author uses this passage to justify his system of prodiagnosis. At the same time, however, it could just as easily be applied to his cosmology of fire and water. It seems quite likely, in fact, that this is the sort of thinking that motivated our author to base the art of medicine on the first principles of all things. Like the author of On Ancient Medicine, the author of On Regimen is deeply concerned with the many differences that exist between individual cases. Where these authors part ways is the extent to which they are willing to isolate high-level commonalities that transcend these particular differences. In Book 1, the author of On Regimen describes both the shared nature of all human beings (ch. 3–24) and the particular constitutions of different classes of human beings (ch. 25–36). In Book 2, he describes other variables that can change from one case to the next: geographical locations (ch. 37), winds (ch. 38), and the “powers” of various treatments (ch. 39–66). In these sections, the author tends to start with what is general (κατὰ παντός) before moving to what is particular (καθ' ἑκαστα). He sometimes even comments on the extent to which generalization is possible, as we see in the preface to his food catalogue (39.1–2, 6.534–536 L.):

Those who try to speak generally (κατὰ παντός) about the powers of substances that are sweet, fatty, salty, or anything else of such a sort do not possess correct recognition (οἶκος ὧρθος γνώσκοντος). For the same reason, the power is not shared by the sweet, the fatty, or anything else like this. Of sweet substances, many pass easily by stool, while others are constipating. Some are drying, while others are moistening. It is the same with everything else. Of the substances that are astringent, some pass by stool, others pass by urine, and still others do neither of these things. It is the same with the substances that are warming and everything else: one has one power, another has another. Concerning the whole category (περὶ μὲν οὖν ἀπάντων), it is impossible for their properties to be made clear (οὐχ οἴον τε δῆλονθηναι ὀποῖα τινὰ ἐστὶ). I will accordingly give instruction about the powers that each substance has individually (καθ' ἑκαστα).

At the same time that the author warns against overgeneralization, especially as it applies to the “powers” of foods and drinks, he explicitly states that the “powers” of fire and water are the same for “all things in all circumstances” (πάντα διὰ παντός, 3.1, 6.472 L.). In other words, the properties of these elements remain the same even when all other variables change. They provide
a stable guide for everything in the cosmos, and they can be referenced in any particular situation, regardless of the other factors that distinguish one case from the next.\textsuperscript{378}

In Book 3, the author presents his system of prodiagnosis as another way to overcome the many variables that can change from one case to the next. Whereas the medical writer can set down general principles that explain particular situations, there is no way for him to write down generalized, step-by-step instructions that will maintain συμμετρία in all cases. The author provides his best approximation of such instructions in chapter 68. This passage has a great deal in common with the final section of \textit{On the Nature of the Human Being}, inasmuch as the author describes the adjustments one should make as one season gives way to the next (see above, pp. 63–64). At the winter solstice, we should employ a regimen that is heating and drying, while at the summer solstice we should employ a regimen that is cooling and moistening. The rest of the year should be devoted to slowly building up to one extreme or the other, thereby avoiding the sudden changes that can potentially give rise to disease. In other passages, the author describes the adjustments one should make for different physical constitutions, dividing patients into groups and considering the specific needs of each group. In chapter 32, he lists six different constitutions and provides general instructions on how to maintain the health of each. In the end, however, these are only rough approximations. No two seasons are exactly the same, and no two constitutions are exactly the same, even though we may give them the same name. Because there are so many differences between individual cases, it is inevitable that an imbalance will occur. This is where the author brings in his system of prodiagnosis, presenting it as a way to overcome the many variables that can change from one case to the next (69.1–2, 6.606 L.):

This discovery brings honor to me, the discoverer, and it brings benefits to those who learn it. Of my predecessors, no one has yet attempted to understand it, although I judge it to be of

great importance in comparison with everything else. It is prodiagnosis before becoming ill and diagnosis of what the body has suffered, whether food overpowers exercise, exercise overpowers food, or whether food and exercise are proportionate with one another. For diseases arise from the dominance of one or the other, while health comes from their being in balance. I will go through these classes (of dominance) and I will show what they are and how they arise in patients who appear to be healthy, eat with pleasure, have the power to exercise, and are of good complexion.

In this system, the author reduces all diseases to a limited number of starting points (ἀρχαί), each of which determines a different “class” of imbalance. The term that he uses for a “class” (ἐδοξοὐ) recalls On Breaths’ assertion that all categories of disease can be traced back to a single cause and, as a result, ultimately belong to one “class” (ἐδέο). Both authors are interested in using classification to overcome the many differences between individual cases. They trace pathogenesis back to the point before the various diseases differentiate from one another.

The author of On Regimen claims to have uncovered the signs (τέκμηρῶν) that will tell a doctor which type of asymmetry he is dealing with. These signs are the same for every patient who falls within the specified class, and they can be opposed with simple treatments that are more or less the same in every case. In the first part of Book 3, the author describes fifteen “classes” of imbalance, each of which gives rise to a different set of affections. These include a common origin for both catarrhs and fevers (ch. 70), the invasion of the central circuit by foreign moisture (ch. 71), the beginnings of pneumonia (ch. 72), the attraction of moisture to the head (ch. 73), the stagnation of heavy food within the belly (ch. 74), the indigestion caused by an overcooling of the belly (ch. 75), two forms of acid-belching (ch. 76–77), an ἀπόκρυσις from the flesh (ch. 78), a cold and wet belly (ch. 79), a cold and dry belly (ch. 80), a hot and wet belly (ch. 81), a hot and dry belly (ch. 82), and two forms of dry flesh (ch. 83–84). On several occasions, the author specifically observes that the ultimate form that a disease will take depends on the supervision of additional factors, but he stresses that the doctor should not let the matter get to that point, correcting the
imbalance while the disease is still undifferentiated.\textsuperscript{379} A similar attitude carries over into the second half of Book 3, where the author specifically talks about the signs that can be drawn from a patient’s dreams. What enables the author to construct this system is his observation that “diseases do not supervene in human beings right away, but they gather together a little at a time before manifesting themselves in a mass” (οὐ γὰρ ἐνθέως αἰ νοῦσαι τοῖσιν ἀνθρώποισιν ἐπιγίνονται, ἀλλὰ κατὰ μικρὸν συλλεγόμεναι ἄθρόως ἐκφαίνονται, 2.4, 6.472 L.; cf. 	extit{Vext}. 70.1, 6.606–608 L.). In our discussion of 	extit{On Breaths} (above, pp. 88–89), we saw a similar reference to humors that “gather together” over time in the author’s explanation of catarrhs. We compared that passage to a similar passage in 	extit{Prognostic}, where the lag between an ἀπόκρισις and flux is said to last for up to twenty days. These parallels are significant insofar as they suggest that the author of 	extit{On Regimen} did not invent his system of prodiagnosis out of the blue. In fact, Greek doctors cultivated an elaborate system of prognosis, which they used to determine whether a patient would recover or die, when a crisis would occur, and even the patient’s expected reaction to a particular treatment. Such systems of prognosis involved the cataloguing of signs (τεκμήρια) that are the same across a wide range of cases, and they similarly encouraged doctors to act quickly before the patient develops a more difficult disease. What distinguishes the author of 	extit{On Regimen} from his peers is not that he looks for the signs of an impending disease, but that he organizes these signs into a comprehensive system. He claims to have found the starting points for \textit{all} diseases, and assumes that anyone who masters every detail his system will never run the risk of falling ill.

Now that we have clarified this author’s theories about disease, we can return to his discussion of the soul and its relationship with the cosmic fire that is the source of all intelligence.

\textsuperscript{379} 	extit{Vext}. 70.1–2, 6.606–608 L., 71.3, 6.610 L.; cf. 	extit{Vext}. 83.1, 6.634 L., 84.1, 6.634 L.
For even the most casual reader of *On Regimen*, is impossible not to notice the unusual vocabulary that the author applies to scientific inquiry. Humans possess “intelligence” (γνώμη) and “thought” (διάνοια) that they use to make discoveries and to come to an understanding about the natural world.380 Such discoveries require “recognition” (γνώσις), “differentiation” (διαγνώσις), and “discrimination” (κρίσις), and they must be sought in such a way that we recognize things “correctly” (ὁρθῶς) and “well” (καλῶς) rather than “incorrectly” (οὐκ ὁρθῶς).381 In chapter 39, the author notes that those who speak too generally about the sweet, the fatty, and the salty “do not possess correct recognition” (οὐκ ὁρθῶς γνώσκουσιν, 39.1, 6.534 L.). His own goal, meanwhile, is to “make things clear” (διηλοθῶν) and to “give instruction” (διδάσκειν), which he achieves by engaging in “conversation” (διαλέγεσθαι) and by “interpreting” (ἐρμηνεύειν) certain concepts for the masses. The author’s penchant for the verb γιγνώσκειν (“to recognize, to perceive with one’s intelligence”) is especially striking. He employs this verb and its cognates over fifty times in *On Regimen*, including six times in the first chapter alone. The verb appears in contexts where one might otherwise expect the words εἰδέναι (“to know”) or ἐνθομεῖσθαι (“to bear in mind”), and the author starts his entire treatise with the observation that previous writers on regimen have not composed their own texts “with correct recognition” (ὁρθῶς ἐγνωκός, 1.1, 6.466 L.).

To understand the author’s penchant for this term, we need to understand his theory of intelligence. To start with the topic of sensory perception, the author believes that sensation

---


occurs when effluences of “hot and cold πνεῦμα” enter the body’s pores and “fall upon” the soul as it moves throughout the outermost circuit.\textsuperscript{382} When these effluences hit the soul, they make an impression that is then carried back to the central circuit for analysis by the body’s intelligence (γνώμη). The fiery soul in the central circuit is “untouched” by the senses (10.3, 6.486 L.), and it can thus submit them to objective analysis. Sight and hearing can be improved by purging moisture from the head,\textsuperscript{383} but they can also be harmed by too much purging,\textsuperscript{384} just as perception in general is corrupted whenever the soul is either too wet or too dry (above, p. 191). If a peccant humor enters the central circuit, then the patient will suffer from mental illness. Bile, for example, provides excessive fuel for the fiery soul, making it burn hotter and give rise to nightmares.\textsuperscript{385}

When the body is awake, the soul is the body’s servant, dividing its attention and literally giving a “part” of itself to “hearing, seeing, touching, walking, the activities of the body as a whole” (86.1, 6.640 L.). When the body is asleep, the soul is still moving and awake, although the body is still and its sensory receptors are closed off. Without any distractions from the outside world, the soul “tends its own household” (διοικεῖ τὸν ἐσωτερικός οἴκον, 86.2, 6.640 L.). It interacts with the body and perceives what falls upon it in the same way that, when the body is awake, the soul interacts with and perceives the external world. During sleep, the soul sees, hears, and feels what is happening in the body; it walks, runs, and experiences emotions like grief, fear, anxiety,


\textsuperscript{384} Vict. 83.1, 6.634 L.

\textsuperscript{385} Vict. 89.7, 6.648 L., 93.1, 6.660 L.
and desire. \footnote[386]{\textit{Vit.} 86.2, 6.640 L., 89.9, 6.648–650 L., 89.12, 6.650–652 L., 90.1–2, 6.652–654 L., 93.1–3, 6.660 L., 93.5, 6.662 L.; cf. \textit{Epid. VI} 8.10, 5.348 L.} What we see in dreams directly corresponds to the first-person experiences of the soul. Sometimes, dreamers see visions as if they themselves are the soul and the body is their home; \footnote[387]{\textit{Vit.} 86.2, 6.640 L., 90.5, 6.656 L., 92.2, 6.658 L. Cf. Hüffmeier (1961, 74): “Was der Mensch also hier im Traum zu erleben glaubt, ist in Wirklichkeit ein Erlebnis des—\textit{sit xenia verbo}—Seelenkörpers.”} while at other times, the three “circuits” of the soul are represented by the three divisions of the heavens. \footnote[388]{\textit{Vit.} 89.1–2, 6.644–646 L.} If the soul does not meet any impediments in its journey, it will retain all the same impressions that it acquired during the day. \footnote[389]{\textit{Vit.} 88.1, 6.642 L.} When it travels around the outermost circuit, it will see images that correspond to the land, while it will see images that correspond to the sea when it travels around the belly. \footnote[390]{\textit{Vit.} 89.10–11, 6.650 L., 90.1, 6.652–654 L., 90.3, 6.654 L., 90.5–6, 6.656 L. At 90.4, 6.654 L., the vessels are represented by rivers, while at 90.5, 6.656 L., the bladder is represented by springs and cisterns.} It is healthy to have visions that are “clean” (καθαρός), “bright” (εὔαγής), “shining” (λαμπρός), “translucent” (διαφανής), and “white” (λευκός), while it is unhealthy to have visions that are “black” (μέλας), “obscure” (ὁμιμεδρός), and “unclean” (οὖ καθαρός), \footnote[391]{\textit{Vit.} 88.1, 6.642 L.} presumably because darkness is associated with unhealthy humors, while light is associated with moisture that is “pure.” \footnote[392]{\textit{Vit.} 89.6, 6.656 L., and 91.2, 6.658 L., where black signals over-drying. In these passages, blackness recalls an object that is burnt (i.e., exposed to too much fire).} The relative intensity of an image reflects the strength of whatever the soul has encountered, \footnote[393]{\textit{Vit.} 88.2–3, 6.642–644 L., 89.1, 6.644 L., 93.2, 6.660 L.} while movement reflects the transfer of material from one place to the next. \footnote[394]{\textit{Vit.} 90.5, 6.656 L.} As we have already seen, the innermost and outermost circuits of the soul originate in a central circuit that is analogous to the circuit of the sun (above, pp. 191–193).
In dreams, “outbound” souls (i.e., souls that are moving away from the central circuit) are perceived as moving from east to west, representing a movement from the central fire (= the east, i.e., the rising of the sun) to the extremities (= the west, i.e., the setting of the sun, from which the sun then “turns around” and comes back to its point of origin). “Inbound” souls are perceived as moving from west to east, since these souls will return the central circuit (= the east) after reaching their “western” extremity in either the belly or the flesh (89.10, 6.650 L.). If an inbound soul is “pure” and “shining,” then the patient has nothing to worry about. If it is “dark” and “obscure” and moving “westward,” however, that means the soul is conveying morbid humors to either the belly or the flesh. If the soul appears to move upwards in its westward movement, this means that the morbid humors are gathering in the head. If it falls onto the land, this signifies a flux to the flesh, while if it falls into the sea, this signifies a flux to the belly (89.10–11, 6.650 L.). If the soul comes to a region that is excessively dry, it will not be able to draw sufficient nutriment to itself. As a result, its fire will dim and it will produce images of heavenly bodies in which their fire, too, is weakened (89.6, 6.646 L.). Specific humors will give rise to dream visions that reflect their particular characteristics. Phlegm produces visions of heavenly bodies afflicted with water, ice, the extinction of light, and the halting of movement, all because phlegm is cold and wet and will accordingly slow down or even stop the soul’s movement (89.2, 6.644–646 L.). Bile, meanwhile, produces visions of heavenly bodies afflicted with fire, heat, and rapid movement, the reason being that bile naturally stokes the fire within the soul and makes it move faster (89.7, 6.648 L.). Images of battle literalize the metaphorical battle between

---

395 For previous attempts to explain this tricky passage, see Jouanna (1998, 171) and van der Eijk (2004, 200).

396 *Vet.* 89.11, 6.650 L. At *Vet.* 90.2, 6.654 L., the author also associates affections of the head with the impairment of sight and hearing, perhaps because the soul misinterprets morbid humors as the sensory information that normally comes through these channels.
the body and peccant humors,\textsuperscript{397} while wandering, eating, running, and being afraid reflect the mental state of the soul as it moves throughout the body. In addition to perceiving an excess or deficiency of moisture in the body, the soul can also perceive the πνεῦμα that enters via respiration.\textsuperscript{398} In these cases, the dreamers perceive the effects as happening either to themselves or to their homes. What is most interesting about this particular subset of dreams is that they seem to depict the actual source of the πνεῦμα that we breathe. If we dream that we are receiving something from a god, from a dead person, from the οἴων, or from the ἀίθρο, that is because we are actually receiving substances from these entities.\textsuperscript{399} The dead sometimes wear clothes and they sometimes do not; their clothes are sometimes clean and white and sometimes they are dirty and black (92.1–2, 6.658 L.). What this represents is our inhalation of πνεῦμα that is sometimes moist and sometimes dry, sometimes healthy and sometimes laden with morbid humors. Likewise, the dead can take items out of our homes, just as πνεῦμα can take substances out of our bodies (92.2, 6.658 L.). As for the gods, they can give us items that are clean or dirty, just as our bodies receive either good or bad substances whenever we inhale (89.13, 6.652 L.).\textsuperscript{400}

In all of these dreams, the soul sees the cosmic analogies that a waking person might otherwise miss. Another important set of analogies can be found in chapters 11–24. In this

\textsuperscript{397} \textit{Vét.} 88.2, 6.642–644 L., 93.4, 6.660 L., 93.5, 6.662 L. For a reference to this battle, see \textit{Vét.} 6.3, 6.480 L., and cf. above, pp. 22–24.

\textsuperscript{398} Cf. especially \textit{Vét.} 89.12, 6.652 L.

\textsuperscript{399} The author is very clear about this point in chapter 92: “To see the dead in a clean state and in white cloaks is a good sign, and to receive something clean from them signals the health of both the body and the things that enter it. For it is from the dead that nourishment, growth, and seeds arise, and for these things to enter the body in a clean state signals health” (92.1, 6.658 L.). See also \textit{Vét.} 89.12–13, 6.652 L., where the author notes that visions of the heavenly bodies signal the entrance of some substance from the ἀίθρο, while visions of rain and other forms of precipitation signal the entrance of some substance from the ἀίθρο. By the “dead,” the author means the small, invisible “souls” that had previously been exhaled by another person as their own life was dissipating, the “seeds” that will be confined to the realm of “Hades” until they are inhaled by another, “large” animal (above, pp. 180–181).

\textsuperscript{400} For the author’s identification of the gods as fiery emanations from a single, cosmic soul, see below, p. 229.
section, the author chides his fellow humans for failing to ascertain a divinely inspired analogy between the arts (téχναι) and the body, according to which everything that we do in our daily occupations has some parallel in human physiology. This passage fits into a broader approach to the attainment of knowledge that the author invokes throughout the text. When tending to the body and its various functions, our intelligence is weaker than the intelligence of the gods.\footnote{Vict. 1.1, 6.466 L., 93.6, 6.662 L. Note the author’s statement at 86.1, 6.640 L., that when the soul is tending to the body, it is unable to enjoy the state of pure thought (αὐτῇ δὲ ἐκωστῇ ἢ διανοίᾳ οὐ γίνεται).}

The gods assist our inquiries,\footnote{Vict. 11.1–2, 6.486 L., 93.6, 6.662 L.} but the majority (οἱ πολλοὶ) fail to recognize the true nature of things,\footnote{Vict. 1.1–3, 6.466–468 L., 4.2–3, 6.474–476 L. Note, however, Vict. 68.2, 6.594 L.: “I divide the year into four parts, a thing that the majority recognize most of all” (ὑπὲρ μάλιστα γνώσκοσιν οἱ πολλοὶ).} since they hold to opinion (δόξα) rather than knowledge,\footnote{Vict. 5.2, 6.476 L. (τὰ μὲν πράσσοσιν οὐκ οἶδας, ἢ δὲ οὐ πράσσοσει δοκέωςιν εἰδέναι).} and they do not even know the correct method by which insights are to be achieved.\footnote{Vict. 1.1, 6.466 L., 11.1, 6.486 L. On the importance of knowing the proper method for acquiring insights, cf. Vict. 86.2, 6.640 L. (ὅστις οὖν ἐπιστήσαι κρῖνει ταῦτα ὀρθῶς, μέγα μέρος ἐπιστήσαι σοφάς).} The attainment of true knowledge requires hard work on the part of the inquirer.\footnote{Vict. 1.1, 6.466 L.} It is possible to “chance upon” (ἐπιτυγχάνειν) a correct statement here or there,\footnote{Vict. 1.1, 6.466 L., 87.1–2, 6.642 L.} but anyone who truly seeks understanding must sift through many particulars in order to find the hidden truth. The method by which we acquire real knowledge is to draw analogies across a wide range of cases, identifying the similarities and differences in these cases in the hope of extracting a generalizable truth.\footnote{Cf. the argument from induction at Vict. 11–24, 6.486–496 L. (discussed above, p. 73).}
visible), perform the actions of the things there (in the realm of the invisible)” (5.1, 6.476 L.).\(^{409}\)

The problem with humans is that they do not even recognize the invisible truths that they mimic with their own actions. They “recognize the things that they do, but they do not recognize the things that they imitate” (11.1, 6.486 L.), and they “do not have knowledge about what they do, whereas they think they have knowledge (δοκέουσιν εἰδέναι) about what they (actually) do not do” (5.2, 6.476 L.). The greatest irony, of course, is that the truth lies hidden in plain sight. “The eyes are not sufficient,” however, “to judge even about the things that are seen,” for what we see must further be considered by the mind (γνώμη, 4.2, 6.464–476 L.).\(^{410}\) Even though humans do not use their intelligence correctly, failing to recognize (γινώσκειν) the archetypes that they mimic in their everyday actions, a divine necessity forces them to perform these actions “whether they intend to or not” (ἅ βούλονται καὶ ἅ μὴ βούλονται, 5.2, 6.478 L.).\(^{411}\)

There is a clear parallel between the soul that “tends its own household” while the body is asleep and the enlightened humans who rise above the senses to catch a glimpse of the hidden truth. When the body is asleep, our souls perceive the analogies between the body and the cosmos, associating the flesh with land, the belly with the sea, and the three circuits of the vascular system with the three circuits of the sun, moon, and stars. Our souls also identify the πνεῦμα that we inhale as the real manifestation of what we conventionally call both the “dead” and the “gods,” who are simply invisible emanations of a single cosmic fire. The author’s goal is

\(^{409}\) On using the visible to “recognize the invisible” (τὰ ἀφανέα γνώσκειν), see also \textit{Vict.} 12.1–2, 6.488 L. In this passage, the author implies that once we have knowledge about the invisible generalization, we can then turn around and apply it to other visible situations, thereby completing what could be considered a cycle of recognition (γνώσις) and discrimination (διάγνωσις).

\(^{410}\) Cf. \textit{Vict.} 5.2, 6.476 L. (τὰ μὲν ὀρέουσαν οὐ γνώσκοντες). This reference to the eyes not being “sufficient” recalls the author’s discussion of treatment, which likewise needs some sort of supplement before it can be called “sufficient in itself” (see above, pp. 167–168).

\(^{411}\) Cf. \textit{Vict.} 23.1, 6.494 L. (ταῦτα πάντα ἀθρωπος διαπρήσθεται, καὶ ὁ ἐπιστάμενος γράμματα καὶ ὁ μὴ ἐπιστάμενος). I will return to this topic of divine compulsion below, pp. 226–234.
to make our souls perform while we are awake what they already tend to do when the body is asleep. Since we cannot shut off our senses while we are awake, we need to find another way to rise above them, and the author’s solution is to make us look for analogies that conceal the high-level commonalities that transcend particular differences.

By comparing many particulars and extracting a generalizable truth, we attain “recognition” (γνῶσις) of how the mortal realm of birth, death, differentiation, and change conceals a divine realm of what is undying and unchanging.\textsuperscript{412} We recognize the “whole” (τὸ ὅλον) that is distinct from the “parts” (τὰ μέρη),\textsuperscript{413} and we uncover general principles that encompass “all things in all circumstances” (πάντα διὰ παντός).\textsuperscript{414} When we understand the “whole,” we immediately see that the universe is governed by a principle of stability through cycles. The entire universe is carried around in a circle, never truly going either forward or backward.\textsuperscript{415} There is neither creation out of nothing nor destruction into nothing, for all that exists is “being” (τὸ ὄν), while “not being” (τὸ μὴ ὄν) is inconceivable (4.2, 6.474–476 L.). The primary benefit that comes from such knowledge about the whole is that it can be applied to our interactions with the parts. If we recognize what arises \textit{from} the whole, we can then use this knowledge to manipulate the particulars and to discern what is fitting in each case.\textsuperscript{416} “Whoever has knowledge always discerns correctly,” the author writes, “while whoever lacks knowledge discerns one thing correctly and another thing incorrectly” (γνώσκει ... ὃ μὲν εἰδὼς αἰεὶ ὀρθῶς, ὃ δὲ μὴ εἰδὼς ἄλλοτε ἄλλως, 12.1, 6.488 L.). With knowledge of the “whole,” we can divide up various “wholes” into their

\textsuperscript{412} Vict. 4.3, 6.476 L., 12.2, 6.488 L.
\textsuperscript{413} Vict. 1.1, 6.466 L.
\textsuperscript{414} Vict. 1.1, 6.466 L., 3.1, 6.472 L., 3.3, 6.474 L., 10.3, 6.486 L.
\textsuperscript{415} Vict. 22.1, 6.494 L.
\textsuperscript{416} Vict. 2.1, 6.468 L., 69.1, 6.606 L.
constituent parts, and we can also put these parts back together into different “wholes.” We can use the visible to gain insight into the invisible, and we can also use the invisible to pass judgment on the visible. In essence, we can apply general principles to particular things, and we can use particular things to gain insights about what is general. General principles belong to the realm of “wholes,” while particulars belong to the realm of “parts.” General principles are “invisible” and perceived with “intelligence” (γνώμη), while particular things are “visible” and perceived with the senses. A person who knows about the “whole” and the “invisible” gains mastery over the past, present, and future. Knowledge about cycles tells us what ought to be done, and it also removes all reliance on chance. In the realm of medicine, the author applies these insights not only to the structure of the body and to the function of its parts, but also to the prediction of the future. He says that the doctor must “recognize (γινώσκειν) the risings and settings of the stars in order to know how to guard against changes and excesses in foods, drinks, winds, and the whole cosmos—the very things from which diseases arise in human beings” (2.2, 6.470 L.). When the author mentions “the whole cosmos” in this passage, he is not being hyperbolic. He genuinely believes that the doctor must comprehend the “whole” in order to understand the parts, that he must understand the cycles in order to predict how the opposites will ebb and flow and successively “gain the upper hand.”

The author of On Regimen claims to be the first human being to have attained perfect

417 On the notions of “division” (διαίρεσις) and “composition” (σύνθεσις), see Vict. 17.2, 6.492 L. (τὰ μὲν ὅλα διαιρέουσι, τὰ δὲ διηρημένα συντιθέασι), and 23.1, 6.494 L.
418 Vict. 12.1–2, 6.488 L., 23.1–2, 6.494–496 L.
419 Vict. 23.1–2, 6.494–496 L.
420 Vict. 12.1, 6.488 L., 23.1, 6.494 L.
421 Vict. 23.1, 6.494 L.
422 Vict. 1.1, 6.466 L., 12.1, 6.488 L., 12.2, 6.488 L.
recognition of the “whole” as it applies to medicine. Many of his predecessors have engaged in this inquiry, and some have succeeded in part, but only he has succeeded in respect to the “whole” (τὸ ὅλον, 1.1, 6.466 L.) and only he has come as close to the truth as possible (ὡς ἀνυστὸν πρὸς τὸ ἀληθέστατον τῶν δεινῶν, 69.1, 6.606 L.). The author will act as an interpreter for the masses who have not yet acquired his insights. He is fully aware, however, that even when someone else makes a correct statement, the recognition of its correctness will require the same manner of thought (διάνοια) that we need for the discovery of new insights.

Someone who has achieved knowledge about some topic—and is aware of this achievement—might try to share this knowledge with others, but the majority of humans, even after they hear the truth, will resist it, preferring to abide by their incorrect opinions, since (1) they have already formed these opinions, (2) they prefer νόμος to φύσις, and (3) they trust in their eyes rather than their minds. There are several ways in which the author of On Regimen tries to unsettle his audience’s reliance on νόμος. One is to stress the paradoxical notion of unity in opposition, whereby “all things are similar though dissimilar, all in agreement though disagreeing, conversing though not conversing, having intelligence though unintelligent” (11.1, 6.486 L.).

What enables the author to make this claim is the existence of cosmic cycles. The extreme ends of each cycle do in fact appear to be “opposites” when compared with one another (e.g., the ascendancy of fire vs. the ascendancy of water, the ascendancy of growth vs. the ascendancy of diminution), but these “opposites” are just two parts of the same whole, two extremes of a single

423 See also Vict. 1.2–3, 6.466–468 L., 2.3–4, 6.470–472 L., 93.6, 6.662 L.
424 Vict. 1.2, 6.466 L. (ἐξηγείμενοι ... δηλώσα), 4.3, 6.476 L. (τῶν πολλῶν εἶνεκεν ἐρμηνεύω)
425 Vict. 1.3, 6.466–468 L., 4.2, 6.474–476 L.
426 Vict. 1.3, 6.466–468 L., 4.2, 6.474–476 L., 11.1–2, 6.486 L.
427 The author sums up this principle in the following sentence: “the fashion of all particulars is opposed but in agreement” (ἐπιεικεῖος ὁ τρόπος ἐκάστων ὀμολογούμενος, 11.1, 6.486 L.)
cycle. “Creation and destruction are the same thing,” the author writes, “mixture and separation are the same thing, growth and diminution are the same thing” (4.3, 6.476 L.). We live in a universe where “each in relation to all and all in relation to each is the same, and of all things nothing is the same” (4.3, 6.476 L.). This riddling language reflects a conflict between received opinion (νόμος) and hidden reality (φύσις), as the author himself notes when he writes that “concerning these things, νόμος is opposed to φύσις” (4.3, 6.476 L.; cf. Vict. 11.1–2, 6.486 L.). As each thing separates off before returning to its original mixture, only to later separate off again, this constant back and forth between the “each” and the “all” (i.e., between the seeds and the mixture from which they first separate and to which they will return) is really a single thing (i.e., the cosmic cycle of mixture and separation), although the fact that this cycle never rests also implies that “of all things nothing is the same.”

The notion of unity in opposition creates a situation in which things that are in disagreement (διάφορα) are simultaneously in agreement (σύμφορα). Each cycle is concordant in respect to the “whole” though discordant in respect to the “parts,” while the constant motion of the cycle guarantees that a small number of ingredients will produce a wide range of particulars, particulars that are “not the same” (οὐ ταὐτά) although they come from the same things. To illustrate this idea of “agreement through disagreement,” the author invokes a notion of cosmic

---

428 Cf. also Vict. 5.1, 6.476 L., where the author observes that “all things are the same and not the same” (πάντα ταὐτά καὶ οὐ ταὐτά), again referencing the underlying stability of cosmic cycles. At 5.2, 6.478 L., the “bigger” (τὸ μεῖζον) and the “smaller” (τὸ μικρόν) perform the same function played by the “all” (πάντα) and “each” (ἐκστον), that is, the “smaller” refers to the seed and its accretions, while the “bigger” refers to the mixture from which it separates and to which it will later return. One of the author’s favorite illustrations of unity in opposition in the sawing/boring of a log, in which one person pulls and the other pushes, but the action is the same when viewed from the outside (6.1, 6.478 L., 16.1, 6.490 L.; cf. Bartoš 2012).


430 Vict. 4.1, 6.474 L., 22.1–2, 6.494 L.
harmony (18.1–3, 6.492 L.):

In the art of the Muses, there must be present from the beginning an instrument (ὀργάνον ὑπάρξει δεῖ πρῶτον), on which the artist will make clear what he intends (ἐν  ὃ δηλόσει ἀ βούλεται). The arrangements of harmony (ἁρμονίας συντάξεις) are not the same, although they are composed of the same things, the high and the low, things that are similar in name but dissimilar in sound. What disagrees the most creates the most agreement, while what disagrees the least creates the least agreement. If someone were to make them all similar, there would no longer be pleasure. The changes that are greatest and contain the most variety bring the most pleasure. Cooks prepare delicacies for human beings from things disagreeing and agreeing, mixing together things of all sorts, from the same ingredients things that are not the same, eating and drinking for the human being. If someone were to make them all similar, they would not bring pleasure. Nor would it be correct to arrange everything in the same place. In the art of the Muses, the notes that one strikes are now up and now down. The tongue imitates the art of the Muses by distinguishing the sweet and the acid amidst the things that fall upon it, flavors that are both discordant and concordant. The notes that one strikes are now up and now down, and is incorrect for one to strike either the up notes as down or the down notes as up. When the tongue has been harmonized well (καλὸς δ’ ἡμισυμμένη), there is delight in the concordance, while there is grief in a tongue that lacks harmony (ἁναρμοστοῦ).

Fredrich (1899) wrongly deletes the first sentence in this passage, an error that has unfortunately been followed by all subsequent editors of this text.⁴³¹ When the author says that there must be present from the beginning (ὑπάρξει δεῖ πρῶτον) an instrument for music to occur, he is thinking of the universe as a sort of musical instrument, while the divine intelligence that orchestrates the universe is equivalent to a musician playing songs.⁴³² These “songs” are the various cycles that move back and forth from one extreme to the next. The notes in these songs are apparently discordant, but in reality they create the most beautiful cosmic melodies. Only two classes of notes are available to musicians, but they are able to create songs of the greatest number and variety. What enables the musician to create such variety is the constant movement back and

---

⁴³¹ All the language in this sentence is typical of our author, who likes to talk about “the things that are present” (τὰ ὑπάρχοντα, cf. 2.2, 6.470 L., 6.3, 6.478 L., 9.1, 6.482 L.) and the “intentions” of various actors (cf. ἀ βούλοντα καὶ ἀ μὴ βούλονται, 5.2, 6.478 L.), as well as the “making clear” of one’s intentions (cf. δηλόσει ἀ βούλομαι, 1.1, 6.466 L.) and the use of “instruments” to perform various actions (cf. ὀργάνοις, 22.1–2, 6.494 L.).

⁴³² This passage is a good reminder that, although the analogies in chapters 12–24 are specifically related to the activities of human beings, they could just as easily be applied to the activities of the cosmic fire.
forth between two opposing extremes, moving “up” and “down” and employing notes that are discordant when taken on their own but concordant when taken as a pair. These cycles never cease, and they delight humans with their variety. They also require the existence of a certain “harmony” (ἀρμονία), in which the two classes of notes, rather than coming together at random, must fit together in such as way as to bring delight as opposed to grief. This specific detail about the need for “harmony” recalls other passages from On Regimen. In particular, it recalls the “due proportion” (συμμετρία) that must be maintained if we hope to avoid disease, as well as the “harmony” (ἀρμονία) that must be satisfied for two seeds to make a growing animal.433 In chapter 8, the author describes the cycle of separation and mixture that we conventionally call “life” and “death.” After a soul runs out of nutriment and is forced out of the body in the form of a “seed,” it will combine with another seed only when it “chances upon a correct harmony (τυχόντα ἀρμονίας ὀρθής) possessing the three consonances of the fourth, the fifth, and the octave” (ἐχούσης συμφωνίας τρεῖς, συλλαβήν, δι’ ὀξέων, διὰ πασέων, 8.2, 6.482 L.). “If it does not chance upon the harmony,” the author continues, “and if the low notes (τὰ βαρέα) are not consonant with the high notes (τοῖσιν ὀξέοι) in any of the three consonances—the first one, the second one, or the one that extends through all (διὰ παντὸς)—with one (consonance) missing the entire strain (τόνος) is unproductive. For (the seeds) cannot be accompanied with song, but move from the larger to the smaller rank before their fate/portion, since they do not recognize (οὐ γνώσκοντες) what they are doing” (8.2, 6.482 L.). In this passage, the author is essentially saying that, for the animal to come to “life” and thereby steer its own growth, the two seeds must be combined in such a way that the watery body of one seed accords with the watery body of the other, the fiery soul of one seed accords with the fiery soul of the other, and one entire seed

433 Vict. 8.2, 6.482 L., 9.1, 6.482 L. Note also Vict. 82.4, 6.632 L., where the author refers to an imbalance in the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet as a “false note” (πλημμελέω).
accords with another entire seed. The “low” notes in this harmony (τὰ βαρῆ) are the “heavy” element (i.e., water), while the “high” notes (τὰ ὀξῆ) are the “acute” element (i.e., fire). The consonance of the fourth (συλλαβή) is presumably to be identified as the consonance between watery bodies, while that of the fifth (δι’ ὀξῶν) is to be identified as the consonance between fiery souls. When the fourth and the fifth are added together, you get an octave (διὰ παντὸς). The resulting harmony is a state of “tension” (τόνος) between two opposing “notes” (i.e., the elements), a “strain” in both the literal and figurative sense of the term. When one element is missing, the entire strain is unproductive (μάταιος), and the combination of seeds will not grow. Growth, as we have seen, proceeds by the principle of “like to like,” which the author here equates with the singing that accompanies the notes that are played upon an instrument. This entire harmony is not directed by the seeds themselves, but comes together as a matter of chance (τύχη). The fiery souls in the seeds are dominated by their watery bodies and thus too weak to steer their own actions. Their “intelligence” (γνώμη) does not “recognize” (γιγνώσκειν) what they are doing, but the entire process depends on a greater, cosmic intelligence that puts each seed in its place.134

Another way in which the author communicates the notion of “stability through cycles” is to invoke the co-existence of the “one” and the “many.” One of the great paradoxes of the universe is the fact that everything is simultaneously “the same” and “not the same,” since when one of the cosmic cycles is viewed as a whole, it is “one” and “the same,” always existing and never changing, but if we divide up the cosmic cycle and look at its specific parts, we acquire a different perspective, perceiving a world of dissimilar things that come into being and pass away while

134 For the divine direction of materials that lack the intelligence (i.e., fire) to direct themselves, see below, pp. 226–234.
constantly changing from one moment to the next. The goal of human inquiry is to move past
the ever-changing world of perception to uncover the stable world of reality. Once we see the
intrinsic stability in the universe, we will come to realize that the “one” and the “many” coexist
all around us, that everything belongs to one cycle or another. We will see such cycles in the
changes of the seasons, in the alternation of night and day, and—most importantly—in what is
conventionally known as “life” and “death.” Night and day are just two halves of the same whole.
They appear to be diametrically opposed, but they are inextricably joined to make a single cycle.
The growth and diminution that humans call “life” and “death” likewise combine into a single
whole. We conventionally talk about “life” and “death” as two separate things, but these terms
conceal a hidden unity. In reality, all that exists is “life” while “death” does not exist—at least not
in the form that humans, trusting in appearance and custom, tend to believe.

As we have already noted, the author believes that insights into the “whole” come by way the
“parts.” He holds that we should compare many particulars and looks for their commonalities,
using what is visible to gain insight into the invisible. In chapter 23, the author observes that
“recognition” (γνώσις) comes by way of seven structures: “ear for sound, eye for visible things,
nostrils for smell, tongue for pleasant and unpleasant flavors, mouth for conversation, and
passages inward and outward for hot and cold πνεῦμα” (23.2, 6.496 L). “Recognition” is what
this author defines as one’s understanding of the whole as distinct from the parts. We acquire
recognition by using our intelligence (γνῶμη), which discerns the hidden truth that lies behind
the world of appearances. This intelligence is located in the central circuit of the body. It is the
hottest and strongest component of the soul, and it is superior to the weaker secretions of the soul
that travel through the vessels (above, pp. 191–193). What the author is describing in this passage
are the seven structures that convey information to the body’s γνῶμη. The “passages inward and
outward for hot and cold πνεῦμα” are the channels by which sensible matter is conveyed, while
the other structures (ears, eyes, nostrils, tongue, and mouth) are the structures that are responsible for sending information into these passages. What is most interesting about this list is the author’s reference to conversation (διάλεκτος). In addition to interacting with the environment, we can also interact with each other. Conversation is not otherwise included in ancient discussions of sense perception. When the author of On Flesh includes the voice alongside hearing, smell, and sight, he is not thinking about sense perception per se, but rather the potential impairment of these functions (see above, pp. 160–161). Both Democritus and Aristotle simply list the five classic senses in their discussions of sense perception, while the addition of “intelligence” (γνώμη) or “reasoning” (λογισμός) has precedents in other works from the Hippocratic Corpus. The author’s inclusion of conversation among the seven structures of “recognition” is unique and deserves further comment. In the immediate context, it forms part of a more general comparison between sensation and writing, an art that the author defines as a representation of human speech (σημεῖα φωνῆς ἀνθρωπίνης) and to which he ascribes a “power” to make things clear (δόνομι … δῆλοςα, 23.1, 6.494 L.). With its seven “structures” (i.e., the seven Greek vowels?), writing brings “recognition” (γνώσις) to those who read what has been written (23.1, 6.494 L.). It reminds us of “the things that have passed” (τὰ παροχόμενα) and it grants us insight into “the things that must be done” (τὰ ποιητέα, 23.1, 6.494 L.). The author uses similar language when describing his own writing. He promises to “make clear” (δῆλον) certain ideas, and he also claims to be engaging in “conversation” (διάλέγεσθαι) with both

435 Dem. DK 68 B11, Arist. de An. 424b; cf. Epid. IV 43, 5.184 L.
437 Vici. 1.2, 6.466 L., 4.3, 6.476 L., 7.1, 6.480 L., 9.1, 6.482 L., 12.1, 6.488 L., 28.4, 6.502 L., 30.1, 6.504 L., 38.6, 6.554 L., 39.2, 6.536 L., 69.1, 6.606 L. Cf. also the use of the verb δῆλον in reference to previous writers at 1.3, 6.468 L., to a musician at 18.1, 6.492 L., and to dreams at 89.11, 6.650 L., 90.3, 6.654 L., as well as the author’s reference to “recognizing what is unclear” (τὸ δῆλον γνώσκει) at 12.2, 6.488 L. Other verbs that the author applies to his sharing of knowledge include διδάσκειν (“to teach,” 39.2, 6.536 L., 68.7, 6.598 L.), ἑπιδείκνυσι ("to
previous writers and his own readers. In the opening of On Regimen, the author takes an interesting position regarding the transfer of ideas from one person to the next (1.1–3, 6.466–468 L.):

If I thought that any of the previous writers on human regimen in its relation to health had, with correct recognition (ὁρθῶς ἐγνωκός), written everything in every circumstance (πάντα δία παντός), all that can be encompassed by human intelligence (ἀνθρωπίνη γνώμη), it would be enough for me, since others have worked it out, to recognize what is correct (γνώναι τὰ ὁρθῶς ἔχοντα) and make use of these things inasmuch as each of them seemed useful. But as it is, though many have already written on the subject, no one has yet correctly recognized (ἐγνω ὁρθῶς) how he should treat it. Some have succeeded in one area, some in another, but none of my predecessors has yet succeeded in respect to the whole (τὸ δὲ λόγον). Now none of these people should be faulted if they were unable to achieve a full discovery. On the contrary, they should all be commended for at least undertaking the inquiry. I am therefore not prepared to refute (ἐλέγχειν) their incorrect statements, but I am of the mind (διανενόημαι) to admit what they recognized well (προσομολογεῖν . . . τοῖς καλῶς ἐγνωσμένοισι). For it would be impossible for me to write correctly if I were to write what has been correctly stated by my predecessors in any other way. As for what they have stated incorrectly, I will accomplish nothing by exposing (ἐλέγχων) their incorrectness. If, however, I explain in what regard I think that each point is correct, I will make clear what I intend (δηλώσω δὲ βούλουμαι). I make these preliminary remarks because the majority of human beings, after they have listened to someone explaining something, do not give a fair hearing to those who converse with them afterwards (τῶν ἑστι τοῖς διαλέγομένοις), as they fail to recognize (οὐ γνώσκοντες) that it belongs to the same mode of thinking (διανοίγος) to recognize correct statements (γνώναι τὰ ὁρθῶς εἰσημένα) and to discover things that have never been said before. So for my part, as I said, I will admit (προσομολογήσω) their correct statements and will make clear (δηλώσω) the real nature of what has been stated incorrectly. I will also demonstrate the real nature of what none of my predecessors even attempted to make clear (δηλώσαι).

In this passage, the author elevates dialogue (διάλεκτος) over refutation (ἐλέγχος). He claims to demonstrate,” 1.3, 6.468 L.), ἐξηγεῖσθαι (“to explain,” 1.2–3, 6.466 L.), and ἐρμηνεύειν (“to translate,” 4.3, 6.476 L.).

438 Πέτσι, 1.3, 6.466 L., 4.3, 6.476 L.

439 There is a remarkably similar passage from Plato’s Menu that also elevates dialogue over refutation. At Men. 75c–d, Socrates says that if he were conversing with one of the crickets, he would say, “If I do not speak correctly (ἐὰν δὲ μὴ ὁρθῶς λέγω), it is your task to take hold of the statement and refute it (ἐλέγχειν);” however, since Socrates is conversing with friends, he will engage in dialogue (διάλεγεσθαι) and speak in a more “dialectical” manner (διάλεκτοκωτερένοι). Socrates then goes on to define “dialectic” as “not only responding with true statements, but also making use of those things the knowledge of which the person being questioned admits (προσομολγήθη).” The verbal similarity between these two passages is striking, although On Regimen’s version of “dialectic” is not quite the same as what we see in the Menu. Socrates says that he will start with what his listener admits, while the author of On Regimen says that he will start with what he himself admits among the statements of his predecessors. Thus, we should probably
have benefited from what previous writers have “made clear,” and he seeks to continue this dialogue by “making clear” what he himself thinks. He praises his predecessors for what they have “recognized” and “spoken” correctly, while what they have spoken incorrectly will simply be omitted without comment. His ultimate goal is to transmit his own insights to the minds of his readers. This is not easy, however, since the majority (οἱ πολλοὶ) have not even acquired correct recognition of the process by which discoveries can be made. Before we can recognize facts, we must recognize the proper methods for uncovering those facts, methods whereby the same mode of thinking (διάνοια) is required whether we are judging previous statements or making new discoveries. These are the limits of the “dialogue” in which the author finds himself. He has attained correct “recognition” regarding the “whole” of human regimen, but the very nature of communication works against its transmission. This seems to explain why he devotes so much energy to outlining the proper methods for acquiring knowledge about the “whole,” and it also explains why he includes the mouth in his list of the parts by which we acquire “recognition” of the truth.

We can push the matter even further, however, and identify a notion of “dialogue” in On Regimen that is both materialist and cosmic in scale. First, on the subject of materialism, we may start with the author’s belief that every sensation that we experience is produced by the penetration of “hot and cold πνεῦμα” into the body. As the soul makes its rounds, it hits upon these effluences and then brings them back to the intelligent fire that occupies the central circuit.

not talk about the influence of one of these passages on the other. Instead, the distinction between friendly “dialogue” and eristic “refutation” was probably a common notion, one that both Plato and the author of On Regimen adapted for their own purposes.

440 In this passage, the phrase “what I intend” (ὅ βούλομαι) suggests a purposeful γνώμη, a thinking (διάνοια) that also implies action. Cf. the similar use of the phrase δηλώσει ὁ βούλεται at Vct. 18.1, 6.492 L. (quoted above, p. 217), and the assertion that humans imitate the nature of their bodies “whether they intend to or not” (ὁ βούλεται καὶ ὁ μὴ βούλεται, 3.2, 6.478 L.).
This process of sensory “bombardment” is what the author describes in chapter 23, and he explicitly applies it to listening when he writes that “when a sound comes in through the ear and falls upon the soul, the soul is shaken and exercised” (61.1, 6.574 L.). The author identifies not just listening, but also speaking as an exercise of the soul (61.2, 6.576 L.), and he notes in chapter 86 that the soul performs its actions by separating off a portion of itself and sending that secretion in various directions (86.1, 6.640 L.). What makes us more or less perceptive, more or less intelligent is the extent to which the fiery soul that picks up sensory data is mixed with water. If water overpowers fire, we will have less intelligence (γνώμη) than if fire overpowers water. Given the extent to which this author thinks about both sense perception and intelligence in terms of substances interacting with one other, it seems quite likely that conversation (διάλεκτος) involves the same transmission of substances that also applies to sight and touch. What makes conversation special, of course, is that it originates in the soul of another person. By listening to someone else, we are literally being “inspired” by that person, receiving an effluence that was originally contained within their body.

In addition to believing that human conversation involves the exchange of material substances, the author of On Regimen also seems to believe that it parallels a much grander form of “conversation” within the universe. While introducing his list of analogies with the crafts, the author observes that everything in the universe is “similar though dissimilar, complementary though different, conversing though not conversing, having intelligence, though unintelligent” (11.1, 6.486 L.). All things are “similar though dissimilar” (ὁμοιά, ἀνόμοια) by the principle of cosmic mimesis, according to which the fire that steers the universe as a whole makes all things repeat the same patterns, no matter the scale. All things are “complementary though different”

441 Cf. Vict. 5.1, 6.476 L. (διαπρησσόμενα κείνα τε τῷ τῶνδε, τάδε τ’ αὖ τὰ κείνων), 10.1, 6.484 L. (ἀπομίμησιν τοῦ ὅλου, μικρὰ πρὸς μεγάλα καὶ μεγάλα πρὸς μικρά).
(σύμφωνα πάντα, διάφωρα ἐόντα) by the principle of unity in opposition, as the opposite extremes of cosmic cycles work together to create a unified whole, just as eating and exercise work together to keep the body in a state of health. All things are “conversing” (διαλέγομεν) inasmuch as the various forces that compose the natural world are constantly interacting with each other. How they are simultaneously “not conversing” is less clear, although it may be related to the notion of unity in opposition. When we look at the phenomenal world, i.e., the world of the “parts,” objects are constantly exchanging substances with each other. Night is exchanged for day, “life” for “death,” and everything is being mixed with and separated from everything else. When we contemplate reality as a whole, on the other hand, we do not see any of these “conversations.” The whole is perfect, unchanging, and not in communion with anything else, for the simple reason that nothing else exists with which it can converse. When the author says that we humans should use our own conversation (διάλεκτος) to acquire “recognition” of the whole, he is saying that we should act like the heavenly bodies that exchange fiery exhalations with each other, exchanging insights and joining the powers of our souls together, all in the hope of seeing both the conversations and the lack of conversation that exist within the universe. The author concludes this sentence with the observation that all things possess intelligence but are unintelligent (γνώμην ἔχοντα, ἀγνόμονα). To understand what he means by this statement, we need to turn to chapter 6, where the author describes the growth of the human body by the principle of like to like (6.3, 6.478–480 L):

Whatever is not of the same kind (ὁμότροπον) cannot remain in places that are not

---

442 Cf. Lo Presti and Marino (2011, 14–15): “Il significato che il verbo dialuggesthai assume in questo contesto è assai interessante, poiché esso veicola un’idea di dialogo come ‘rapporto/vincolo relazionale’ fra i diversi piani di cui si costituisce la realtà, senza però che tale vincolo abbia carattere immediatamente linguistico. Si tratta, piuttosto, di una forma di relazione che si stabilisce fra processi fisici e fra enti del mondo naturale e umano, e che, pur non coinvolgendo soggetti parlanti, è tuttavia rappresentabile attraverso la categoria del ‘dialogo.’ … i dialogomena saranno da intendere come le ‘forze’, ‘i fattori’, le ‘proprietà’—in altre parole, le dynaméis—che definiscono la natura di ciascun ente e le sue modalità di interazione con gli altri enti.”
complementary to it (ἀσυμφόροις), for such things wander without intelligence (πλανάται ... ἀγνώμονα). When they associate with each other, they recognize (γνώσκει) the thing to which they adhere. For what is complementary adheres to what is complementary, while things that are not complementary wage war, fight, and separate from each other.

In this passage, the author extends to material objects the same notions of “intelligence” and “recognition” that he applies to human beings. A substance is “unintelligent” when it is isolated and wanders around without any purpose, while it acquires “recognition” when it joins up with another substance of the same kind. In chapter 8, the author makes a similar statement when he describes the failure of two seeds that lack “harmony” to combine with one another. He says that these seeds pass from the realm of the greater to that of the lesser “because they do no recognize what they do” (διότι οὐ γνώσκουσιν ὃ τι ποιεῖσθαι, 8.2, 6.482 L.), again associating “recognition” with the joining up of a material object with another substance of the same kind. In chapter 11, the author precedes his observation that all things are simultaneously intelligent though unintelligent with the observation that when humans engage in their daily occupations, they recognize what they are doing, but they do not recognize what they are imitating (11.1, 6.486 L.). Whereas the free-floating seeds of humans do not even recognize what they are doing, fully grown humans at least have this recognition. However, the author notes in this passage that there is another level of recognition that most humans fail to obtain—a recognition of the archetype that they imitate in their everyday lives.

When the author refers to the “intelligence” and “recognition” of material objects, he claims that they acquire such recognition by joining up with another substance of the same kind. I would now like to suggest that the author applies this same principle to the acquisition of “intelligence” and “recognition” by human beings, specifically their recognition of the “whole” as distinct from the “parts.” In chapter 11, the author says that a “mind of gods” (θεῶν νοῦς) teaches human beings to mimic the things that occur within their bodies (11.1, 6.486 L.). This
“mind of gods” makes humans perform certain actions even when they are not aware of what they are imitating, “recognizing what they do, but not recognizing what they imitate” (γινώσκοντας ἃ ποιέοντο, καὶ οὖ γινώσκοντας ἃ μιμέονται, 11.1, 6.486 L.). “Humans establish a νόμος,” the author writes, “setting it down for themselves, but they do not recognize (οὖ γινώσκοντες) the things concerning which they establish it” (11.2, 6.486 L.). In this passage, the author stresses that humans possess only a partial “recognition” of the universe. They are guided by some external principle that dictates everything that they do, and yet they are unaware of the extent to which this “mind of gods” governs their actions.443 In chapter 10, the author refers to another sort of “mind,” defining it as the “hottest and strongest fire” that occupies the body’s central circuit. This fire contains “soul, mind (νοῦς), thought, movement, growth, decrease, change, sleep, and waking. It steers all things in all circumstances, both these things here and those things there, never coming to rest” (10.3, 6.486 L.).444 Since this fire ultimately controls everything in the body, every movement that we perform, the only way in which a “mind of gods” could conceivably control the body is to do so by way of this mind. The author is also eager to stress that the “mind” within our bodies occupies a circuit that is itself analogous to the circuit of the sun, and that it steers “both these things here and those things there” in an apparent analogy between our central soul and some overarching, cosmic fire. The upshot of these observations is that the author of On Regimen seems to believe that the “mind” of human beings and the “mind” of gods are actually two forms of the same thing. The mind of human beings is weaker than the mind of gods, but both minds arise from the same source. We have already seen a microcosmic echo of this macrocosmic process in the author’s discussion of the human body. When the soul in

443 Cf. Plato’s description of poets and seers who, by virtue of divine inspiration, say what is correct, but do not have knowledge about the things they say (Ap. 22b–c, Men. 99b–100c, Ion 533d–534d).

444 On the equivalence of “soul” (ψυχῇ) and “intelligence” (γνώμη), see also Vict. 21.1, 6.494 L.
the middle circuit secretes a portion of itself to distribute moisture to the flesh, that portion of the soul is weaker than the “hottest and strongest” fire that is located in the central circuit. The fire in this middle circuit, a circuit that the author specifically connects to the circuit of the sun, secretes a weaker form of fire in direct proportion to the weaker form of “mind” that is contained within our bodies. The soul in the other parts of the vascular system are loaded with more moisture than the fire in the central circuit, with the result that they have far less intelligence (γνώμη) than the pure fire in the heart and its adjacent vessels. Given this author’s deep commitment to his analogy between the body and the cosmos, all of this leads quite naturally to the conclusion that the sun is the cosmic equivalent of the central fire within our bodies. The “mind of gods” is concentrated in the sun, and all other forms of intelligence—and, indeed, all other divinities, including the undying soul within our bodies—has been “separated off” from this central source, sent off in various directions to give soul, mind, thinking, movement, growth, and diminution to all things. By engaging in conversation and joining one soul with another, humans can start their long journey back to the “source,” acting like the two seeds in embryogenesis that acquire intelligence when they combine their fiery souls to overpower their watery bodies. We combine our fiery souls with a larger mass of cosmic fire, and as a result we acquire “recognition” of the archetype that we mimic in our everyday lives.

We have already seen a passage in which the author writes about this process of soul-division. “From the division of one soul,” he writes, “there arise other souls, more or less numerous, bigger or smaller in size” (16.2, 6.490 L.). This sentence could be applied either to the body or to the cosmos, but given the author’s notion of cosmic mimesis, it almost certainly applies to both. As we noted above, it is possible that the author’s idea of cosmic mimesis is grounded in the observation that all intelligence in the universe comes from the “hottest and strongest” fire that is concentrated in the sun. There is only one soul, only one fire that governs the universe as a
whole. This fire is what constructed and now governs the cosmos in its various cycles, while its weaker exhalations construct and govern individual things, including the bodies of human beings. We should not be surprised, therefore, if the body turns out to be an imitation of the whole, nor should we be surprised that we mimic human physiology in our daily occupations. Since everything can ultimately be traced back to the cosmic fire, it is by necessity that everything else that depends on this fire will perform the same actions. An obvious benefit of this insight is that we can use observations about the phenomenal world to learn about the universe as a whole. We can move from copies to archetype, from “parts” to the “whole,” from the visible to the invisible. This is the method of inquiry that the author of On Regimen advocates very forcefully, and it is inextricably linked to his theories about the single intelligence that governs all things.

So how do the traditional gods of Greek myth fit into this system? As we have already noted, there is a central fire, concentrated in the sun, that is the source of all divinity. The other heavenly bodies are divine because they get their fire from the sun, and our souls are likewise divine because they spring from this central intelligence. As for the traditional gods, they are simply particularized manifestations of the same cosmic fire. Some of these gods embody the fire itself, while others represent emanations from that fire. We can see this very clearly when we turn to the author’s discussion of dreams, in which he describes the prayers that one can make in response to various visions.445 The author lists a number of visions and offers prescriptions for

445 On the author’s classification of dreams, especially his reference to “divine” dreams that lie outside the doctor’s purview, see van der Eijk (2004). To his analysis, my only addendum concerns the author’s statement that “divine” dreams supposedly predict both good and ill for either cities or individuals “through no fault of their own” (ἡ δὲ ἄρτος ἀμφατὴς, ἐκ τοῦ κόσμου τοῦ ἀνθρώπου, ἐκ τοῦ θεοῦ ἀνθρώπου, 87.1, 6.640–642 L.). This phrase has legalistic connotations, emphasizing that the dreamer is not to be considered responsible for the good or ill that comes their way. Cf. the similar use of this language in Antiphon’s second and third Tetralogies, in which the designation of one person or another as “responsible” (ἀρέσκοντα) is the main point of contention (Tetr. II 2.5, 2.9–11, 3.10–11, 4.5, 4.8–9, Tetr. III 3.4, 4.5). Further parallels abound in Greek oratory: e.g., And. 2.17, Isoc. 2.3, Dem. 61.54, Arist. Rh. Al. 36.27; note also Epid. VI 7.11, 5.342 L., Epid. VII 17, 5.390 L. For the legalistic transfer of “fault” (ἀμφατὴς) from a human to a god, a similar sentiment can be found in Euripides (Or. 76, Ba. 29). Diels (1910, 147) unnecessarily deletes the phrase, and he has unfortunately been followed by both Jones (1931) and Joly (1984). Although there is a slight illogicality in saying that not just bad, but also good
each, but there are only three conditions for which he supplements his prescriptions with prayer. The first is a case in which an ἀπόκρισις of moisture falls upon the soul and “disturbs” it (88.2, 6.644 L.). In this case, the author simply notes that one should “pray to the gods,” without specifying any gods by name. The second time that prayer is prescribed is for a series of “heavenly” signs that are caused by the inhalation of foreign substances into the body (89.12–14, 6.650–652 L.). For these conditions, the author says that if the signs are good, the patient should pray to Helios (i.e., the Sun), Heavenly Zeus, Zeus the Protector of Property, Athena the Protector of Property, Hermes, and Apollo, while if the signs are bad, the patient should pray to the apotropaic gods, Ge (i.e., the Earth), and the heroes. The third reference to prayer relates to a particularly dangerous drying of the flesh (90.6–7, 6.656–658 L.). In this case, the patient is instructed to moisten the flesh, to avoid both the sun and cold, and to pray to Ge, Hermes, and the heroes.

The author’s choice of these specific deities has never been adequately explained. As van der Eijk (2004, 205, n. 69) observes, “The selection of these particular deities (as against others, e.g. Asclepius) is a question which deserves to be further pursued, perhaps in relation to the doctrine of the soul.” Now that we have come to a better understanding of what this author thinks about the soul, we can hazard a few guesses about his selection of these deities. First, we have already noted that the gods are best interpreted as particularized manifestations of a single

---

things can befall a person through no “fault” of their own, the common use of this phrase in legal contexts would have made the author’s meaning quite clear. What he is essentially saying is that, according to the seers who discuss these “divine” dreams, the gods help or harm us even when we do nothing to deserve it. This plays into the author’s general polemic against seers in this passage, as he criticizes them for relying on luck (τέχνη) rather than art (τέχνη) and for not being able to explain why their interpretations succeed or fail. The author of On Regimen declines to interpret omens of this sort because they contravene his notion of cosmic regularity. If the gods are really inflicting us with good or ill, then there must be some cause, something that we have done to deserve it.

446 For earlier discussions, see Fredrich (1899, 216, n. 1), Hey (1908, 38–39), Palm (1933, 77–79), Hoessly (2001, 304, n. 278), van der Eijk (2004, 204).
cosmic fire. The sun contains the highest concentration of fire in the universe, and so we should hardly be surprised that Helios comes first in the list of gods in chapter 89. As for the other gods in this list, we have already seen an allegorical interpretation of Zeus and Hades in chapter 4 (above, p. 183). In this passage, the author uses “Zeus” to denote the visible sky (i.e., the οὐρανός), while “Hades” refers to the invisible region on the other side of the earth. “Heavenly Zeus” might therefore represent the οὐρανός that contains the “heavenly” bodies, i.e., the sun, the moon, and the stars. A similar interpretation can be applied to the next two gods: “Zeus the Protector of Property” (Zeux κτήσιος) and “Athena the Protector of Property” (Ἀθηναια κτήσια). The adjective κτήσιος was a cult epithet of Zeus, but it is otherwise unattested for Athena. When it is applied to Zeus, the epithet indicates his role as the protector of the home and its storeroom (τομεῖον). We have already seen several references to “homes” and “storerooms” in On Regimen. In particular, we have seen the body described as the “house” of the soul (86.2, 6.640 L., 90.5, 6.656 L., 92.2, 6.658 L.) and the belly described as the “storeroom” of the body (10.1, 6.484 L.). Thus, Zeus the Protector of Property and his daughter, Athena the Protector of Property, are probably invoked as protectors of the various “homes” within the universe, especially the house that represents our bodies. It may also be significant that Athena, Hermes, and Apollo—the last three gods in this list—are all traditionally identified as the children of Zeus. Thus, they could represent the “children” of οὐρανός, i.e., the weaker secretions of the cosmic fire that the οὐρανός sends down to earth. Whereas Zeus protects a larger, cosmic “house” that encompasses the entire universe, Athena may specifically protect the “house” of the human body.


449 This interpretation would work especially well for Athena, who was said to have arisen fully grown from the head of Zeus—a story that could easily be allegorized as a reference to ἀπόκρισις.
As for Hermes, he is traditionally identified as the messenger of the gods and as the escort of souls to the afterlife. In the system of *On Regimen*, both of these functions would have been relevant to the author’s system. The author may have speculated, for example, that Hermes is simply another name for the πνεῦμα that transmits substances between the αἰθήρ and the earth, sometimes bringing substances down to the earth (i.e., serving as the “messenger” of heavenly Zeus), and sometimes bringing substances up to the αἰθήρ (i.e., escorting souls to the “afterlife” by helping them rejoin the cosmic fire). A similar function could be attributed to Apollo, who has an obvious connection with the sun.\(^{450}\) In some ancient allegories, Apollo is specifically said to represent the rays of the sun (Macr. *Sat.* 1.17), and it is possible that he also holds this association here.\(^{451}\)

All of these “heavenly” gods receive prayers in response to positive signs, most likely because the author views the dry αἰθήρ as healthier than the watery earth and its surrounding ἄηρ. When something unhealthy has entered the body, the author recommends prayer to a different set of deities: the apotropaic gods, Ge, and the heroes. Because all divinity derives from a single, cosmic fire that steers the universe as a whole, we can start by observing that this second set of divinities will also be fiery in nature. The main difference is that instead of inhabiting the heavens, these gods inhabit the earth.\(^{452}\) As we have already suggested, the author of *On Regimen* appears to have believed that the earth, like the flesh, is simply a concretion of cold water (above, p. 190). He also seems to have believed that the earth contains passageways for both “hot and cold πνεῦμα” just

\(^{450}\) Cf. Palm (1933, 79): “Apollon als Lichtgott gehört zu Ἡλιος und Ζεις αἱράνιος.”

\(^{451}\) On the associations of Zeus with αἰθήρ and Apollo with the sun, note also Parm. *DK* 28 A20 (quoted below, n. 584).

\(^{452}\) For the distinction between Olympian and Cthonic deities, see Burkert (1985, 190–215). On the anonymous “apotropaic gods,” see Parker (2002).
as the flesh contains passageways for πνεῦμα to enter and exit the body (above, p. 220). Other thinkers from this period talk about winds that circulate through the earth, creating earthquakes and providing humans with both sickness and divine inspiration.\textsuperscript{453} In \textit{On Regimen}, such winds would guide the growth of plants by entering their roots, just as the human soul guides the growth of flesh in the outermost circuit.\textsuperscript{454} In the body, the soul that runs through the outermost circuit is a secretion of the “hottest and strongest” fire in the central circuit. By referring to a goddess called Earth (= Ge), the author may be suggesting that a similar fire is also embedded in the earth. A reservoir of subterranean fire would explain such phenomena as volcanoes and hot springs, and it would also explain why the winds that blow across the earth’s surface originate in the frozen poles (above, p. 178). When discussing the “death” of human beings, the “death” of coals, and the cooling of freshly cooked foods, the author envisions a process whereby πνεῦμα is ejected from a larger object wherever water has “gained the upper hand” over fire. Since the frozen poles manifest the extreme ascendency of water over fire, it is quite likely that the author applies this same model to the earth, postulating that the fiery “soul” of the earth is ejected and sent into the ἀήρ wherever water has “gained the upper hand” over fire.\textsuperscript{455} As this πνεῦμα blows

\textsuperscript{453} Cf. [Arist.] \textit{De mundo} 4, 6.395b: “Many vent-holes for wind open in every part of the earth; some of them cause those who draw near to them to become inspired (ἐφύομαι), others cause them to waste away, others make them utter oracles, as at Delphi and Lebadia, others utterly destroy them, as the one in Phrygia” (trans. Barnes, modified).

\textsuperscript{454} In chapter 21, the author refers to statue-makers who mix together “water and earth” but do not add “soul” (ψυχή) and “intelligence” (γνώμη) to their creations. They dry the wet and moisten the dry, performing the actions that the statue, lacking a soul, is incapable of performing on its own. It is quite possible that the author views the vegetation upon the earth as the equivalent of a statue. In this analogy, the fire within the earth would be the equivalent of a statue maker, shaping an object that is incapable of shaping itself. The author explicitly notes that plants lack “intelligence” (γνώμη), suggesting that some other intelligence is responsible for their growth. Just as the central fire in the body sends out a more “gentle” form of fire to add moisture to one part and to take it away from another, so the central fire in the earth (= Ge) would send out a gentler version of itself (= underground winds) to regulate the growth of plants. For the idea that statue-makers cannot implant soul in their creations, see X. \textit{Mem.} 3.10.3.

\textsuperscript{455} For the violent ejection of a substance by its opposite, see \textit{Vic.} 6.2, 6.478 L., 78.1, 6.622 L. Since water dominates fire in the frozen poles, the πνεῦμα that arises from the poles will start off with the qualities of being cold and wet, eventually losing this moisture when it passes through drier regions.
across the earth, some of it becomes sickly, while some of it becomes healthy. The healthy variety could well be what the author associates with the apotropaic gods, as this πνεῦμα would literally “turn away” either fire or water, depending on the direction of the imbalance.456

I would like to conclude this discussion of On Regimen by briefly considering the relationship between this text and other cosmologists from the Classical period. In particular, I would like to point out that the underlying framework of On Regimen is remarkably similar to the systems of Parmenides, Heraclitus, and Empedocles, a triad of thinkers who, like the author of On Regimen, chide unenlightened mortals for trusting their mistaken opinions (δόξα) instead of recognizing the hidden truth. In all three cases, the hidden truth involves a recognition of the fact that all birth, death, change, and differentiation conceals a cosmic order that is undying and unchanging.

When the universe is considered only in part, it seems to be irregular and ever-changing, but when the universe is considered as a whole, it is a stable and unchanging. In all of these systems, the stability of the universe is preserved by cosmic cycles. Opposites dominate and are dominated in turn, but the whole always remains the same. Like the author of On Regimen, these cosmologists stress the unity of opposites and the fact that one member of a pair of opposites cannot exist on its own. These thinkers also make the paradoxical observation that the harmony of the universe arises from disagreement, that strife is conjoined with love. As in On Regimen, these cosmologists claim to see cosmic cycles in all corners of the universe, including the changes of the seasons, the alternation of night and day, the waxing and waning of the moon, and what is conventionally called “life” and “death.” An eschatological component is especially important for all of these thinkers. They all claim that our souls have “separated off” from some larger mass, a cosmic

456 The author’s use of the term “apotropaic” can in fact be related to the concept of a “turning point” (τροπή), just as the solstices are the “turning points” (τροπαί) in which the fiery summer and watery winter give way to one another (see above, p. 173).
intelligence that steers and regulates the universe as a whole, and which they specifically identify, like the author of *On Regimen*, with fire, the sun, or the ἀνθρώπ. Our souls sustain and guide us while contained within our bodies, but their ultimate goal is to return to the central intelligence from which they first arose. Those who recognize this truth about the universe will acquire all-powerful insights. They will rise above the various cycles, including the cycle of life and death, and they will use this knowledge about the “whole” to acquire insights about the “parts.” The majority will resist these insights because their souls are impure, deceived by a human “law” that is distinct from the “law” of the gods. We will all learn about this law after leaving our bodies, but a select few can speed up their assimilation with the central divinity, acquiring insights about the universe even while tied to a mortal form.

Individual comparisons of Parmenides, Heraclitus, and Empedocles with *On Regimen* will not only illustrate the extent to which these thinkers all begin from a shared foundation of beliefs, but they can also shed light on some of the more obscure and contested aspects of their systems. Like the author of *On Regimen*, Parmenides divides the earth into zones, including two frozen poles and two inhabited regions that are separated by a central desert (DK 28 A44a). He places a band of moist ἀήρ around the earth, and he claims that this material was “forced out” of the earth (DK 28 A37) in a manner very similar to *On Regimen*’s theory that all winds have been ejected from the earth’s frozen poles. Parmenides divides the heavens into circuits, surrounded by an impenetrable περίεχον (DK 28 A37),⁴⁵⁷ and he places the sun in the middle, between the two circuits of the moon and the stars (DK 28 A37, B10, B12; cf. A40a.). As in *On Regimen*, Parmenides associates the cosmic fire that lies at the center of the cosmos with a multi-named

---

⁴⁵⁷ On the number and nature of these circuits, see Tarán (1965, 232–246).
divinity who regulates the universe and is the source of all intelligence.\textsuperscript{458} According to a
doxography preserved by Stobaeus, the various names that Parmenides gives to this deity are
“the goddess who steers” (δαιμών κεβερνήτης), “the holder of the keys” (κληδοδοχος), Justice
(Δίκη), and Necessity (Ἀνάγκη),\textsuperscript{459} and he may have also associated her with Aphrodite, an
appropriate patron for the notion of unity in opposition.\textsuperscript{460} In the opening of his poem,
Parmenides rides in a chariot that is guided by the daughters of Helios, escorts who could well be
interpreted as emanations from the sun just as another escort of souls, Hermes, can be
interpreted as an emanation of the celestial fire in \textit{On Regimen} (above, p. 232).\textsuperscript{461} The endpoint of
Parmenides’ journey is the “gates of the paths of Night and Day,” a unity of opposites that
represents the “whole” as distinguished from the “parts” (DK 28 B1.11). Most humans do not get
to perceive this whole until after they die, but Parmenides, through his hard work and careful
thinking, has recognized the truth and gets to see it while still alive (DK 28 B1.26). In the first
stage of Parmenides’ poem, the goddess describes the eternal “whole” that is distinct from the
mortal “parts.” In the second stage, the goddess describes the world of appearances, i.e.,
everything that changes while the universe remains the same (DK 28 A7). Parmenides associates
the world of appearances with deception and a lack of “true trust” (πίστις ἀληθῆς, DK 28 B30),

\textsuperscript{458} Parm. DK 28 A1 (= D.L. 9.21), A32, A37, B12.3–6; cf. DK 28 A20, A30–31, A33. For the identification of the
dαιμων at DK 28 B1.3 and B12.3 as the sun, see Kranz (1916, 1159), Gigon (1968, 246–247), Cornford (1952, 118,
n. 1), Guthrie (1965, 7), Ferrari (2008, 47). Cf. the assertion in \textit{On Flesh} that the “hot,” which is concentrated in the
αἰθήρ, “apprehends, sees, and hears all things,” and that it “knows all things, both what is and what is going to be”
(\textit{Carm.} 2.1, 8.584 L.).

\textsuperscript{459} Parm. DK 28 A37. On “the goddess who steers” (δαιμών κεβερνήτης), see Parm. DK 28 A32, B12.3, and cf. \textit{Vikt.}

\textsuperscript{460} Cf. Parm. DK 28 B12–13, B18, Plu. \textit{Amat.} 756f. Some scholars, including Cordero (2004, 26) and Ferrari (2008,
53), have suggested that Parmenides takes the role of an anti-Phaethon, who similarly drives the chariot of the sun
and, according to some myths, was promised in marriage to Aphrodite.

\textsuperscript{461} For Parmenides’ allegorical reinterpretation of traditional deities, see also DK 28 A20.
but he never explicitly claims that this world is false, nor does he assert that it is unworthy of investigation.\footnote{This fact was already noted in antiquity; cf. Parm. DK 28 A34. The goddess in fact says that it is necessary for Parmenides to learn about the world of appearances, as it permeates “all things in all circumstances” (διὰ πάντων πάντα περίοντα, DK 28 B1.32).} At DK 28 B1.5 and B1.21, the daughters of Helios are called κοιφαί (“young women”), while at DK 28 B1.24–25 Parmenides himself is called a κοίρος (“young man”) who is “yoked to/married to immortal charioteers” (ἀθανάτοις συνάφοις ήμιόχοισιν). This designation of Parmenides as a κοίρος has traditionally been read as either an autobiographical reference to Parmenides’ age or as a reflection of the fact that adolescence is the time of life in which we devote ourselves to education.\footnote{Cf. Cosgrove (1974), Conche (1996, 57–59), Cordero (2004, 24–25).} If Parmenides holds that all souls are secretions of a single, cosmic fire, however, another interpretation is possible: Parmenides and the daughters of Helios are both “youths” insofar as they are both “younger” offspring of the cosmic fire,\footnote{Cf. the use of the nouns κοφός and κόρη to denote children in the womb at Parm. DK 28 B17.} while the “immortal” mares who are “full of thought” (πολύφραστοι, DK 28 B1.4; cf. DK 28 B2.8, B6.2) and who carry Parmenides “as far as my spirit might reach” (διὸν τ’ ἐπὶ θεμός ἰκάνοι, DK 28 B1.1; cf. DK 28 B5.2) could be seen as representing the intelligent, immortal soul in the center of Parmenides’ chest, a force that carries his mortal body (= Parmenides himself) to all corners of the universe.\footnote{Cf. Parm. DK 28 B6, where his own intellectual journey is contrasted with the “wandering mind” (πλακτὸν νόον) of mortals who “know nothing.” At DK 28 B7, the goddess tells Parmenides to bar his thought (νόημα) from a particular path of inquiry, again suggesting that his νόης is engaging in a journey.} In this allegory, the daughters of Helios would represent what the author of \textit{On Regimen} calls the “mind of gods”—a self-directing, intelligent secretion of the central fire that unites with the fire inside our chests and directs our various actions (above, pp. 226–228). In Parmenides’ proem, these daughters of Helios leave the house of Night, uncover their heads (i.e.,
reveal the fire that is surrounded by a watery envelope?), and enter the light as Parmenides gains his insights into the nature of the “whole” (DK 28 B1.9–10). Like the author of On Regimen, Parmenides gains his insights by joining two minds together, reuniting his soul with the cosmic fire from which it originally branched off. The axle in Parmenides’ chariot is “blazing” (αιθόμενος, DK 28 B1.7), while the doors that he enter are “aetherial” (αιθήριον, DK 28 B1.13), suggesting that one piece of the αἰθήρ (i.e., Parmenides’ soul) is reuniting with the αἰθήρ as a whole. When Parmenides passes through the gates of night and day, the goddess grasps his right hand (χείρα δὲ χειρὶ / δεξιτερὴν ἐλεν, DK 28 B1.22–23), a gesture that is often used in Greek art to show close bonds between individuals, especially in funerary art. Significantly, this gesture is frequently used to connect the living and the dead, which could imply that Parmenides has reached the point where life and death are united into one. Numenius reports that Parmenides described two sets of heavenly gates, one through which souls descend to “coming to be” (εἰς γένεσιν) and the other through which they ascend to the gods (εἰς θεοῖς). Of these two gates,

466 Compare the association of clothing with moisture at Vict. 92.1–2, 6.638 L., and the general assumption that moisture dampens the intelligent fire of our souls at Vict. 35, 6.512–522 L.

467 Note the parallel imagery that describes the opening of the “gates of the paths of Night and Day” at DK 28 B1.15–17. Coxon (2009) suggests that the “House of Night” represents the ignorance of human experience (later styled the “Journey of Night”), which is mere blindness (cf. τοαθλοι at DK 28 B6.7) when compared with the truth/reality that is revealed along the “Journey of Day” (a region the Goddess calls “our house,” ἰματερον δω, at DK 28 B1.25). On the language of “homes,” see above, p. 231. For Parmenides, the “House of Night” may be equivalent to what the author of On Regimen calls “Hades,” while the “light”/“day” may be equivalent to what the author of On Regimen calls “Zeus.” For more on the “houses” of Hades and Zeus, see below, n. 560.

468 For the identification of the daughters of Helios as a form of νοεῖς, see Coxon (2009, 274). Cf. also Ferrari’s (2008, 44–48) interpretation of the εἰδότα φῶτα at DK 28 B1.3 as both “the man who knows” and “the knowing lights.” At DK 28 B8.46–47, Parmenides describes what happens when “not being” does not stand in the way of “being” (οὐκ ὡς γὰρ οὐκ ἐκτὸς τὸ κεν παῦσι μν ῥίσεισθαι / εἰς ὀμέ), describing a movement of “like to like” that could well be reflected in the joining of Parmenides’ fiery soul with the fire that governs the universe as a whole.

469 Cf. Davies (1985). Note also the “marriage” between Parmenides and the daughters of Helios, to which the goddess refers in the following line (ἀθανάτισον σεμιτοράτοι ἱματισθοι, DK 28 B1.24). In the reading of Parmenides as an anti-Phaethon (see above, n. 460), his “marriage” with both the Heliades and the goddess would fulfill the marriage with Aphrodite that Phaethon had originally lost. Whereas Phaethon fails in steering the sun’s chariot, Parmenides succeeds, achieving a union with the central fire by respecting the proper limits of the universe.

470 Numen. fr. 31 des Places (= Parm. test. 133 Coxon).
Parmenides has entered the gate through which our souls ascend to the gods, i.e., into the αἰθήρ and away from “coming to be” (γένεσις). According to Diogenes Laertius, Parmenides held that “the generation of human beings first arose from the sun” (γένεσίν τε ἀνθρώπων ἐξ ἡλίου πρώτον γενέσθαι, DK 28 A1 = D.L. 9.22), suggesting that this homecoming is indeed a return to the heavenly fire, and in particular a return to the sun.\(^{471}\)

The destination of Parmenides’ journey is not as simple, however, as saying that he is riding into the sun. The ancient testimonies actually disagree about whether the governing fire is located in the middle of the heavenly rings (i.e., the ring of the sun) or at the extreme edge of the αἰθήρ, while some even say that it lies beyond the περιέχον. It is possible that this confusion stems from Parmenides himself, who may well have held all three views at the same time. Inasmuch as the cosmic fire governs the entire universe, it stands at the edge of the περιέχον and embraces everything within it. Inasmuch as this fire forms a part of the universe, it lies in the center of the heavens and is concentrated in the sun. It has also been suggested that the destination of Parmenides’ journey is neither the αἰθήρ nor the sun, but rather the invisible realm on the other side of the earth. This is the realm to which the author of *On Regimen* gives the name of “Hades,” and through which the sun passes every night when darkness reigns in the house of “Zeus.” The motif of an “underworld descent” (κατάβασις) was well known in Greek poetry. It was even associated with the acquisition of knowledge, as we see in Odysseus’ visit to Tiresias. A connection with the underworld has some intertextual support,\(^{472}\) and yet it seems to be directly refuted by the above-mentioned allusions to αἰθήρ and the sun. We might ask, for example, why

---

\(^{471}\) It may be significant that the goddess uses the verb νέεσθαι (“to go home,” DK 28 B1.26) and refers to “our house” (ἡμέτερον δῶ, DK 28 B1.25), suggesting that Parmenides is engaging in a nostos, returning to the home that his soul had originally left.

\(^{472}\) See especially Furley (1973).
the gates through which Parmenides passes are called “aetherial” if he is not traveling through the οἰðηρ. We might also ask why his escorts are the daughters of the sun, the Heliades, if he is simply going down into the underworld. A potential solution to these difficulties is simply to assume that Parmenides is being intentionally ambiguous. After all, if he is going to the place where all things are “one,” this would necessarily unite all three of the major reservoirs in which fire is concentrated: (1) the visible sky (= οἰδηρ), which On Regimen calls “Zeus,” (2) the invisible region on the other side of the earth, which On Regimen calls “Hades,” and (3) the sun that passes through both of these regions during its constant cycling from east to west. All three of these reservoirs are places where the governing fire can be found, and all three are united into one as soon as Parmenides makes his “homecoming” by passing through the “gates of the paths of Night and Day.” Once he completes this homecoming, Parmenides can then view the entire cosmos as a whole. It will be as if he is standing outside the περιέχον, even if he does not literally take his journey beyond this impenetrable barrier.

What enables Parmenides’ “homecoming” to the fiery, cosmic soul is his mastery of cosmic cycles. He includes many allusions to cosmic cycles in his poem, beginning with the observations that his chariot is driven on either side by “two whirling wheels” (δοιοῖς … διηνωτοῖς κύκλοις, DK 28 B1.7–8), while Justice, who guards the gates of night and day, carries “alternating” keys (κληδίδας ἀμοιβαίς, DK 28 B1.14) that make the heavenly gates “swing open one after the other” (ἀμοιβαδόν εἰλιξασαι, DK 28 B1.19). When these gates open, they create a “gaping gulf” (χύσρ’ χανές, DK 28 B1.18) that recalls the Hesiodic Chaos, the undifferentiated “whole” that

473 In Homer, the gates of heaven are guarded by the Horai (Il. 8.393), who are identified in Hesiod as Eunomia, Dike (“Justice”), and Eirene (Th. 900–2). For other references to “justice” in Parmenides’ poem, see DK 28 B1.28 and B8.14.

474 Note also the parallel language that describes the turning wheels of Parmenides’s chariot (ἄξων δ’ ἐν χυτοῖς, DK 28 B1.6) and the turning of the gates in their sockets (ἄξωνας ἐν σφήξιν, DK 28 B1.19).
existed before the separation of the heavens from the earth. Most humans fail to perceive the stability of cosmic cycles, which the goddess calls “the unmoving heart of well-rounded truth” (ἀληθείας εὔκολεός ἀτρεμές ἦτορ, DK 28 B1.29). As a result, they are “two-headed” (δίκρανοι, DK 28 B6.5), possess a “wandering mind” (πλακτῶν νόον, DK 28 B6.6), lack true knowledge (εἰδότες οἷδέν, DK 28 B6.4; cf. DK 28 B1.3), and travel a road that is “backwards turning” (παλίντροπος, DK 28 B6.9), whereas Parmenides travels “straight” (ἰθὺς, DK 28 B1.21) and “far from the beaten path of human beings” (ἀπ’ ἀνθρώπων ἐκτὸς πάτου, DK 28 B1.27). The goddess begins her narrative with another allusion to cosmic cycles, observing that “wheresoever I begin is one and the same (ζυγόν), for I will come back there again” (τὸθ γὰρ πάλιν ἵζομαι ἀδής, DK 28 B5). Scholars have wondered why the goddess would attribute “circularity” to her account, but this statement becomes easier to understand if we interpret it as a reference to the stable truth that rises above the cycles themselves. When the cycles are viewed only in part, human beings assume that the extreme ends of each cycle are different things. They confuse “not being” with “being” and “not the same” with “the same,” when in reality the cyclical dominance of opposing powers guarantees that all that exists is “being,” while “not being” is an illusion. For Parmenides, the term “being” can be applied only to the cycles.

475 For other references to stability, cf. Parm. DK 28 B4.1 (νόον παρεόντα βεβαιώκει, B8.4 (ἀτρεμές), B8.29 (ταῦτόν τ’ ἐν ταῦτῷ τε μένου καθ’ ἐκατό τε κεῖται). All of these passages imply a contrast between the stability of the universe as a whole and the constant movement of the cycles of which it is comprised.

476 It is significant that Parmenides selects a chariot as his vehicle, since chariot racing usually took place on a circuit. Cf. Emp. DK 31 B46, where the moon is said to revolve around the earth “as the course of the chariot turns round and back” (trans. Wright). By driving his chariot “straight,” Parmenides escapes the “backwards turning” path that is travelled by other mortals. In other words, he is able to rise above the cosmic cycles to view the universe as a whole.

477 For the association of this language with a “cycle” (κόχλος), cf. Heraclit. DK 22 B103, Loc. Hom. 1.1, 6.276 L., Οσ. 11, 9.182 L., Vīct. 19, 6.492–494 L. As Craik (1998, 94) observes, “The perfect shape of the described circle became a common, almost banal, motif; to Empedokles it represented continuity and stillness in the scheme of creation and existence.”

478 At DK 28 B8.27, Parmenides refers to “what is” as “unbeginning and unceasing” (ἄναρχον ἀπαιστον), again suggesting a cycle that constantly turns back on itself.

479 Parm. DK 28 B6.7–9, B8.57–58; cf. Vīct. 4.3, 6.476 L., 5.1, 6.476 L., 11.1–2, 6.486 L.
when viewed in their entirety. Like the author of *On Regimen*, he believes that any attempt to focus on just one part of a cycle is to fall short of true understanding. This is what the goddess has in mind when she invokes “the unmoving heart of well-rounded truth” (DK 28 B1.29). Even though “the path of all is backwards turning” (πάντων δὲ παλιντροπὸς ἐστι κέλευθος, DK 28 B6.9), it is possible to break free from the cycles by trusting reason (λόγος) rather than the senses, at which point we see that “what is” is “ungenerated, indestructible, whole, undivided, unmoving, and complete” (ἀγένητον ἑν καὶ ἀνώλεθρον ἐστιν / οὐλὸν μουνομελὲς τε καὶ ἀτρεμές ἢδὲ τελεστόν, DK 28 B8.3–4)—the same notions that the author of *On Regimen* invokes when discussing the cyclical “dominating” and “being dominated” of fire and water within the cosmos.\(^{480}\)

Like the author of *On Regimen*, Parmenides contrasts the unstable world within each cycle with the stability of the cycles themselves. He also distinguishes the visible from the invisible, noting that the “cutting up” of reality is accessible to the senses, while the “whole” is only accessible to the mind.\(^{481}\) Although the goddess says that only the whole deserves to be called “truth,” she nevertheless teaches Parmenides about both the whole and the parts. The world of appearances follows a certain order (κόσμος),\(^ {482}\) and it is governed by principles that hold good for “all things in all circumstances” (διὰ παντὸς πάντα).\(^ {483}\) As in *On Regimen*, all things are composed of two

---

\(^{480}\) For the denial of generation and destruction, see also Parm. DK 28 B8.20–21, 27–28, 40, and compare Vict. 4.2–3, 6.474–476 L. On the adjectives οὐλὸν (= ὅλον, “whole”) and μουνομελές (= μονομερές, “containing only one part”), see Parm. DK 28 B8.23–25 and compare Vict. 1.1, 6.466 L., 6.1, 6.478 L., 24.1–2, 6.496 L. On the adjective ἀτρεμές, see Parm. DK 28 B8.26–31 and compare Vict. 10.3, 6.486 L. Finally, on the description of these cycles as “complete” (τελεστόν), see Parm. DK 28 B8.32–33 and compare *On Regimen’s* assertion that fire and water, when taken together, are “sufficient in themselves” and not in “need” of anything else. This final connection is especially noteworthy given the parallel language at Parm. DK 28 B8.33 (οὐκ ἐπιθετεύς) and Vict. 35.1, 6.514 L. (οὗτε … ἐνδείκτερον … οὐτε … δειομενον).

\(^{481}\) Parm. DK 28 B4. For the language of “cutting,” see especially Parm. DK 28 B4.2 and compare Vict. 15.1, 6.490 L., 17.1–2, 6.492 L. Parmenides calls the whole “indivisible” (οὐδὲ διαφητεύτων) at DK 28 B8.22.

\(^{482}\) Parm. DK 28 B4.3, B8.52, 60.

\(^{483}\) Parm. DK 28 B1.32; cf. DK 28 B4.3 (πάντων πάντως). In *On Regimen*, the phrase πάντα διὰ παντός appears at Vict. 1.1, 6.466 L., 3.1, 6.472 L., 3.3, 6.474 L., 10.3, 6.486 L.
substances, wherein the hot, fiery substance takes the role of an active, architectonic force, while the cold, watery substance takes the role of a passive, malleable material.\textsuperscript{484} Parmenides associates these two substances with light and darkness,\textsuperscript{485} the hot and the cold,\textsuperscript{486} fire and earth,\textsuperscript{487} and the rare and the dense.\textsuperscript{488} All of these oppositions are also applied to fire and water in On Regimen, as we see in the struggle between light (φῶς) and darkness (σκότος) in chapter 5, as well as in the assumption that the highest concentration of fire is located in the άθαντ, while the highest concentration of water is located in the earth.\textsuperscript{489} The earth, which is either spherical or flat,\textsuperscript{490} represents the extreme of the cold and dense element while liquid water and άθαντ represent a middle ground between heat and cold.\textsuperscript{491} The sun and stars are both fiery in nature (DK 28 A37, A38–39, B11.3), while the moon contains a mixture of fire and άθαντ and “borrows” its light from the sun (DK 28 A37, A42, B14–15).\textsuperscript{492} As in On Regimen, anything that contains a portion of

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{484} Parm. DK 28 A1 (= D.L. 9.21), A7, A23, A35. Aristotle claims that Parmenides associated the hot element with being and the cold element with not-being (Arist. Metaph. 1.5, 986b = DK 28 A24), an interpretation that may be rooted in Parmenides’ assumption that the central fire and its secretions are all immortal, unchanging, and perfect, while their mortal, earthly bodies are constantly changing and thus lack any claim to “being.” Note especially the description of fire as “everywhere the same as itself” (εὐανάπτυχο πάντωσε τεχνός) at DK 28 B8.57.

\textsuperscript{485} Parm. DK 28 A34, A37, A46, B8.56, 59.

\textsuperscript{486} Parm. DK 28 A1 (= D.L. 9.22), A24, A43, A46.

\textsuperscript{487} Parm. DK 28 A1 (= D.L. 9.21), A7, A23–24, A33–35, B8.56. The opposition between fire and earth is very close to the opposition between fire and water. At DK 28 B15a, the earth is said to be “rooted in water” (δυτικόραξ), recalling On Regimen’s assertion that the earth contains the highest concentration of water in the universe. Cf. also the analogy between our watery bodies and the watery earth at Vict. 10.1–2, 6.484–486 L., and the opposition between the hot (= άθαντ) and the cold (= earth) in On Flesh.

\textsuperscript{488} Parm. DK 28 A22, A43, A43a, A53, B8.57, 59. Other associations include the light and the heavy (B8.57, 59), sound and silence (A46), the female and the male (A52, A53), the south and the north (A53).

\textsuperscript{489} This latter point is also made in the testimonies on Parmenides. Cf. Parm. DK 28 A22, A37–42, B8.56 (αύθερπον πηρ). The assertion that Parmenides was the first to postulate a spherical earth (DK 28 A1, A44) may simply be a misreading of his references to a spherical [i.e., cyclical?] universe.

\textsuperscript{490} Parm. DK 28 A35, A37. Cf. the cosmology of On Flesh (above, p. 142).

\textsuperscript{491} The identification of Hesperus (the evening star) with Phosphorus (the morning star) may have originally been cited to illustrate the notion of unity in opposition; cf. Parm. DK 28 A1 (= D.L. 9.23), A40a.
\end{footnotesize}
fire is said to be a god. This includes the stars (DK 28 A37) and the soul within our bodies (DK 28 B1.24; cf. A45, A51), as well as “War, Discord, Desire, and other things that are destroyed by illness, sleep, forgetfulness, and old age” (DK 28 A37), a list that presumably includes such things as Health, Wakefulness, Memory, and Youth, all of which are good candidates for divinity inasmuch as they are all governed by the fiery soul.\textsuperscript{493} As in \textit{On Regimen}, Parmenides equates the soul with the mind (νοῦς, DK 28 A1, A45), situates this mind in a circuit that runs up and down the chest (ἐν διαμεταξύ τοῦ χειρός, DK 28 A45; cf. B6.5–6), attributes sensation to the movement of substances through sensory channels (DK 28 A47; cf. A48), associates sleep with a temporary cooling of the soul (DK 28 A46b), claims that the soul experiences “desire” when it lacks nutriment (DK 28 A50; cf. \textit{Vict.} 93.2, 6.660 L.), and says that aging involves a depletion of the hot element in the body (DK 28 A46a) while death occurs when the hot, fiery soul has completely separated off from the cold body (DK 28 A46; cf. above, p. 186–187). Parmenides shows a penchant for the verbs νοεῖν and γνωσκεῖν, two words that invoke the notions of “mind” (νοῦς) and “intelligence” (γνώμη) in a manner reminiscent of \textit{On Regimen}.\textsuperscript{494} Parmenides is also said to have claimed that “everything that exists has a certain γνώσις” (πᾶν τὸ ἐν ἔσχεν τινὰ γνώσιν, DK 28 A46) and that “the full is thought” (τὸ γὰρ πλέον ἐστὶ νόημα, DK 28 B16.4), suggesting a universe in which everything is pervaded by a cosmic intelligence.\textsuperscript{495} Theophrastus says that Parmenides made “recognition” (γνώσις) in human beings depend on a mixture of the hot and

\textsuperscript{493} For the divinity of war and discord and their role in maintaining cosmic cycles, see below, p. 248.


\textsuperscript{495} Parm. DK 28 B16 could refer to the belief, also found in \textit{On Regimen}, that the “mind” (νοῦς) of all human beings derives from a single, cosmic soul, a central fire that is the source of all intelligence and to which our souls will eventually return. It could also refer to the fact that the parts are accessible to the senses, while the whole (= “the full”) is ascertained by the mind (see below, p. 245, on DK 28 B3).
cold, with better and more pure recognition coming when the hot overpowers the cold, “although even that requires a certain due proportion” (συμμετρίας, DK 28 A46). This exactly parallels the discussion of soul-mixtures in On Regimen, down to the conclusion that the best soul-mixture has a slight imbalance in the direction of fire (see above, p. 191). Like the author of On Regimen, Parmenides also believes that false opinion comes from a reliance on the senses, which are deceptive, while truth comes from the application of reason. Whenever we make correct use of our mind, we perceive the whole as distinct from the parts. Parmenides therefore claims that “the same thing exists for ascertaining (νοεῖν) and for being” (DK 28 B3), since it is only the whole that has true being, and it is the whole that we ascertain with our mind (νοεῖν). There are certainly some differences in matters of detail between the systems of Parmenides and On Regimen, including Parmenides’ theory of heredity (DK 28 A53–54) and his claim that women’s bodies contain more heat than the bodies of men (DK 28 A52). Nevertheless, there are so many correspondences between these two systems that it is tempting to conclude that Parmenides and the author of On Regimen are simply composing variations on a common theme.

Heraclitus, who was more or less contemporary with Parmenides, also shows many affinities with On Regimen. The most striking is his notion of unity in opposition, which he expresses in language so closely paralleled in On Regimen that Diels-Kranz quotes twenty chapters of On Regimen as an “imitation” of Heraclitus (Vicot. 5–24, 6.476–496 L. = DK 22 C1). Heraclitus defines

---


497 Cf. Parm. DK 28 A34, B2.5–8, B6.1, B7.2, B8.7–9, 17, 34–36, 50–51, and On Regimen’s chiding of mortals who lack “recognition” inasmuch as they fail to grasp the “whole” as distinct from the parts (above, pp. 213–216). Aristotle claims that Parmenides “perceiv[ed] for the first time that unchangeable entities [were demanded] if knowledge and wisdom were to be possible” (Parm. DK 28 A25, trans. Gallop), although he criticizes Parmenides for transferring to the study of perceptible objects (i.e., physics) what should properly be preserved for a higher discipline (i.e., metaphysics).
unity in opposition as an act of “taking things together” (σύλληψις). Examples of συλλήψεις include “wholes, not wholes; agreeing, disagreeing; consonant, dissonant; one from all and all from one” (ὁλα καὶ οὔχ ὁλα, συμφερόμενον διαφερόμενον, συνήδον διάδον, ἐκ πάντων ἐν καὶ ἐξ ἕνος πάντα, DK 22 B10; cf. B3). Similarly, the author of On Regimen observes that substances can be simultaneously “parts” and “wholes,”498 that things in “disagreement” can be simultaneously in “agreement,”499 that songs can be constructed from notes that are simultaneously “consonant” and “dissonant,”500 and that everything branches off from a unity only to return back to that unity.501 Like the author of On Regimen, Heraclitus claims that the unity of opposites create a “harmony” (ἁμορφία) that permeates the cosmos.502 This harmony is “backwards turning” (παλίντροπος) like a bow or a lyre,503 and it is manifested in cosmic cycles where the “beginning” and the “end” are “common” (ξυνόν).504 In his references to cosmic cycles, Heraclitus cites the same pairs of opposites that we find in On Regimen: day and night,505 winter and summer,506 youth


500 Vict. 18.3, 6.492 L. (καὶ διάφορα καὶ σύμφονα).


502 Herac. DK 22 A22, B8, B51, B54; cf. Vict. 18.1–3, 6.492 L.

503 Herac. DK 22 B51; cf. Parm. DK 28 B6.9, and the “turning back” of cosmic cycles at Vict. 3.2, 6.474 L., 68.7, 6.598 L., 68.13, 6.604 L.

504 Herac. DK 22 B103; cf. Parm. DK 28 B5, Vict. 22, 6.494 L.

505 Herac. DK 22 B6, B57, B67, B106.

506 Herac. DK 22 B7; cf. B100, B126.
and old age, waking and sleeping. Heraclitus also refers to the “oscillations” (τροπαί, literally “turnings” or “reversals”) between fire and water, wherein fire is exchanged for water and water is exchanged for fire. This final cycle is especially intriguing, as it not only involves the same two principles of fire and water that we see in On Regimen, but it also echoes the author’s description of how fire and water each move to their respective limits before they “turn around” (ἀποτρέπεται, Vict. 3.2, 6.472 L.) and give way to their opposite. Although these opposing principles appear to be at odds when viewed in isolation, Heraclitus reassures us that the cosmos, when viewed as a whole, is “the same for all” (τὸν ἀρτὸν ἀπάντων, DK 22 B30; cf. B67). The cosmos “always was, is, and will be” (ἡν ἀεὶ καὶ ἔστων καὶ ἔσταν, DK 22 B30), and it “rests while changing” (μεταβάλλον ἀναπαύεται, DK 22 B34), just like Parmenides’ “unmoving heart of well-rounded truth” (ἀληθείας εὐκυκλεός ἀτρεμές ἑτορ, Parm. DK 28 B1.29). In addition to the oscillations between fire and water, Heraclitus also refers to two “half” oscillations involving water: one between water and earth and the other between water and a “lightning-storm” (πρηστήρ, DK 22 B31; cf. B36). On the one hand, the pendular movement between water and earth recalls On Regimen’s assumption that the earth is simply a collection of the coldest water (see above, p. 190). As for the oscillation between water and a “lightning-storm” (πρηστήρ, literally “burner”), Heraclitus seems to base this oscillation on the cycle of evaporation and

---

507 Heraclit. DK 22 B88. Note also the testimony at DK 22 A19, which closely recalls the discussion of “seeds” that we find in On Regimen (above, pp. 174–175): “A generation is that sizable portion of human life that is bounded by birth and death. . . . Heraclitus was the one who first called this period of time a ‘generation,’ on the grounds that in that period a life-span completes a cycle; what he calls the completion of a life-span’s cycle is the period during which nature, having started from human seed, turns back into seed” (trans. Robinson).

508 Heraclit. DK 22 B36, B62, B88; cf. B48. At DK 22 B91, Heraclitus is also said to have described a cycle of “scattering” and “coming together.”

509 Heraclit. DK 22 B88. Note also the references to the “solstices” (τροπτού) at Vict. 68.7, 6.598 L., 68.13, 6.604 L.

510 Heraclit. DK 22 B31, B36, B77.
precipitation. The lightning-storm’s combination of rain and lightning is especially significant, as it implies that this oscillation extends to a midpoint between water and fire, a point at which water and fire are at their most contentious and thus provide the best illustration of the “war” between these powers.\footnote{For Heraclitus’ explanations of meteorological phenomena, see DK 22 A14.}

Because all things arise from the pendular movement between two extremes, Heraclitus claims that “war is the father of all and the king of all” (DK 22 B53),\footnote{Cf. \textit{Vit.} 6.3, 6.480 L. (τὸ δὲ ἄσφαλτον πολεμεῖ καὶ μάχεται καὶ διαλλάσσει ἄτη ἄλληλων).} that “all things come to be through strife” (πάντα καὶ ἡ ἐριν γίνεσθαι, DK 22 B8; cf. B80), and that “justice” (δίκη) depends on “injustice” (ἄδικια, DK 22 B23; cf. A10, B11, B102), presumably because the opposite poles of each cycle constantly encroach on each other and thereby \textit{perpetuate} the cycle’s existence.\footnote{Cf. \textit{Vit.} 24.1, 6.496 L. (παρανομεῖν κατὰ νόμον, ἄδικεν δικαίως, ἐξαπατᾶται, κλέπτεται, ἀσύμφορον, δὲ ταῦτα ποιῶν κακός, δὲ ταῦτα ποιῶν ἄγαθός). A similar emphasis on the innate goodness of strife probably informs Heraclitus’ praise of those who die in battle at DK 22 B24, B136. For the idea that everything \textit{depends} on its opposite, see Heraclit. DK 22 B111.} At DK 22 B125, Heraclitus observes that cyceon (a mixed drink containing wine, barley, and other ingredients) “separates unless it is stirred” (διώσταται μὴ κινούμενος). Another expression of the idea that harmony (ἄρμονία) arises from strife (ἐρις) can be found in the following testimony (DK 22 A22 = Arist. \textit{EE} 7.1235a25, trans. Robinson):

>Heraclitus criticizes the poet who wrote, “Would that strife would perish from amongst gods and humankind.” For, he says, attunement (ἄρμονία) would not exist unless there were a low note and a high note, nor living things without female and male—which are opposites. As we saw above (pp. 216–219), this same analogy between cosmic harmony and musical harmony appears in \textit{On Regimen}. The author of \textit{On Regimen} also writes about “low” and “high” notes, and he extends the metaphor to reproduction when he says that a certain “attunement” (ἄρμονία) is required for the two “seeds” of soul to unite and grow into a viable human being
Like the author of On Regimen, Heraclitus assumes that the cosmic cycles follow a strict law of proportion. The two extremes of each cycle both advance and retreat in equal measures, and these “measures” (μέτρα) are regulated by a divine Justice who punishes anything that oversteps its proper limits. Like the author of On Regimen, Heraclitus puts special emphasis on the cycle of life and death. At DK 22 B36, he says that “the birth of water is death for souls,” while “souls are born from (sc. the death of) water.” Similarly, the author of On Regimen writes that “destruction for all things (φθορὴ δὲ πᾶσιν) comes mutually from one another, for the greater from the smaller and for the smaller from the greater” (Vic. 5.2, 6.478 L.). Both Heraclitus and the author of On Regimen claim that all things are in motion (πάντα χωρεῖ, DK 22 Α6; cf. χωρεῖ δὲ πάντα, Vic. 5.1, 6.476 L.) and that they move “up and down” (ἄνω καὶ κάτω) along a single path. Both thinkers also assume that the unity of opposites can be illustrated by a simple thought experiment: the same object, when viewed from different perspectives, can be described in opposite terms. Heraclitus observes that “sea-water is the most pure and the most foul—

---

514 Heraclit. DK 22 B30, B31. His claim that “greater deaths reap greater portions” (μόροι γὰρ μέζονες μοίρας λαγχάνουσι, DK 22 B25) may also be tied to this principle (but see below, p. 254).

515 Heraclit. DK 22 B16, B22, B28, B94; see also DK 22 B52 with Kahn’s (1979, 227) note ad loc. Compare the reference to checking ἔβης at DK 22 B43.

516 Cf. Heraclit. DK 22 B77 (“we live the death of those and those live the death of us”).

517 Compare also Heraclit. DK 22 B62 (“Mortals immortals, immortals mortals, living the death of those, dying the life of these”), B88 (“And as one thing there is present living and dead, awake and asleep, young and old, for these things, having changed, are those and those things, having changed back, are these”), Vic. 5.1, 6.476 L. (“Light for Zeus, darkness for Hades; light for Hades, darkness for Zeus; the things of that world come up here; the things of this world go down there; through every season, through every place, the things of that world do the work of this, and the things of this world do the work of that”). Heraclitus’ assertion that the sun is new each day (DK 22 B6) may imply a similar idea. That is, Heraclitus probably claimed that the sun “dies” and goes to Hades each night only to be “born afresh” the next day.

518 Cf. also Vic. 4.1, 6.474 L. (οὔποτε κατὰ ταύτα ἴστάμενα, ἀλλ’ ἀρετὴ ἄλλοις ἵνα ἐπὶ γάρ καὶ ἐπὶ τὰ), 10.3, 6.486 L. (οὔδέποτε ἀληθείαν).

519 Heraclit. DK 22 B60, Vic. 5.1, 6.476 L., 7.2, 6.480 L., 16.1–2, 6.490 L., 18.3, 6.492 L.
drinkable and sustaining for fish, undrinkable and destructive for humans” (DK 22 B61). The author of On Regimen makes the same observation, writing that the sea is “nourisher of animals suited to it, destroyer of those who are not” (Vict. 10.1, 6.484 L.). Heraclitus also notes that animals value what humans find worthless and reject what humans find valuable (DK 22 B4, B9, B13, B37), that the “path” (όδός) of writing is simultaneously crooked and straight (DK 22 B59), and that the actions of doctors and priests—cutting, burning, purifying with blood, and singing hymns to shameful things—would be viewed very differently if performed in a different context (DK 22 B5, B15, B58). Although we give names to pairs of opposites like day and night, winter and summer, these are nothing but names,520 for true wisdom lies in accepting the principle that “all things are one” (ἐν πάντα εἶναι, DK 22 B50; cf. B33, B57). Everything else is “born” and “dies” in a pendular movement between two extremes, but the cycles themselves are governed by “one law, the divine law,” which “dominates as much as it wishes, is sufficient for all, and survives” (κρατεῖ γὰρ τοσοῦτον ὁκόσον ἔθελε καὶ ἐξαρκεῖ πᾶσι καὶ περιγίνεται, DK 22 B114)—all properties that the author of On Regimen explicitly denies to the individual poles of each cycle.521 Like the author of On Regimen, Heraclitus uses various analogies to illustrate this fundamental principle. The most famous is his reference to a river that is simultaneously the same and not the same: it is the same inasmuch as the outline remains the same while the contents are constantly replaced. In one version of the analogy, Heraclitus writes that “we do and do not step into the same rivers, we are and are not” (DK 22 B49; cf. A6, B91). In another version, he writes that “as they step into the same rivers, other and still other waters flow upon them” (DK

520 Heraclit. DK 22 B67; cf. above, n. 496.

521 On the concept of “dominating” (κρατεῖν) and “being dominated” (κρατεῖσθαι), which is only permitted to the opposites in limited amounts, compare Vict. 3.1–3, 6.472–474 L. On being “sufficient for all,” compare the emphasis on “self-sufficiency” and “being in need” at Vict. 2.2, 6.468 L., 2.3, 6.470 L., 3.1, 6.472 L., 3.3, 6.474 L., 35.1, 6.512–514 L. On “surviving,” compare the cycle of “life” and “death” at Vict. 4.2–5.2, 6.474–478 L.
In both cases, Heraclitus claims that the same thing can be both stable and ever-changing, depending on one’s perspective. When viewed as a whole, the river is always the same, but when viewed only in part, its waters are constantly changing.

Heraclitus and the author of *On Regimen* both share the belief that the universe is governed by cosmic cycles wherein all things are simultaneously “the same” and “not the same.” They also expound views on divinity that are remarkably similar to one another, starting with the assumption that all souls—including the souls within our bodies—are divine, intelligent, and primarily composed of fire. As in *On Regimen*, Heraclitus believes that the sun, inasmuch as it contains the highest concentration of fire in the universe, plays a central role in regulating the cosmic cycles. The sun keeps watch over the cycles and serves as the “overseer and sentinel for defining, arbitrating, proclaiming, and displaying the changes and the seasons that bear all things” (DK 22 B100). The sun is only a subordinate, however, for whereas the sun rises and sets everyday and is thus itself subject to cosmic cycles, “that which never sets” (τὸ μὴ δὸνον, DK 22 B16) is what ultimately witnesses everything in the cosmos. Like everything else that is subject to cosmic cycles, the sun is regulated by Justice. This Justice will send her Furies to seek out the sun if it ever oversteps its measures (DK 22 B94)—a situation that Kahn (1979, 156) vividly compares to “some Persian satrap under surveillance by the King.” Heraclitus associates this cosmic Justice with a divine “law” (νόμος) on which all human laws depend. He also refers to an “account” (λόγος) through which everything comes to pass (DK 22 B1, B2, B50, B72, B115), a cosmic “soul” (ψυχή) whose limits cannot be discovered (DK 22 B45), an “intelligence” (γνώμη) that “steers all things in all circumstances” (ἐκκεφερνησε πάντα διὰ πάντων, DK 22 B41; cf. B78,

---


523 Heraclit. DK 22 B114; cf. B44, Vict. 24.1, 6.496 L.
Parm. DK 28 A32, B12.3, *Vikt. 10.3*, 6.486 L.), a “lightning bolt” (κεραυνός) that “guides all things” (τὰ δὲ πάντα οἰδακίζει, DK 22 B64), an “everliving fire” (πῦρ ἀείζων) that is “kindled in measures and quenched in measures” (ἀπτόμενον μέτρα καὶ ἀποσβεννύμενον μέτρα, DK 22 B30; cf. B90), a divine unity of “day and night, winter and summer, war and peace, satiety and famine” (DK 22 B67; cf. B65, Parm. DK 28 A37), and “one thing, the wise thing” (ἓν, τὸ σοφὸν, DK 22 B32, B41), which is “set apart from all” (πάντων κεχωρισμένον, DK 22 B108) and “is both willing and not willing to be called by the name of Zeus alone” (DK 22 B32). The phrase “both willing and not willing” recalls such phrases as “the same and not the same,” “agreeing and disagreeing,” “consonant and dissonant,” “one and many” (above, p. 246). On the one hand, all divinities are willing to be called by the name of Zeus *alone* insofar as they are “one thing,” all branching off from a single cosmic soul (cf. DK 22 B15, B67a). On the other hand, these divinities are not willing to be called by the name of Zeus *alone* because the cosmic soul is divided into other souls, including the divine, fiery souls that lie within our bodies.524 In several fragments, Heraclitus sets himself against the traditional experts in divinity (“night-wanderers, magicians, Bacchants, Lenaeans, initiates,” DK 22 B14), who pray to unintelligent statues (DK 22 B5; cf. B128, *Vikt. 21.1*, 6.494 L.), defile with blood those who ought to be cleansed (DK 22 B5), sing hymns to shameful things (DK 22 B15), and perform initiation rites that are impious (DK 22 B14), all in the name of gods whose nature they do not understand. Such people, Heraclitus asserts, “do not at all recognize what gods and heroes really are” (οἱ τι γνώσκων θεοῖς οὐδὲ ἱερως οἵτινές εἰσι, DK 22 B5). “Hades and Dionysus, for whom they rave and celebrate the Lenaea, are the same” (DK 22 B15). All divinity is “one thing,” an “intelligence”

524 Cf. DK 22 B119, where Heraclitus is said to have held that a human’s “character” (ἦθος) is a “divinity” (δαίμων).
(γνώμη) that “steers all things in all circumstances” (ἐκβερνησε πάντα διὰ πάντων, DK 22 B41) and which our own souls must strive to “know” (ἐπιστασθαί), “recognize” (γνωσκειν), and “understand” (φρονεῖν) if they wish to partake of its wisdom. In accordance with the belief that all intelligence comes from fire, Heraclitus identifies this cosmic divinity as “ever-living fire” (πέρ ἀειζων, DK 22 B30; cf. A9, B66). It is the “lightning bolt” (κεραυνός, DK 22 B64), the fiery symbol of Zeus’ supremacy, while all the other gods of the Greek pantheon are simply offshoots of this single intelligence. The selection of Zeus as the name of this supreme being follows a pattern that we also see in On Regimen. Like the author of On Regimen, Heraclitus associates this Zeus with the οἰθηρ, calling him “aetherial Zeus” (DK 22 B120; cf. A8), while the other gods to whom he refers—Ares, Apollo, Dionysus, and Hermes—are all “children” of Zeus inasmuch as they are all derived from the fire that governs the universe as a whole.

Heraclitus’ reference to “heroes” in fragment DK 22 B5 (οἳ τι γνώσκον θεοῦς οἶδ᾽ ἰρως ὔτινές εἰσι) is particularly interesting. It is especially revealing when compared with On Regimen’s instructions to pray to the apotropaic gods, Ge, and the heroes in his discussion of dreams (Vict. 90.7, 6.656–658 L.). In my analysis of that section, I suggested that the “heroes” may be envisioned as emanations of the cosmic fire that move around and through the earth. For both Heraclitus and the author of On Regimen, the “heroes” are the souls of human beings who have “woken up” after being freed from their bodies. They help regulate matters here on earth, just as

---

525 On the notion of “steering,” see above, n. 459, and compare Heraclit. DK 22 B64. On the phrase πάντα διὰ πάντων, see above, n. 483.

526 ἐπιστασθάι: DK 22 B41; cf. B19. γνωσκειν: DK 22 B5, B7, B17, B86, B97, B108, B116. (σωφρονεῖν: DK 22 B17, B112, B113, B116; cf. B2. Note also the reference to (false) belief (οἴησι) as a “sacred disease” at DK 22 B46, implying that thinking without knowledge corrupts the divine portion of ourselves. At DK 22 B151, (false) belief (οἴησι) is similarly said to be a “hindrance to progress” (προκοπήγε ἔγκοπηγ). For references to these deivities, see Heraclit. DK 22 B15, B24, B92, B93, B136. Heraclitus’ comment that “the lord, whose oracle is in Delphi, neither speaks nor hides but gives a sign” (DK 22 B93) can be compared with the dream interpretations in On Regimen, especially the author’s use of the verb σημαίνειν over forty times in this section.
Heraclitus observes that the souls of heroes “rise up and become wakeful guardians of living things and corpses” (ἐπανιστασθαι καὶ φύλακας γίνεσθαι ἐγερτὶ ζώντων καὶ νεκρῶν, DK 22 B63). It is unclear whether Heraclitus thinks that all human beings are fated to become “heroes” or only those who meet certain criteria. At DK 22 B25, he writes that “greater deaths reap greater portions” (μόροι γὰρ μέζονες μοίρας λαγχάνωσι), which could refer to the “rewards” conferred upon the dead. This statement might also have a wider connotation, however, pointing to the “measures” (μέτρα) that are found in all cosmic cycles, where the “death” of one principle is the proportionate “birth” of its opposite. Likewise, Heraclitus’ assertion that “fire will fall upon, judge, and convict all things” (πάντα τὸ πῦρ ἐπελθὼν κρινεῖ καὶ καταλήψεται, DK 22 B66) could possibly refer to the “punishment” of the wicked after death, but it could also refer to the reunion of our souls with the cosmic intelligence, as the verbs κρίνειν and καταλαμβάνειν can describe not only the actions that take place within a courtroom (“judging” and “convicting”), but also the actions that take place within a mind (“discriminating” and “comprehending”).

Whatever Heraclitus thought about the punishments and rewards that await us after death, there are other aspects of his eschatology that are closely paralleled in On Regimen. Like the author of On Regimen, Heraclitus is reported to have held that “the soul of the universe and the soul in living things are the same in kind” (DK 22 A15), and that when the soul leaves the body after we

---

528 The reference to “corpses” (νεκρῶν) may refer not simply to human bodies, but to anything that lacks an internal, directive soul. As I noted above (p. 233), the author of On Regimen seems to have believed that fiery emanations regulate the growth of plants, which lack “intelligence” (γνώμη) and therefore lack a soul. In a system where souls are the source of all life, intelligence, movement, and change, anything that lacks a soul can be described as a “corpse.” At DK 22 B96, Heraclitus writes that “corpses are more fit to be thrown away than dung,” implying that corpses are worthless because they no longer contain a soul. At DK 22 A6, Heraclitus is said to have wanted “to abolish stillness and stability from the totality of things, since these are characteristic of corpses” (trans. Robinson).

529 Cf. Heraclit. DK 22 B28 (δἰκὶ καταλήψεται φευδὰν τέκτωνος καὶ μάρτυρας) and the report that Heraclitus threatened the so-called experts in divinity with a prophecy of “fire” after death (DK 22 B14).
die, “it goes back to the soul of the universe” (DK 22 A17; cf. B45). This reunion of our souls with the central fire will ultimately gives us true insight into the λόγος (DK 22 B27, B50). In the night-time of death, we kindle a light for ourselves (DK 22 B26; cf. B14, B43, Parm. DK 28 B1.9–10) and is only at this point that our souls will truly be “awake,” while what we call “life” is merely another form of sleep.\footnote{Heraclit. DK 22 B63. This is probably what Heraclitus has in mind when he writes that “death is the things that we see when we are (sc. truly) awake, while the things that we see when we are asleep is sleep” (DK 22 B21). As Robinson (1987, 90) observes, “As it stands, the fragment is tantalizingly obscure, leading us to expect a statement on life, in strong contrast with that on death, but not ending up doing so.” Instead of supposing, with Robinson, that the final word is corrupt, it is better to consider the effects of such a paraprosdokian. By replacing “life” with “sleep,” Heraclitus emphasizes the fact that there are only two states of human consciousness. On the one hand, there is the wakefulness that we achieve after the death of our bodies, which comes when our souls reunite with the one, cosmic soul. The only other state of consciousness is sleep, whether we choose to give it this name or not. For other references to life as a form of sleep, see Heraclit. DK 22 B1, B26, B75. On Heraclitus’ use of a paraprosdokian, compare his assertion at DK 22 B18 that those who seek true knowledge must “expect the unexpected.”} At DK 22 B89, Heraclitus is said to have held that “for those who are awake, there is one, common cosmos, while during sleep each turns away to his own, individual cosmos.” Each person’s lifetime (αλιόν) is like a game of backgammon (DK 22 B52), in which two players take turns, move up and down a board, and exchange one piece for another—in essence, a constant back and forth of cosmic cycles.\footnote{For this interpretation of DK 22 B52, see Kahn (1979, 227).} The players in such a game are “children” (παιδες) inasmuch as all human souls are children when compared with the cosmic soul (cf. DK 22 B79 and above, p. 237), while the end of this game (i.e., our deaths) will take us from a world of constant change to the unchanging “whole” that rises above the cycles themselves.\footnote{I take Heraclit. DK 22 B84b (“Weariness is toiling at the same things and (always) beginning”) as referring to the preferability of rising above the cosmic cycles rather than staying within them. A similar idea could lie behind DK 22 B20, B74, and B75. On the “rest” that comes from rising above the cosmic cycles, see DK 22 A20 (consciam decreti rationabilis factam quiescentibus animis) and B84a (μετοικεῖαι οῖναπαίχτα). Compare also the pairing of weariness and rest at DK 22 B11, and the claim at DK 22 A1 (≅ D.L. 9.8) that “of the opposites, that one which leads to birth is called war or strife, while the one that leads to destruction by fire [i.e., our reunion with the cosmic fire] is called concord (ὁριολογίαν, cf. DK 22 B30, B31) or peace (ἐνίδις, cf. DK 22 B67)” [trans. Robinson, modified].}

Just as the author of \textit{On Regimen} observes that human beings “do not have knowledge about
what they do, whereas they think they have knowledge about what they (actually) do not do” (Vict. 5.2, 6.476 L.), Heraclitus remarks that “many people do not understand the sorts of things they encounter, nor do they recognize them even after they have experience, but they think that they do” (DK 22 B17). In another passage, Heraclitus says that “human beings do not apprehend what they do when they are awake just as they forget what they do when they are asleep” (DK 22 B1). By using the verb “to forget,” Heraclitus could be pointing to yet another aspect of his eschatological theory. When we go to sleep, we forget what the world was like when we were awake. If the same applies to the “sleep” that we traditionally call “life,” Heraclitus could be suggesting that all human souls were once aware of the λόγος, but they forgot it after being confined to a body. When Heraclitus remarks that the majority of human beings “live” (ζώοισιν) as if they had a “private understanding” (διὰν … φρόνησιν, DK 22 B2; cf. B89), he might similarly be reflecting on the fact that while we are “alive” our souls are separated from the central intelligence, while it only after death that we return to the φρόνησις/γνώμη/ψυχή/νοῦς of which we all form a part.\(^{533}\)

What keeps our fiery souls from reconnecting with the cosmic intelligence are the bodies in which they are contained. Like the author of On Regimen, Heraclitus assumes that our souls are mixed with water and that “death” occurs when this water completely dominates the soul’s fire.\(^{534}\) In an apparent contrast with the “wet” souls that are trapped within our bodies, Heraclitus defines the sun’s rays as a “dry soul, wisest and best” (DK 22 B118). As in On Regimen, Heraclitus believes that the fiery soul loses its self-awareness when burdened with water. To

\(^{533}\) For the sentiment that all human souls partake of an intelligence that permeates all things, see also Heraclit. DK 22 B72, B113, B116. The reference to a soul’s growth at DK 22 B115 may refer to the act of increasing one’s “intelligence” by uniting one soul with another (see above, pp. 225–226).

\(^{534}\) Heraclit. DK 22 B77; cf. above, p. 181. The story that Heraclitus contracted dropsy (δέρος, the “watery” disease) and asked the attending doctors if they could produce “drought” (αὐχμός) from a rainstorm (DK 22 A1, A1a) may also be inspired by this doctrine.
illustrate this fact, he calls our attention to the effects of drunkenness on a person’s mind. In an especially striking passage, he writes that “whenever a man is drunk, he is driven along, stumbling, by an adolescent boy, not perceiving where he goes, in possession of a wet soul” (άνὴρ ὁκόταν μεθεσθῆ, ἄγεται ὑπὸ παιδὸς ἀνίβου σφαλλόμενος, οὐκ ἐπαίων ὡκ θείη, ὴγρὴν τὴν φυχὴν ἔχων, DK 22 B117). This passage contains a number of key terms which suggest that Heraclitus is not simply describing the aftermath of one man’s drunkenness, but the shared misfortune of all human beings. Heraclitus’ description of a drunkard is not unlike the celestial journey in the opening of Parmenides’ poem. In both texts, the image of a single human being (Parmenides / the drunkard) could be viewed as the soul within a body. Just as Parmenides is “driven along” (cf. ἀγούσαι, Parm. DK 28 B1.2) under the escort of “young maidens” (κοής, Parm. DK 28 B1.9), so the drunkard is “driven along” (ἄγεται, Heraclit. DK 22 B117) under the escort of an “adolescent boy” (παιδὸς ἀνίβου, Heraclit. DK 22 B117). The main difference, of course, is that whereas Parmenides’ chariot is “blazing” (αιθόμενος, Parm. DK 28 B1.7) and can thus travel a path that is “straight” (θύς, Parm. DK 28 B1.21; cf. above, pp. 238, 241), the drunkard has a “wet soul” (ἔγρηγιν τὴν φυχήν ἔχων, Heraclit. DK 22 B117) and is therefore “stumbling” (σφαλλόμενος, Heraclit. DK 22 B117) as he makes his way home. In both cases, the “young” escorts recall the “young” emanations of an immortal, cosmic fire. They are presumably to be identified with the “heroes” (ἡρωες) or “spirits” (δαίμονες) that circulate around the earth and regulate the lives of those who lack “intelligence” (γνώμη, see above, pp. 232–234). Because Parmenides has “married” his mind to these spirits, he can follow them back to the central fire that is the source of all intelligence. The drunkard, on the other hand, is like the majority of human beings, who, according to the author of On Regimen, are driven “through divine necessity” (δι’ ἀνάγκην θείην, Vict. 5.2, 6.478 L.; cf. Heraclit. DK 22 A8) to perform a set of divinely planned actions “whether they intend to or not” (ἄ βούλονται καὶ ἄ μὴ βούλονται, Vict. 5.2, 6.478
L.). The drunkard resembles those people who “do not have knowledge about what they do, whereas they think they have knowledge about what they (actually) do not do” (Vict. 5.2, 6.476 L.), people who “do not apprehend what they do when they are awake just as they forget what they do when they are asleep” (Heraclit. DK 22 B1). In another fragment from Parmenides, he writes that Necessity (ἂνάγκη; cf. the ἄνάγκην θέην at Vict. 5.2, 6.478 L.), “driving it along” (ἄγονσα; cf. the ἀγέται at Heraclit. DK 22 B117), compels the sky to hold the limits of the stars that cycle through it (DK 28 B10). As in Heraclitus, Parmenides speaks of an external force that “drives” a subordinate intelligence. He also asserts that this player will not overstep its proper limits because the more intelligent being is steering it along a pre-determined path. A passage from Euripides’ Trojan Women also seems to pick up on a similar set of images. After calling on Zeus and debating what name to give him, “either necessity of nature or mind of mortals” (εἴτε ἄνάγκη φύσεως ἐίτε νοῦς βροτῶν), Hecuba asserts that the supreme god “travels a noiseless path” (δι’ ἄφόφου βαίνων κελεύθου) while he “drives” (ἀγεῖς) all things that are mortal, doing so in such a way that these mortal things act “in accordance with justice” (κατὰ δίκην, E. Tro. 886–889). The path that Zeus travels is “noiseless” because the cosmic principles of “Necessity” and “Mind” rise above the noisy world of constant change. He drives mortal things “in accordance with justice” because Justice keeps the cosmic cycles within their proper limits. Mortal things need this guidance by “Necessity” and “Mind” because their intelligence is trapped within a body and hence too weak to direct itself. In light of these parallels, it seems likely that, as I have suggested, Heraclitus’ drunkard does indeed represent the majority of human beings. Those who

---

5.35 For the “rest” and “peace” that comes from leaving the cycles to reunite with the cosmic intelligence, see above, n. 532. Parmenides’ “many-voiced path” (ὁδὸν πολύφημον, DK 28 B1.2) closely recalls this line from Euripides and is probably used in a similar sense. Another possible interpretation is that by rising above the world of constant change, we are able to avoid the uninformed prattling of human beings. On this point, a good parallel would be the competing λόγοι that Heraclitus claims to have heard at DK 22 B108 (cf. B87).
lack insight into the λόγος are trapped within a world of constant change, getting up and “falling down” (σφάλλεσθαι, DK 22 B117) just like the cycles that surround them. Even though the majority do not “perceive” where they are going (cf. the repetition of the verb ἐπαινεῖν at Heraclit. DK 22 B112 and B117), they are not allowed to overstep their limits. In fact, through no effort of their own, all people will eventually find their way back to their “home” in the cosmic fire. This is because, as Heraclitus implies, all human beings are directed by emanations from the cosmic soul, emanations that will forever maintain the order of the universe and provide the fiery “intelligence” (γνώμη) that “steers all things in all circumstances” (ἐκπεδέρνηε πάντα διὰ πάντων, DK 22 B41). These emanations will ensure that all souls eventually join back up with the cosmic intelligence. One presumes, however, Heraclitus would find it far more preferable to steer his own chariot than to just stumble along like a drunkard.

As in On Regimen, Heraclitus contrasts the insights that our souls acquire after death with the ignorance of the soul within a body. He also resembles the author of On Regimen insofar as he believes that it is possible for a select few to acquire knowledge of the λόγος while still alive. Heraclitus himself has acquired knowledge of the λόγος, and he claims to be able to use this knowledge about the “whole” to gain insight into the parts, “dividing each thing in accordance

---

536 The verb σφάλλεσθαι also carries the connotation of “being overthrown,” of being dominated by some opponent just as the cosmic cycles involve a pendular back and forth of “victory” and “defeat.”

537 On the inevitability of joining up with the cosmic intelligence after death, see Heraclit. DK 22 A17, B21, B27.

538 On the delivering over to “young gods” the task of “steering” human souls as they try to make a return to the οἰθήρ, see Pl. Tim. 42b–c, where the “young gods” (νέοι θεοί, 42d) are also called “children” (παῖδες, 42e) in relation to the central intelligence. In this passage, the young gods are given the task of “governing the mortal creature (τὸ θνητὸν διακυβερνήν ζῷον) in the fairest and best way possible” (42e, trans. Bury, modified), while “he that has lived his appointed time well shall return again to his abode in his native star, and shall gain a life that is blessed and congenial” (42b, trans. Bury).

539 On the ignorance of the majority (οἱ πολλοί), see Heraclit. DK 22 B2, B17, B29, B104, and compare Vict. 1.3, 6.466–468 L., 4.3, 6.476 L., 24.1, 6.496 L., 68.2, 6.594 L. On the preferability of one intelligent man over 10,000 fools, see Heraclit. DK 22 B29, B39, B49, B104, B121.
with its φύσις and indicating how it is” (κατὰ φύσιν διαμέσου ἐκαστον καὶ φράζων ὅκως ἔχει, DK 22 B1). Like the author of On Regimen, Heraclitus presents himself as an “expounder” of the truth. He also contrasts his own work with all previous accounts, asserting that no one has yet succeeded in recognizing the truth about the whole. To understand the λόγος, the first thing we must do is understand how to seek it out. We must know how to listen and how to speak, “expect the unexpected” (DK 22 B18; cf. B27), and put away our “distrust” (ἀπιστία) in those who speak the truth. We should also prefer the “invisible harmony” (ἄρμονία ἄφαντος) over that which is visible, rising above the world of constant change to pursue the one, unchanging “whole” that unites and governs all things. Like the author of On Regimen, Heraclitus emphasizes that knowledge about the “whole” requires a great deal of hard work. We must sift through many particulars to uncover the hidden truth, and even if we accumulate a large quantity of information, that information will be worthless unless we know how to extract the “one” from the “many,” to find the gold that lies hidden among the dirt. The best men, Heraclitus writes, seek out one thing, “ever-flowing fame” (κλέος ἄξιον), while the rest of us are like cattle, gluttoning ourselves on many things (DK 22 B29). We must doggedly purse “that which is common” (τὸ

---

540 On the language of dividing wholes into parts, see above, n. 481.
541 Compare Heraclit. DK 22 B1 (διηγεῦμαι) with Vict. 1.3, 1.466 L. (ἐξηγευμένου).
542 Compare Heraclit. DK 22 B108 (“Of all those accounts I have heard, none (οὐδεὶς) reaches the point of recognizing (γνώσκειν) that which is wise, set apart from all”) with Vict. 1.1, 6.466 L. (“though many have already written on the subject, no one (οὐδεὶς) has yet correctly recognized (ἐγνώ) how he should treat it. Some have succeeded in one area, some in another, but none (οὐδεὶς) of my predecessors has yet succeeded in respect to the whole”).
545 Heraclit. DK 22 B54; cf. Parm. DK 28 B4 and above, pp. 211–212.
546 Heraclit. DK 22 B22, B35, B40, B123.
ξυνόν) and avoid random conjectures (DK 22 B47). We should rely on sensory perception and first-hand experience to the extent that is appropriate (DK 22 B55, B56), and we should supplement the senses with the proper use of our minds—all ideas that closely match what we find in On Regimen. One major difference, however, is that whereas the author of On Regimen affirms that he will not dwell on the mistakes of his predecessors (Víc. 1.2, 6.466 L.), Heraclitus ruthlessly attacks previous thinkers, calling out Homer, Hesiod, Archilochus, Pythagoras, Xenophanes, and Hecataeus by name. These figures come under attack not only because they preferred “much learning” (πολεµοθεία) to the one, wise thing and did not realize that all opposites are two halves of the same whole, but also because they have lured other humans astray, using their authority to make people put trust in their ears—of all the organs of perception, by far the least reliable. Each of these men is highly esteemed (δοκιμωτάτος), but all that he supposedly “recognizes” (γινώσκει) is restricted to the world of appearances (δοκεόντα, DK 22 B28). Justice will catch up with these “fabricators and witnesses to things that are false” (ψευδών τέκτονας και μάρτυρας, DK 22 B28), and we all will see things “unexpected and contrary to our beliefs” after we die (DK 22 B27; cf. B18).

The doxographers report some other details about Heraclitus, which, if genuine, would

547 Heracl. DK 22 B2, B80, B103, B113, B114.
548 Heracl. DK 22 A16, B40, B56, B107, B114; cf. B101. On the unreliability of the senses in comparison with the “mind” (νοῦς), “thinking” (ὁινής), and “intelligence” (γνώμη), see also Heracl. DK 22 B46, B104. Of the senses, Heraclitus especially favors smell, presumably because the “smoke” (DK 22 B7) that carries odors is similar in substance to the souls that are the source of all intelligence. At DK 22 B98, he says that “souls” retain their sense of smell in Hades, i.e., when they are no longer confined to a body, while at DK 22 B67, he compares the unchanging cosmos to a fire that gives off different odors when mixed with different fragrances.
549 Heracl. DK 22 A22, B40, B42, B56, B57, B81, B105, B106, B129.
550 Heracl. DK 22 A23, B101a, B104, B108. What makes the ears such a poor organ of perception is that even when the majority hear the truth about things, they do not understand it, resembling people who are deaf (DK 22 B34; cf. B87).
551 On the wordplay between δοκιμωτάτος and δοκεόντα, compare Parm. 28 B1.32.
strengthen the connection with *On Regimen*. Like the author of *On Regimen*, Heraclitus is said to have divided the heavens into three circuits, populating these circuits with the sun, moon, and stars.\(^{552}\) The sun is placed in the middle circuit and contains the “brightest and hottest flame” (λαμπρότατην ... φλόγα καὶ θερμοτάτην, DK 22 A1 (= D.L. 9.10); cf. τὸ θερμότατον καὶ ἱσχυρότατον πῦρ, *Vict.* 10.3, 6.486 L.), while the moon lies closest to earth and moves through a region that is less “pure” than the circuit of the sun.\(^{553}\) Fire is nourished by a “light” exhalation that rises from the sea (DK 22 A1 = D.L. 9.9), recalling the theory in *On Regimen* that nutritive moisture rises from the belly (= the sea) and separates off the “thinnest” component to feed the central fire in our chests (= the sun).\(^{554}\) Water, on the other hand, is said to be nourished by a “dark” exhalation that rises from the earth (DK 22 A1 = D.L. 9.9). This dark exhalation explains why the circuit of the moon is less “pure” than the circuit of the sun,\(^{555}\) and it advances an opposition between light and darkness that we have already observed in both *On Regimen* and Parmenides (above, pp. 182–183, 243). The same source also attributes other pairs of opposites to these “light” and “dark” exhalations, including day and night and summer and winter, each of which struggles to “gain the upper hand” over its opposite (DK 22 A1 = D.L. 9.10). Beyond the moon and the sun, Heraclitus is said to have placed a fiery circuit of stars within the ἀἳθηρ. In addition to regulating all that happens within the cosmos, this ἀἳθηρ is said to be the source of human souls. The soul is “a spark struck from the essential substance of the stars” (DK 22 A15, trans. Robinson; cf. B67a), an “exhalation (ἀναθεμίας) of which everything else is composed”

---


554 See above, p. 193.

555 Cf. especially Heraclit. DK 22 A1 (= D.K. 9.9); “Exhalations arise from both earth and sea; the former are dark, the latter bright and φλόγες (καθαράς)” (trans. Robinson).
(DK 22 A15, trans. Robinson). All souls originate in the sun (DK 22 B67a), an “intelligent (νοερόν) ignited mass which comes from the sea” (DK 22 A12, trans. Robinson, modified).

On the topic of the soul, Sextus Empiricus records a particularly interesting discussion of the “passages” (πόροι) through which sensory information reaches our central intelligence (DK 22 A16 = S.E. Adv. math. 7.129–130, trans. Robinson, modified):

According to Heraclitus, by drawing in this divine λόγος through our breathing we become intelligent; we are also forgetful when we are asleep, but rational again upon wakening. For since, in sleep, the sense-passages are closed, the mind within us is cut off from its natural union with the surrounding substance (the only attachment that is preserved is by way of respiration, like that of a root), and cut off in this way it loses the power of memory that it previously possessed. When one awakes, however, it peeps out again through the sense-passages—through windows, as it were—and by linking itself with the surrounding substance becomes invested with the power to reason. Thus, just as cinders, when placed near fire, become ignited by the alteration, but die out when placed at a distance, so too the portion of the surrounding substance to which our bodies are host is rendered near-irrational by the separation from that substance, but by its continuity with it via the multiplicity of passages it is made like in kind with the whole.

This testimony contains numerous parallels with On Regimen, including the notion of “passages” through which sensations enter the body, the closing off of these passages during sleep, the idea that humans breathe in “souls” that permeate the air, the joining of two souls together to create intelligence, and the analogy about cinders near a fire, which closely recalls On Regimen’s analogy about two sets of coals that burn at different temperatures and are then combined with one another. In another testimony, Heraclitus is said to have held that, when we are asleep, “there appear before us representations of places we do not know and images of people living as well as

---

556 Regarding the sun’s origin in the sea, compare the τρόπη between fire/soul and water/sea at DK 22 B31, B36, B77. These parallels further support the claim at DK 22 B67a that Heraclitus associated the “sun” with “soul.”

557 For the idea that we are “rooted” in the air by means of respiration, compare the testimony on Hippocrates in the Anonymus Londinensis (quoted above, p. 75).

558 On the “passages” for sensation and their closing during sleep, see above, p. 207. On the breathing in of souls, see pp. 180–181, 184–187. On the union of two souls, see pp. 225–226. On the coal analogy, see p. 184. For a reference to how the soul, like a spider in a web, sits in the center of our chests and can sense all parts of the body, see Heraclit. DK 22 B67a.
dead,” and that “in cases where divine powers guide the worthy, [the human mind] is subject to forewarning” (DK 22 A20, trans. Robinson). This, of course, recalls the dream interpretations that we find in On Regimen, although the author of On Regimen specifically leaves aside the “divine” class of dreams, choosing to focus exclusively on the dreams that directly reflect the interior state of the human body.

Empedocles is the third major cosmologist who constructed a system remarkably similar to what we find in On Regimen. One significant difference, of course, is that whereas the author of On Regimen advances a two-element theory of fire and water, Empedocles constructs a four-element theory of fire, water, earth, and ἀθηρ. Each of these elements is associated with one of four “roots” (ῥιζωματα), which Empedocles describes in the following lines (DK 31 B6, trans. Inwood, modified):

First, hear the four roots of all things,  
gleaming Zeus and life-bearing Hera and Aidoneus  
and Nestis, who moistens with tears the spring of mortals.

As in On Regimen, Empedocles gives the name of Zeus to the visible sky (= ἀθηρ), while Aidoneus (i.e., Hades) is the invisible region on the other side of the earth. “Life-bearing” Hera is the surface of the earth, while Nestis who moistens with tears the springs of mortals” is a reservoir of water whose location is not immediately clear. On the one hand, the “tears” of Nestis could

---

559 For Empedocles, ἀθηρ represents the entire continuum of air from the surface of the earth to the furthest edge of the stars. It covers notions that can be translated as both “air” and “sky,” while ἄηρ refers to the moisture-laden “mist” that is the source of meteorological phenomena. For Empedocles, the only uncontested use of the term ἄηρ appears at DK 31 B38.5, where he speaks of the sun, the sea, and “wet ἄηρ” (ἐγρός ἄηρ). In this passage, ἄηρ is associated with water, not air, and does not designate the element often translated as “air.” Later doxographers used their own terminology when summarizing his views, and they refer to Empedocles’ “air” as ἄηρ. His own term was ἀθηρ, however, and I will defer to his usage in this section, both for the sake of fidelity to the text and to encompass the otherwise untranslatable union of “sky” and “air” that is critical to his system. For more on the distinction between ἀθηρ and ἄηρ as they apply to Empedocles, see Kingsley (1995, 15–35).

560 For the identification of these regions, see Kingsley (1995), whose argument would have been strengthened by a comparison with On Regimen. For the distinction between Zeus and Hades, see above, p. 183, and compare DK 31 B142, where Empedocles specifically refers to the “houses” of Zeus and Hades: “him neither the roofed house of
suggest precipitation from the moist όηρ, which falls down from the clouds into the “springs of mortals” (i.e., the lakes and rivers). It has also been argued, however, that Nestis was a cult epithet of Persephone, the queen of the Underworld, and so another, perhaps better option is that she recalls the rivers and springs that flow underground.561 The placement of Nestis under the earth would in fact create a very neat cosmic geography. The married couple of Zeus and Hades would be located on one side of the earth (i.e., the side on which we live), while the married couple of Nestis (= Persephone) and Hades would be located on the other side (i.e., the side that is shielded from our view). Although each of these “roots” is associated with one element, Empedocles is not referring to the elements per se. Instead, he uses the names of Zeus, Hera, Aidoneus, and Nestis to invoke four “reservoirs” of matter, not unlike the three “portions” of όθηρ, earth, and όηρ that we have already seen in On Flesh (above, p. 139).562 At DK 31 B52, Empedocles observes that “many fires burn under the earth” (πολλά δ’ ἐνερθ’ οἴδεος περά κοίεται), while at DK 31 B55 he says that the sea is “earth’s sweat” (γῆς ἱδρώτα θάλασσαν; cf. DK 31 A49). These passages reinforce the notion that both water and fire are concentrated under the earth, as do Empedocles’ assertions that “all the moisture on earth tends to be driven into its hollows, being forced by the constant whirs of the wind” (DK 31 A66, trans. Inwood), and that the first seeds of human beings arose from the earth when fire “brought up (ἄνήγγε) the nocturnal shoots of men and women,” shoots that contained “whole-natured outlines having

---

561 The suggestion was first made by Sturz (1805) and is now widely accepted by modern scholars.

562 Cf. DK 31 B17.28, where the “domains” (τοιοῦ) of the elements (i.e., the places in the cosmos where these elements are most concentrated; cf. DK 31 B30.2) recall the “domains” (τοιοῦ) that were allotted to Zeus, Poseidon, and Hades after the overthrow of Cronus (II. 15.189).
a share of both water and heat” (DK 31 B62, trans. Inwood).

In Greek literature, the verb “to bring up” (ἀνάγειν) was very closely associated with the raising of the dead.\(^{563}\) Similarly, the adjective “nocturnal” (ἐννυχίος) was traditionally applied to the ghostly inhabitants of the “House of Night.”\(^ {564}\) By using the terms ἀνάγειν and ἐννυχίος, Empedocles suggests that his anthropogony is a resurrection of the dead. In fact, he shares with the author of On Regimen the belief that “life” and “death” are two parts of a single cycle. Just as On Regimen says that substances pass “from the light into Hades” before eventually returning “from Hades into the light” (Vict. 4.2, 6.474 L.), so Empedocles believes that nothing is truly created nor destroyed, but everything “comes to be” and “passes away” by the twin processes of mixture and separation. In On Regimen, the author writes that “whenever I speak of ‘coming to be’ and ‘perishing,’ I am translating for the sake of the majority; but I will show that these things are really mixing and separating” (Vict. 4.3, 6.476 L.). Similarly, Empedocles says that “there is no birth of any of all mortal things nor any end in destructive death, but there exists only mixture and interchange of what is mixed, while birth is the name given to them by men” (DK 31 B8.1–4, trans. Inwood, modified; cf. B9, B17.27–35). For Empedocles, mixture and separation are governed by two opposing principles: love and strife. All things come together through the action of “love,” while all things move apart through the action of “strife.” Empedocles describes the actions of love and strife in terms reminiscent of On Regimen, as he writes about a pendular movement between love (= mixture) and strife (= separation) as a cycle in which each pole must eventually give way to its opposite (Emp. DK 31 B17.6–14, trans. Inwood, modified; cf. B26):

And these things never cease from constantly alternating, at one time all coming together by love into one,

---

\(^{563}\) Hes. Th. 626, A. Ag. 1023, S. fr. 557.7 Radt, E. Ale. 985, Pl. R. 7.521c

\(^{564}\) In Oedipus at Colonus, for example, Sophocles refers to Hades as “lord of the nocturnals” (ἐννυχίον ἄναξ Ἀϊδωνεῦ, S. OC 1558). See also S. Aj. 660, Tr. 301.
and at another time again all being borne apart separately by the hostility of strife.  
<Thus insofar as they have learned to grow as one from many>
and they finish up many as the one again grows apart,
in this respect they come to be (γίγνονταί) and have no constant life (ἐμπεδος αἰῶν);  
but insofar as they never cease from constantly interchanging,
in this respect they are always unchanged in a cycle (ἀκίνητοι κατὰ κόκλον).

Like the author of On Regimen, Empedocles believes in “stability through cycles.” When the cycles are considered only in part, they seem to be irregular and ever-changing, but when the cycles are considered as a whole, they are a stable and unchanging. Just as the author of On Regimen writes that fire and water “dominate and are dominated in turn, to the maximum and minimum of what is possible” (ἐν μέρει δὲ ἐκάτερον κρατεῖ καὶ κρατεῖται ἐς τὸ μέγιστον καὶ τὸ ἐλάχιστον ὡς ἀνυστόν, Vict. 3.1, 6.472–474 L.), so Empedocles writes that the elements “dominate in turn as time circles round” (ἐν δὲ μέρει κρατέουσι περιστολομένοι χρόνοιο, DK 31 B17.29; cf. B26.1) and that “love” and “strife” both enjoy equal measures of supremacy (DK 31 B35.12–13; cf. the μέτρα in Heraclitus, above, p. 249). For both authors, this constant cycling guarantees that such notions as generation and destruction are mere illusions, for all that exists is “being,” while “not being” in inconceivable. Empedocles associates the claim that something which previously did not exist can “come to be” or that something which currently exists can be “destroyed” with the entertainment of thoughts that are not “long-lasting” (οὐ γὰρ σφὲν δελχώφρονές εἰσι μέριμνα, DK 31 B11.1). If you focus on anything other than the mixing and separating of fire, water, earth, and αἰθήρ, “truly they will abandon you quickly, as time circles round (περιστολομένοι χρόνοιο), desiring to arrive at their own dear kind” (DK 31 B110.7–8, trans. Inwood). 565 To appreciate the cosmos as a whole, we need to take the long view. We need to move beyond the perspective of a single human being—beyond the cycles in which we live—and view the cosmos

565 For the overturning of false opinions “as time circles round” (περιστολομένοι χρόνοιο), cf. Parmenides’ assertion that ignorant mortals travel a road that is “backwards turning” (παλιντρόπος, DK 28 B6.9).
from the perspective of the “long-lived gods” (θεοὶ δολιγαίωνες, DK 31 B17.41 = P. Stras. a(i).2) who have the ability to rise above the cycles themselves.

In one passage, Empedocles implies that knowledge about the “whole” provides mastery over the “parts” (DK 31 B110.1–5, trans. Inwood, modified):

For if, thrusting them deep down in your crowded mind, 
you gaze on them in kindly fashion, with pure meditations, 
absolutely all these things will be with you throughout your life, 
and from these you will acquire many others; for these things themselves will expand to form each character, according to the φέσις of each.\(^{566}\)

In another passage, he observes that an over-reliance on the senses can trick us into thinking that we understand the “whole,” when in fact we understand nothing (DK 31 B2, trans. Inwood, modified):

For narrow devices are spread throughout the limbs, 
but many wretched things strike in, and they blunt their meditations. 
And having seen only a small portion of life in their experience they soar and fly off like smoke, swift to their dooms, 
each one convinced of only that very thing which he has chanced to meet, 
as they are driven in all directions. But each boasts of having discovered the whole. 
In this way, these things are neither seen nor heard by men 
nor grasped with the understanding. But you, then, since you have stepped aside here, 
you will learn. Mortal cunning has certainly gone no further.

This passage contains some interesting parallels with On Regimen. Just as Empedocles observes that humans claim to have discovered the “whole” when in fact they understand nothing (τὸ δὲ ὅλον <πᾶς> εὐχέται εὑρεῖν, DK 31 B2.6), so the author of On Regimen claims that his predecessors have failed to discover the “whole” (τὸ ὅλον) as it pertains to human regimen (Vict. 1.1, 6.466 L.). The author of On Regimen also echoes Empedocles’ reference to things that are “grasped with the understanding” (νόσῳ περιλαμπτά, DK 31 B2.8) when he refers to “everything

---

\(^{566}\) The final line in this passage recalls Heraclit. DK 22 B1 (κατὰ φύσιν διωριζόν ἐκαστόν καὶ φράζον δόκως ἔχει). On the mastery that comes from knowledge of the whole, see also Emp. DK 31 B129.3. For the application of this knowledge to the parts, see Emp. DK 31 B110.4–5. For On Regimen’s views about “wholes” and “parts,” see above, pp. 213–214.
that can be grasped by human intelligence” (δόσα δευτὲρον ἀνθρωπίνη γνώμη περιληψάναι, Vict. 1.1, 6.466 L.), while Empedocles’ declaration that “mortal cunning has certainly gone no further” (οὐ πλεῖόν γε βροτείη μῆτις θρωρευ) recalls the final sentence of On Regimen, in which the author proudly asserts that he has taken his insights as far as is humanly possible (ὡς δευτέρον εὑρεῖν ἀνθρωπον ἐόντα, Vict. 93.6, 6.662 L.).

To acquire insight into the “whole,” Empedocles believes that we have to properly prepare our minds (cf. above, p. 223). We must focus on “love” rather than “strife” (DK 31 B27a; cf. B17.23, B115.14, B121, B124, B128, B136), contemplate “good” instead of “evil” (DK 31 B112.2–3, B131.4, B144, B145; cf. B4.1), favor “light” and “purity” over “darkness” and “impurity” (DK 31 B3.1–2, B110.2, B121.4, B122.4, B132.2; cf. B23.9–11), and “step aside” from the world of appearances to consider the universe as a whole (DK 31 B2.9, B17.21).³⁶⁷ Like the author of On Regimen, Empedocles associates the acquisition of insights with “recognition” (γνώσις)³⁶⁸ and contrasts truth with mere “opinion” (δόξα).³⁶⁹ He also associates false beliefs with “madness” (μανία),³⁷⁰ and observes that most people are inclined to disbelieve the truth that he speaks (ἀπειστείν, DK 31 B34.1; cf. B2.5, B71.1), resisting “the onrush of persuasion upon their mind” (ἐπὶ φρένα πίστιος ὀρμή, DK 31 B114.3).³⁷¹ Empedocles shares with the author of On Regimen the belief that perception occurs through “passages” (πόροι) that make their way to the

---

³⁶⁷ At DK 31 B39, Empedocles refers to a false opinion that is “poured out in a vain stream from the tongues in the mouths of many, who have seen little of the whole.” This passage recalls the “many-voiced path” that Parmenides escapes at DK 28 B1.2 and the “noiseless path” that is travelled by Zeus at E. Tro. 886–889.

³⁶⁸ Emp. DK 31 B4.3.

³⁶⁹ Emp. DK 31 B3.6, B114.1, B132.2. At DK 31 B17.26, Empedocles asserts that his own account of cosmic cycles is “not deceptive” (οὐκ ἀπατηλόν), recalling Parmenides’ contrast between the “truth” (i.e., the stability of the cycles themselves) and the “deceptive” account of what appears to occur within each cycle (DK 28 B8.52).


³⁷¹ Cf. the materialist take on “conversation” in On Regimen (above, pp. 223–224).
mind that is located in the center of our chests.\textsuperscript{572} He also identifies the blood with intelligence (DK 31 A30, B105), associates women with the cold element and men with the hot (DK 31 B65, B67; cf. Vict. 34, 6.512 L.), and assumes that sluggish souls have blood that is colder (Brink 1969), recalling the soul-mixtures that appear in \textit{On Regimen} (above, p. 191).

Empedocles’ notion of divinity provides another point of comparison with \textit{On Regimen}. Like the author of \textit{On Regimen}, Empedocles believes that “all things have thought and a share of understanding” (\textit{πάντα γὰρ ἵσθι φρόνησιν ἔχειν καὶ νόματος αἴσθαν}, DK 31 B110.10; cf. B102, B103) and that this intelligence governs the universe as a whole (DK 31 A31, A32). He shares with the author of \textit{On Regimen} the belief that the intelligence within our own bodies is divine (DK 31 A32, B132.1)\textsuperscript{573} and that it is “blunted” by being confined to a mortal form (DK 31 B2.10; cf. DK 31 B126). “Blessed is he,” he writes “who has obtained the wealth of a divine heart (\textit{θείων πραπίδων … πλοῦτον}), and wretched is he who has a dark opinion about the gods (\textit{σκοτόεσσα θεῶν πέρι δόξα})” (DK 31 B132).\textsuperscript{574} When our mind connects with the intelligence that permeates all things, it increases in size (\textit{φρένος αἰζέι}, DK 31 B17.14; cf. DK 31 B106, Heraclit. DK 22 B115) and we “see” what can only be seen by the mind.\textsuperscript{575} We send our souls out into farthest

\textsuperscript{572} Emp. DK 31 B2.1–2, B3.12, B4.3, B100.22–25, B105, B110.1, B114.3, B133. Among the terms that Empedocles applies to this “mind” are νοκώμα, μήτις, μέριμνα, φρίν, and πραπίδικας. At DK 31 B105, Empedocles refers to blood that “leaps back and forth” (\textit{ἀντιθορόντος ἀντιθορόντος}) from its position around the heart, suggesting an inward and outward movement of the intelligent soul in a manner very similar to what we find in \textit{On Regimen}.

\textsuperscript{573} Note also S.E. \textit{Adv. math.} 1.303: “Empedocles called himself a god because he alone, having kept his mind pure from evil and unsullied, had grasped the god without by means of the god within himself” (trans. Inwood).

\textsuperscript{574} For the description of knowledge as “wealth,” cf. Heraclit. DK 22 B22. For the association of darkness and impurity with intelligence-blunting moisture, see Emp. DK 31 B21.5, B111.6, B121.4, and cf. above, p. 208.

\textsuperscript{575} Empedocles uses verbs of “seeing” for denoting what we grasp with the mind at DK 31 B110.2, B129.5. In another fragment, he notes that the majority think they have found the “whole” when in fact they “have seen only a small part of life in their lifetimes” (\textit{παίρον δ’ ἐν ζωῇ βιον μέρος ἀθρήσαντες}, DK 31 B2.3). At DK 31 B133, he writes that the divine element cannot be seen or touched, recalling \textit{On Regimen}’s description of the body’s central fire as “untouched by both sight and touch” (\textit{ἀθετικὸν καὶ ὀφθαλμός καὶ φιλόθεος}, 10.3, 6.486 L.). Note also the distinction between true knowledge and “dark opinion” at DK 31 B132.2, and Empedocles’ insistence on making the truth “visible” and “clear” at DK 31 B3.9–13, B131.4—passages that recall \textit{On Regimen}’s penchant for the verb δηλοῦν (see above, n. 437).
reaches of the cosmos, and we bring back insights that span “ten or twenty human lifetimes” (DK 32 B129).

In an impressive embrace of this belief that all intelligence is divine, Empedocles claims to be an “immortal god, no longer subject to death” (θεός άμβροτος οφέκτι θνητός, DK 31 B112.4; cf. B23.11, B131.1). He is one of the “divinities who have obtained a long-lasting life” (δαίμονες οίτε μοικραίωνος λελάχαι βίοι, DK 31 B115.5; cf. DK 31 B3.3, B21.12, Heraclit. DK 22 B25), a being who “surpasses mortal humans who are destroyed many times” (θνητών περίειμι πολυφθερέων ἄνθρωπων, DK 31 B113.2; cf. DK 31 B2.4, B3.4, B131.1, B112.12). This pedigree supposedly gives Empedocles skills in both divination and healing (DK 31 B112.10–11). He also promises that anyone who listens to him will be able to accomplish marvelous deeds (DK 31 111), and that they will ultimately rejoin the fiery intelligence that governs the entire cosmos, “sharing hearth and table with other immortals, being free of manly woes, untiring” (DK 31 B147). Like the author of On Regimen, Empedocles believes that there are “divinities” (δαίμονες) who “dwell in and administer affairs all over the earth, being very numerous” (DK 31 A31, trans. Inwood). These divinities can “turn away” impure substances just like the “apotropaic” gods in On Regimen (ἀποτρέφατε, DK 31 B3.1; cf. ἀποτροπαίοισι, Vict. 89.14, 6.652 L.), and they also “mix” with one another just like the souls that mix together in On Regimen (ἐμίσητο δαίμονι δαίμων, DK 31 B59.1; cf. φεχήν … προσμίσγεσθαι φεχῇ, Vict. 29.2, 6.504 L.). When Empedocles asks the “immortal Muse” (άμβροτε μούσα) to give him insight into the cosmos, he requests that she “let our concerns pass through your mind” (ἡμετέρας μελέτας … διά φροντίδος ἐλθεῖν, DK 31 B131), employing the same language that he elsewhere applies to the mixture of the elements that “run through one another” (δι’ ἀλλήλων δὲ θέοντα, DK 31

---


577 The adjective “untiring” (ἀτειρεῖς) recalls the references to “weariness” in Heraclitus (above, n. 532).
In another passage, Empedocles refers to the “maiden Muse” (παρθένε μοίσα) as someone who “drives a well-reined chariot from the place of reverence” (παρ’ εὖσεβίης ἑλάουσ’ εὔήνιον ἄρμα, DK 31 B3), a passage that could suggest that this Muse is a “young” emanation of a much larger, cosmic intelligence, not unlike the “youth” in Heraclitus’ allegory about a drunkard (above, p. 257) or the “maiden” daughters of Helios who leave the house of Night and help steer Parmenides’ chariot in his fiery reunion with the cosmic soul (above, p. 237).  

Like the other thinkers we have described up to this point, Empedocles assumes that the δαίμονες receive their instructions from a multi-named divinity, whose power is derived from the fact that it embodies the totality of cosmic intelligence. Of the four elements, Empedocles assumes that fire is the main representative of this multi-named divinity. It is “separating fire” (κρινόμενον πῦρ) that first brought forth human beings from the earth (DK 31 B62), and it is fire that has the power to send things back to the realm of the invisible (DK 31 B109.2). Fire hardens both ωθήρ and earth, solidifying the starry sky, the moon, and the rocks upon the earth (DK 31 A51, A60, B73), and it is fire that causes the winds to move around and change their directions midair (DK 31 A64; cf. above, p. 182). Aristotle sees fire as so important for Empedocles that, when summarizing his views, he claims that Empedocles actually reduced the four elements to two, “for he sets all the others in opposition to fire” (DK 31 A36, trans. Inwood; cf. A37, B21.4). Like the author of *On Regimen*, Empedocles appears to place a special emphasis on the sun, which is “bright to look on and hot in every respect” (DK 31 B21.3; cf. B27.1) and was the first thing to

---

578 For another reference to Empedocles’ insights coming from a “Muse,” see DK 31 B4.2. For the association of these insights with “honor” and “reverence,” see DK 31 B3.6–7, B21.12, B112.5, B112.8, and cf. Heraclit. DK 22 B24, B55, B132.

579 On the power of fire, see also DK 31 A58.
be created when fire separated off from the other elements (DK 31 A49a; cf. DK 31 B38.1). At DK 31 B41, the sun’s revolution around the earth is described in language that suggests a unit of soldiers on patrol (DK 31 B41; cf. Wright 1995, 200), recalling Heraclitus’ description of the sun as the “overseer and sentinel for defining, arbitrating, proclaiming, and displaying the changes and the seasons that bear all things” (DK 22 B100). In another fragment, the sun is called the “lord” (ἀνάξ) of the moon (DK 31 B47). It shines with a “fearless face” (DK 31 B44), and it occupies a “pure” region of ἀθίρηρ that is contrasted with the “evils” that lie in the region under the moon (DK 31 A62; cf. above, p. 182).

Another important divinity for Empedocles is Aphrodite, the divine embodiment of love, mixture, and the unity of opposites.⁵⁰⁰ Although Empedocles puts “love” and “mixture” at one pole of a cycle with “strife” and “dissolution,” Aristotle reports that Empedocles “only praises mixture” (DK 31 A40), and that he believes that “love is the cause of good things, strife of bad things” (DK 31 A39, trans. Inwood). The reason why Empedocles elevates “love” over “strife” is because he associates the cosmic intelligence with the unity of opposites. “Gaze on her with your understanding,” he writes, “and do not sit with stunned eyes. For she is deemed even by mortals to be inborn in their bodies and by her they think loving thoughts and accomplish works of unity calling her by the names Joy and Aphrodite” (DK 31 B17.21–24, trans. Inwood).⁵⁰¹ Aphrodite is so important for our reunion with the cosmic intelligence that Empedocles exhorts his audience to rise above the world of dissension and strife to both think and act in accordance with the “whole.” In one noteworthy fragment, he claims that there is “an oracle of Necessity, an ancient

⁵⁰⁰ For the claim that “Aphrodite” rises above the constant cycling of the elements, see especially DK 31 B17.25 (“Her no mortal man has perceived whirling (ἔλογωμένη) among them,” trans. Inwood). With this, we may compare Parmenides’ encounter with the goddess whom some sources also identify as “Aphrodite” (above, p. 236).

⁵⁰¹ On the “joyfulness” of unifying opposites to create a stable whole, see also Emp. DK 31 B27, B28, where the unity of the elements “rejoices” in its own steadfastness and solitude.
decree of the gods, eternal, sealed with broad oaths” (DK 22 B115.1–2). This decree prohibits the rending apart of anything that contains a soul, and it stipulates as punishment for such an act thirty thousand years spent “wandering (ἀλάλησθα) away from the blessed ones, being born (φυόμενον) as all sorts of mortal forms through the passage of time” (DK 31 B115.6–7; cf. B128.8–10, B136, B137, B138, B139 = P. Stras. d5–6). Empedocles himself claims to be one of these wayward divinities, “an exile from the gods and a wanderer, trusting in mad strife” (φυόγς θεόθεν καὶ ἀλήτης, νείκει μανομένῳ πίσυνος, DK 31 B115.13–14, trans. Inwood). As we see at DK 22 B115, it was not Aphrodite who administered this punishment, but rather another, even higher manifestation of the cosmic intelligence. This force is Necessity (Ἀνάγκη), which, according to Plutarch, is the name that Empedocles gives to the combination of love and strife (DK 31 A45; cf. A38, A49a, Vict. 5.2, 6.478 L.).

Like the author of On Regimen, Empedocles uses analogies not only as explanatory tools, but also as a means to illustrate the interconnectedness of nature, according to which any account of the cosmos requires constant doubling back through other analogous accounts.58 In one fragment, he compares the eye to a lamp (DK 31 B84), while in another, he says that the mixture of the elements resembles the mixture of a painter’s pigments. “Painters,” he writes, “take in their hands many-colored pigments, mixing them in harmony (ἄρμονι ἔμπαστε), some more, others less.” As a result, they “prepare forms resembling all things, making trees and men and women and beasts and birds and water-nourished fish and long-lived gods, first in their prerogatives”

582 Cf. Emp. DK 31 B35.1–2 (“But I shall return again (παλίνορσος ἐλεύσομαι) to the passage of songs which I previously recited, channeling that account from another,” trans. Inwood). As with Parmenides’ assertion that “wheresoever I begin is one and the same, for I will come back there again,” DK 28 B5), this “doubling back” reflects the cosmic cycles of which the universe is composed. As we saw above, this tendency to “double back” is especially strong in On Regimen, in which the author’s analogy between the body and the cosmos is constructed in such a way that virtually every discussion of the body reflects the cosmos and vice versa. For other examples of “doubling back” in Empedocles, see DK 31 B17.15–16, B24, B25, B35.1–2.
(DK 31 B23, trans. Inwood). This analogy with painting recalls On Regimen’s analogies between the body, the cosmos, and the τέχναι (above, pp. 73, 210–211). It especially recalls the analogy with a musician composing songs (above, pp. 216–219), as both Empedocles and the author of On Regimen stress that opposites will only be combined if they achieve a certain “harmony” (ἁμορφία). Both authors are also fond of using allegories to reinterpret the traditional gods of Greek myth. We have already seen how Empedocles associates each of the elements with Zeus, Aidoneus, Hera, and Nestis. In his poetry, Aphrodite stands for love, Hephaestus for fire (DK 31 B96.3, B98.2), and in one notable fragment, he is said to have argued against the anthropomorphic depiction of Apollo. The majority is mistaken about this god, he writes (DK 31 B134, trans. Inwood):

For he is not fitted out in limbs with a human head,  
nor do two branches dart from his back  
nor feet, nor swift knees nor shaggy genitals;  
but he is only a sacred and ineffable thought organ (φρήν)  
darting through the entire cosmos with swift thoughts.

Like the author of On Regimen, Empedocles reinterprets Apollo as a “sacred and ineffable” intelligence. He is an emanation of the cosmic soul, filling the air with “swift thoughts” and darting through the cosmos like the rays of the sun. Elsewhere, Empedocles claims that Iris, a divine messenger who recalls On Regimen’s allegorization of Hermes (above, p. 232), “brings wind or great rain from the sea” (DK 31 B50). In other words, she separates out a portion of water and

---

583 On the use of the term “harmony” to describe the unity of opposites, see also Emp. DK 31 B22.1, B27.3, B35.17, B71.4, B91, B96.4, B107. At DK 31 B59, the observation that “daimon mixed more with daimon, and these things came together as each happened to meet” (trans. Inwood) recalls On Regimen’s description of embryology, specifically the observation that when two “seeds” mix together, their harmony is not directed by the seeds themselves, but instead depends on a certain “chance” (above, p. 219). Cf. DK 31 B98.1, B104.

584 Cf. Men. Rh. 1.5, p. 337 Spengel (= Parm. DK 28 A20): “when uttering a hymn to Apollo we declare him to be the sun, and discuss the sun’s nature, and say of Hera that she is air, and that Zeus is the hot; for such hymns are descriptive of nature. Both Parmenides and Empedocles give full expositions, whereas Plato recalls it briefly” (trans. Gallop).
brings it up into the sky, thereby driving the cycle of evaporation and precipitation.

Of course, Parmenides, Heraclitus, and Empedocles are not the only Greek thinkers to show affinities with *On Regimen*. This is especially true regarding his theory of the soul. We may recall, for example, Thales’ reported claims that the universe is “ensouled” (ἐμφυσον) and that “all things are full of gods” (πάντα πλήρωθεν θεόν, DK 11 A22; cf. A1 (= D.L. 1.27), A3, A23), which could suggest a notion of divinity very similar to what we find in *On Regimen*.585 Pherecydes of Syros was reputed to have been the first person to claim that our souls are immortal and that they can move from one body to the next (fr. 2, 7, 85 Schibli).586 He was also said to have claimed that souls come from the αἴθρι (fr. 86 Schibli) and that the universe is ruled by “Zeus,” an embodiment of “life” (τὸ ζήν) who is married to Cthonic (i.e., “Earth”) and who is variously identified with fire, αἴθρι, and the sun (fr. 65–66, 68–69 Schibli).587 The Orphics also gave a special status to fire, αἴθρι, and the sun.588 They claimed that the body is a “tomb” or a “prison” in which the soul is enclosed (Pl. *Cra.* 400b–c), that “the soul comes in from the whole when breathing takes place, being borne in upon the winds” (Arist. *De an.* 1.5, 410b, trans. Barnes; cf. above, pp. 180–181), and that their initiates should seek liberation from the “cycle” (κύκλος), a term that suggests a succession of “births” and “deaths” through which the soul must pass before

---

585 On the claim that “all things are full of gods,” cf. Parm. DK 28 A46, B16.4, Heraclit. DK 22 B45, Emp. DK 31 B110.10. One source also reports that Thales believed that the universe is governed by a divine “mind” (φοινίκι), which shapes everything out of water (DK 11 A23). If accurate, this testimony would recall *On Regimen’s* combination of an active, architectonic force (fire/soul/mind) with a passive, malleable material (i.e., water). It would also fit well with the reports that Thales believed that both magnets and amber attract substances by means of a “soul” that lies within them.

586 In reality, this view predates the Greeks: see Kahn (2001, 19).

587 As we have already noted, Pherecydes was sometimes identified as the author of *On Regimen* (above, p. 164).

588 Note, for example, Macr. *Sat.* 1.18.17, where an Orphic *Hymn to the Sun* identifies Helios with Dionysus. The “great tablet” of Thuri contains the phrase “fire conquers all,” and it, too, seems to give a privileged place to the sun (Bernabé and Jiménez San Cristóbal 2008, 143–145).
it can enter the ranks of the “heroes.”589 Like the Orphics, the Pythagoreans also believed in the immortality of the soul and a cycle of life and death.590 One Pythagorean, Hipias of Metapontum, is said to have claimed that our souls are fiery and that fire is divine (DK 18 7–9),591 while another, Ecphantus of Syracuse, said that everything is moved by a divine power, variously called “mind” (νοῦς) and “soul” (ψυχή) (DK 51 1).592 Another thinker who drew on this world view was Epicharmus, a comic poet from Syracuse whose fragments display a marked interest in cosmology. Epicharmus is said to have written that “everything that lives also has understanding (γνώμη)’ (DK 23 B4), that “Mind sees and Mind hears; everything else is deaf and blind” (DK 23 B12), and that “If you are by nature pious in mind (εὐσεβής νόμος), you cannot suffer any hurt after death; your spirit (πνεῦμα) will survive above in heaven” (DK 23 B22; cf. B9, all quotations trans. Freeman). Furthermore, Ennius’ Epicharmus (a Roman imitation of Epicharmus) contains many parallels with On Regimen: a dreamer seeing visions that are usually reserved for the dead (fr. 1 Warmington), the claim that all things are a mixture of the hot, the

589 Bernabé and Jiménez San Cristóbal 2008, 121. On the Orphic gold tablets, the dead are instructed during their underworld journey to approach the fountain of Memory, where there are guardians nearby (cf. Justice guarding the “gates of the paths of Night and Day” in Parmenides’ poem). The dead are then instructed to tell these guardians that they are “the child of Earth and starry Heaven, but my race is heavenly”—a line that suggests a distinction between the earthly and heavenly components of human beings, not unlike the distinction between earthly water and divine, intelligent fire in On Regimen. After the dead drink the “eternally flowing” water of Memory, they will then join the other heroes. If Bernabé and Jiménez San Cristóbal [2008, 43] are correct in thinking that these heroes do no ascend to the οὐρανός but rather stay attached to the earth, they could potentially play a role similar to what we see in On Regimen, flying around the earth and directing those things which lack the intelligence to steer themselves.

590 Cf. Porph. VP 19: “What he [= Pythagoras] said to his disciples no man can tell for certain, since they preserved such an exceptional silence. However, the following facts in particular became universally known: first that he held the soul to be immortal, next that it migrates into other kinds of animals, further that past events repeat themselves in a cyclic process and nothing is new in an absolute sense, and finally that one must regard all living things as kindred (οιμογενή)’” (trans. Guthrie 1962, 186). See also Arist. De an. 1.2, 404a17, 1.3, 407b20–24.

591 Cf. the third-century BCE tomb inscription from Pherai (Bernabé and Jiménez San Cristóbal 2008, 43), which claims that the dead man is “of the root of great Zeus, in appearance, but really of eternal fire,” and that our bodies come from the earth, while our souls belong to the οὐρανός.

592 Summarizing the views of the early Pythagoreans, Guthrie (1962, 201) observes that they believed “the essential part of man, his soul, was not mortal, and it owed its immortality to this circumstance, that it was neither more nor less than a small fragment or spark of the divine and universal soul, cut off and imprisoned in a perishable body.”
cold, the dry, and the wet (fr. 2 Warmington), an association of the body with earth and the mind with fire (fr. 7 Warmington), the claim that our souls are a fiery emanation from the sun (fr. 8 Warmington) and that the sun is entirely made of “soul” (fr. 9 Warmington), and a penchant for allegory, associating Jupiter with air, Ceres (and perhaps also Juno) with earth, and Proserpina with the moon (fr. 6, 10–14 Warmington). Finally, Plato’s dialogues present a theory about the soul that displays numerous parallels with On Regimen. In the Phaedrus, for example, we find the observations that “every soul is immortal” (245c), that “every body which derives motion from without is soulless, but that which has its motion within itself has a soul” (245e), that “soul, considered collectively, has the care of all that which is soulless” (246b), that “when it is perfect and fully winged, (the soul) mounts upward and governs the whole world, but the soul which has lost its wings is borne along until it gets hold of something solid, when it settles down, taking upon itself an earthly body, which seems to be self-moving, because of the power of the soul within it” (246c), that “more than any other thing that pertains to the body (the soul) partakes of the nature of the divine” (246d), that this cosmic soul is represented by “the great leader in heaven, Zeus, driving a winged chariot,” who “is followed by an army of gods and spirits,” each driving a chariot of their own (246e–247c), that the place of assembly for these divinities “is visible only to the mind” and houses the general as distinguished from the particular (247c–e), that all other souls yearn to reunite with this cosmic divinity (247e–248b), and that the best way to ensure our reunion with this cosmic soul is to devote our mortal lives to contemplating wisdom, justice, and the true nature of the divine (248e–249d, all quotations trans. Fowler).

From these parallels, we can see that On Regimen adopts a world view that struck a chord with many Greek thinkers of the Classical period. This world view was elaborated and re-envisioned many times over during the sixth, fifth, and fourth centuries BCE, and it cannot be attributed to
any one thinker in particular. It is difficult to say whether the author of *On Regimen* came to this world view by way of his own professional interests as a doctor, or whether he arrived at it independently of his profession. However he encountered it, he certainly saw many parallels between this world view and his own professional concerns as a doctor. While looking for high-level commonalities that transcend particular differences, he would have found echoes of this research in the undying, unchanging, and undifferentiated “whole”—a whole that embraces all particulars through the pendular movement of cosmic cycles.

---

593 The Aristotelian *On the Universe* provides a good summary of this world view. Its fifth chapter in particular contains many affinities with *On Regimen*, including the observations that “nature has a liking for contraries and evolves harmony out of them,” that “the arts … imitate nature,” and that “an unbroken permanence, which all things conspire to secure, counteracting one another—at one time dominating, at another being dominated—preserves the whole unimpaired through all eternity” (396a–397b, trans. Barnes).
Conclusion

Johannes Stobaeus, a fifth-century anthologist, transmits the following testimony on Alcmaeon of Croton, a nebulous figure who seems to have belonged to more or less the same generation as Petron of Aegina (DK 24 B4 = Stob. 4.37.2):

Alcmaeon says that the containing cause of health is equality among the powers (τὴν ἰσονομίαν τῶν δυνάμεων)—wet, dry, cold, hot, bitter, sweet, and the rest—while the single rule among these (τὴν ἐν αὑτοῖς μοναρχίαν) is productive of disease.

In modern discussions of this testimony, it has sometimes been assumed that Alcmaeon practiced the same approach to medicine that is attacked in On Ancient Medicine. That is, he identified the cause of a disease as one “power” like the hot, the cold, the dry, or the wet, and he then removed it by applying its opposite. As I noted in my discussion of On Ancient Medicine, however, it is highly unlikely that any Greek doctor from the Classical period actually simplified medicine to this extent. The doctor-cosmologists did not reduce the art of healing to the wholesale treatment of the hot with the cold, the dry with the wet. Instead, they restricted such treatments to the remote cause of a disease, while the proximate cause was still treated by concocting and then purging peccant humors from the body. The doxographer understands this distinction between remote and proximate causes when he calls Alcmaeon’s principle of ἰσονομία the “containing cause” of heath (τῆς μὲν ἑγείτας … συνεκτικήν). In ancient discussions of causation, a “containing cause” was understood to be a cause that maintains a state of being. It does not restore that state after it is lost, but it simply keeps it where it is. For Alcmaeon, the balance of the hot, the cold, the dry, and the wet is like the nail that holds a picture on a wall. Once the nail is removed, the picture falls to the ground, but the restoration of the nail will not magically make the picture jump back into place.

This two-tiered model of pathogenesis is vital to understanding the systems of the doctor-
cosmologists. These doctors did not replace humors with ὑπόθεσεις, but they combined their first principles with more traditional models of disease. This observation is important for the larger question of whether we can really say that the doctor-cosmologists belonged to a “movement” in any restrictive sense of the term. On the one hand, these doctors certainly share many points in common. We have noted, for example, that they often used arguments from induction to establish the existence of universal principles, that they believed that the microcosm of the body can shed light on the macrocosm of the universe, and that they sought to overcome individual differences by identifying high-level commonalities that transcend all particulars. At the same time that we recognize these similarities among the figures I have identified as “doctor-cosmologists,” it must be admitted that their systems are hardly parallel in form. For some, the first principles of the universe are the material stuffs from which all things are composed; for others, their first principles are what Aristotle would call an “efficient cause.” Some are happy to speculate about what is invisible, while others, like Polybus, specifically renounce any interest in substances that cannot be directly perceived. Such variations suggest that the doctor-cosmologists were not primarily in dialogue with each other. Instead, they seem to have responded to more general trends in early Greek medicine, sometimes focusing on the “powers” (δυνάμεις) that bring about health and disease, and sometimes considering the shared “nature” (φύσις) of both the human body and the universe as a whole.

Instead of separating themselves from the rest of the medical tradition, the doctor-cosmologists formed part of a continuum. There is no clear distinction between these doctors and other medical writers who sought out high-level commonalities. The author of On the Seed-Nature of the Child, for example, makes many claims that may be labeled “cosmological.” He never explicitly defines the first principles of the universe, but he is nevertheless engaging in essentially the same inquiry that we see in On the Nature of the Human Being, On Breaths, On Flesh, and On
Regimen. What makes the category of “doctor-cosmologist” so amorphous is the fact that these doctors did not see themselves as departing from their peers. They maintained the same theories about πνεῦμα, humors, and the “powers” of food and drink that we find in other texts, and they built on pre-existing approaches to medical inquiry, especially as regards the comparison of dissimilar phenomena in the hope of finding “one similarity” that unites and governs them all. Some contemporaries of these doctors would have certainly criticized them for investigating “the things on high,” but what actually qualified as medically relevant in this period was still up for debate. The doctor-cosmologists saw themselves primarily as doctors and only secondarily as cosmologists. It is with this in mind that I have approached them in this study, and I hope that future research will further integrate these doctors into our historical understanding of early Greek science.
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